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“Jonathan Franzen is often described as a teller of family stories. Only 
now, though, in Crossroads, has he given us a novel in which a family, in all the 
intricacy of its workings, is truly at the center.”

So proclaimed Franzen’s publisher right on the back cover of the advance 
reading copy of Crossroads (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Oct. 5) that landed in 
my mailbox this summer. Readers of Franzen’s third novel, The Corrections, 
were no doubt bewildered by the claim—wasn’t the Lambert family at the 
center of that modern classic?—but the new novel undoubtedly shows the 
author at the height of his powers, tracking the ever changing dynamics of 
one American family.

The Hilderbrandts—parents Russ and Marion; children Clem, Becky, 
Perry, and Judson—are the focus of Crossroads, with chapters rotating among their points of view 
(with the notable exception of young Judson’s). The year is 1971; the setting, suburban Chicago. 
Russ is an associate pastor at a local church who, after seeing the youth 
group hijacked by his countercultural nemesis and developing a crush 
on a married parishioner, undergoes a spiritual crisis. All the Hilder-
brandts are in crisis, in fact—Marion is coming to terms with her 
unhappy marriage and her past of mental illness; Clem has decided he 
must drop out of college and serve in Vietnam; Becky is questioning 
her status as a popular high school girl; Perry has become an adolescent 
drug dealer. In a starred review, our critic praised Franzen for “digging 
deep into his characters’ emotions, experiences, desires, and doubts in 
a way that will please readers seeking to connect to books heart-first.”

Crossroads put me in mind of another recent book I found especially 
absorbing. Kristin Valdez Quade’s debut novel, The Five Wounds (Nor-
ton, April 6), puts the contemporary Padilla family of Las Penas, New 
Mexico, under the microscope during the course of one eventful year. 
Faith is a major theme here as well—the novel opens during Holy Week as 30-something Amadeo, 

a coddled man-child seemingly unable to secure a living, hopes to find 
redemption by playing Jesus in a ritual reenactment of the crucifix-
ion; to heighten the stakes he decides to use real nails. (You’ll have to 
read the book just to see how that turns out.) Meanwhile, his teenage 
daughter, Angel, is pregnant, enrolled in an educational program for 
unwed mothers, and uncertain what her future holds. And Amadeo’s 
50-something mother, Yolanda, learns she has an inoperable brain 
tumor—and decides that she’s not telling anyone about her diagnosis. 
What could play as soap opera is instead a fine-grained and emotionally 
astute observation of parents and children in a continuous renegotia-
tion of their roles and relationships. Our starred review said, “Perfectly 
rendered characters anchor a novel built around a fierce, flawed, and 
loving family.”

The focus on the family in both novels is pleasingly old-fashioned—
or should I say timeless? After all, the family has been one of the great themes of fiction from Jane 
Austen onward. The novel is the perfect vehicle to examine this miniature social unit, in its own 
way as complex as a larger society, as riven by shifting allegiances and yoked to its history. What-
ever trends may be blowing through the world of fiction, the family will remain a rich subject.
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HER NAME IS KNIGHT
Angoe, Yasmin
Thomas & Mercer (431 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Nov. 1, 2021
978-1-5420-2995-7  

A debut whose larger-than-life hero-
ine is a Miami-based assassin for the 
African Tribal Council.

This novel begins with a series of 
trigger warnings, so you can be sure 
you’re in for a wild ride with Nena 

Knight, nee Aninyeh Ama Asym, code-named Echo, as she 
alternately takes down her people’s enemies and explains the 
background that made her who she is. Shuttling back and forth 
between Aninyeh’s childhood in N’nkakuwe, a village in Ghana 
led by her father, Michael Asym, and a present in which Nena 
and her crack team methodically execute enemies of the Tribe, 
Angoe presents Michael’s betrayal by his old school friend Paul 
Frempong; the deaths of Michael and most of his family mem-
bers; the gang rape of Aninyeh and the burning of the village; 
Aninyeh’s sale into slavery; her escape and adoption by Noble 
Knight, High Council of the Tribe; and her training as a skilled 
assassin. Nena’s violent but satisfying life is upended when she 
unexpectedly meets Cortland Baxter, a U.S. federal attorney tar-
geted by the Tribe at the request of wealthy businessman Lucien 
Douglas, whom the Council is eager to add to their numbers, 
and decides that she can’t kill him, at least partly because she’s 
falling for him. The stakes in her disobedience rapidly mount 
as she realizes she’s not the only person to walk away from the 
massacre at N’nkakuwe and assume a new identity.

A parable of reclaiming personal and tribal identity by seiz-
ing power at all costs.

AN IMPOSSIBLE LOVE 
Angot, Christine
Trans. by Armine Kotin Mortimer
Archipelago (240 pp.) 
$18.00 paper  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-953861-04-7  

The most recently translated auto-
fiction by controversial French literary 
phenomenon Angot brings her unflinch-

ing intelligence to a terrible childhood trauma.
The novel starts with the love story of the narrator’s parents. 

It’s the 1950s in the small French town of Châteauroux when 
beautiful, impoverished Rachel meets Pierre, the cultured scion 

fiction
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of a wealthy Parisian family. Rachel lives with her younger sister 
and works at the Social Security office. Pierre is a translator at 
the nearby American military base. Rachel’s parents are not 
much present, her mother due to ill health, her father because, 
being Jewish, he spent the war out of the country; he appears 
only to criticize and reject his offspring. Rachel’s love for Pierre 
is unanalyzed, naïve. He seems extraordinary and unconven-
tional, unlike her small-town suitors. When he explains that he 
will never marry her, because he needs to feel free and because 
her family isn’t wealthy, she understands, even though “When 
you went out with a man, and you weren’t married, you know, in 
those years, you were like a piece of trash.” Likewise when she 
gets pregnant and he refuses to come see her, choosing instead 
to vacation in Italy. She raises their daughter, Christine, on her 
own while working full time during a period when most moth-
ers stayed home. She calls the girl “my little fawn,” and Christine 
adores her. Then Pierre reappears, now married to a rich Ger-
man with whom he has started a family. Rachel implores him to 
recognize Christine officially. They’re moving to Reims for her 
new job, and no one there knows her history. At last, complain-
ing, he agrees, and Christine takes his name, Angot. He begins 
to visit, taking her to restaurants and away on weekend trips, 
encouraging her studies. Starved for paternal affection, adoles-
cent Christine is entranced by her father’s style and money, his 
education. A chasm opens between her and her mother. And a 
terrible secret divides them. The slow, painful healing of their 
rift is deeply moving. (When, a grown woman and mother her-
self, Christine begins to call her mother Maman again, it’s “like 
a little bell at last repaired.”) Described without overstatement 
or sensationalism, raw and honest, their experience rings bru-
tally true. What began as a love story ends as an indictment of 
generations of internalized misogyny, antisemitism, class war-
fare, and the abuse of power.

Disturbing, powerful, a deeply personal story that is also 
searingly political.

YOU FEEL IT JUST 
BELOW THE RIBS 
Cranor, Jeffrey & Janina 
Matthewson
Harper Perennial/HarperCollins 
(384 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-06-306662-5  

A recovered manuscript details the 
establishment of the New Society after 
the ruinous Great Reckoning almost 

ends mankind—but does it describe a triumphant return to 
peace and equity or the desecration of that which makes us 
most human?

Dr. Miriam Gregory was a visionary psychologist whose 
research into the link between memory and trauma led to some 
of the foundational tenants of the New Society, the system of 
political and social governance that sprang up in the shambles 
left behind by the Great Reckoning. In 1977, she failed to return 

home from work and was not heard from again until her body 
was discovered in Stockholm in 1996.  Hidden under the floor-
boards of Dr. Gregory’s attic bedsit was a manuscript which, 
in spite of its incendiary nature, has been made available to a 
select few well-vetted readers in the name of free speech, the 
very manuscript the reader now holds in their hands. Dr. Greg-
ory details her early life: the loss of her family, her adoption into 
a gang of similarly orphaned children, her specious arrest for 
treason, and her friendship with the ethereal Elsa. It is from 
Elsa that Dr. Gregory learns to enter a meditative trance state 
that allows the girls to remove themselves from the harsh envi-
ronment of the Belgian prison in which they are both incarcer-
ated. After Elsa’s presumed death in a prison riot, Dr. Gregory 
evolves the technique from meditation into a tool that can 
actually alter a subject’s relationship to the traumatic memories 
they carry within them. As her proficiency grows, however, Dr. 
Gregory’s research is put to uses she never intended. Eventually, 
her psychological treatments become the foundational tool for 
enacting the Age Ten Protocols, wherein children are separated 
from their families and conditioned to forget their emotional 
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What is a historical novel? It’s a 
slippery thing to define. If you lived 
through the 1970s, you might not 
think Jonathan Franzen’s Crossroads 
(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Oct. 5) fits 
into that category, but if you were born 
in 1980, you might. Would it make 
any difference if Franzen was writ-
ing about a time before he was born? 
As the 20th century recedes into the 

past—according to a number of college professors on Twit-
ter, students are now calling the 1970s “the late 1900s”—
will fiction about the 1990s come to be seen as historical? 
How about 9/11 novels?

Scottish crime novelist Val Mc-
Dermid has just kicked off a new 
series about a young woman try-
ing to make a career as a tabloid re-
porter in Glasgow. The book’s title: 
1979 (Atlantic Monthly Press, Oct. 
5). Our starred review says, “Mc-
Dermid, who worked in Glasgow 
as a reporter in the year of the title, 
has supplemented her memories 
with a great deal of research and 
background reading. It was the 
year from hell for that city, with 
cataclysmic winter weather, strikes, and terrorist threats, 
but for ambitious reporters like Allie…any kind of trouble 
is an opportunity.…The plot is engrossing, the period at-
mosphere brilliant.” 

Moving back in time a bit, there’s 
Colson Whitehead’s Harlem Shuffle 
(Doubleday, Sept. 14), a heist novel set 
between 1959 and 1964, a few years 
before the author’s birth. Our starred 
review said “readers will be captivat-
ed by a Dickensian array of colorful, 
idiosyncratic characters, from itchy-
fingered gangsters to working-class 
women with a low threshold for male 
folly. What’s even more impressive 
is Whitehead’s densely layered, intri-
cately woven rendering of New York 

City in the Kennedy era, a time filled with both the bright 
promise of greater economic opportunity and looming de-
spair due to the growing heroin plague.”

Amor Towles’ last book, A Gentleman in Moscow (Viking, 
2016), was set in 1922—a historical novel any way you slice 
it. His new book, The Lincoln Highway (Viking, Oct. 5), isn’t 

actually about the Civil War; it’s set 
in the 1950s but has a black-and-
white picture on the cover, giving 
it an extra historical feeling. About 
two young brothers who set off on 
the road after their father dies and 
their Nebraska farm is foreclosed, 
this is “a modern picaresque with 
a host of characters, competing 
points of view, wandering narra-
tives, and teasing chapter endings,” 
according to our starred review. “A 
remarkable blend of sweetness and 
doom, Towles’ novel is packed with revelations about the 
American myth, the art of storytelling, and the unrelenting 
pull of history.”

Everyone agrees that fiction 
about World War II is historical, 
but Dutch author Willem Freder-
ik Hermans published A Guard-
ian Angel Recalls (Archipelago, Oct. 
12) in 1971, only 31 years after it 
was set—less time than separates 
us from the events of Crossroads. 
Newly translated by David Colmer, 
the book tells the story of a Dutch 
public prosecutor who runs over 

a 6-year-old Jewish girl as he’s fleeing the incoming Nazis 
and then tries to rationalize it to himself. “With its hapless 
protagonist, acerbic tone, and laughable rumors of war…
much of this…novel is a comedy of errors. But its scenes of 
destruction are shattering and surreal.”

Moving back to the 19th cen-
tury, Paul Griffiths’ Mr. Beethoven 
(New York Review Books, Oct. 
19) is a historical fantasy in which 
Ludwig van Beethoven lived six 
years longer than he actually did 
and took up a commission in Bos-
ton that he was offered but never 
accepted. He sails for America in 
1833, giving Griffiths an opportu-
nity to “spotlight a country that’s 
anxious to establish its cultural 
standing while still tethered to its 
stiff Puritan nature,” according to our starred review. “Sty-
listically rich and thoughtfully conceived historical fic-
tion”: No question about that.

Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.
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ties in an effort to eradicate all traces of the kind of tribal or 
national loyalties responsible for the Great Reckoning. Horri-
fied by the application of her process, Dr. Gregory sets out to 
right some of the wrongs she has unwittingly helped create. The 
book as a whole fits into the universe of the authors’ serial pod-
cast Within the Wires, which also takes its form from the idea of 
found communication. Unsurprisingly, that sense of collabora-
tive creation carries over, both in how Dr. Gregory’s memories 
intersect and sometimes refute the details of her history and in 
the technique of liberally footnoting the text with asides from 
fact-checkers and critics who warn the reader of the danger 
of taking Dr. Gregory’s word as law. The result is a fascinating 
layering of fiction, invention, satire, and social critique which 
explores much more than just the backstory of an alternative 
history.

A metatextual inquiry into the roots of human conflict 
that keeps its thread of tension taut throughout.

THE MIDNIGHT LOCK
Deaver, Jeffery
Putnam (448 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Nov. 30, 2021
978-0-525-53600-0  

Quadriplegic ex-cop criminalist Lin-
coln Rhyme’s latest larger-than-life quarry 
is a man who invades the apartments of 
sleeping women and ignores their bodies, 
preferring to mess with their heads.

Chagrined that Rhyme’s expert tes-
timony ends up persuading several jurors that gangster Viktor 
Buryak is actually innocent of the murder of laundromat chain 
owner Alekos Gregorios, Alonzo Rodriguez, head of the Detec-
tive Bureau, orders the NYPD to sever all ties with outside 
contractors, imperiling not only Rhyme’s long and fruitful asso-
ciation with the department, but maybe even his marriage to 
Detective Amelia Sachs. The timing of this announcement is 
especially unfortunate because Rhyme has just begun to work 
on identifying the Locksmith, who’s broken into the homes 
of fashion marketer and influencer Annabelle Talese and two 
earlier victims, rearranged their tchotchkes, helped himself 
to a snack, left behind an unsettling note on a page from the 
tabloid Daily Herald, and locked the door behind him on his 
exit. The Locksmith, whose point of view Deaver periodically 
enters, goes on to commit two more break-ins without violence, 
leaving Rhyme increasingly frustrated and readers wonder-
ing if anybody else will ever get killed. The news that Averell 
Whittaker, longtime publisher of the Herald, is liquidating the 
scandal sheet to fund a foundation on journalistic ethics may 
seem to add a more homely dimension to the Locksmith’s spree. 
But what Whittaker’s plans really add are new layers of criminal 
complications that take a hundred pages to wind down. Some 
readers will be aghast in admiration at the nonstop revelations, 
others impatient for every last T to be crossed so that they can 
turn the last page and get to sleep before dawn.

In the end, everyone will agree that there’s no other detec-
tive under the midnight moon like Lincoln Rhyme.

AN ACCIDENTAL ODYSSEY
dyer, kc
Berkley (400 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Dec. 14, 2021
978-0-593102-06-0  

A young woman’s impulsivity brings 
clarity to her life.

Twenty-five-year-old New York jour-
nalist Gianna Kostas’ life is at a crossroads. 
Her internship at NOSH, a food publica-
tion, has come to an end without the prom-

ise of a new contract. Her engagement to headstrong Anthony 
Hearst (yes, those Hearsts) is ramping up, but Gia has reserva-
tions: “There’s a fine line between supportive and bossy, I think, 
and then clamp my lips shut on the thought, guiltily.” When Gia 
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finds out that her father, Aristotle Kostas, who just had a stroke, 
has left the hospital and jetted off to Athens without his medica-
tion, Gia decides her only option is to follow him. Thus she sets 
off on an adventure, armed with just enough Greek to apologize 
for not speaking Greek. When Gia arrives in Greece she quickly 
realizes she does not want to return to her normal life but instead 
decides to follow her professor father on his quest to retrace Odys-
seus’ route home from Troy. Furthermore, she successfully pitches 
a series of food articles documenting her Mediterranean sojourn 
to NOSH. But things become more complicated after Gia, think-
ing Anthony has ended their relationship, sleeps with a man who 
turns out to be her father’s colleague. The author’s Achilles’ heel 
is spending too much time on ridiculous plot points (long lost sib-
lings! near-death brushes with squid!) and not enough time devel-
oping the relationship between Gia and her father. But if you’re 
willing to suspend disbelief long enough to overlook these twists 
and turns, the delicious descriptions of Mediterranean food and 
scenery are enough to keep you hooked.

A mouthwatering voyage.

SMALL WORLD 
Evison, Jonathan
Dutton (480 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-593-18412-7  

A train accident reveals the connec-
tions among a host of people across race, 
class, history, and the country in this 
ambitious epic.

Evison’s seventh novel opens by giv-
ing away the climax: Walter, a train opera-

tor working his final run for Amtrak, is at the center of a wreck 
on the way to Seattle. But despite making the worlds-in-collision 
setup clear early, Evison has still crafted a suspenseful novel, as he 
shuttles between the train’s riders in 2019 and their forebears in 
the 1850s. Walter is a descendent of Nora and Finn, Irish twins 
orphaned in Chicago. Malik, a rising high school basketball star, is 
a descendent of George, an escaped slave. Jenny, a hard-charging 
corporate fixer (she supervised Amtrak buyouts that, it’s implied, 
led to the crash), descends from Wu Chen, a Chinese immigrant 
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who parlayed a small stash of gold into a thriving business. And 
Laila, escaping her abusive husband, is descended from Luyu, a 
Miwok woman who’s absorbed White people’s condescension 
or brutality. Bouncing among the characters in brief chapters, 
Evison gives the story a sprightly, page-turner feel despite the 
sizable cast he’s assembled. And the story thrives because his 
eye for the particulars of each character’s life is so sharp: Finn’s 
work on farms and railroads, Laila’s anxiety over escaping her 
husband, Malik’s mother’s desperate efforts to make ends meet 
for her son’s sake. So when their lives do wind up intersecting on 
the train, Evison’s novel feels less like we’re-all-connected sen-
timentality than a compassionate vision of a pluralistic country 
that ought to dignify everybody. Though politics aren’t explicit 
in the novel, it’s plainly a response to an era that’s created divid-
ing lines across the country. Without being simplistic or wearing 
rose-colored glasses, Evison suggests a fresh way of recognizing 
our relationships without melting-pot clichés.

A bighearted, widescreen American tale.

THE NIGHT WILL BE LONG
Gamboa, Santiago
Trans. by Andrea Rosenberg
Europa Editions (368 pp.) 
$18.00 paper  |  Nov. 23, 2021
978-1-60945-711-2  

In a remote stretch of southwest-
ern Colombia, Bogota-based journalist 
Julieta Lezama investigates an ultravio-
lent confrontation that officials pretend 
never happened.

Before mysteriously disappearing, an orphaned 14-year-
old boy who witnessed the clash tells the 40-ish, trash-talking 
Julieta how the confrontation ended with a black-attired figure 
emerging from a bazooka-ed Hummer and escaping in a heli-
copter. Everyone else in town claims they didn’t see or hear any-
thing. All evidence of the confrontation is cleared away. With her 
assistant, Johana, a veteran of the FARC guerrilla group, Julieta 
determines that a simmering Mafia-like conflict between a Pen-
tecostal church and an evangelical one had something to do with 
the roadside drama. The story leads Julieta to French Guiana 
and Brazil and intense one-on-ones with the churches’ corrupt 
pastors—who, for all their dark edges, win her over with their 
charisma. Each of them gets to tell his anguished story in long, 
italicized sections that touch on the “perverse republic” that 
is Colombia. “When a person screams into the darkness, what 
reply is possible?” one of them asks. For all that, the book is lifted 
by its cutting humor, which takes on a dreamy, almost surreal 
quality. The deeper Julieta gets into the case, the more she drinks, 
happily aware of what she’s doing. For the prosecutor she’s work-
ing with, the more bodies pile up, the giddier he gets in urging 
her on. Gamboa can go so deep into a character, such as a pastor 
obsessed with gold, that he loses the thread of the main narrative. 
But the book never loses the spark of originality.

An absorbing—at times almost too absorbing—mystery 
by a notable Colombian author.

OLGA DIES DREAMING 
Gonzalez, Xochitl
Flatiron Books (384 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-250-78617-3  

Warmhearted but tough-minded story 
of a sister and brother grappling with iden-
tity, family, and life goals in gentrifying 
Brooklyn.

Olga and Prieto Acevedo grew up in 
Sunset Park, in one of the first Puerto 

Rican families to move into a then-White working-class neigh-
borhood. Now Olga lives in a Fort Greene high-rise and is a very 
high-end wedding planner. Prieto is back in the family house with 
his grandmother after a divorce; he’s a congressman fighting for 
his district—except when he’s shifting his vote at the behest of the 
Selby brothers, sinister real estate developers who have compro-
mising photos of very closeted Prieto having sex with a man. The 
siblings both have bad consciences about having compromised 
the ideals of their mother, a radical activist for Puerto Rican 
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“Atmospheric, intelligent, and well informed: 

an impressive debut.”
olga dies dreaming
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independence who abandoned the family when Olga was 12 and 
is now a fugitive. Vivid portraits of various friends and relatives 
capture the richness of Nuyorican culture, and sharp-eyed obser-
vations of the Brooklyn social and political landscape underpin a 
busy plot. It climaxes with the catastrophic impact of Hurricane 
Maria on Puerto Rico, where their mother has become the leader 
of a revolutionary group called the Pañuelos Negros. An actual 
boyfriend for the previously commitment-phobic Olga prompts 
her to reassess a career focused on making lots of money, while an 
HIV scare goads Prieto to question the need to hide his true self. 
Supported by Tía Lola and their cousin Mabel, sister and brother 
also begin to realize how their mother has manipulated them for 
years with her chastising letters, which are scattered throughout 
to offer grim examples of fanatical political commitment. None-
theless, debut novelist Gonzalez’s stinging and knowledgeable 
commentary about the American sociopolitical order that keeps 
Black and brown people poor and powerless suggests that radical 
remedies are called for, even if she gives the personal dramas of 
her appealing main characters pleasingly hopeful final acts.

Atmospheric, intelligent, and well informed: an impres-
sive debut. 

THE JUDGE’S LIST
Grisham, John
Doubleday (368 pp.) 
$22.49  |  Oct. 19, 2021
978-0-385-54602-7  

A vigorous thriller that gets out of 
the courtroom and into the swampier 
corners of the Redneck Riviera.

Judges are supposed to dispense jus-
tice, not administer the death penalty 
on their own initiative. That’s just what 

Lacy Stoltz is up against, though. The protagonist of The Whis-
tler (2016), she’s a jaded investigator for Florida’s Board on Judi-
cial Conduct, which, thanks to budget cuts, is dying on the vine, 

“a leaderless mess.” Lacy acts on complaints, and she receives a 
doozy from a well-put-together Black woman who introduces 
herself as Margie, though she admits that’s an alias. Her father, 
a much-respected professor of constitutional law, had retired to 
South Carolina and was murdered by an unknown killer. Now 
the coldest of cold cases, his death is a link in an evidentiary 
chain that only Margie—her real name is Jeri Crosby—has 
managed to construct. The murderer: a circuit judge sitting in 
Pensacola, biding his time until he can cross off the next vic-
tim on a deeply personal to-be-avenged list. Judge Bannick has 
more money than God and more technological goodies than 
Lex Luthor, but though a psycho, he puts on a good public face. 
Lacy is resistant at first, given that her normal brief is to inves-
tigate complaints about drunkenness or corruption, but she 
allows that “six murders would certainly liven up her caseload.” 
And then some. We don’t meet the killing judge until halfway 
through the book, and then he’s a model of clinical badness in 
a game of cat and mouse that ends in—well, a rather frothily 
grisly moment. As with all his procedurals, Grisham injects pro-
fessorial notes on crime and justice into the proceedings: “This 
country averages fifteen thousand murders a year. One-third 
are never solved….Since 1960, over two hundred thousand.” 
And as ever, with one body unaccounted for, he leaves the door 
ajar to admit a sequel—one that, with luck, will team Lacy with 
the much more energetic Jeri to enact some justice of their own.

A shiny bauble of mayhem sure to please Grisham’s many 
fans.

BRIGHT BURNING THINGS
Harding, Lisa
HarperVia/HarperCollins (336 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-06-309714-8  

A downtrodden single mother in 
Dublin shares her inner torment as 
alcoholism puts her at risk of losing the 
4-year-old son she adores.

Sonya is a former actress who lost 
her career and lover when she decided 

to have her baby. Her narration is imbued with theatrical 
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Amor Towles has enjoyed the kind of success that 
most writers can only dream of. His debut novel, Rules 
of Civility (2011), enjoyed positive reviews and was 
longlisted for the Dublin Literary Award. His second 
novel, A Gentleman in Moscow (2016) vaulted to anoth-
er level entirely; it has sold 1.5 million copies, spent 59 
weeks on the New York Times hardcover bestseller list, 
and was named a finalist for the Kirkus Prize. Now 
Towles returns with The Lincoln Highway (Viking, Oct. 
5), a novel that is eagerly anticipated and sure to find 
a ready audience. Set in 1950s America, it’s the sto-
ry of 18-year-old Emmett Watson, recently released 
from a work farm after being convicted of involuntary 
manslaughter. Emmett returns home to an 8-year-old 
brother, Billy, and a Nebraska farm in foreclosure af-
ter their father’s death. When two escapees from the 
juvenile facility, Duchess and Woolly, turn up unan-
nounced, the boys, along with their neighbor Sally, find 
themselves on an adventure-filled cross-country jour-

ney to seek their fortunes. Towles spoke with us from 
his home in Manhattan via Zoom; our conversation 
has been edited for length and clarity.

You’ve published three novels now, each set in a very 
different historical time and place. How do you decide 
on the settings for your novels?
Let me start by saying I don’t think of myself as a his-
torical novelist, and I don’t think about writing in a par-
ticular time period. My short stories tend to be [set] 
in the present. For me, it’s just a big, open landscape. I 
don’t have any affinity toward the past in particular, and 
I don’t have a historical project, that’s for sure. 

Usually, a conceit, a premise, presents itself. With 
Rules of Civility, it was: A woman walks into the open-
ing of the Walker Evans show at MoMA and recognizes 
a guy in the pictures. [With A Gentleman in Moscow,] I 
walked into a hotel in Geneva and thought, wouldn’t 
it be amazing if you had to spend your whole life in a 
hotel? With The Lincoln Highway, I had this notion of 
a teenager going home from a juvenile facility or some 
kind of work farm, the warden dropping him off at 
home, and it turns out that there were two kids from 
the facility who had hidden in the trunk of the war-
den’s car. That was it. Now in each of these cases, for 
whatever reason, the notion grabs me enough that I 
write it down, and I start dwelling on it. I have many 
of these ideas—certainly more than 100—and, over 
the course of my life, I have spent time imagining the 
fulfillment of those premises. 

What kind of research do you need to do to make a 
premise like this one work?
I’m not a research guy. I don’t pick a topic, research it, 
and write a book. What I do is pick a topic that I feel 
very comfortable writing about because I have some 
affinity or deep knowledge—of New York in the ’30s, 
or Russia in the Soviet era, or America in the ’50s. I 

The bestselling author returns with a new novel, The Lincoln Highway, 
and a new perspective on the writing life
BY TOM BEER

Dm
itri Kasterine
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have some connection to it that makes me confident I 
can explore and imagine that arena without the benefit 
of research. I’m very skeptical about how research will 
affect my work. I think that applied research toward a 
project can often feel that way to the reader—it feels 
like a researched book. You’re trying to make a novel, 
a living thing. I really do want my imagination to have 
free rein and to imagine the characters, the spaces, the 
events as fully as possible. At the end, when I finish 
a book, I’ll often do some applied research then, be-
cause then I have a sense of what I want to know bet-
ter. This is a gap I want to fill in, or I’m going to dou-
ble-check something. 

Part of the problem with historical fiction in the 
modern era is that people are constantly hunting 
things down and saying, “That wouldn’t have hap-
pened on that day in that place.” Some of that’s good, 
and some of it’s annoying. In this book, I went out of 
my way to strip it. There’s very little in it that is land-
marked. There’s a Howard Johnson’s, there’s a nuclear 
test, the radio gets played a bit. I wanted the reader to 
come into this world and join these kids and see the 
world as they would. 

A lot of the period came to me through the wonder-
fully distinctive voices of the characters—Emmett, Sally, 
Duchess, Woolly, and the others.
The book was originally designed to go back and forth 
between Emmett and Duchess the entire time, Em-
mett in third-person and Duchess in first-person. Em-
mett is this stoic, practical, no-nonsense, forward-
moving figure; I wanted his tone to be spare and not 
very flowery. It was natural to imagine Duchess as 
[having] a complementing tone—someone who likes 
exaggeration, likes to tell a diverting story and go on 
at length about crazy people he’s met and draw big as-
sumptions. It also made sense in terms of the Midwest 
versus New York City. I wanted Duchess to reflect a 
particular strand of New York City psychology that he 
brings into the book in a very vivid way. 

By the time I got to drafting out the events on the 
train, I could hear Pastor John and Ulysses so strongly, 
the two of them, that I ended up writing the Pastor 
John part from the pastor’s perspective and Ulysses’ 
part from his perspective. Then I thought, I know ex-
actly what Sally sounds like, and we should hear from 
her. And I know exactly what Woolly sounds like, and 
he deserves a bigger part in the story. I actually went 
back at that point and rewrote the earlier chapters so 
that [those characters] could play a bigger part in the 
voicing of the remainder of the story. At this point, I 
can’t imagine this book being from the perspectives of 

only Duchess and Emmett. There’s no question in my 
mind, it would be a far less interesting book to both 
write and read.

Was the experience of writing this book different after 
the remarkable success of A Gentleman in Moscow? 
What changed for you as a writer?
It didn’t change much, but I’m 56. I have two teenage 
kids, and I’ve had a 20-year career separate from this. 
My wife and I are going to celebrate our 25th anniver-
sary. The success of A Gentleman in Moscow matters 
a lot to me, and I’m so happy that readers have been 
drawn to the book and enjoyed it and passed it on. But 
within the scope of my life, it’s to some degree dwarfed 
by all these other things, right? Let’s put it this way: 
Those things keep it in perspective. Teenagers keep ev-
erything in perspective. What the success of A Gentle-
man in Moscow really gives to me, as an artist, is the re-
inforcement that yes, these mundane, daily aspects of 
craft—of discipline, of instinct, of labor—they work. 
Maybe they’re not always working at the same level, 
you know, and I’m going to write about something 
else that doesn’t grab the attention of as many people 
or make them as happy or whatever. But I have confi-
dence that I can write another book—and that’s a lot.

The Lincoln Highway received a starred review in the 
July 15, 2021, issue.
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histrionics both mesmerizing and horrifying—mostly horrify-
ing. The manic affection and pride with which Sonya describes 
her isolated life with son Tommy and dog Herbie, whom Sonya 
calls her other “boy,” are belied by the filth and squalor they 
clearly inhabit. Sonya is a mother who leaves a 4-year-old alone 
on the beach while she swims in her underwear with her imagi-
nary, “lethal and irresistible…sidekick”; who drinks three bot-
tles of wine and passes out while Tommy sits hungry in front of 
the television; who, in a burst of obsessive love, presses Tommy 
against her stomach as if to stuff him back into her womb, almost 
literally smothering him until he escapes her hold; who slaps 
him in a pizzeria, where a stranger named David Smythe steps 
in to pay for their food out of concern and suggests she get help. 
The sense of impending disaster looms until Sonya’s supposedly 
estranged father shows up and forces her into rehab, where she 
interacts with three key characters: Sister Anne, whose spiritu-
ality is hard for Sonya to accept but who sees her as redeemable; 
fellow addict Jimmy, who can’t cure himself but offers Sonya 
practical support; and David Smythe, who (too) coincidentally 
turns out to be a former addict–turned-counselor and who may 

or may not offer the safe haven Sonya needs. Harding eschews 
sentimentality while making it clear that her characters, how-
ever warped, are complex human beings. But even after Sonya 
returns home and regains custody of Tommy, the reader cannot 
relax and trust that Tommy will be safe in her care.

A tour de force of anguish made bearable by glimmers of 
redemption.

PUSHCART PRIZE XLVI
Best of the Small Presses 
2022
Henderson, Bill—Ed.
Pushcart (576 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-9600977-4-6  

The 46th edition of the venerable 
annual shows a welcome burst of new life 
amid lots of death.
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Small presses, notes longtime editor Henderson, are the 
bulwark between literature and a steadily agglomerating publish-
ing industry in which “authors become mere content providers 
for the present moment.” That said, present-moment concerns 
abound in this overstuffed anthology. In this second year of 
Covid, death is a constant. In his smart short story “Biology,” 
Kevin Wilson opens with the death of an eighth grade teacher 
with whom his protagonist, 25 years earlier, had had an odd con-
versation concerning a game called “Death Cards.” If you drew a 
death card, well, you die. And what if you don’t draw a death card, 
asks the teacher. “You still die, but you die in your sleep,” says the 
protagonist. “Peacefully.” Just a few pages later, in a story by Dan-
iel Orozco, a young boy whose mother has just died of “an excep-
tionally rare and virulent spinal cancer” is comforted—if you can 
call it that—by an alcoholic father who instructs him that, yes, 
we all die, and that when we do, “that’s all she wrote.” In a memo-
rable short poem called “Black Box,” Sandra Lim conjures quiet 
grief: “Make him come back, she said, / her voice like something 
brought up intact / from the cold center of a lake.” Suicide, 9/11, 
the war in Afghanistan, all find their places here. Refreshingly, 
the old guard is not much evident in favor of comparatively new 
voices, though stalwart Joyce Carol Oates turns in an attention-
getting prose poem incorporating parole petitions of the now 
elderly Manson family women: “Because I hated them. Because 
I had always hated them—beautiful women and girls,” says one 
to excuse her murderousness. A particularly high point: Sidestep-
ping all the mayhem, in an essay called “The Kaleshion,” Jerald 
Walker recounts the perilous path from Afro to Jheri curl to self-
administered haircuts, one of the last of which yields a hilarious 
disaster and a rare and welcome moment of laughter.

As ever, an essential volume for anyone tracking the prog-
ress of American letters.

ORPHANS OF THE STORM
Imrie, Celia
Bloomsbury (416 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Dec. 14, 2021
978-1-63557-788-4  

The sensational true saga of the 
“waifs of the Titanic” is unevenly fictional-
ized in Imrie’s sixth novel.

This is a reconstruction, based on 
exhaustive mining of musty records more 
than a century old, of how two French 

toddlers, a 2-year-old and a 4-year-old, wound up on a Titanic life-
boat. An afterword by writer Fidelis Morgan, Imrie’s researcher 
and fellow actress, reveals that this painstaking investigation also 
removes blame from the little boys’ mother, Marcella Navratil, 
where history had assigned it, and places it squarely on the shoul-
ders of their father, couturier Michael Navratil. Fleeing divorce, 
a custody battle, and bankruptcy in Nice, with more than 30,000 
embezzled francs, Michael kidnaps the boys and, impersonating 
a business associate, boards the RMS Titanic, where his fateful 
comeuppance awaits. The first half of the book chronicles the 
travails of Marcella, a naïve Niçoise seamstress, who, at 17, falls 

under Michael’s sway and marries him. A brief honeymoon 
period progresses to spousal abuse after the births of their two 
sons. Marcella files for divorce, a daring move for a woman in 1911. 
Much of the research described in Morgan’s afterword is shoe-
horned into the fictional treatment, where it distracts from the 
dramatic arc. For example, the fact that Michael was abetted in 
the couple’s hasty and secret London marriage by Paul Kühne, 
whose restaurant also figured in a scandalous attempted murder/
suicide, is an intriguing real-life coincidence with no relevance to 
the action here, yet Imrie belabors this nonexistent connection. 
Similarly, Michael’s American friends the Kirchmanns may have 
taken his side in the domestic dispute, but attempts to concoct 
a more sinister motive for their antagonism toward Marcella 
unduly expand their peripheral role. After a padded and digres-
sive first half, the most gripping portion of the book belongs not 
to Marcella but to plucky New Yorker Margaret Bechstein Hays, 
the focus of the story’s second half, along with the always riveting 
Titanic disaster.

A nonfictional treatment might have better served this 
story.
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TRUE CRIME STORY
Knox, Joseph
Sourcebooks Landmark (400 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-72824-586-7  

In a serpentine narrative that reads 
like a podcast, the friends, parents, and 
twin sister of a 19-year-old college stu-
dent recall the events leading up to her 
disappearance as well as the criminal 
investigation and personal travails that 

followed.
Almost every character in this so-called “true crime story” 

set in Manchester, England, in 2011 has something to hide. That 
includes the author, who, using his real name, casts himself as 
one of the more dubious actors on a crowded stage that is in fact 
a hall of mirrors. The setup, however, is straightforward and all 
too familiar. At the tail end of a drunken Christmas party, a 
pretty and talented college student disappears and is never seen 

again. “She never got the chance to let her childhood and her 
pretensions fall away,” the vanished Zoe’s pretentious boyfriend, 
Andrew, later muses. “And you could argue that’s useful for the 
role that she’s been cast in by the likes of her father....A victim 
is apparently the best thing you can be in this day and age.” 
Andrew is one of a handful of central characters interviewed by 
Evelyn Mitchell, a journalist who becomes obsessed with the 
case (and who is murdered, perhaps as a consequence or per-
haps not). It is Evelyn’s transcript of those interviews—inter-
rupted by emails between Evelyn and the author—that reveals 
both the truth behind Zoe’s disappearance and the deceits and 
dangers that shadow these young lives. “It’s amazing what can 
seem normal when it’s all you know,” one character remarks of 
his unstable Irish mother. “I spent my first five years dressed 
as the girl she’s actually been expecting, which was confusing 
to say the least.” This is Fintan, of whom the reader will learn 
more and worse. Each voice is distinctive and convincing, and 
each story within the central tale captures the youth culture of 
the time in unglamorous Manchester. There is, however, more 
style than substance in a crime novel that, for all its cleverness, 
resorts to red herrings that would make Agatha Christie blush.

A cunningly constructed yet flimsy novel of youthful con-
fusion, obsession, and murder.

THE ANOMALY 
Le Tellier, Hervé
Trans. by Adriana Hunter
Other Press (336 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  Nov. 23, 2021
978-1-63542-169-9  

A mystifying phenomenon sends 
shock waves through the world of an 
alternate 2021.

The opening chapter presents a 
detailed portrait of a professional assas-

sin called Blake, a man described as “extremely meticulous, cau-
tious, and imaginative.” The same adjectives could be applied 
to author Le Tellier: Trained as a mathematician and a scientific 
journalist, he uses these first pages to prime the reader for his 
methodically crafted story. The action then abruptly jumps 
to Victor Miesel, a disillusioned author and translator who 
becomes “mired in a horrible impression of unreality” after a 
turbulent flight. Over the following weeks, Miesel feverishly 
writes a new book called The anomaly, sends it to his editor, and 
kills himself. Then, snap, a new chapter begins, introducing a 
film editor named Lucie, who, along with every subsequently 
introduced character (eleven, altogether), is inexplicably req-
uisitioned by the authorities.The connection between these 
people soon becomes clear: They were all passengers on the 
same turbulent flight. What exactly happened on this airplane? 
Le Tellier withholds the details for long enough that revealing 
the mystery here would spoil the entrancing quality of the book. 
Hunter’s brilliant translation from the French—her fifth collab-
oration with Le Tellier—transforms Le Tellier’s distinct French 
voice into a distinct English one. More importantly, Hunter 

“A mystifying phenomenon sends shock waves 
through the world of an alternate 2021.”

the anomaly





captures the playful exhilaration with which Le Tellier marries 
his audacious plot to a deep concern for existentialist philoso-
phy. Excerpts from Miesel’s The anomaly appear in epigraphs 
for each new section, including: “There is something admirable 
that always surpasses knowledge, intelligence, and even genius, 
and that is incomprehension.”

Humorous, captivating, thoughtful—existentialism has 
never been so thrilling.

THE WEDDING PARTY 
Liu Xinwu
Trans. by Jeremy Tiang
Amazon Crossing (400 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-5420-3120-2  

Covering one 12-hour day in Decem-
ber 1982, Liu’s magnum opus focuses on 
all aspects of a working-class wedding, 
from the earliest preparations to the 
final farewells, while telling intersecting 

stories about the inhabitants of the Beijing building where the 
celebration occurs.

The novel is stuffed with Chinese history, the specifics of 
life in 1982 (including architecture, food, and clothing), and 
philosophical musings on time and what it means to be human. 
Each character in the Dickensian cast undergoes a private 
drama: They’re all fully developed people, with complete his-
tories showing the varied and complex impact of Chinese com-
munism, particularly the Cultural Revolution, on individual 
fortunes. The wedding takes place in a siheyuan, a building built 
around a courtyard that in feudal times housed one wealthy 
extended family but by 1982 is divided into multiple apartments 
with a variety of residents, from a high-level bureaucrat and a 
poetry editor to a warehouse guard and a cobbler. Retired gro-
cery store clerk Auntie Xue wants to throw her son, Jiyue, the 
perfect wedding, hiring young chef Lu Xichun to cook a tradi-
tional multicourse feast. The ostensible plot surrounds the wed-
ding’s success or failure, in particular a crisis that arises over the 
gold-plated watch the Xues have spent their savings to buy as 
a gift for Jiyue’s bride. But a host of subplots involving flawed 
yet empathetic characters vie for attention; among them is an 
unflappable government bureau chief who receives a shocking 
letter that could destroy his career, a British-educated transla-
tor whose uneducated father disapproves of his intellectual 
fiance, a busybody no one likes despite her good deeds, and an 
opera singer whose profession and marriage collide. The nov-
el’s heart lies with quiet, passionately competent chef Xichun, 
whose cooking never falters and who never loses sight of his and 
others’ humanity.

A deep immersion in everyday life in Beijing after the Cul-
tural Revolution.

CAIRO CIRCLES
Mahmoud, Doma
Unnamed Press (369 pp.)
$28.00  |  Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-951213-36-7  

Mahmoud’s debut novel explores 
family bonds and class tension in Egypt 
and the United States.

Spanning several decades in the 
lives of its characters, this novel puts a 
group of young Egyptians and Egyptian 
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“Mahmoud’s debut novel explores family bonds and 
class tension in Egypt and the United States.”

cairo circles



Americans through a host of familial, moral, and psychologi-
cal challenges. Mahmoud takes his time in establishing the full 
scope of the story, but it gradually becomes clear that it’s explor-
ing the wake of two traumatic experiences. The book opens in 
2002 with Zeina, a girl from a working-class background who 
has a fantastic singing voice. She dreams of growing up to be 
a professional singer, which puts her at odds with her family. 
Some time later, she vanishes. Meanwhile, Sheero, who lives in 
New York and narrates several of the chapters, discovers that 
his estranged cousin, Amir, has carried out a mass shooting 
in New York City. As Sheero looks back over his fraught rela-
tionship with Amir and loses himself in whiskey and cocaine, 
Zeina’s brothers, Omar and Mustafa, struggle to find places 
for themselves in Egypt, a country going through substantial 
political changes. Sheero’s best friend, Taymour—whose family 
employed Zeina’s mother as a maid—brings the two plotlines 
together. There’s a lot to admire here, from the way Mahmoud 
moves the action forward and backward in time and parcels out 
information about the different characters. But the novel can 
be frustrating in places—watching Sheero wrestle with both 

his memories and an onslaught of media attention in the after-
math of Amir’s violent act makes for compelling reading, but a 
large chunk of his inner conflict is resolved in passing late in the 
novel. It doesn’t always click seamlessly, but when this book hits 
its stride, it does so with great power.

This novel’s complex web of relationships makes for an 
ambitious literary debut.

DOCTORS AND FRIENDS
Martin, Kimmery
Berkley (384 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-1-984802-86-6  

Seven medical school friends navi-
gate the emotional and physical devasta-
tion wrought by a global pandemic.

Written before the Covid-19 pandemic, 
this book navigates the implications of 
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An extraordinarily beautiful, touching adventure that can stand 
with the classics of children’s literature.—Kirkus Star Review
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a global pandemic on seven midcareer doctors who first became 
friends in med school. Kira Marchand is an infectious disease 
specialist who works for the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention in Atlanta; Candee Compton-Winfield is an emergency 
room doctor in New York City; Hannah Geier is an OB-GYN in 
San Diego, California; Georgia Brown is a urologist in San Diego; 
Vani Darshana is an internist in Berea, Kentucky; Zadie Anson is 
a pediatric cardiologist in Charlotte, North Carolina; and Emma 
Colley is a trauma surgeon in Charlotte. The friends are on vaca-
tion in Spain and Morocco when the pandemic first strikes, and 
the story follows them and the impact that the artiovirus, CARS-
ArV, has on their group, the cities they live in, and their families. 
Kira, Candee, and Hannah are point-of-view main characters. The 
narrative arc of the story follows Kira, the infectious disease spe-
cialist, who finds herself in a situation in which she has to choose 
between the lives of her two children. Covid-19 does not exist in 
these pages, but it will be impossible for readers to divorce their 
own pandemic experiences from those they are reading about. 
Much time is spent discussing the virus and its effects, both initial 
and long-term. For some readers, the lengthy descriptions of the 

artiovirus and its medical effects might be too much, while others 
will find the details just right. The idealized societal and govern-
mental response, however, will ring false to many.

A well-written apocalyptic tale about a global pandemic 
that is all too realistic.

SLUG AND  
OTHER STORIES 
Milks, Megan
Feminist Press (240 pp.) 
$17.95 paper  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-1-952177-84-2  

A revised, expanded edition of Milks’ 
transgressive debut collection, Kill Mar-
guerite and Other Stories, originally pub-
lished in 2014.

Twinship, sexual relationships, par-
ent-child relationships, and friendships are the subjects of this 
hypersexual and hyperconfrontational short story collection. 
The author pushes every boundary and taboo, exploring how a 
pairing can result in one person’s dominating another or chang-
ing for another. The opening story, “Slug,” establishes the themes 
of free discovery and creative sexuality. A woman has sex with—
and is transformed by—a giant slug following a date with a dis-
appointing man. Human-animal erotic pairings are explored 
further in “Wild Animals,” in which a VHS bestiality porno 

“infects” a character’s mind and sexual behaviors: “There, in that 
other realm, was a rhythm so fixed that bodies don’t need to 
be.”  Human-tech connections and imaginative pairings of body 
parts abound in daring tales that challenge certainties about 
gender, fantasy, and identity. Trans characters and transitions of 
all kinds are frequent subjects; characters’ genders and identi-
ties are malleable: “He and she can mean anything.” The author 
asks questions about queer communities and how they define 
themselves. These tales often allude to touchstones like Sev-
enteen magazine, The Babysitter’s Club, My Little Pony, video 
games, and the Choose Your Own Adventure series. Milks uses 
the framework or style of the source as a scaffold, but their 
insights about relationships are fresh and original; these are 
stories about deep pain, shame, lust, and love. Speculative ele-
ments are frequent, as in “The Strands,” in which a woman’s for-
mer lover’s hair grows to cover an entire apartment. One of the 
most arresting tales is “Patrick Gets Inspired,” an autofictional 
examination of an author’s attempt to write Covid pornography. 
It deals with infection, consummation, and release: “Spit. Drop-
lets. Breath. Vehicles of contagion. Objects of fear.” 

Tender little stories that will make you gasp and squirm.

“Tender little stories that will make you gasp and squirm.”
slug and other stories
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THE TRANSENTIENTS 
Missana, Sergio
Trans. by Jessica Powell
McPherson & Company (256 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-62054-043-5  

A man’s midlife crisis includes 
strange periods when he inhabits the 
lives of other people.

This is the first English translation 
of a novel by Chilean writer Missana, 

who has written seven books in Spanish. The narrator is Tomás 
Ugarte, the creative director of a Santiago advertising agency, 
who seeks to restart his life as a tabula rasa ahead of his 40th 
birthday. He quits his job, proceeds with the final stages of 
divorcing his wife, and moves into a new apartment. But the 
normal details occupying his days fade in significance when he 
has a spell during which he crosses over into another life, expe-
rienced through the eyes and other senses of an old homeless 

woman in a specific Santiago neighborhood. There’s no doubt 
in Tomás’ mind that “the transformation had truly occurred.” 
When he returns to being just himself, he searches for the 
woman and tries to steer her away from something he believes 
lies in her future. Tomás undergoes more of these “transentient” 
experiences, including a harrowing climb on a storm-lashed 
mountain and a screenwriter’s visit to the set of his movie. Each 
transposition becomes a detailed narrative, and together they 
offer links or clues in the book’s episodic puzzle of a plot. The 
climber is a nephew of the homeless woman; Tomás’ ex-wife is 
also working on the movie. The alter egos provide Tomás with 
an eerie version of the human attachments he sought to avoid 
and give the author a protagonist with a highly fluid nature. Mis-
sana, abetted by a fine translation from Powell, raises questions 
about identity, friendship, intimacy, and empathy while build-
ing a psychological mystery on the shifting border between real-
ism and fantasy, “a thin membrane that threatened to tear apart 
at any moment.”

Simenon meets García Márquez in this sly, strange, enter-
taining work.

HOW HIGH WE GO IN 
THE DARK
Nagamatsu, Sequoia
Morrow/HarperCollins (304 pp.) 
$23.49  |  Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-06-307264-0  

What happens to humanity when 
death radically outpaces life?

Scientists digging in Siberia find 
the body of a girl who seems to be a mix 
of Homo sapien and Neanderthal while 

also possessing genetic traits that look like starfish or octo-
pus. She’s dressed in clothes remarkable not only for their fine 
needlework, but also for the fact that they’re decorated with 
shells from the Mediterranean. Unearthing this girl releases 
a virus that destroys human organs. From this strange, ter-
rifying beginning the narrative moves to the City of Laughter, 
an amusement park where children infected with the virus 
can enjoy one last, fun-filled day before riding a roller coaster 
designed to kill them. Nagamatsu’s characters inhabit societ-
ies so overwhelmed by death that funerary services of various 
kinds dominate the economy and in which the past is disap-
pearing while it’s impossible to imagine a future. Many of the 
chapters in this novel were first published as short stories. Cob-
bling these stories together makes a novel-length book, but it 
doesn’t necessarily make a satisfying novel. The different ways 
in which people deal with grief and survival accumulate without 
revealing new insights. The chapter in which a man contemplat-
ing suicide finds connection in a virtual world is an echo of the 
chapter about a man who repairs robotic pets who speak in the 
voices of the dead. A chapter in which a forensic pathologist 
falls in love with a man who has donated his body for research is 
virtually the same as the chapter in which a funerary artist who 
makes ice sculptures from liquified remains falls in love with 
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a customer. And while there are characters who recur, a lot of 
these connections feel superimposed for the sake of crafting 
a novel. The final chapter—but for a brief coda—circles back 
to the beginning in a way that’s thrilling for a moment. Then 
Nagamatsu lays bare the mystery of the opening chapter in a 
way that can only be rewarding for hardcore devotees of the 
ancient astronaut school of ufology or readers for whom this 
concept is entirely new.

Ambitious, bleak, and not fully realized.

MY ANNIHILATION
Nakamura, Fuminori
Trans. by Sam Bett
Soho Crime (264 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-641-29272-6  

A steep dive into the psyche of a man 
who may or may not have done some 
truly terrible things.

The first thing Ryodai Kozuka wants 
you to know is that that’s not his real 

name; he’s switched identities with someone else so that he 
can start a new life. Nor did the narrator push his half sister off 
a cliff when they were children; she fell on her own once he’d 
taken her into the woods to get her some breathing room from 
the home in which her father routinely beat their mother. The 
narrator isn’t a bit like Tsutomu Miyazaki, the Otaku Murderer 
of four young girls who was executed in 2008, not long after he 
reported being urged to commit his heinous crimes by a group 
of Rat Men only he could see. Instead, he’s a former doctor of 
psychosomatic medicine whose seduction of his vulnerable 
patient, sex worker Yukari, was entirely therapeutic, helping 
her recover from the sexual memories her previous physician, 
Dr. Yoshimi, had implanted in her. Implanted memories, it 
becomes gradually clear, are at the heart of this searing novella, 
though it’s not clear whether her treatment by the smilingly 
unrepentant Yoshimi or the narrator himself, who wonders if 
he really slept with her after all, is responsible for Yukari’s sui-
cide. Once she’s hanged herself, the narrator vows to avenge 
himself on Kida and Mamiya, two former clients who showed 
her a video of herself that he’s convinced is what really drove 
her to take her life. Working with Wakui, the cafe owner whose 
budding relationship with Yukari had finally seemed to promise 
some stability in her life, he captures the two clients and starts 
messing with their own heads, and vice versa.

An unnerving tale that richly earns its title. By the last 
chapter, you won’t believe a word the narrator tells you.

THE WOMEN I LOVE
Pacifico, Francesco
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (288 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-374-29272-0  

Italian writer Pacifico’s new novel 
is a disconcerting mix: part sendup of 
toxic masculinity, part middle-aged cad’s 
apologia.

Marcello is a classic man-child. 
Scion of a wealthy family that continues 

to support him, he’s a poet and editor in his 30s who, feeling 
stuck, decides to make his mark with a memoir/novel about 
the women in his life: Eleonora, his fellow editor, protégé, and 
lover; his live-in girlfriend (and later wife), Barbara; his sister, 
estranged from her parents since she came out years ago; and 
his mother. The novel’s real interest lies in the fact that he is not 
at all up to the job, at least initially. The portraits that emerge in 
the book’s first half are mostly erotic self-portraits, the callow 

“An unnerving tale that richly earns its title.”
my annihilation
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Marcello glimpsed sidelong in a mirror. The women he loves, it 
seems, are shape-shifters, elusive, complex, sybil-like figures 
who refuse to sit still and allow themselves, in the metaphor 
Marcello borrows from Nabokov, to be butterflies whose beauty 
is celebrated by getting pinned to a specimen board. The vain, 
bewildered Marcello seems at first like a man out of time, try-
ing to replicate 1950s manhood (or the swaggering machismo of 
canonical male writers of the time) in a world that can no longer 
sustain it—and that he knows can no longer sustain it. But grad-
ually, as he gets more accustomed to his limitations as man and 
as artist, as he reflects on the ways men have tried to capture or 
subdue or simplify women in their portraits, he relaxes, starts 
to pay attention. And once he’s sufficiently chastened and self-
conscious enough to give up on the ideal of master portraitist, 
the women emerge more sharply and in greater detail.

A novel about the male gaze...and about what happens 
when its power has begun to dim. 

THE DAYS TO COME
Rosenstiel, Tom
Ecco/HarperCollins (368 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Nov. 23, 2021
978-0-06-289264-5  

Political consultants Peter Rena and 
Randi Brooks return for another thriller-
cum–civics lesson following Oppo (2019).

Having helped Wendy Upton clear 
her reputation and become vice presi-
dent of the United States, Rena and 

Brooks find themselves in President-elect David Traynor’s inner 
circle. Traynor is a Silicon Valley technocrat with big plans for 
the country, and in laying them out he functions as an advocate 
for Rosenstiel’s own prescription for an American administra-
tion. This prescription is astute, but unfortunately it’s laid out 
so comprehensively that it detracts from any element of thrill 
in the plot. In Rosenstiel’s analysis, the key to saving the cli-
mate lies in energy storage—a better battery will make possible 
a large-scale shift to renewable energy sources. Traynor creates 
a secret battery-development initiative using private tech start-
ups funded from national security sources; the effort is specula-
tive at best, but the rewards seem to justify the political risk. 
Then Traynor dies, and Upton takes the helm. She’s concerned 
that news of the initiative will leak and expose her administra-
tion to legal and political hazards, and she engages Rena and 
Brooks to assess how practical and how secure the program is; 
foreign individuals have also invested in the startups and may 
be acting as agents of competing powers. Rena, meanwhile, is 
suffering an identity crisis brought on by the breakup of his 
longtime relationship, and, in a somewhat superfluous subplot, 
Steph Myers, a wannabe conspiracy theorist, stalks him. None 
of these plot elements is compelling or substantial enough to 
carry the narrative. 

Plenty of astute analysis and innovative proposals but not 
enough narrative energy.

LOVE, LISTS, & 
FANCY SHIPS 
Ruiz, Sarah Grunder
Berkley (336 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Nov. 23, 2021
978-0-593335-42-0  

While trying to complete her bucket 
list of 30 things to do before she turns 30, 
a woman grapples with grief and a bur-
geoning romance.

Jo Walker has been a yacht steward-
ess for 5 years, spending months at a time ferrying the superrich 
across the seas. While Jo loves her job and the crew, her desire 
to get out of her comfort zone leads her to start a 30-by-30 
project, complete with a blog to document it all. What started 
as a fun pastime, however, has fallen by the wayside since her 
11-year-old nephew, Samson—with whom she shared a birthday 
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and a special connection—was struck and killed by a car while 
riding his bike. But when her nieces, Mia and Kitty, unexpect-
edly arrive to spend the summer with her, they insist on help-
ing Jo check off the final few items on her list. It’s clear that 
both girls are struggling without Samson, so Jo agrees to their 
scheme in an attempt to distract them. While checking off No. 
5 on the list—kiss a stranger—Jo meets Alex, a handsome man 
she sparks with but never expects to see again. That is, until 
she meets her new neighbors—Alex and his energetic daughter, 
Greyson. And then again when Alex turns up as the new chef 
on the yacht. As the girls—all three of whom are scene-steal-
ers, precocious and intelligent yet complexly drawn—become 
fast friends and romance between Jo and Alex seems inevitable, 
long-hidden emotions bubble over and promise to change all 
of them forever. Ruiz captures the complexities of grief and 
guilt through many different lenses—loss of a parent, loss of a 
child, loss of a sibling, abandonment through death but also by 
choice—and tackles them all with sensitivity and skill.

Readers are sure to fall for this heartwarming and emo-
tional novel.

THE DAYS OF AFREKETE 
Solomon, Asali
Farrar, Straus and Giroux 
(208 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Oct. 19, 2021
978-0-374-14005-2  

As failure and shame threaten to 
demolish her world, a Black woman 
throws a dinner party...and thinks wist-
fully about her past.

Known as “The Wolf ” by her sister 
lesbians at Bryn Mawr 20 years ago, Liselle is now married to 
a White man, a lawyer-turned-politician named Winn Ander-
son. Winn has just lost an election for the state legislature, 
and Liselle has planned a dinner party as a last hurrah for their 
biggest supporters. Her doubts about the evening are com-
pounded by the fear that her husband will be hauled away by 
the FBI before dessert; though he doesn’t know it yet, she’s 
been told he may soon be indicted for corruption. Set in the 
author’s hometown of Philadelphia, this novel—part social 
satire, part character study—takes its title from a trickster in 
Audre Lorde’s Zami: A New Spelling of My Name (1982). Liselle 
read Lorde her senior year of college, during her brief affair 
with a woman named Selena Octave. Though they haven’t seen 
each other in years, the pile-up of disappointments in Liselle’s 
life inspires her to call and leave a one-word message for her old 
friend. Solomon excels at ironic description—one character has 

“the look of someone who had aged out of playing the rich jerk 
in an eighties teen movie”—and builds further ironies into her 
depiction of race and class. While Liselle is often called Lisa, 
Lisette, Liesl, etc., she herself is afraid to say aloud the name of 
the woman helping her in the kitchen, Xochitl. In contemplat-
ing the conversational possibilities of the gathering, she thinks, 

“There was so much lying all the time, particularly when you got 

together with people who were not Black. Bland observations 
about schools, neighborhoods, and the words ‘kids’ and ‘safe’ 
and ‘family’ tried to cover up a landscape of volcanos oozing 
with blood, pus, and shit.” The last page of the book will leave 
you stunned. Solomon’s decision about where to end her dinner 
party puts her in a lineage of modernist party hosts like Woolf 
and Proust.

What starts out a smoothly entertaining social satire turns 
out to expect a little work from you, dear reader.

“Solomon’s decision about where to end her dinner party puts her 
in a lineage of modernist party hosts like Woolf and Proust.”

the days of afrekete
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WHERE YOU 
COME FROM 
Stanišić, Saša
Trans. by Damion Searls
Tin House 
$17.95 paper  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-951142-75-9  

A man displaced by war considers 
what it means when your home country 
ceases to exist.

Where do you come from? It seems 
like an easy enough question, but for the narrator of Stanišić’s 
novel, it’s anything but. When he’s asked the question, he 
equivocates: “First it depends on what your where is aiming at….
However you look at it, your place of origin is just a construct! 
A kind of costume you have to wear forever once it’s been put 
on you. And so a curse!” The narrator—who shares his name 
and nationality with the author—has good reason for his vague-
ness. He lives in Germany, but his home country is harder to 

pin down: “The country where I was born no longer exists. 
For as long as the country still existed, I thought of myself as 
Yugoslavian. Like my parents, who were from Serbian (Father) 
and Bosnian-Muslim (Mother) families.” The novel alternates 
between stories of the narrator’s upbringing in Heidelberg, 
where his family fled after the breakout of the Yugoslav Wars, 
and memories of his grandmother, who’s slowly losing her mem-
ory to dementia. Stanišić has a deft hand at both the tragic and 
the comic: The narrator’s family “shattered along with Yugosla-
via and have not yet been able to put ourselves back together 
again,” he writes in one passage, but later proclaims himself 

“the Puberty World Champion in Avoiding-Talking-to-Parents,” 
whose mother “probably wanted to strangle [him] with a scal-
lion” after he became a vegetarian to impress a girl he liked. The 
novel ends with a Choose Your Own Adventure–style narrative 
that’s rendered perfectly and heartbreakingly; it’s affecting but 
not manipulative. Stanišić’s book, ably translated by Searls, is 
full of tenderness and compassion and also a real intelligence—
it’s a stunning novel that asks what it really means to be from 
somewhere, anywhere. “Words lurk over my head, they unnerve 
me, delight me, I need to find the right ones among them for 
this story,” Stanišić writes. He found them for sure.

Tender, intelligent, and brilliant.

THE ANTARCTICA 
OF LOVE 
Stridsberg, Sara
Trans. by Deborah Bragen-Turner
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (272 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-374-27269-2  

A young Swedish woman who has 
been brutally murdered spends her after-
life looking down on the Earth she has 
left behind.

Kristina is only 24 when she dies. She leaves behind her 
estranged parents, Raksha and Ivan, her dying husband, Shane, 
and her two children, Valle and Solveig, the elder taken by the 
state when he was 3 and the younger given up at birth to an 
adoptive family. Kristina also leaves behind the heroin addic-
tion that gave her days immediate purpose and her murderer, 
an unnamed man who remembers her with more specific pas-
sion than anyone else in her abbreviated life. From her form-
less position in the afterlife, Kristina looks in on the people she 
left behind, both as their lives continue and as they existed in 
the significant moments she revisits as she drifts through a sud-
denly nonlinear experience of time. Yet, as cruel as the facts of 
Kristina’s life were—suffused with abandonment, abuse, sorrow, 
and death—the way she sees the world as it progresses without 
her is articulated with a kind of pragmatic hope. Nothing will 
change the facts of death or the bleakness that often precedes 
it, but what Kristina sees in Raksha as she struggles to live 
on as the mother of a murdered child; in Valle as he fights his 
own demons, so similar to his mother’s; in Solveig as she grows 
into the adult Kristina never had the chance to become are as 

“A man displaced by war considers what it means 
when your home country ceases to exist.”

where you come from
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real as the wasteland that spreads inside the mind of the mur-
derer who chose Kristina to kill precisely because she seemed 
unafraid to die. In fragmented sections that echo with longing, 
loss, unutterable sorrow, and yet also a species of joy and light, 
Stridsberg explores the mind of a woman who gave up her life 
long before it was taken from her. There is a familiar tradition 
of dead-girl media in which “the only person of interest…is the 
murderer, and [the victim] is just a brief glimpse, a blur of green 
body, and then she is gone, out of the picture, disappearing into 
the depths of nothingness whence she came.” This book is the 
antidote to that kind of brutal anonymizing—a novel in which 
both the wicked and the sublime are scrutinized with the same 
care by the watchful eyes of the dead.

A stunning book which paints the portrait of a broken life 
with honesty and compassion.

DESOLATION CANYON
Tracy, P.J.
Minotaur (320 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-2507-5495-0  

LAPD Homicide detectives Mag-
gie Nolan and Al Easton land a murder 
case that seems to bring them up against 
every malefactor in the Pacific time zone.

Miles from everywhere but Death 
Valley sits the abode of the Children of 

the Desert, a spiritual retreat whose presider, Father Paul, is so 
evil that his wife, Marielle, is willing to risk her life to grab their 
daughter, Serena, and escape into the desert with her. She’s 
encouraged and helped in her flight by Desert Storm vet Lenny 
Jesperson, a virtual stranger she feels forced to trust. Lenny 
gets mother and daughter as far as his boat, the Royal Bess, but 
they’re snatched from their hiding place by Gregory Rybakov at 
the behest of millionaire businessman Ivan Lukin, who’s been 
supplementing the fortune he’s made through the behemoth 
Krasnoport by running drugs through the Children of the Des-
ert and who can’t afford a police investigation into Marielle and 
Serena’s disappearance. But that’s exactly what follows when 
Nolan seeks a break from a family drama whose latest chapter is 
her mother Emily’s checking in at the Children of the Desert to 
deal with her bottomless grief over the death of her son. Shar-
ing a drink with colleague Detective Remy Beaudreau and walk-
ing around the Bel-Air Hotel’s Swan Pond, Nolan discovers a 
corpse in the pond. The dead man, Blake Lindgren, was general 
counsel to Krasnoport, and his death marks the beginning of 
the long, long process of tying all these threads together. Tracy 
spikes the mixture with a few more deaths, a lot more felonies, 
and several hints that Emily Nolan may not be the only relative 
who’s passing time among the Children of the Desert.

Something for everyone, and then some.

HONOR
Umrigar, Thrity
Algonquin (336 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-61620-995-7  

An Indian woman who’s spent most 
of her life in the United States develops a 
bond with a woman in rural India who’s 
been subjected to appalling violence.

Returning to the topic of India’s evo-
lution, Umrigar delivers the discussion 

through the admittedly biased perspective of Indian-born, U.S.–
raised journalist Smita Agarwal. Immigrating with her family to 
Ohio at age 14, Smita “had vowed never to step foot into India 
again,” for reasons revealed only late in the book. But then her 
friend Shannon, the South Asia correspondent for her newspa-
per, breaks her hip, and Smita, who’s vacationing nearby, flies 
into Mumbai to support her in the hospital. Shannon’s injury 
has forced her to abandon an important story that fits Smita’s 
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beat of gender issues, and Smita now finds herself taking on the 
assignment, one which will force her to deal “with everything 
that she detested about this country—its treatment of women, 
its religious strife, its conservatism.” All these unpleasant traits 
and more are encapsulated in the tale of Meena Mustafa, a 
Hindu village girl whose scandalous work in a factory, marriage 
to Abdul, a Muslim, and pregnancy affront her two brothers, 
who respond violently “to protect the honor of all Hindus.” 
They burn Abdul alive, leaving Meena surviving but badly disfig-
ured. Umrigar’s juxtaposition of urban norms with the archaic, 
impoverished rural hinterland, as well as Abdul’s dreams of 
himself and Meena as a modern, integrated couple, delivers a 
clear message but a starkly delineated one, its allegorical quality 
intensified by one-dimensional supporting characters. The hor-
ror and Meena’s intense suffering also contrast uneasily with a 
late love story for Smita—“He was the best of what India had to 
offer”—and some binary, not always plausible choices.

A graphic parable of contemporary India delivered in 
broad brush strokes.

MOUTH TO MOUTH
Wilson, Antoine
Avid Reader Press (192 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-982181-80-2  

A story within a story about chance 
encounters and the ways that they can 
alter lives forever.

At John F. Kennedy Airport in New 
York, having just arrived from Los Ange-
les and waiting for a connection to Berlin, 

the unnamed narrator of Wilson’s third novel recognizes a for-
mer classmate from UCLA standing at the ticket counter. The 
classmate, a man called Jeff Cook, invites the narrator to the first-
class lounge to wait for their delayed connection. Over drinks, 
Jeff decides to tell the narrator a strange tale, beginning just after 
the two graduated from college years earlier. One morning, over-
looking a beach in Santa Monica, Jeff catches sight of a drown-
ing figure and rushes in to save the older male swimmer, giving 
him the titular rescue maneuver until the swimmer sputters back 
to life. Afterward, Jeff is haunted by the incident: Did the man 
live? Would he recognize Jeff if they met again? Jeff discovers the 
man’s identity: He is Francis Arsenault, a wealthy art dealer, and 
he has, indeed, survived. But Jeff ’s questions multiply and turn 
to obsession. He begins taking steps to find out even more about 
Francis and, eventually, to worm his way ever deeper into Francis’ 
life, to unsettling effect. Wilson’s use of the frame here means the 
story barrels along on parallel tracks, creating a propulsive inter-
est in the answer to two questions: What will happen as Jeff ’s life 
increasingly revolves around Francis? And why does Jeff seem 
equally obsessed with telling this story for the first time to an 
acquaintance he barely knows? Wilson wraps some big questions 
in this page-turner: Is destiny something that merely happens to 
us? Or can we manipulate it to great—or devious—ends?

A deliciously nasty morality play in the guise of a thriller.

m y s t e r y

THE DARK HOURS
Connelly, Michael
Little, Brown (400 pp.) 
$29.00  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-316-48564-7  

Meet today’s LAPD, with both good 
and bad apples reduced to reacting to 
crimes defensively instead of trying to 
prevent them, unless of course they’re 
willing to break the rules.

New Year’s Eve 2020 finds Detective 
Renée Ballard, survivor of rape and Covid-19, partnered with 

“A deliciously nasty morality play in the guise of a thriller.”
mouth to mouth
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Detective Lisa Moore, of Hollywood’s Sexual Assault Unit, in 
search of leads on the Midnight Men, a tag team of rapists who 
assaulted women on Thanksgiving and Christmas Eve without 
leaving any forensic evidence behind. The pair are called to the 
scene of a shooting that would have gone to West Bureau Homi-
cide if the unit weren’t already stretched to the limit, a case that 
should be handed over to West Bureau ASAP. But Ballard gets 
her teeth into the murder of body shop owner Javier Raffa, who 
reportedly bought his way out of the gang Las Palmas. The news 
that Raffa’s been shot by the same weapon that killed rapper 
Albert Lee 10 years ago sends Ballard once more to Harry Bosch, 
the poster boy for retirements that drive the LAPD crazy. Both 
victims had taken on silent partners in order to liquidate their 
debts, and there’s every indication that the partners were linked. 
That’s enough for Ballard and Bosch to launch a shadow inves-
tigation even as Ballard, abandoned by Moore, who’s flown the 
coop for the weekend, works feverishly to identify the Midnight 
Men on her own. As usual in this stellar series, the path to the 
last act is paved with false leads, interdepartmental squabbles, 
and personal betrayals, and the structure sometimes sways in the 
breeze. But no one who follows Ballard and Bosch to the end will 
be disappointed.

A bracing test of the maxim that “the department always 
comes first. The department always wins.” 

A THREE BOOK PROBLEM
Delany, Vicki
Crooked Lane (320 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-64385-798-5  

A modern murder at a country-house 
party poses a pretty problem for a detec-
tive steeped in the ways of the great 
detective.

Wealthy Sherlock-ian David Mas-
terson wants Gemma Doyle and Jayne 

Wilson, who run Cape Cod’s Sherlock Holmes Bookshop and 
Emporium and the adjacent Mrs. Hudson’s Tea Room, to plan 
and cater a traditional English house party at Suffolk Gardens 
House, which he’s rented for a week while it’s up for sale. Along 
with his guests, Masterson is housing his resentful niece and 
nephew, who’ve been pressed into service as maid and butler, and 
Gemma’s boyfriend, police detective Ryan Ashburton, who’s 
taken time off to work in the kitchen. Gemma immediately 
notices that the expensive and expansive house has been poorly 
maintained and that a number of the guests seem strangely unin-
terested in Sherlock Holmes. When Masterson is killed with a 
poisoned dart right before Gemma’s eyes, she uses her noted 
Sherlock-ian skills to help the police investigate. Apart from 
devoted Holmes fan Jennifer Griffith, who seems to have been in 
love with Masterson, everyone acts unmoved by his death except 
for their interest in who might inherit his fortune. His wife, who 
wasn’t among the guests, has an alibi, but his niece and nephew 
had expectations. So did Jennifer, who tells Gemma that David 
was divorcing his wife to marry her and had changed his will in 

her favor. Masterson was harboring a lot of secrets, and Gemma 
must winkle them all out to solve the crime.

Maybe not the best of Delany’s books, but plenty of Sher-
lock-ian lore and local color make for an enjoyable read.

DEATH UNDER THE PERSEIDS
Dovalpage, Teresa
Soho Crime (336 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-641-29216-0  

A dog groomer returns to her fam-
ily home in Havana, little imagining the 
complications that await her even before 
she gets there.

Even though she can’t remember 
entering a raffle, Merceditas Montero 

Spivey wins a Nautilus Cruise Line trip for two to Havana. 
Since her husband, Dr. Nolan Spivey, has just been invited to 
give an academic paper at the University of Havana but can’t 
afford the travel expenses from Gainesville, he’s delighted. 
Once aboard the Narwhal, Mercy is disconcerted to hear some-
one paging Kiel Ostargó, a Danish friend of Lorenzo Alvear, 
a professor she’d had an affair with while studying at the Uni-
versity of Havana. Mercy had had an abortive fling with Kiel 
shortly before meeting Nolan, whom she’d left Lorenzo for, but 
hasn’t seen him since. She looks for Kiel aboard the ship, but 
he’s nowhere to be found. The ill-named Mercy is even more 
apprehensive when she’s recognized by her former mentor Selfa 
Segarra, the Havana professor she’s always suspected of turning 
Lorenzo in to the authorities over anti-government remarks in 
his unpublished novel Las Perseidas, which was retitled and pub-
lished in Spain after Lorenzo’s suicide under the byline of his 
literary agent, Javier Jurado, who also happens to be aboard the 
Narwhal. Can it be mere coincidence that so many figures from 
doomed Lorenzo’s past are together again? The question gains 
urgency as the people in question begin to disappear or die. The 
final revelation, improbable but logically satisfying, goes a long 
way to make up for the unappealing characters, and the scenes 
of Mercy’s return to Havana are a definite plus.

Is it better to travel hopefully or to arrive? This time they 
both look pretty dire.

SOMETHING’S GUAVA GIVE
Doyle, Carrie
Poisoned Pen (288 pp.) 
$8.99 paper  |  Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-72823-236-2  

A travel writer juggles her new gig 
as a villa broker with a time-consuming 
hobby: solving murders.

After losing her glamorous job as editor-
in-chief of a travel magazine, Plum Lock-
hart slinks off to the beautiful Caribbean 
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island of Paraiso to regroup. But after a brief stint working at Jona-
than Mayhew’s travel agency, she strikes off on her own, launching 
Plum Lockhart Luxury Retreats. Of course, Mayhew still controls 
the classiest of the botanically named properties at Las Frutas 
Resort, leaving Plum only the dregs. While contemplating what 
heroic measures might make dreary Villa Tomate habitable, Plum 
gets a frantic call from Gerald Hand, whose favorable article in Mar-
ket Street Journal gave her struggling business a much-needed boost. 
It seems that Gerald’s boss’s daughter, Arielle Waldron, has gotten 
in a bit of a bother at Las Frutas’ main hotel due to her irremedi-
able shoplifting habit. By the time Plum can sort out Arielle’s legal 
woes, the impulsive young woman has shuffled off to denim-duds-
king Dieter Friedrich’s Villa la Grosella Negra, where she manages 
to get herself murdered. Now Plum is no stranger to detection, hav-
ing single-handedly solved Paraiso’s most recent homicide in It Takes 
Two To Mango (2021). So in spite of the obligatory warnings from Las 
Frutas’ director of security, handsome law enforcement official Juan 
Kevin Muñoz, she launches her own unauthorized investigation, 
with results as predictable as they are grim.

Lush tropical scenery adds a hint of spice to a standard-
issue second-career cozy.

CRIMES AND COVERS
Flower, Amanda
Crooked Lane (304 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-64385-596-7  

The denizens of a magical bookshop 
solve yet another murder.

Violet Waverly is the latest family 
member caring for Charming Books and 
the birch tree that grows inside, fed by 
a magic spring in the woods. The magic 

bookshop, located near Niagara Falls in Cascade Springs, New 
York, knows just what books a customer might like, and when 
Violet needs to close sales and solve murders, she gets help from 
Faulkner the crow and Emerson, her tuxedo cat. Violet’s wed-
ding to police chief David Rainwater, an extravaganza com-
pletely planned by Grandma Daisy and Violet’s best friend, 
Sadie Cunningham, is fast approaching when a woman arrives 
at the shop seeking to sell a first edition of Walden signed by 
Thoreau. After Violet demurs until she can get an appraisal, the 
seller leaves and is soon found floating in the frigid Niagara 
River. Her death is ruled an accident, but the book has vanished, 
and Violet and David have their doubts about the verdict. Violet, 
an adjunct professor and expert on Thoreau, quickly discovers 
that the dead woman did not own the volume, which belongs 
to a woman who’s convinced that she’s a direct descendent of 
the reportedly childless Thoreau. Her obsession has alienated 
her son and anyone who might help prove her claim, but nev-
ertheless she persists. So Violet and David postpone their hon-
eymoon to investigate a case that spawns another murder, with 
plenty of candidates willing to kill for the valuable book.

A charming combination of mystery and magic, with relat-
able characters and pets smart enough to spot a killer.

WHERE THERE’S A WILL
Gentill, Sulari
Poisoned Pen (384 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-4642-1490-5  

A Brahmin Boston family is shocked 
to be cut out of an inheritance. Would 
any of them resort to murder?

Fresh from a 1935 business trip to 
China that turned into another sleuth-
ing adventure, Australian artist-cum–

reluctant businessman Rowland Sinclair is sent to Boston to 
settle the estate of his friend Daniel Cartwright. He owes his 
appointment as executor to Danny’s estrangement from his 
family. Danny was shot, presumably by a vagrant, and his body 
left beside the Charles River. Taking artistic sidekicks Mil-
ton, Clyde, and Edna along for moral support, Rowland faces 
a phalanx of attorneys and Danny’s angry brothers, Frank and 
Geoffrey, eventually joined by Molly, their blithe, bubbly sister. 
Tensions boil over at the reading of the will, which reveals the 
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main heir to Danny’s estate to be one Otis Norcross, who hasn’t 
attended the reading and whom no one seems to know. This 
last development, coupled with the strange circumstances sur-
rounding Danny’s death, prompts Rowland to investigate. Phys-
ical and legal threats follow, but after the initial flurry of mystery 
and danger, the plot moves slowly, propelled mostly by the ban-
ter of the investigative quartet and entertaining cameo appear-
ances by Zelda Fitzgerald, Orson Welles, etc. Once they find 
Norcross, the threads of Danny’s private life begin to unravel, 
and the story accelerates to a conclusion. Gentill begins each 
chapter with a short, entertaining news item from the period as 
another way of contextualizing her piquant recurrent theme of 
the social value of art and artists.

Rowland’s leisurely 10th case colorfully re-creates the fla-
vor of serial mysteries of Hollywood’s golden age.

THE DEPARTMENT OF RARE 
BOOKS AND SPECIAL 
COLLECTIONS
Jurczyk, Eva
Poisoned Pen (336 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-72823-859-3  

Toronto librarian Jurczyk’s first novel 
is a valentine to librarians that doesn’t 
shy away from their dark sides.

The ceremonial display of a uni-
versity library’s latest headline acquisition, a Plantin Polyglot 
Bible, to a select group of influential donors comes a cropper 
over two misfortunes. First, Christopher Wolfe, the director of 
the Department of Rare Books and Special Collections for the 
40 years since 1969, suffers an incapacitating stroke before he 
can retrieve the Bible from the safe in which he stored it while 
awaiting an insurance evaluation (best guess: $500,000). Then, 
when Liesl Weiss, the longtime assistant who’s suddenly cata-
pulted into Wolfe’s job, finally gets the combination from his 
distraught wife, she finds the safe empty. The donors are fobbed 
off with a Peshawar manuscript that may include the very first 
use of a zero, but the library is still in crisis. Was the Plantin 
simply misplaced or (gasp) stolen? How long can university 
president Lawrence Garber keep its disappearance secret? And 
how will the library ever recover the trust of major donors if 
the staff can’t keep track of the materials it purchases with their 
big-ticket donations? Liesl is especially distressed because her 
protégé, Miriam Peters, goes missing very shortly after the Pla-
tin, and the discovery of her corpse, an apparent suicide, weeks 
later in a nearby wood does nothing to derail the assumption 
that she was the thief. Even though, as Liesl’s colleague Francis 
Churchill points out, “Our entire job is finding information,” 
Jurczyk consistently subordinates the question of whodunit to 
the question of how to handle the case.

The perfect gift for librarians and those who love them—
and doesn’t that include just about every reader?

UP TO NO GOUDA
Reilly, Linda
Poisoned Pen (280 pp.) 
$8.99 paper  |  Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-72823-832-6  

Eschewing her beloved cats, last seen 
in The Girl With the Kitten Tattoo (2020), 
Reilly debuts a cheesy new series.

After the death of her husband, Carly 
Hale returns to her charming Vermont 
hometown and opens her dream restau-

rant devoted to all things grilled cheese. All goes well until her 
new landlord, Lyle Bagley, gives her notice that he plans to turn 
her shop into a boutique run by his girlfriend, Tiffany. When 
Tiffany finds Lyle dead in the alley behind the restaurant, Carly’s 
an obvious suspect, but there are many others who hated Lyle. 
Unfortunately, one of them is Carly’s valued worker, Suzanne, 
whose dicey position makes Carly decide to do a bit of sleuth-
ing. The police chief is an old family friend who takes time from 
a rash of high-end burglaries to warn Carly to be careful. It turns y
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“A valentine to librarians that doesn’t
shy away from their dark sides.”

the department of rare books and special collections
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out that Lyle was a dishonest slum landlord whose adoring sec-
retary did his bidding and that his half brother, who’s still furi-
ous over not getting their father’s Cadillac, is back in town. The 
editor of the town’s free weekly newspaper, whom Carly once 
babysat, wants her to team up with him to find the killer. Get-
ting help from friends who go all the way back to high school, 
Carly apparently spooks the culprit, whose threatening notes 
suggest that she may be slated to be the next victim.

The appended specialty grilled cheese recipes and a hint of 
romance add spice to a promising new series.

MR CAMPION’S WINGS
Ripley, Mike
Severn House (288 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Jan. 4, 2022
978-0-7278-5040-9  

A well-deserved honor for his brainy 
wife drags Albert Campion out of retire-
ment yet again in 1965.

Under the sponsorship of Professor 
Emeritus John Branscombe, St. Igna-
tius College, Cambridge, has chosen to 

confer an honorary doctorate on Lady Amanda Fitton for her 
work as head of the Goshawk Project, which develops state-
of-the-art aircraft designs. The only false note in Amanda’s 
big day comes when she’s spirited away by police officers 
who detain her under the Official Secrets Act. And even that 
comes with a silver lining: She has a perfect alibi when Brans-
combe’s former student Alan Wormold is killed in a suspicious 
and very bloody accident in the Goshawk workshop. Since 
Amanda can’t believe that workshop manager Alf Bagley, who 
discovered Alan’s body, is responsible for his death, that leaves 
only four suspects, all of them Goshawk employees: senior 
engineer Kevin Loder, American design engineer Gary Cup-
ples, ex–RAF officer Nugent Monck, and self-styled old man 
Melvin Barnes. Offered the hospitality of Branscombe’s home 
and his housekeeper, the formidable Finn Astra Jarvela, Cam-
pion settles down to figure out who might have stolen some 
sections of Reynolds steel tubing and who might secretly be 
working to leak information about Goshawk’s latest project, a 
jet plane with swept-forward wings. Fans of this genial series 
should be prepared to swallow enough technical information 
about aeronautics to distract them from the possibility that 
Cambridge is home to an awful lot of guilty parties.

Alternately muddled and gently amusing.

GARDEN OF SINS
Rowland, Laura Joh
Crooked Lane (304 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-64385-794-7  

Victorian London is a breeding 
ground for mystery, murder, and the 
macabre.

November 1890. Crime scene pho-
tographer and sometime sleuth Sarah 
Barrett reels from the news that her 

beloved father, Benjamin Bain, has been arrested for the mur-
der of Ellen Casey after decades as a fugitive. Can she vindicate 
him by finding the real killer? Over five previous mysteries, 
most recently Portrait of Peril (2021), Rowland has developed 
a large cast of interesting regulars, so her plot moves deliber-
ately as she reintroduces them and their backstories. Sarah’s 
been married to her faithful lover, DS Thomas Barrett of Scot-
land Yard, for a month. Her father’s plight has brought Sarah 
closer to her half sister, Sally, though their relationship remains 
bumpy. Sarah’s closest friend, Lord Hugh Staunton, disowned 
by his family and ostracized by his friends because of his homo-
sexuality, suffers from depression due to a crippling injury. It 
takes Sarah; Fitzmorris, Hugh’s loyal valet; and psychologist 
Dr. Joshua Lewes to restore him. Mick O’Reilly, teenage street 
urchin–turned-sidekick, is riding the emotional roller coaster of 
first love with the beautiful Anjali, who works at the Cremorne 
Gardens, a strange amalgam of theater, circus, and freak show. 
As the trial proceeds, Sarah and company are brought in to 
investigate a bizarre and sensitive case, the murder of Pinkerton 
detective Katherine Oliver. The prime suspect is Queen Victo-
ria’s grandson, the wild child Prince Eddy. Rowland’s portrait of 
Victorian London is so immersive that new readers will be eager 
to hang in and get all the narrative threads straight. Series fans 
will delight at the updates to the lives of her charismatic cast.

A Grand Guignol treat, dazzling and lurid.

LAST SEEN ALIVE
Schaffhausen, Joanna
Minotaur (320 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-2502-4967-8  

Boston police detective Ellery Hath-
away finally steels herself to confront the 
sociopath who abducted, tortured, and 
nearly murdered her as a teenager. The 
reunion doesn’t go as planned.

Kate Hunter, host of TV’s true-crime 
show On the Hunt, thinks a great way to mark the 20th anniver-
sary of self-styled artist Francis Michael Coben’s conviction and 
imprisonment would be to interview him on camera, and she 
insists on inviting Ellery, who was snatched from his clutches 
years ago by FBI Agent Reed Markham, to the party as well. 
Ellery reacts to this coldhearted proposal first with denial, then 
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with dread, but ultimately agrees for several reasons. In return 
for his hour on prime time, Coben’s agreed to give information 
about the fate of Tracy Trajan, one of his 16 victims who didn’t 
get rescued, who’s been missing since 1998—a revelation Ellery 
thinks could help Tracy’s parents achieve closure. In addition, 
she can’t help being interested in the chance to put Coben in his 
place by showing that now he’s the helpless one, not her. Mainly, 
though, she wants to help Reed get evidence that could con-
nect the recent murder of Maxine Frazier, a sex worker killed by 
a copycat who shares Coben’s unhealthy fixation with severed 
hands, to Coben’s own crimes. Nothing all that terrible happens 
during the interview, but shortly after, an E. coli outbreak in the 
Indiana prison where Coben is serving time sends him to the 
hospital, and you can just guess what happens next.

When you invoke Hannibal Lecter this pointedly, you 
deserve to know: Francis Coben is no Hannibal Lecter.

TAILING TROUBLE
Scott, Laura
Crooked Lane (320 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-64385-834-0  

Veterinarian Ally Winter has better 
luck controlling dogs than keeping the 
leash on her crime-obsessed grandfather.

Now that Gramps and Ally have 
solved a murder in Dogged by Death (2021), 
he feels free to poke his nose into every 

local crime, much to the distress of Noah Jorgenson, Ally’s 
detective boyfriend. Since Ally’s only recently moved back to 
her Wisconsin hometown and her veterinary practice is slow, 
she does grooming, dog walking, and boarding for extra cash. 
While she’s walking her new boarder, standard poodle Dom-
ino, he brings her a shoe last seen on the foot of Pricilla Green, 
the petulant, pierced, inept cleaner at Legacy House, where 
Gramps lives with three widows vying for his attention. After 
finding Pricilla dead in the nearby woods, Ally is reluctantly 
dragged into investigating by Gramps, who’s chomping at the 
bit despite stern warnings from Noah. Because Pricilla is the 
daughter of Willow Bluff ’s mayor, who’d just kicked her out of 
the house over an unsuitable boyfriend, the case has political 
ramifications that keep Noah’s relationship with Ally strictly 
business. Someone breaks into the clinic, steals the petty cash, 
and tries to break into Legacy House. Although Domino is 
unruly, he has a nose for crime and discovers Pricilla’s diary 
hidden in a closet. Everyone knows that Gramps and Ally are 
sniffing around, and when someone tries to run down Ally and 
Domino, it’s clear that they’re close to digging up the truth.

The intrepid heroine furthers her romance and once again 
relies on canine help to solve the crime.

THE DEADLIEST SIN
Westerson, Jeri
Severn House (224 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-7278-8971-3  

The wheel of life comes full circle 
for Crispin Guest in the last of his great 
adventures.

Guest lost his fortune and knight-
hood to an accusation of treason when 
he chose to stand with the Duke of Lan-

caster after having sworn fealty to 10-year-old King Richard. 
He escaped with his life but was forced to reinvent himself as 
the Tracker of London, a medieval private eye with a specialty 
in holy relics. Now that Lancaster is dead and his exiled son, 
Henry Bolingbroke, has returned to England, Guest’s thoughts 
constantly turn to him, but first he has several murders to solve. 
St. Frideswide is a priory whose modest numbers have been 
recently reduced by one natural death and two murders. The 
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prioress, refusing to involve the civil authorities, hires Guest, 
who’s just realized that the murders have been staged to mimic 
some of the seven deadly sins when another victim dies almost 
before his eyes. The very short list of suspects includes the 
one-armed caretaker and the priest Father Holbrok. Limited in 
what he and Jack Tucker, his devoted longtime apprentice, can 
accomplish, Guest sends for Philippa Walcote, the woman he 
loves, who’s married to another man, and her son, whose looks 
identify him as Guest’s. Beneath the priory’s calm surface they 
discover a seething mass of jealousy and deceit that will eventu-
ally lead to a killer. But it’s the arrival of Henry that changes 
Guest’s life forever.

Readers who have followed Guest through 14 mysteries 
will be sad to see him go but pleased with his ultimate fate.

s c i e n c e  f i c t i o n
a n d  f a n t a s y

SHADOWS OF ETERNITY
Benford, Gregory
Saga/Simon & Schuster (496 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-5344-4362-4  

To save humanity from extinction 
and obscurity, Rachel Cohen, a trainee 
at the moon-based SETI Library, inter-
prets alien messages sent across galaxies 
and eons.

The SETI Librarians are the gate-
keepers and curators of data alien cultures have set adrift in 
space, often millions of years ago, in hopes other intelligent life 
would find them. Some of these messages are Artificials—sen-
tient AIs who must be convinced to share their vast knowledge. 
Rachel is particularly good at the task, which requires full-body 
immersion in pods that allow the Artificials to share their data 
using all available human sensory inputs. Working on her first 
Message, Rachel is raped by the AI in exchange for important 
information, which doesn’t seem to bother anyone but her, 
and that only slightly. After this great success, she moves on 
to other Messages, and her body and mind are once again used 
against her will. Eventually she finds herself ambassador to an 
alien race, but this time the aliens have come in person—and 
they’re asking for Rachel. If she plays her part, humanity may 
unlock the key to interstellar travel. The engaging premise is 
obscured for the first half of the book by pandering and out-
dated stereotypes. It reads like the author decided to throw in 
some concepts like feminism and gender fluidity without ever 
speaking to actual women or queer people, who don’t use the 
words yeasty and moist nearly as often as he seems to think they 

do. With women constantly thinking about their menstrual 
cycles and nongendered people referred to as “it,” the early 
part of this disjointed book is one yeasty, moist, hot mess. The 
second half gets considerably better after the aliens arrive and 
Rachel gets to make more of her own decisions, but she is still 
often along for the ride rather than influencing events. If she 
took more agency, perhaps Benford could be forgiven for the 
first half of the book, but the way he uses rape as a plot point, 
dissects the physical and intellectual prowess of Rachel’s Jew-
ish ancestors, and consistently dehumanizes or vilifies anyone 
who doesn’t conform to gender stereotypes doesn’t leave much 
room for later graciousness. Benford may have been trying to 
twist this SETI tale into a story that includes themes of gender 
and consent, but he didn’t do it justice.

The underlying premise is fascinating but not worth the 
initial eye-rolling slog.

NOOR 
Okorafor, Nnedi
DAW/Berkley (224 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-756416-09-6  

Okorafor has defined Africanfutur-
ism, once and for all, in this tale of scape-
goats and revolutionaries.

All Nigeria has seen the videos—the 
Igbo cyborg killing five men in the market, 
the Fulani terrorist shooting a villager in 

cold blood—but few know what happened to drive the two kill-
ers into the Sahel Desert. AO and DNA killed in self-defense: 
She to protect herself from a lynch mob that demonized her 
technologically advanced prosthetics, he to save his cattle from 
villagers who mistook him for a terrorist. Thrust together when 
their paths cross while on the lam, AO and DNA set their sights 
on the one place they hope no one will look: a secret commu-
nity of outcasts living in seclusion at the heart of the giant Red 
Eye storm. Okorafor grounds AO and DNA’s world as an exten-
sion of our own, a world in which William Kamkwamba, Greta 
Thunberg, and O.J. Simpson remain household names and in 
which the personal is still very much political. Thanks, in part, 
to that grounding, it’s nigh impossible to read about Ultimate 
Corp—the massive company that has monopolized Nigeria’s 
agriculture and technology—without thinking of the real-life 
corporations that control similar spheres in our own time. AO’s 
and DNA’s experiences in their Ultimate Corp–saturated home 
settlements stand in stark contrast to life inside the stormy 
Hour Glass, where “non-Issues”—that is, non-Nigerians—live 
together in borderless harmony. That Ultimate Corp manufac-
tured the means of its own demise brings a hopeful note to what 
could have been a depressing and agitating story. 

A searing techno-magical indictment of capitalism from 
one of the strongest voices in fiction.
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WE 
Zamyatin, Yevgeny
Trans. by Bela Shayevich
Ecco/HarperCollins (304 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-06-306844-5  

The founding document of dystopian 
literature, written in the Soviet Union in 
1921, comes in for a fresh translation.

As Margaret Atwood notes in her 
introduction, this novel can be seen as 

a blueprint for the totalitarian regimes that would arise in the 
20th century: Stalinism, fascism, Maoism, all those political 
entities in which the state is a machine that feeds on its people. 
Set in the 26th century, the novel imagines a world in which, 
following a Two Hundred Years’ War that concluded five 
centuries before—in our century, that is—the human world 
is organized under the aegis of the One State. Its protago-
nist, a “number” called D-503, is “just one of the One State’s 
mathematicians,” part of a crew that is building a spaceship 
called the INTEGRAL whose occupants will likely, the offi-
cial newspaper proclaims, “encounter unfamiliar beings on 
alien planets who may yet live in savage states of freedom.” 
No such problem in the One State, where everything is under 
the “beneficent yoke of reason.” The One State is made up of 
cities walled off against nature and its “dense, green wilder-
nesses,” all gleaming steel and glass. A smoothly turning cog 
of the machines that run the place, D–503 encounters a bohe-
mian woman named I–330 who smokes cigarettes and drinks 
booze, all very much verboten, and who leads him to question 
his place in the brave new world. His unexercised loins stir, 
and he begins to think that visiting the other side of the wall 
might be a good thing. Alas, in a regime where “We sacrifice 
to our God, the One State, offering a calm, thoughtful, ratio-
nal sacrifice,” such thoughts do not go unpunished. The plot is 
thin, but Zamyatin’s all-seeing state is sufficiently chilling all 
the same. Translator Shayevich does a good job of preserving 
his affectless, sometimes nearly robotic prose, and the book is 
highly readable—and indeed should be read.

A science-fiction classic, many of whose contours have 
become all too real.

A MOST UNUSUAL DUKE
Allen, Susanna
Sourcebooks Casablanca (312 pp.) 
$8.99 paper  |  Dec. 28, 2021
978-1-72823-039-9 

When the prince regent tells a widow 
to marry a bear shifter, how can she 
refuse?

Beatrice, dowager Marchioness of 
Castleton, never wants to marry again. 
She was forced into her first marriage and 

then discovered her cruel husband was a versipellis, or shape-
shifter, revealing to her an entire paranormal wing of the beau 
monde—including the prince regent. Arthur, Duke of Osborn, 
another versipellis and cousin to the prince, also doesn’t want to 
marry, as it would betray his childhood vow to never step into 
his role as an Alpha. But Prince George has other plans for the 
two of them, and those plans require a quick and quiet wedding 
in the back of a chapel. After the ceremony, Beatrice and Arthur 
quickly agree that theirs will be a “white marriage,” meaning it 
won’t be consummated, and she gets to work meeting his staff 
and repairing his estate, still in shambles, destroyed by the man 
who killed his father when he was a child. They settle into their 
unexpected new lives, separate though in the same house, but 
when his sister and her family come to visit, Beatrice discovers 
that the versipellian world is far more diverse and kind than she 
experienced in her first marriage. Having guests also brings the 
newlyweds closer, and as proximity begins to build a powerful 
attraction between them, they shift from a white marriage to 
a more passionate “cordial affiliation.” But the marriage can’t 
truly be consummated until Arthur is finally willing to over-
come his childhood trauma and face down his enemies—which 
may be too much to ask. The second book in Allen’s Regency 
shape-shifter series is, like the first, A Wolf in Duke’s Clothing 
(2021), an enjoyable combination of subgenres, fully devoted 
to the tropes of both. The book moves effortlessly between 
paranormal lingo and Regency touches, and though the plot 
is fairly basic, the dialogue is clever and funny. Readers equally 
interested in Prince George’s historic fashion sense and shape-
shifter pack dynamics will be thrilled.

A paranormal fit for Regency readers, and a Regency fit for 
paranormal readers.
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“When the prince regent tells a widow to marry 
a bear shifter, how can she refuse?”

a most unusual duke
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DUKE GONE ROGUE
Carlyle, Christy
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.) 
$8.99 paper  |  Dec. 28, 2021
978-0-06-305449-3  

A spinster with a green thumb snags 
a duke with overgrown gardens.

Out in Cornwall, in the small shore 
town of Haven Cove, the Royal Visit 
Committee is hard at work. Princess 
Beatrice is coming to town in two weeks, 

and no one is more excited than committee co-leader Madeline 
Ravenwood, who runs her late parents’ nursery and almost a 
dozen other committees in town. She’s created a hybrid rose 
in honor of the princess for a botanical exhibition, and a royal 
approval could finally turn her business around. Also en route 
to Haven Cove: Will Hart, Duke of Ashmore, who has been 
ordered to relax in his family’s dilapidated Cornwall estate by 
his sisters. Exhausted from months of patching up the scandals 
and schemes his late father unleashed on their family name, he 
has avoided the Cornwall house for too long because of its noto-
rious reputation and has no idea about the royal visit. When 
Maddie realizes the duke is in town, however, she visits and tries 
to convince him to stay and to take care of the estate, if only for 
the good of the town. He eventually agrees if, in exchange, Mad-
die will show him her favorite places in Cornwall. The agree-
ment is for platonic relaxation only, of course, but both look 
forward to the trips more than they should. Even though she is 
a spinster and he must marry a perfect noblewoman to restore 
the Ashmore name, their attraction blossoms after a passionate 
kiss on their first boat ride and continues to bloom. Maddie has 
sworn only to marry for love, if at all, and Will has to return to 
London eventually, but as the royal visit draws closer, both find 
they don’t want their time together to end. The first in Carlyle’s 
new Love on Holiday series is catnip for lovers of small-town 
love stories, with engaging character development and a driven 
heroine. The beautiful Cornish scenery and botanical details 
are grace notes on a slightly spicy but mostly sweet story, and 
readers will look forward to future vacations in the series.

A charming Victorian romance by the sea.

GUILD BOSS
Castle, Jayne
Berkley (304 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-593-33699-1  

A blacklisted weather reader on the 
colony world of Harmony reluctantly 
partners with the notorious Ghost 
Hunter who saved her from the Under-
world once upon a time.

Lucy Bell doesn’t remember how 
she woke up in the strange alien underground beneath Illusion 
Town after leaving a friend’s wedding, but she’s wholeheartedly 

convinced there was foul play at work. Of course, as soon as 
handsome Ghost Hunter Guild boss Gabriel Jones shows up 
with a box of pizza in hand, she lets him in long enough to allow 
him to help her escape the daunting magical maze. As far as the 
rest of Harmony is concerned, Lucy’s got no one to blame for 
her misfortune but herself, and all her attempts to convince 
friends, family, and doctors that she must have been kidnapped 
fall on deaf ears. Her professional reputation as a weather reader 
crumbles, and her one reliable witness—Gabriel—instantly dis-
appears. When the Ghost Hunter strolls back into her life, later 
on, Lucy is understandably less than thrilled to see him again, 
but he’s returned seeking her help this time around. He’s got a 
job that requires a woman of her unique abilities, and maybe, 
deep down, he’s trying to reconnect with her, too—because he’s 
been thinking about her ever since he left all those months ago. 
Castle returns to her Harmony series for an engaging adven-
ture in which a love story and a whodunit go hand in hand, as 
Gabriel and Lucy have to team up not only to uncover the truth 
behind her abduction, but to learn the identity of the person—
or persons—responsible for trying to take down Illusion Town’s 
primary energy source. The mystery often proves more absorb-
ing than the romance, but all of the ingredients in this newest 
installment, as well as its resolution, are sure to satisfy longtime 
fans of the series.

Romance, mystery, and dust bunnies abound in this solid 
addition to a long-running series.

THE SINGLES TABLE 
Desai, Sara
Berkley (336 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-593-10060-8  

A fun-loving lawyer promises to play 
matchmaker for a surly (but smoking-
hot) businessman.

It’s wedding season, and Zara Patel 
is getting used to her seat at the singles 
table. Although her aunties are always 

trying to set her up with eligible bachelors, she’d rather focus 
on her own successful matchmaking efforts. Helping other peo-
ple find their happily-ever-afters is a lot easier than attempting 
a relationship herself, especially since Zara thinks she’s “too 
much” for most men. Fellow singles table resident Jay Dayal, an 
Air Force veteran and current security company owner, imme-
diately knows that Zara isn’t the woman for him (not that he’s 
even looking for a woman). She’s loud, impulsive, and so klutzy 
she often ends up in the ER. However, neither of them can 
deny the sparks that fly between them when they meet during 
a bachelor/bachelorette party paintball game and Zara shoots 
him in the butt. When Jay’s mother begs him to find a partner, 
Zara agrees to use her matchmaking skills to set him up with 
someone if he promises to use his business to help her strug-
gling law firm find clients. As they spend more time together, 
though, their chemistry becomes impossible to ignore, and 
their deal turns into a no-strings-attached relationship. But 
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between Zara’s reluctance to fall in love and Jay’s inability to 
open up, things are more complicated than they expected. 
Can they let their walls down and see that the perfect match 
might be right in front of them? Desai creates a romantic com-
edy that has both genuine laugh-out-loud moments (usually 
because of Zara’s antics) and quieter, more emotional scenes 
(including Jay’s struggle to tell Zara about his combat-related 
PTSD and Zara’s deep wounds from her parents’ acrimonious 
divorce).  Zara and Jay both feel like real people with believable 
flaws, and their relationship plays out in a way that feels earned, 
with plenty of steamy moments along the journey.

A beautifully told rom-com that’s full of laughs, heart, and 
scorching sexual tension.

THE LOVE CON 
Glass, Seressia
Berkley (320 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Dec. 14, 2021
978-0-593199-05-3  

In order to secure her cosplay crown, 
an aspiring costumer must partner up 
with her best friend—while convincing 
everyone else that they’re a couple.

Kenya Davenport knows she’s always 
been something of a disappointment to 

her parents, who wanted her to follow in their footsteps and 
pursue a STEM field instead of her lifelong dream—to turn 
her passion for cosplay into a profession. Thanks to the reality 
competition show Cosplay or No Way, she finally has the chance 
to show the rest of the world what she’s capable of, and now 
she’s officially made it to the final round. The only problem is 
that the last round is a pairs challenge, and Kenya panics when 
she’s put on the spot and asked to announce her partner live 
on national television. Choosing Cameron Lassiter, her best 
friend and roommate, isn’t necessarily a bad thing, but blurting 
out the lie that he’s her boyfriend presents a whole new com-
plication. Luckily, Cam is willing to play along, in part because 
he’s had a crush on her since they were kids. Pretending they’re 
actually a couple for the sake of the producers following them 
around shouldn’t be too difficult, right? As their romantic role-
play continues, however, they have the mutual revelation that 
there are very real feelings beneath the surface. The only ques-
tion is: Will they keep up the charade just for the sake of the 
cameras, or will they try for something real after the winner is 
crowned? Glass has written an engaging romance that will win 
over romance readers and die-hard fandom nerds alike, with a 
couple to root for in Kenya and Cameron even as external cir-
cumstances threaten to shake their faith in one another. Most 
importantly, Kenya is a heroine who staunchly refuses to exist 
on the sidelines, fighting to prove that she deserves every aspi-
ration she dreams of reaching.

A charming rom-com perfectly crafted from all the best 
tropes.

AFTER DARK WITH 
THE DUKE 
Long, Julie Anne
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.) 
$8.99 paper  |  Nov. 30, 2021
978-0-06-304509-5 

Desire and disdain collide as an opera 
singer who’s been publicly shamed clashes 
with a priggish, aristocratic military hero.

Soprano Mariana Wylde seeks refuge 
at the London docklands boardinghouse 

known as the Palace of Rogues after a duel between a former 
lover and a current fan makes her a tabloid scandal. To her dis-
may, Gen. James Duncan Blackmore, the Duke of Valkirk—who’s 
lodging there temporarily while writing his memoirs—takes an 
immediate dislike to her for her perceived debauchery. Initial 
skirmishes between the two culminate in a mean-spirited action 
on his part, precipitating an apology and a period of forced prox-
imity between them. While the duke, who speaks Italian, gives 
private lessons to the soprano, who only sings it, they begin to 
slowly share their fears and traumas, and the two bruised souls 
drop their bellicose facades and begin a secret affair. Despite 
their electric attraction, however, her disrepute presents an insur-
mountable barrier to a legitimate relationship in his eyes, yoked 
as he is to his own reputation as a moralist. Long specializes in 
crafting tension between people whose sexual and intellectual 
compatibility are at odds with their place in social hierarchies 
and prescribed gender roles. But even as British society seems 
unlikely to accept this union, the plucky proprietresses of the 
Palace of Rogues and the other charming lodgers there model 
alternatives to a conventional life. It’s up to the duke to overcome 
his black-and-white perspective as he comes to see how sexist 
stereotypes demonize nonconforming women while excusing 
men. If the novel’s agenda is obvious—questioning the patriar-
chal hypocrisy that condemns women after taking away their 
choices—the execution is subtle and moving. Scenes where the 
protagonists’ spoken words compete with their body language 
mirror the strain between socially dictated mores and individual 
desire. The only sour note is the hero’s background, which falls 
into a long romance tradition of British imperialists—one that 
needs to be retired, or at least interrogated.

An enemies-to-lovers romance that deserves to be savored.

THE LAST GOODNIGHT
Martin, Kat
Kensington (400 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Oct. 26, 2021
978-1-4967-3679-6  

In the first of a new series of roman-
tic thrillers, chaps-wearing rancher Kade 
Logan meets his “darlin’,” undercover 
agent Eleanor Bowman.

Near the small town of Coffee Springs, 
Colorado, is the Diamond Bar, Kade 
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“An opera singer who’s been publicly shamed clashes
with a priggish, aristocratic military hero.”

after dark with the duke
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Logan’s 19,000-acre cattle ranch. Eight years ago, someone mur-
dered Kade’s wife, Heather, and though she was frequently unfaith-
ful to him, Kade still wants to find and punish her killer. So he hires 
undercover Denver agent Ellie Bowman, though he really didn’t 
want a woman, to get him the answers he needs, and Ellie, who 
was brought up on a ranch, goes undercover to work as his cook’s 
assistant. The first part of the book is more about the protagonists’ 
increasing attraction than the unraveling of a mystery, but Martin 
seems to know her way around a working ranch, and she fills her 
romance with an interesting tutorial on what a well-run ranch does 
battle with each day. As Ellie investigates Heather’s murder, a tres-
passer begins to sabotage the ranch: poisoning the water, killing 
cattle, wounding cowboys, shooting the beloved dog. As Ellie tries 
to figure out who hates Kade, she also gets into the saddle to help 
with ranch emergencies, rounding up 4,000 cows and fighting a 
forest fire. And as she moves into Kade’s four-poster bed for the 
kind of wild, satisfying sex she’s never known before, Ellie shows 
him gentle kindnesses he’s never known, either. Martin repeatedly 
explains their conflict: Kade doesn’t want to be hurt again, and 
independent Ellie doesn’t want a possessive lover who doesn’t trust 
her loyalty. But after Ellie’s life is threatened and the murderer gets 
his just deserts, they find a way to work it out, with a ranch wed-
ding Blake Shelton would have enjoyed.

The title, oddly, has nothing to do with the book, but the 
romance is familiar.

ARCHANGEL’S LIGHT
Singh, Nalini
Berkley (400 pp.) 
$8.99 paper  |  Oct. 26, 2021
978-0-593198-14-8  

Two angels work to repair their 
friendship amid grief and trauma and 
finally give in to a centurieslong yearning 
in Singh’s latest Guild Hunter romance.

Illium and Aodhan have known 
each other for 500 years. They grew up 
together, joined the same brotherhood, 

and have always been each other’s emotional bedrock. Through 
it all, they remained simply friends. When Aodhan went missing, 
Illium was dogged in searching for him; when he finally rescued 
Aodhan from his kidnappers, he stepped into the role of protec-
tor and caretaker. While Aodhan appreciates all Illium has done, 
he feels suffocated by his concern and decides to put space 
between them by taking the role as Second to the new Arch-
angel of China. Eventually, the pair are reunited, with Illium 
joining Aodhan in China, bringing their simmering issues to the 
forefront. Aodhan and Illium share a painful honesty with one 
another, and this feels like a relationship pushed to the breaking 
point as the men explore their shared trauma: Aodhan’s capture 
and the loss Illium feared he had suffered. It’s an emotional gut 
punch that would put any reader through the wringer. As in 
many Guild Hunter titles, there’s a larger plot happening in tan-
dem with the slow-burn romance. China is rebuilding after hav-
ing been freed from the grasp of an evil archangel, but remnants 

of that time have started to appear once more. This isn’t a book 
for the uninitiated—the ancient mythos of angels, demons, and 
vampires Singh has created in this series has progressed over 
a dozen books. However, as each chapter alternates between 
a present-day Aodhan and Illium and important moments in 
their past, there is an opportunity to fill in some gaps.

Longtime fans will be delighted by the torturous pining in 
this slow burn, but this isn’t a book for series newbies.

FORTUNE FAVORS THE DUKE
Vayden, Kristin
Sourcebooks Casablanca (312 pp.) 
$8.99 paper  |  Dec. 28, 2021
978-1-72823-431-1  

The brother and the fiancee of a 
deceased duke seek solace in each other 
and unexpectedly find love.

When his brother tragically dies 
in a fire shortly before getting married, 
Quinton Errington must step into his 

role as the Duke of Wesley. Quin preferred his job as a profes-
sor at Cambridge, but familial duty comes first. Lady Catherine 
Greatheart grieves for her departed betrothed, but she’s expe-
rienced the loss of loved ones before. Both her parents died 
when she was young, leaving Catherine to live with her beloved 
grandmother. When Quin and Catherine run across each other 
by chance in Hyde Park one day, they find comfort together 
because of their shared experience. They easily become friends, 
particularly when Catherine’s grandmother becomes ill and 
Catherine could use extra support. Their friendship develops 
into more, but the rules of society place barriers in their path. 
Kicking off a new series, this sweet story has short chapters 
of alternating perspectives and a sometimes-meandering plot. 
Tragedy brings the leads together, but the book’s focus on resil-
ience and hope makes it uplifting overall. Catherine’s keen 
intellect and Quin’s noble heart make them winsome charac-
ters, and their banter is amusing. There are several lovable (and 
a few villainous) side characters as well as enticing glimpses of 
those sure to get their own stories in future installments. The 
historical setting is rich, and the conflicts are driven by the way 
of life specific to the time period, particularly in regard to lack 
of women’s rights and courtship customs.

A heartfelt and hopeful read.
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VOLUNTEERS
Growing Up in the 
Forever War
Alexander, Jerad W.
Algonquin (320 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-1-61620-996-4  

A former Marine reflects on his mili-
tary upbringing and the motivations for 
his decision to voluntarily serve in Iraq.

From the outset of America’s long 
war with Iraq, when U.S. officials dubiously led a coalition to 
invade in 2003, numerous writers have grappled with trying to 
recount the disturbingly complex experience of serving in that 
war. In this debut, Alexander offers a well-attuned perspec-
tive of the military world and how its expansive influence not 
only motivates, but also arouses a justification for war itself. 
The author traces his obsession with the military through his 
childhood and adolescence and long family history of serv-
ing in the armed forces. He recalls memories of his stepfather 
being deployed in the Gulf War in the early 1990s. He grew 
up on military bases throughout the U.S and in Japan, and as a 
youngster, he played war games and eagerly joined various mili-
tary groups. Alexander’s insights into the myth-building ethos 
of the military, which often inspires a love for combat, are well 
articulated, and he ably explores ideals of masculinity, heroism, 
and camaraderie within the military establishment. “The mili-
tary can be thrilling to watch up close as an event,” writes the 
author, “like a carnival ride to be experienced, but also beautiful 
in the presentation of its clinical precision and professionalism. 
The fodder for True Believers. This was the family business for 
all of us, and why wouldn’t we be a part of this? How could we 
not? Look at this! Fighter jets and machine guns and heroes.” In 
alternating chapters, Alexander vividly captures the foreboding 
atmosphere of a country under siege and recounts the disturb-
ing incidents he witnessed during his seven-month deployment. 
The author is less successful developing fully dimensional indi-
viduals to steer the trajectory of his story. Early on, he recalls a 
touching memory of his stepfather, yet this and other meaning-
ful family and intimate relationships could use more in-depth 
reflection.

An absorbing memoir reflecting the realities of serving in 
the modern-day military.
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Anyone who reads my columns 
(now numbering in the triple digits) 
knows that outside of books, music 
is the most important cultural ele-
ment of my life. Thankfully, during 
the past 18 months, despite signifi-
cant hurdles, I have been able to 
take advantage of many well-curat-
ed, socially distanced, responsibly 
hosted concerts in a variety of ven-
ues. I don’t think I exaggerate when 

I say that these experiences were vital to my mental 
health; if I go more than a month without seeing live 
music, you don’t want to be around me. Oddly enough, 
books about music aren’t always at the top of my list, 
but there are plenty of notable titles each year that 
I actively seek out, and this October offers an abun-
dance. Here are three that I highly recommend:

First up is a long-awaited bi-
ography of one of the most im-
portant artists of the 20th centu-
ry, B.B. King (1925-2015). In King 
of the Blues: The Rise and Reign of 
B.B. King (Grove, Oct. 5), Daniel 
de Visé gives us a comprehensive 
and incisive portrait of the blues 
legend, whose influence can be felt 
across nearly every genre of Amer-
ican music. I had the opportunity 
to see King in action a few times, and he and Lucille, 
his beloved guitar, never disappointed—even well into 
his 80s. In a starred review, our critic notes, “As blues 
royalty and one of the 20th century’s most influential 
musicians, B.B. King has long deserved a well-consid-
ered biography that places his achievements in a cul-
tural and historical context. This is it.” I concur.

While B.B. King has been an 
icon for decades, Questlove is well 
on his way to iconic status. Few fig-
ures in American music can match 
the breadth and depth of his 
knowledge of popular music, and 
his drumming with the Roots and 
countless other collaborators as 
well as his peerless work as a pro-
ducer and DJ mark him as a legend 

in the making. He’s also a hell of a writer, as evidenced 
by Music Is History (Abrams Image, Oct. 12), his latest 
book. Our reviewer writes, “From explicating protest 
songs to sampling, Questlove continuously encour-
ages readers to cross-reference historical happenings 
and to read (and think) critically.…A palimpsestic, per-
sonal, and resonant journey with a living musical ency-
clopedia.” Read this one and then turn to his excellent 
2013 memoir, Mo’ Meta Blues.

New Yorker staffer Kelefa San-
neh could also qualify as a musical 
encyclopedia, and his much-antic-
ipated debut book, Major Labels: 

A History of Popular Music in Seven 
Genres (Penguin Press, Oct. 5), is 
a triumph. Traversing rock, R&B, 
country, punk, hip-hop, dance, 
and pop, Sanneh delivers a kalei-
doscopic picture of the American 
musical landscape over the past 
half-century. In a starred review, 
our reviewer calls it “a lively, heartfelt exploration of 
the many worlds of popular music” and “a pleasure—
and an education—for any music fan.” As a devotee of 
many of the genres that the author investigates, I can 
attest to the pleasures to be found in this entertaining 
journey. Just make sure to have your Spotify account 
handy; Sanneh is all over the map, and you will want to 
join him on his sonic excursions.

One last note on music books 
this October: Though I deeply re-
spect the musicianship, I don’t lis-
ten to much classical music. How-
ever, for classical devotees, I can 
also recommend Harvey Sachs’ 
Ten Masterpieces of Music (Liver-
ight/Norton, Oct. 26). Our re-
viewer says “[t]his judicious com-
pilation of biographies and analy-
sis is a thoroughly engaging read.”

Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor.

NONFICTION  |  Eric Liebetrau

Noteworthy October Music Books

Leah O
verstreet
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BLACK IN WHITE SPACE
The Enduring Impact of Color 
in Everyday Life
Anderson, Elijah
Univ. of Chicago (272 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Dec. 28, 2021
978-0-226-65723-3  

 A Black scholar uses ethnographic 
data to describe the plight of Black com-
munities in modern America.

In this analysis of modern Black life, 
Anderson, a professor of sociology and African American stud-
ies at Yale, examines how Black people of various class levels 
navigate what he calls the “white space” of mainstream Amer-
ica. According to the author, Americans automatically con-
nect Black people with the negative concept of “the ghetto,” 
regardless of where these individuals actually reside or where 
they come from. Anderson claims that associating Black folks 
with poor, crime-ridden communities “has burdened Black 
people with a negative presumption that they are required to 
disprove before establishing mutually trusting relationships 
with others.” As a result, Black American males, especially, are 
overly policed and underemployed. The author also notes how 
many Black boys lack father figures, which, the author asserts, 
contributes to their interest in a life of crime. Writing about 
how these problems are particularly challenging for “ghetto” 
families that identify as “street” rather than “decent,” terms 
the author says were used by his interview subjects, Ander-
son also argues that the power of the image of the ghetto in 
the White imagination ensures that even middle-class and 
upper-class Blacks constantly have to fight for fair treatment 
and against racism. Although the book purportedly draws on 

“ethnographic fieldwork” Anderson conducted for his previ-
ous work, the author not only fails to describe his methodol-
ogy; he also goes pages without mentioning a single piece of 
original data. His analysis is highly descriptive, rather than 
analytical, and he focuses mostly on individual actions—and, 
in particular, the actions of Black, able-bodied males—more 
than the pervasive structural inequalities that plague Black 
Americans. Many of his points are solid and worthy of further 
discussion, but they have been more rigorously explored by 
previous scholars.

A largely surface-level study of modern Black communities.

DABO’S WORLD
The Life and Career of Coach 
Swinney and the Rise of 
Clemson Football
Anderson, Lars
Grand Central Publishing (272 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-5387-5343-9  

A formulaic but readable study of a 
college football coach in action.

Dabo Swinney played at Alabama under the legendary 
Paul “Bear” Bryant, who once instructed another soon-to-
be-legendary coach—Bruce Arians—“Coach them hard and 
hug them harder later.” Veteran sportswriter Anderson writes 
appreciatively of Swinney as a sort of Rudy-like character who 
rode the bench for a long time, convinced that his coaches were 
ignoring him. One, though, had “noticed the effort he gave in 
practices, his willingness to get plowed over by a bigger, start-
ing player in the hope of making that player better and more 
prepared for the upcoming opponent.” Eventually, Swinney 
was put on the field, and though never a brilliant player, he was 
stalwart. Moreover, writes the author, he had an unparalleled 
work ethic and a scholarly approach to dissecting the game. A 
coaching stint at Alabama followed, one that ended in a scan-
dal that, while not involving Swinney, nearly resulted in the 
NCAA’s imposing the “death penalty” on the school. Swinney 
went to work selling retail space in shopping malls, developing 
already strong salesmanship skills. Lured away to coach Clem-
son, he amassed a spectacular record, including two national 
championships—though the Tigers haven’t garnered the kind 
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of national love that Anderson thinks the program deserves. 
“The Tigers had never seized the country’s imagination the way 
Alabama, Ohio State, University of Southern California, Texas, 
or even Nebraska did in their trophy-winning heydays.” Even so, 
Swinney signed “the biggest contract in college football history,” 
which features a penalty clause that kicks in only if he returns 
to his alma mater. The author is appreciative but not uncriti-
cal, noting several gaffes that Swinney committed over issues of 
racial and social justice in the time of Black Lives Matter as well 
as his opposition to paying college athletes, where the tide has 
definitely rolled over him.

Fans of Clemson—according to Anderson, there ought to 
be more—and of college ball will find this a pleasure.

A SEASON IN THE SUN
The Inside Story of Bruce 
Arians, Tom Brady, and the 
Making of a Champion
Anderson, Lars
Morrow/HarperCollins (304 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Oct. 19, 2021
978-0-06-316020-0  

A fly-on-the-wall look at the making 
of a winning football season.

Tom Brady wanted one thing from 
the New England Patriots, apart from lots of money: a contract 
that would extend through his 45th birthday. When the team 
refused the extension, notes football writer Anderson, Brady 
exercised free agency. Wanting on top of everything else to live 
someplace warm, he landed in Tampa. He paired up with a coach 
who was just as methodical in his demands: Bruce Arians, a vet-
eran coach with an eye to winning an ever elusive championship 
before age forced him out of the game but who was also quite 
progressive, hiring women on the coaching staff and eschew-
ing the coaching-by-intimidation methods of old. Anderson 
works some of the standard can-he-do-it tropes (“the forty-
two-year-old Brady wasn’t in his prime, but…he still could make 
throws outside the numbers, and he had plenty of zip on his 
fastball”) and get-me-in-there rejoinders (“At one point Brady 
said, ‘I think we’ve got something. We’ve got a chance to be very 
special’ ”). Apart from the by-the-numbers moments, though, 
Anderson digs deep into motivation: Brady left the Pats, he 
hazards, not just for monetary reasons and sunshine, but also 
because he wanted to prove that it wasn’t just Bill Belichick’s 
coaching that made his old team a winner. Proof came in two 
forms: with the Patriots’ jagged performance after he departed 
and with Tampa’s thrashing of the Kansas City Chiefs in the 
2020 Super Bowl victory. Of course, Arians had a role in the win, 
too; who wouldn’t be inspired by a pep talk that ended thusly: 

“We don’t need any heroes. Just do your job. Be smart, fast, and 
physical. It’s hard to make it to a Super Bowl, so try your best to 
take it all in and play your ass off ”?

Catnip for Brady, Bucs, and NFL fans, though perhaps 
not likely to convert others to the cause.

GHOSTING
A Widow’s Voyage Out
Ascher, Barbara Lazear
Pushcart (250 pp.) 
$18.95 paper  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-9600977-6-0  

 A journal of grief and healing follow-
ing a beloved husband’s death.

Ascher, a memoirist and travel writer, 
met her older psychiatrist husband, Bob, 
when she was a college student. After 35 

years of enviable closeness, in 2002, a cancer diagnosis ended his 
life at 77. Like Joan Didion in The Year of Magical Thinking and 

“An elegant, frank, and tender memoir.”
ghosting



Joyce Carol Oates in A Widow’s Story, Ascher revisits the practical, 
emotional, and spiritual aspects of Bob’s death, her loss, and the 
bewildering period that followed. Her often lovely writing fresh-
ens familiar observations: “Morning is among grief ’s cruelties 
because sleep swallows reality and then releases you to the news. 
You have to do this again and again before it’s no longer a sur-
prise.” A list of sailing terms she learned in her many years as her 
husband’s first mate, “once vital,” were now “relegated to the lan-
guage of longing. A torch song.” The author also writes about how 
her relationships with her adult children and their spouses—her 
daughter and Bob’s children by a previous marriage—were con-
solidated during Bob’s illness, offering strength and comfort. But 
after he was gone, she and her daughter became “a splintered girl 
group.” Like many other bereaved people, Ascher often feels that 
Bob is present and sending her messages, usually via various avian 
appearances. She interprets these less as magical thinking than 

“cosmic winks.” Though her editor reminded her she was “not 
woo-woo,” she replied that she was “getting more so every day.” 
Many times, the author has thought about a comment made by 
a neighbor who had also lost a husband: “You’ll think you’re sane, 

but you’re not.” Though she had various gentlemen callers during 
the early days of her widowhood, it was more than 10 years later 
when she was called again to love’s table. Did Bob show up in the 
form of a bird to express his opinion? You’ll have to read the book.

An elegant, frank, and tender memoir.

THE NEXT APOCALYPSE
The Art and Science of 
Survival
Begley, Chris
Basic (288 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-5416-7528-5  

A wilderness survival instructor looks at 
past catastrophes to inform our responses 
to future ones.

Archaeologists study how cultures 
and civilizations fall, and Begley, an underwater archaeologist 
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and anthropology professor, begins with three once-flourish-
ing civilizations that collapsed: “the Classic Maya civilization 
in Central America and Mexico, the Western Roman Empire 
around the Mediterranean, and the many Native American 
societies in eastern North America after the arrival of European 
colonizers.” Disease wiped out 90% of North American tribes, 
jungles teem with abandoned Maya cities and monuments, and 
the “decline and fall” of Rome remains a staple of literature and 

“the most discussed decline globally.” Yet, unlike fictional apoca-
lypses portrayed in countless books and movies, these were not 
sudden events. Maya culture waxed and waned for centuries, 
and few Romans understood the forces that were leading to 
their eventual fall. Thankfully, Native Americans have worked 
for centuries to maintain what they can of their culture. Apoca-
lypses in Hollywood—and in the minds of doomsday prep-
pers—destroy civilization, leaving a few groups behind, mostly 
heroic, well-armed men who fend off unruly mobs, usually from 
cities and thus unable to take care of themselves. Begley points 
out that this is not how humans respond to disasters in real life. 
Social breakdown is fleeting, and people “rise to the occasion.” 
The author emphasizes that the most important skill for the 
future is not self-defense but the ability to cooperate. After an 
insightful overview of the fantasies and realities of catastrophes, 
the author describes what to do if you get lost in the wilderness: 
These are the lessons he teaches in his survival course. They 
have little to do with the book’s major theme but make enter-
taining and educative reading: Staying warm, dry, and hydrated 
must be the first priorities. While food is necessary, you can sur-
vive without it for a few days.

Solid pop-science analysis of apocalypses and survival.

THE BOOK OF ALL BOOKS
Calasso, Roberto
Trans. by Tim Parks
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (464 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-374-60189-8  

 Revelations from the Old Testament.
“The Bible has no rivals when it comes 

to the art of omission, of not saying what 
everyone would like to know,” observes 
Calasso (1941-2021), the acclaimed Ital-

ian publisher, translator, and explorer of myth, gods, and sacred 
ritual. In this probing inquiry into biblical mysteries, the author 
meditates on the complexities and contradictions of key events 
and figures. He examines the “enigmatic nature” of original sin 
in Genesis, an anomaly occurring in no other creation myth; 
God’s mandate of circumcision for all Jewish men; and theo-
morphism in the form of Adam: a man created in the image of 
the god who made him. Among the individuals Calasso attends 
to in an abundantly populated volume are Saul, the first king of 
Israel; the handsome shepherd David, his successor; David’s 
son Solomon, whose relatively peaceful reign allowed him “to 
look at the world and study it”; Moses, steeped in “law and 
vengeance,” who incited the slaughter of firstborn sons; and 

powerful women, including the Queen of Sheba (“very beauti-
ful and probably a witch”), Jezebel, and the “prophetess” Mir-
iam, Moses’ sister. Raging throughout is Yahweh, a vengeful 
God who demands unquestioned obedience to his command-
ments. “Yahweh was a god who wanted to defeat other gods,” 
Calasso writes. “I am a jealous God,” Yahweh proclaims, “who 
punishes the children for the sins of their fathers, as far as 
the third and fourth generations.” Conflicts seemed endless: 
During the reigns of Saul and David, “war was constant, war 
without and war within.” Terse exchanges between David and 
Yahweh were, above all, “military decisions.” David’s 40-year 
reign was “harrowing and glorious,” marked by recurring bat-
tles with the Philistines. Calasso makes palpable schisms and 
rivalries, persecutions and retributions, holocausts and sac-
rifices as tribal groups battled one another to form “a single 
entity”—the people of Israel.

An erudite guide to the biblical world.

MISFITS 
A Personal Manifesto
Coel, Michaela
Henry Holt (128 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Sept. 7, 2021
978-1-250-84344-9

The noted British actor, writer, and 
producer offers a searching, encouraging 
guide to finding one’s voice and vision.

At the 2021 Academy Awards, where 
she was honored for I May Destroy 

You, Coel memorably said, “Write the tale that scares you, 
that makes you feel uncertain, that isn’t comfortable. I dare 
you.” It wasn’t her first such exhortation. This short book 
encapsulates her 2018 MacTaggart Lecture before an indus-
try audience at the Edinburgh TV Festival. The author places 
her success in British TV against a background of “rape, mal-
practice and poverty” along with a constant undercurrent of 
racism and sexism. Another theme is the necessity of shap-
ing one’s own life through hard effort. Growing up in a poor 
immigrant household in the literal shadow of a leading Lon-
don bank, she enrolled in a neighborhood theater program 
for low-income children—“for free. Free was cheaper than 
childcare, and at eight years old I was part of Bridewell Youth 
Theatre. The only Black person.” She took the work seriously, 
attending drama school and, though suffering the usual disap-
pointments (taking the lead in Lysistrata, for instance, but in 
the London equivalent of an off-off Broadway theater that no 
agent would bother visiting), she blossomed. Finally offered a 
TV show, Coel met no end of small insults, but she overcame 
each obstacle. She accepted being one of the industry’s his-
torically excluded “misfits” (another theme). Lately, she writes, 

“channels, production companies and online streaming ser-
vices have found themselves scrabbling for misfits…aware they 
might be very profitable.” The author counsels all storytellers 
and creatives to be bravely transparent about their worst expe-
riences and bitterest realities, ground from which art can grow, 

“Lovely inspiration for creatives—and indeed 
anyone seeking to make sense out of life.”

misfits



and to remember a sage bit of advice she once read: “There are 
as many perspectives as there are people.”

Lovely inspiration for creatives—and indeed anyone 
seeking to make sense out of life.

AROUND THE WORLD IN 
80 BOOKS
Damrosch, David
Penguin Press (384 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-593-29988-3  

 A modern-day Phileas Fogg circum-
navigates the globe in books.

Damrosch, chair of the department 
of comparative literature at Harvard 
and founder of its Institute for World 

Literature, mimics Jules Verne’s ambitious itinerary of world 
travel from east to west as he delves into 16 geographical groups 
of five books “that have responded to times of crises and deep 
memories of trauma,” navigating “our world’s turbulent water 
with the aid of literature’s map of imaginary times and places.” 
As he moves along, delving into plots, characters, and themes, 
and both prose and poetry, over centuries, he creates a vast, fas-
cinating latticework of books within books. He begins in Lon-
don, with “one of the most local of novels” and “one of the most 
worldly books ever written,” Virginia Woolf ’s Mrs. Dalloway, 
which depicts a city that “bears more than a passing reference 
to Conrad’s heart of darkness.” Paris and Krakow are followed 
by “Venice–Florence,” with the old (Marco Polo, Dante, and 
Boccaccio) and the modern, Italo Calvino’s “magical, unclas-
sifiable” Invisible Cities. Just like Damrosch’s own book, Calvi-
no’s work views “the modern world through multiple lenses of 
worlds elsewhere.” Orhan Pamuk’s My Name Is Red is “a vibrant 
hybrid that re-creates a vanished Ottoman past for present pur-
poses,” while Jokha Alharthi’s Celestial Bodies “portrays life in a 
fully globalized Oman.” Traveling along at a brisk pace, Dam-
rosch takes us to the Congo, Israel/Palestine, Calcutta and 

“Shanghai–Beijing,” before arriving in Tokyo, where he exam-
ines Japan’s “greatest, and strangest” writer, Yukio Mishima, 
and the “incommensurabil ity of ancient and modern eras, Asian 
and European traditions, that fuels” his work. Brazil is home 
to one of the “most worldly of local writers,” Clarice Lispec-
tor, whose “remarkable short story collection,” Family Ties, the 
author admires. In Robert McCloskey’s One Morning in Maine, 
Damrosch fondly revisits a book he enjoyed as a child. Other 
writers serving as stops on his international tour include Joyce, 
Atwood, Voltaire, Rushdie, and Soyinka.

This rewarding literary Baedeker will inspire readers to 
discover new places.

WITH HONOR AND INTEGRITY
Transgender Troops in Their 
Own Words
Embser-Herbert, Máel & Bree Fram—Eds.
New York Univ.  (240 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-1-4798-0103-9  

 A collection of essays written by 
transgender military personnel that shed 
light on the unvoiced experiences of trans 
people in the American armed services.

Embser-Herbert is a sociology professor and Army veteran, 
and Fram is a lieutenant colonel in the Space Force and presi-
dent of the transgender military advocacy group SPART*A. In 
2016, the Obama administration officially allowed trans men and 
women to serve as members of the military. This landmark leg-
islation—overturned by the Trump administration a year later—
was intended to address issues of trans inclusion that had been 
left out of the “don’t ask, don’t tell” repeal act. Embser-Herbert 
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It’s been three years since we lost one of the most 
significant voices at the nexus of the culinary, cultur-
al, and literary arenas. From his memoir Kitchen Con-
fidential to the TV shows No Reservations and Parts 
Unknown, Anthony Bourdain was a singular character 
who wrote, cooked, ate, traveled, entertained, taught, lis-
tened, and provoked. Writer and editor Laurie Woolever, 
who worked closely with Bourdain for more than a decade, 
knew him better than nearly anyone, and she and Bour-
dain co-authored two books together: Appetites, a cook-
book; World Travel: An Irreverent Guide. Woolever’s lat-
est, Bourdain: The Definitive Oral Biography (Ecco/Harp-
erCollins, Sept. 28). The last is a revelation, providing a 
kaleidoscopic perspective on a man of seemingly end-
less complexity. Featuring revealing testimony from 
nearly 100 people involved in Bourdain’s life, the book 
is undeniably “definitive.” Our review noted, “a chorus 
of candid voices creates an engaging biography.” I spoke 
to the author via Zoom from her home in New York 
City; the interview has been edited for length and clarity.

Let’s start with the genesis of your relationship with 
Tony.
I met Tony in 2002. I was a culinary school graduate, 
and I had spent three years assisting Mario Batali, who 

had become friends with Tony when he broke through 
with Kitchen Confidential. I was getting ready to leave 
my job with Mario, and Tony was looking for someone 
to help edit and test recipes for his first cookbook. Ma-
rio recommended me, and Tony hired me, pretty much 
right away, I think just based on Mario’s recommenda-
tion. A few years later, I was an editor at Wine Spectator, 
but I had a child and wanted to switch gears and find a 
part-time job. Tony was looking for a new assistant, and 
even though it felt like a bit of a step backward in my 
career, the circumstances were correct. I liked Tony and 
enjoyed working with him, so I thought it was a great 
opportunity for both of us. In 2009, I started working 
as his assistant and did that until his death in 2018.

Given the amount of material you gathered, this could 
have been a 1,000-page book. Discuss the process of 
whittling it down as well as the decision to structure it 
as an oral biography.
I wanted to keep it manageable and compelling and 
moving quickly. The idea for an oral biography, rather 
than a straightforward biography, came up fairly quickly 
after Tony died. It was obviously such a difficult time 
for everyone who knew him and worked with him, and 
there were a lot of people trying to seize on the oppor-
tunity to do something, maybe be the first to publish a 
book about Tony. That happens in the wake of any high-
profile death, but I found it distasteful seeing people 
trying to position themselves that way.

So there was a conversation [with] my agent and To-
ny’s longtime publisher, Daniel Halpern at Ecco, about 
what we could do to ensure that Tony’s story was told in 
a respectful way, coming from a place of really knowing 
him and his brand of storytelling: ask a lot of questions 
and then sit back and let people tell their stories and not 
impose his will or his vision on them. So it made a lot of 
sense to work in the oral biography format. In 2016, Tony 
and I co-authored a cookbook called Appetites, and we 

In a new oral biography, a friend and former assistant digs into the life 
and legend of Anthony Bourdain
BY ERIC LIEBETRAU
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had started writing a travel and reference guide, World 
Travel: An Irreverent Guide. Creating these projects gave 
us a solid partnership and an established way of work-
ing together, and because of my work as his assistant, I 
had a lot of great relationships with so many people in 
his life—and a lot of credibility among those people, so 
they trusted me with their memories. 

Did the process of compiling your research and writ-
ing the book lead to any new insights about Tony?
I thought I knew everything, but I found myself sur-
prised in every single interview. As far as broad insights, 
I had a decent handle on his complexity: He was both a 
very charismatic and exciting figure publicly and a bit of 
a shy and awkward person in real life. However, I had al-
ways assumed that it was some function of our specific 
relationship and that maybe he was less shy around oth-
er people. In talking to people from all parts of his life—
whether it was friends and colleagues from the ’80s and 
’90s, his first editor, or high-profile people like Ander-
son Cooper—they all observed this reserve and how 
Tony seemed to be eager to be someplace else. Not that 
he wasn’t friendly and warm and genuine, but he always 
had this sense of having one foot out the door. It wasn’t 
that he disliked people; he just had a sort of fundamen-
tal discomfort with being in one place. One of his direc-
tors and producers once said, “Tony was like a shark; he 
had to constantly be moving.”

There were also some smaller things I didn’t realize. 
For example, Tony was really into tanning. I just figured his 
tan was a result of being in geographies where there was 
lots of sunshine. He was not unaware of his physical ap-
peal. He took pride in his appearance and wanted to keep 
a healthy glow, but I didn’t realize that tanning was sort of 
an obsession of his, especially in the earlier days. A lot of 
his kitchen colleagues talked about this tanning obsession. 
Even later, one of his directors said to me that if they were 
somewhere near the equator, he would be out there with 
his reflector. One thing I didn’t see, that I recognize now, 
in hindsight, is that he functioned as an addict. 

Can you elaborate on that last point? 
Tony was an addict for life. Whether it was something like 
drugs and alcohol or food or jujitsu. There were no half-
measures with Tony. He was either into something all the 
way or he could not give a shit about it. With jujitsu, he got 
into it 110% and really changed his health profile. It was a 
remarkable and very positive thing to see for him.

What else would you like to say about Tony?
I think that even if you are really steeped in Tony and 
his work—watched all his shows, read all his books—

there is a lot more to him than that, and I think this 
book shows it. He was a much more complex and inter-
esting human being than even he himself allowed to be 
shared. He was a charismatic figure, but even with all 
his self-mythologizing, there’s a lot more to be learned. 
And even if you’re not a superfan, I think there are les-
sons about how a person moves between careers, how 
a person develops as a writer, and the realities of mak-
ing a TV show and staying on TV. Also, Tony’s brother, 
Christopher, was really generous and kind, opening the 
entire family archive of photos. Their mother, Gladys, 
was meticulous about keeping chronologically correct 
photo albums with the date and the event and the name 
of every person in the photo. She really left an extraor-
dinary gift forever. 

Bourdain: The Definitive Oral Biography was reviewed 
in the Sept. 1, 2021, issue.
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takes their earlier research on how the lives of transgender mili-
tary personnel “illuminate…understanding of gender” and trans-
forms it into a study that showcases a series of firsthand accounts 
by trans soldiers. While the DADT repeal allowed gays, lesbians, 
and bisexuals the freedom “to serve openly and authentically,” it 
did not help trans people, whom the Department of Defense still 
continued to discharge. Embser-Herbert follows this analysis 
with testimonials from trans veterans who left the military before 
the Obama administration’s 2016 announcement. Some, like 
Sheri A. Swokowski, faced discrimination and job loss once they 
came out of the closet and even after they left the military. Oth-
ers, like Evan Young, felt compelled to leave the armed services to 
lead more authentic lives. The voices in other chapters belong to 
current trans armed forces personnel. Many, like co-editor Fram, 
discuss their race to transition before the 2019 Trump ban offi-
cially disallowed physical transition for service members identify-
ing as trans. All speak of finding support among their colleagues; 
one, Sterling Crutcher, even praises the military for offering the 
succor his own family did not. This candid, illuminating collec-
tion will appeal to military historians with an interest in gender 
or to gender scholars seeking to address issues pertaining to trans 
marginalization.

Enlightening reading.

HOOKED
How Crafting Saved My Life
Foster, Sutton
Grand Central Publishing (256 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-5387-3428-5  

A Tony Award–winning actor explores 
crafting as therapy.

Foster’s grounded, heartfelt, and 
family-focused memoir is rooted in the 
art projects she’s been creating (and sell-

ing) since learning how to crochet at 19 during a 1995 national 
tour with Grease. Each creation has a purpose and is inspired 
by a specific significant moment. “These hobbies,” she writes, 

“have literally preserved my sanity through some of the darkest 
periods of my life….My crafts have helped hold me together and 
given me a place to pour all of my love or sadness into.” The 
author hails from a crafting family: Her mother, grandmother, 
and aunt all knitted, crocheted, and cross-stitched (what she 
calls her “gateway craft”), and she proudly carries on that tradi-
tion in handcrafting items for her adopted daughter as an expres-
sion of parental love and to foster a more creative connection. 
Foster also writes about how she and her brother were both 
groomed for musical theater groups and aggressively encour-
aged to perform. Despite garnering immense stage success on 
Broadway and TV (Thoroughly Modern Millie, Anything Goes, 
etc.), the author has struggled, like many of us, with anxiety and 
other mental health issues. Thankfully for Foster, she discov-
ered the calming salve of crafting, which has given her a consis-
tent, centering source of peace and sanity. Crocheted blankets 
helped her through a divorce and her mother’s declining health, 

while colorful sketch work soothed her frustrating attempts to 
start a biological family with her second husband, screenwriter 
Ted Griffin. Throughout the narrative’s delicately described 
episodes, Foster dispenses sage advice and shares cookie reci-
pes, blanket instructions, and the story behind her “graphgan,” 
which creatively fused her drawings with her crochet career. 
Foster’s fans will delight in this inspiring story of the multital-
ented actor’s heights and pitfalls, while crafters will discover 
newfound purpose, embedded meaning, and shared serendipity 
in their universal pastime. 

An intimate, moving mosaic of art and memoir.

THE BRIGHT AGES
A New History of 
Medieval Europe
Gabriele, Matthew & David M. Perry
Harper/HarperCollins (320 pp.) 
$29.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-06-298089-2  

The latest popular history of Europe 
from about 400 to 1400 C.E. 

Nothing upsets current scholars of 
the Middle Ages more than calling it “the 

dark ages.” Gabriele, professor of medieval studies at Virginia 
Tech, and Perry, former professor of medieval history at Domini-
can University, make a lively case that it was no such thing. Tradi-
tionally, medieval histories begin in 476, when the military leader 
Odoacer deposed the last Western Roman emperor, but this was 
a non-event. Deposing emperors had been routine for centuries; 
the only difference was that Odoacer didn’t take the title for 
himself. Complicating matters further, a Roman empire ruled 
from Constantinople continued for another millennium. At the 
time, it was not called “Byzantine.” The authors proceed with a 
vivid description of centuries of quarrelsome jockeying as Franks, 
Lombards, Goths, Saxons, and countless other groups sorted 
themselves out until the light seemed to dawn with Charlemagne 
(ruled 800-814), who united much of Europe and considered 
himself the successor to Constantine and Augustus. His realm 
dissolved after his death, followed by more centuries of “large 
chunks of western Europe now divided into fragmenting seg-
ments fraught with low-grade but constant strife.” By the begin-
ning of the second millennium, the earliest modern European 
states appeared with ambitious leaders who led armies across the 
continent, prospered in a 12th-century “renaissance,” and then 
suffered from invasions and plagues. Matters settled down in the 
15th century with the capital-R Renaissance seemingly heralding 
the modern world. Although traditional politics-and–great-men 
history makes an appearance, the authors keep current by includ-
ing a surprising number of great women and emphasizing their 
disapproval of racism, sexism, and slavery. The result is an appeal-
ing account of a millennium packed with culture, beauty, science, 
learning, and the rise and fall of empires.

A fine single-volume overview of an age that was defi-
nitely not dark.

“A fine single-volume overview of an 
age that was definitely not dark.”

the bright ages



THEY CALLED 
US “LUCKY” 
The Life and Afterlife 
of the Iraq War’s Hardest Hit 
Unit
Gallego, Ruben with Jim DeFelice
Custom House/Morrow (336 pp.) 
$29.99  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-06-304581-1  

A Marine-turned-politician recounts 
his time under fire in Iraq.

An ambitious but poor young Chicagoan, Gallego worked 
his way to a Harvard scholarship—and then, as he readily allows, 
partied hard enough to be asked to leave. Aimless, he joined the 
Marine Corps after 9/11 and was packed off to boot camp, where 
he tried to keep the Harvard connection quiet. His drill instruc-
tor found out and upbraided him: “Why the hell aren’t you an 
officer?...Are you stupid?” The author’s well-reasoned response 
in this agile memoir is to note that the division between Marine 

recruit and Harvard undergrad isn’t the political one of conser-
vative versus liberal but instead a more abiding one of class and, 
to some extent, ethnicity. “Statistically,” writes Gallego, “you 
won’t find many young Latino males raised by single women in 
households with sketchy backgrounds getting college degrees, 
let alone from Harvard. The odds were far better that I’d be 
in prison, or even dead.” By the odd logic of the Marine Corps, 
Gallego was assigned to a reserve unit in New Mexico and sent 
to Iraq, where, for a time, his company was dubbed “Lucky 
Lima” for not having taken casualties. That luck soon ran out. 
Toward the end of Gallego’s tour, Lima “had the dubious honor 
of being the hardest hit unit in the Marine Corps since the 
bombing at Beirut.” Gallego writes affectingly of his friendship 
with a young Navajo man who died there, one reason that, now 
a liberal Democrat and Arizona congressman, he takes an active 
legislative interest in Native American affairs. Condemning the 
Iraq misadventure as a political stunt—of a visiting Dick Cheney, 
he writes, “This asshole pushed us into a war that we didn’t need 
and then didn’t get us the armor that we did need”—the author 
notes that his training has helped put discipline in his life. It 
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also saved others on Jan. 6, when he and fellow veterans helped 
their congressional colleagues escape the insurrectionary mob.

A deeply felt, swift-moving account of war and its com-
plex aftermath.

THE STORY PARADOX
How Our Love of Storytelling 
Builds Societies and Tears 
Them Down
Gottschall, Jonathan
Basic (272 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Nov. 23, 2021
978-1-5416-4596-7  

Why humans need to tell new stories.
Literary scholar Gottschall, who 

celebrated humans’ propensity for tell-
ing tales in The Storytelling Animal, now considers ways stories 

“sway us for the worse.” Why, he asks, thinking of conspiracy 
stories (which are not, he insists, theories), climate change 
deniers, and news stories that produce feelings of despair, “do 
stories seem to be driving our species mad?” Given the ubiquity 
of stories in every culture and their potential to create conflict, 
he focuses his thoughtful and entertaining investigation on 
a critical question: “How can we save the world from stories?” 
Drawing on philosophy (Plato is a recurring figure), psychology, 
anthropology, neurobiology, history, and literature and inter-
weaving personal anecdotes and snippets of popular culture, 
Gottschall acknowledges that stories have powerful emotional 
impact. From ancient times, they emerged “as a tool of tribal 
cohesion and competition,” structured with a “universal gram-
mar” that is “paranoid and vindictive”: Characters try to solve 
predicaments, facing trouble and often a clearly defined vil-
lain. Such stories generate empathy for the characters in peril 
while creating a kind of “moral blindness” regarding villains. 
This paradigm, Gottschall argues, shapes our stories about 
society, politics, and even history, “a genre of speculative narra-
tive that projects our current obsessions onto the past.” Rather 
than depict Nazis or White supremacists as villains, Gott-
schall suggests that they were not “worse people than us” but 
had the “moral misfortune” of being born into cultures which 
mistakenly defined bad as good. When we villainize, he warns, 
we dehumanize, sinking into sanctimony and hate. With “folk 
tales” erupting and spreading “with incredible speed and ease 
on the internet” and with a political figure he dubs the Big Blare 
reigning as a supreme storyteller, Gottschall exhorts readers to 
become aware of storytelling biases and to learn to tell a story 

“where we are protagonists on the same quest.”
Fresh insights about the ways we understand reality.

THE VOTE COLLECTORS
The True Story of the 
Scamsters, Politicians, 
and Preachers Behind the 
Nation’s Greatest Electoral 
Fraud
Graff, Michael & Nick Ochsner
Univ. of North Carolina (272 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-4696-6556-6  

Two Charlotte-based reporters exam-
ine the Bladen County, North Carolina, vote-collecting scandal of 
2018 and how it became a national lightning rod for election fraud.

Early on, Graff and Ochsner set the scene in rural Bladen 
County, home to the Smithfield Foods hog-processing plant. 

“All around eastern North Carolina,” they write, “rural hospitals 
were closing, opioids were slicing families apart, hurricanes 
seemed to pour harder every year, and the only thing people of 
all politics and races could agree on is that crooks in Washing-
ton don’t give a damn about them.” In their rigorously reported, 
fairly slow-moving narrative packed with dialogue, the authors 
reach back into some political history of the county to shed light 
on the shifting dynamics of racial politics. In 2010, the authors 
note, though the county had more than twice the number of 
White voters as Black voters, there were more than 15,000 reg-
istered Democrats compared to 2,800 Republicans. However, 
many of the Democrats descended from the anti–civil rights 
Dixiecrats of the mid-1900s. In a crucial midterm year, there 
evolved a “volatile political concoction—the national resis-
tance to Obama, the statewide GOP organization, and the local 
divide between White Democrats and Black Democrats.” Into 
this fraught landscape stepped McCrae Dowless, a convicted 
felon and “low-budget operative” who was “obsessive” about 
the machinations of electoral politics. After cutting his teeth 
with the Democrats—and learning about the absentee ballot 
system—he switched to the Republican Party. In 2018, Mark 
Harris, a Baptist preacher running as a Republican in the dis-
trict, hired Dowless to pay clueless citizens (“vote collectors”) 
to go door to door and collect absentee ballots, a practice that 
is illegal. Harris won, and this small-town story gained some 
national attention, feeding the larger issue of election trust that 
is still dominating headlines three years later. The text features 
in-depth reporting and journalistic flair, but the audience may 
be limited by the hyperlocal focus. 

A useful book for policymakers and politics junkies.

“Fresh insights about the ways we understand reality.”
the story paradox
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AMERICANS AND 
THE HOLOCAUST
A Reader
Greene, Daniel & Edward Phillips—Eds.
Rutgers Univ. (192 pp.) 
$19.95 paper  |  Nov. 30, 2021
978-1-978821-68-2  

A collection of writings from the 
1920s to 1945 describing America’s reac-
tion to Nazism.

Greene, president and librarian at 
Chicago’s independent Newberry Library, and Phillips, former 
director of exhibitions at the U.S. Holocaust Museum, have 
assembled this book from research for the 2018 exhibition 
celebrating the museum’s 25th anniversary. Countless books 
have been written about the Holocaust and Nazism, many of 
them more focused and less dry than this one. Readers of this 
collection will learn a great deal, but its major market will be 
university-level students and scholars seeking out specific, 
handy references for further research and study. In this story, 
the villain goes down in flames, but there is no happy ending, 
few heroes, and a great deal of unedifying behavior from almost 
everyone, world leaders to average Americans. An obscure 
agitator during the 1920s, Hitler was flamboyant enough to 
attract American journalistic attention, all unflattering. After 
1933, when he assumed power, vivid descriptions of his abuse 
of Jews filled the media. Americans overwhelming disapproved 
of Nazi treatment of Jews: 94% according to a 1938 Gallup poll. 
But, sadly, when asked if the U.S. should allow more Jewish 
exiles into the country, 72% said no. Many of the official reports 
from the 1930s tell dismal stories. Though numerous organi-
zations and individuals helped victims of Nazism, American 
immigrant officials stuck to the strict rules. In one report, it 
shows that even Germany’s official quota was never filled. The 
World War II material here reveals that the Holocaust was no 
secret. Ghastly reports appeared in popular magazines, govern-
ments warned Germany of retributions but took no action, and 
military leaders insisted that winning the war was the best way 
to stop the Nazis. Popular postwar histories extol America’s 
compassion, but the story this book tells is more nuanced—and 
dispiriting: A 1945 Gallup poll revealed that 5% of Americans 
approved admitting more refugees.

An anthology for those who relish primary source mate-
rial about the era.

THE 
TRANSCENDENTALISTS 
AND THEIR WORLD 
Gross, Robert A.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (864 pp.) 
$40.00  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-374-27932-5  

The history of a flourishing 19th-cen-
tury village that gave rise to transforma-
tive thought.

Conceived as a sequel of sorts to 
Gross’ acclaimed The Minutemen and Their World (1976), this 
book is a deeply researched inquiry into the idea of individu-
alism as expressed and grappled with by the two most famous 
transcendentalists, Emerson and Thoreau, among many others 
in 19th-century New England. Drawing on prodigious scholarly 
and archival sources, Gross creates a vibrant portrait of Con-
cord, Massachusetts, as a thriving village that, from the 1820s 
to the 1840s, confronted evolving intellectual, economic, social, 
political, and spiritual pressures as well as contentious issues 
that drove townspeople “into mutually suspicious enclaves,” 
frayed bonds of community, and undermined an “ideology of 
interdependence” inherited from the Puritans. In the 1820s 
and ’30s, Concord prospered, with factories producing cloth 
from cotton picked by Southern slaves; a pencil factory, owned 
by Thoreau’s family; a circulating library, debating club, and 
lyceum; bustling shops; and, notably, the exclusive, influential 
Social Circle, “a self-selecting club of the local elite,” open only 
by nomination (Emerson proudly joined in 1839). Gross’ large, 
colorful cast of characters includes conflicting religious lead-
ers, such as Congregationalist Ezra Ripley and Calvinist Lyman 
Beecher; African American artisans, Irish immigrants, and local 
farmers; and reform-minded women who energetically took 
up the cause of abolition, to which Emerson—unlike Tho-
reau—came late. Thoreau, Gross writes, “captured the driving 
forces of the day,” including the invasive “iron horse” (Emer-
son, unlike Thoreau, was an early supporter of the railroad and 
bought railroad stock), modern communications, the need for 
better schools, and “the moral and spiritual failures of church 
and state, the problematic programs of the reformers, and the 
loss of wildness in nature.” Gross incisively examines Emerson’s 

“masculine version of individualism,” which was offensive to his 
wife; Thoreau’s apparent retreat from social life; and both men’s 
changing conception of the individual within a matrix of social 
obligations and sustaining community.

A vigorous, compelling American history.
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UNSETTLED
How the Purdue Pharma 
Bankruptcy Failed the 
Victims of the American 
Overdose Crisis
Hampton, Ryan
St. Martin’s (336 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-250-27316-1  

An opioid-victims’ advocate vents 
his fury about the Purdue Pharma bank-

ruptcy that allowed the Sackler family to avoid prison and keep 
most of their fortune.

Several years into his recovery from opioid addiction, 
Hampton had a modest knowledge of the law when the Depart-
ment of Justice appointed him to the official Unsecured Credi-
tors Committee in the Purdue bankruptcy case. He soon 
became co-chair of the nine-member group, which included 
four private citizens as well as institutional heavyweights like 
CVS Pharmacy and which had a fiduciary duty to thousands of 
claimants against Purdue. The author combines the sarcasm 
of an early Bill Bryson travelogue with the disbelief of Alice in 
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland in this breezy but informative 
memoir of his falling down a rabbit hole of negotiation, media-
tion, and Zoom calls as he pushed for a fair shake for victims. 
Many of his frustrations involved the Sacklers’ army of nuclear-
strength law firms like Jones Day, “the firm that had previously 
represented such stand-up characters as the R.J. Reynolds 
Tobacco Company and the bin Laden family.” Other maddening 
setbacks involved cash grabs by states that hadn’t spent much 
of the federal money they’d already received to fight the opi-
oid crisis, power plays that deprived victims of urgently needed 
financial help. Hampton finds it small comfort that Purdue 
ultimately pleaded guilty to multiple felonies and agreed to pay 
about $750 million to victims, or up to $48,000 per death from 
a Purdue product. “This wasn’t a bankruptcy,” writes the author, 

“it was a heist.” Hampton recaps some of the background on 
the opioid crisis found in stellar books such as Chris McGreal’s 
American Overdose and Patrick Radden Keefe’s Empire of Pain, 
but he offers a unique firsthand perspective on a bankruptcy 
he credibly portrays as yet another injustice to Purdue’s victims.

A passionate, well-informed insider’s account of one of 
the most controversial bankruptcies in U.S. history.

SAPIENS 
A Graphic History, 
Volume 2: The Pillars 
of Civilization
Harari, Yuval Noah
Adapt. by Yuval Noah Harari, 
David Vandermeulen & Daniel Casanave
Illus. by Daniel Casanave
Perennial/HarperCollins (248 pp.) 
$25.99 paper  |  Oct. 26, 2021
978-0-06-321223-7  

The second installment of the graphic adaptation of Harari’s 
bestselling 2014 book. 

Harari, Vandermeulen, and Casanave pick up the human proj-
ect at the very beginning of the agricultural revolution, advancing 
the narrative of human history via Casanave’s vibrant, expansive 
panels of artwork, many of which evoke early comic strips, and 
plenty of amusing, tongue-in-cheek dialogue. Our amiable guides 
from Volume 1—Yuval, Zoe, Professor Saraswati, Cindy and 

“A skillfully entertaining education.”
sapiens
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Bill (they are now farmers), Detective Lopez, and Dr. Fiction—
return to lead us through the proceedings, while historical figures 
move in and out of the narrative to provide insightful, appealing 
commentary about farming, animal domestication, and other 
relevant topics regarding the agricultural revolution and where 
it has led us as a species. Kafka meanders through a few dozen 
pages, discoursing on the massive complexities of the human 
brain and memory retrieval, the proliferation of numbers and 
data, and, of course, the detriments of bureaucracy involved in 
storing, accessing, and controlling information. Harari and com-
pany have deep reservations about many of the consequences of 
our “achievements,” problems that have included sickness and 
disease, unmanageable population increase, and sheer drudgery. 
The proliferation of private property, a natural consequence of 
working the land, was undoubtedly momentous, but it also con-
tributed to the rise of slavery, complex social hierarchies, the 
second-class citizenry of women and other marginalized groups, 
and widespread racism. Throughout, the authors seek to present 
a concise rendering of the full march of humankind and point out 
elements that are fictionalized, misrepresented, or exaggerated—
and show how those elements have shaped human behavior, 
norms, and mores. The section on American slavery and its con-
sequences into the present is particularly illuminating. Ultimately, 
balance in society is key to maintaining some semblance of order 
amid seemingly chaotic circumstances: “If people have faith in 
nothing, social order collapses, causing a lot of suffering….A big 
part of politics is about finding the right balance.”

A skillfully entertaining education.

WHITE MEN’S LAW
The Roots of Systemic Racism
Irons, Peter
Oxford Univ.  (352 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Dec. 1, 2021
978-0-19-091494-3  

A constitutional law scholar surveys 
the formal and informal structures that 
perpetuated discrimination and violence 
against African Americans from the 
Colonial era to the present day.

In the prologue, Irons examines the 1935 lynching of Rubin 
Stacy—a young Black man whose killers, among them a sheriff, 
went free despite abundant evidence against them—as a frame 
for his long-term consideration of systemic racism in the U.S. 
Subsequent chapters analyze representative examples of racially 
motivated injustices, key legal and political battles over civil 
rights, and evolving efforts to identify and combat institutional 
biases. In the epilogue, Irons offers trenchant reflections on the 
Trump presidency and its ties to White supremacist ideology as 
well as the significance of recent cases of police misconduct and 
the rise of Black Lives Matter. Among the author’s strengths are 
his skillful use of primary sources, which ground his own com-
mentary in each chapter, and his lucid explanations of the com-
plex dynamics of landmark court cases. The author’s expansive 
view of American legal history makes it possible for Irons to 

make striking connections between the discriminatory practices 
of different eras—as in, for instance, his accounts of the history 
of efforts to restrict voting rights or enforce racial segregation. 
The book is most compelling when the author draws out, with 
the help of other relevant scholarship, some of the most impor-
tant ways such practices have reverberated both psychologically 
and socially. In bringing his story to a close, Irons argues persua-
sively that “the effects of systemic racism” constitute “a continu-
ing national crisis” which can be felt in “education, employment, 
life expectancy, and access to healthcare.”

A well-organized, revealing outline of the “reign of White 
Men’s Law” in America and a forceful call for ongoing reform.

SEX CULT NUN
Breaking Away From the 
Children of God, a Wild, 
Radical Religious Cult
Jones, Faith
Morrow/HarperCollins (400 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Nov. 30, 2021
978-0-06-295245-5  

A lawyer and entrepreneur details 
her experiences growing up in the Chil-
dren of God as the granddaughter of its 

founder, David Berg.
Serving God was all Jones knew in a home dominated by a 

missionary father who ruled his two wives and children with a 
strict hand. Members of a secretive Christian sect that called 
itself the Family, the author’s parents warned of interactions with 

“Systemites,” nonbelievers who wanted “to stop them from doing 
the Lord’s work.” That “work,” as defined by her “Prophet” grand-
father, Berg, was to save souls through the Law of Love, which 
legitimized sex outside of marriage, justified polygamy, and made 
all women—including young girls—the sexual property of Fam-
ily men. Jones, her family, and other church members lived apart 
from society “like [sexualized] nuns and monks” who witnessed 
and participated in sex acts from an early age. Berg’s communica-
tions to his followers became increasingly “militaristic about put-
ting God first” over time as Family leadership crumbled. By the 
time Jones entered adolescence, couples and families (including 
the author’s own) were split apart, and Jones was forced to move 
from her home base in Macau to Thailand, the U.S., Kazakhstan, 
and, later, China. The author began to question the Family and 
its patriarchal doctrines, especially concerning teen marriage, 
which made her the target of abusive treatment meant to coerce 
her into subservience. Education and a love of learning became 
the road to freedom, and Jones attended Georgetown and UC 
Berkeley Law School and eventually reconciled with her parents. 

“It takes my parents more than a decade after leaving the Family 
before they are willing and able to admit they were wrong,” she 
writes. Complex and richly detailed, the book provides fascinat-
ing insights into a secretive religious organization while offering 
often heartbreaking details about the nature and repercussions 
of growing up indoctrinated in a cult.

A powerful and disturbing memoir.
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TEN LIVES, TEN DEMANDS
Life-and-Death Stories, and 
a Black Activist’s Blueprint 
for Racial Justice
Jones, Solomon
Beacon Press (184 pp.) 
$22.00  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-8070-2017-3  

A Philadelphia Inquirer columnist and 
novelist tells the stories of 10 key figures 
in the Black Lives Matter movement.

In a preface to this effective, occasionally simplistic book, 
Jones sketches a personal connection to his subject. He was 
once “Black in the system,” struggling to put a past of addic-
tion and petty crime behind him. While working as a door-
man in his native Philadelphia, a local news station showed his 
mugshot, calling him a “wanted fugitive.” The structure of the 
subsequent material is straightforward, as the author devotes 
each chapter to a different victim of systemic racism in law 
enforcement, most of them now household names—e.g., Eric 
Garner, Tamir Rice, Sandra Bland, and George Floyd. After an 
engaging precis of the circumstances that brought these indi-
viduals into the crosshairs of law enforcement, the author links 
each case to a specific reform in policy that would address the 
failings in question. In the case of Breonna Taylor, who was 
fatally shot by police in 2020 in her Louisville home, none of 
the first officers on the scene had body cameras. Like others 
before him, Jones makes the sensible argument that such foot-
age would have been crucial to understanding what happened. 
In this case, the demand is that officers who fail to wear or turn 
on body cameras should face criminal charges and that the data 
from those devices (taxpayer-funded property) be made avail-
able to the public upon request. In the case of Trayvon Martin, 
the demand concerns the elimination of the much-discussed 

“stand-your-ground” laws, which have been shown to increase 
homicides rather than prevent them. Jones is a naturally com-
pelling writer, and while many of the arguments have been made 
before and the structure becomes repetitive, the author relates 
them with both a vigor and informality that will appeal to read-
ers not interested in committing to a more scholarly, nuanced 
text such as Michelle Alexander’s The New Jim Crow.

A persuasive, neatly packaged Black Lives Matter primer.

THERE IS LIFE AFTER THE 
NOBEL PRIZE
Kandel, Eric. R.
Columbia Univ.  (112 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-231-20014-1  

A prizewinning neuroscientist refuses 
to rest on his laurels.

In 1996, Kandel (b. 1929), professor 
of brain science at Columbia, learned 
that colleagues at the National Institute 

of Mental Health predicted that his work would win the Nobel 
Prize. Told the news, his wife responded, “I hope not yet,” before 
pointing out that winners mostly stop contributing to science, 
becoming preoccupied with ceremonial and social activities. 
After hearing the 2000 announcement that he had won the 
prize—for his discovery of how short- and long-term memories 
form in the brain—Kandel vowed to prove to her “that I am 
not yet dead intellectually, at least not completely.” In describ-
ing his activities over the following 20 years, the author makes a 
strong case that he was correct. Continuing his groundbreaking 
studies, he explored how memories are stored and how brain 
function changes due to disease. He emphasizes that in the 
days before sophisticated brain-imaging technology, psychiat-
ric disorders produced no detectable damage, so “neurological 
disorders were viewed as affecting the brain, whereas psychi-
atric disorders were viewed as affecting the mind.” This led to 
numerous stigmas regarding mental illness. Today, it’s obvious 
that mental illness is brain disease, and “psychotherapy is a bio-
logical treatment, a brain therapy. It produces physical changes 
that can be detected with brain imaging.” These advances have 
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also allowed Kandel and other neuroscientists to perform cut-
ting-edge studies of creativity and consciousness. During the 
past two decades, the author also helped organize—and served 
as co-host of—three popular PBS brain science series, which 
ran from 2009 to 2017. Kandel also became an unexpected 
media figure in Austria, from which his Jewish parents fled in 
1938 when the Nazis arrived. In speaking engagements, the 
author has discussed creativity and his special interest in fin 
de siècle Viennese art and psychotherapy, and he has also pro-
moted symposiums to explore the disgraceful enthusiasm with 
which Austrians embraced Nazism. 

A short, cheerful memoir from an energetic Nobel laureate.

CORRUPTIBLE 
Who Gets Power and 
How It Changes Us
Klaas, Brian
Scribner (336 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-1-982154-09-7  

Brilliant study of the nature of power, 
explaining just why it so often renders 
those who hold it evil.

“Does power corrupt, or are corrupt 
people drawn to power?” So asks Klaas, a professor of global poli-
tics at University College London, at the outset of this absorbing 
survey. The answer is yes. The author delivers a provocative argu-
ment to support that claim, whether discussing the case of an 
African strongman who cannibalized his political enemies or the 
martinet president of a homeowners association. Two memorable 
examples come early: One is a “psychopathic pharmacist” who 
organized the survivors of a 1629 shipwreck on an Australian island 
to commit more than 100 murders at his whim. The second is a 
similar marooning, four centuries later, in which a group of young 
Tongan men lived for more than a year in a flatly organized shared-
power-and-responsibility system. That all survived may have been 
a fluke given that we tend to create hierarchies in which “upstarts 
who would’ve previously faced ostracism, humiliation, or death 
now had a real prospect of becoming genuinely powerful.” Because 
power thrives on conflict, the rate of violence increases; because 
people fear violence, powerful people who offer security thrive. 
Hierarchy itself isn’t bad, writes Klaas; it’s just that it attracts 
corrupt people who flourish in competition. Today, “much of the 
world is dominated by systems that attract and promote corrupt-
ible people.” Some make no effort to disguise their corruption 
(Putin, Trump, etc.); others are more sophisticated. Is it nature or 
nurture? “We don’t know,” writes Klaas. The implications are far-
reaching. For example, since police work attracts former soldiers 
who enjoy exercising power, real police reform will involve not hir-
ing such people. To keep people from abusing power, those with 
power within a hierarchy must be rotated and kept an eye on, given 
that “watched people are nice people.”

Lord Acton would be proud. Essential for interpreting his-
tory and world events—both the provinces of tyrants—alike.

WHITE HOT HATE 
A True Story of 
Domestic Terrorism in 
America’s Heartland
Lehr, Dick
Mariner Books (416 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-358-35990-6  

How an ordinary American citizen 
thwarted the sinister plot of a home-
grown militant hate group at the dawn of 

the Trump era.
Investigative journalist Lehr tells the story of Dan Day, a 

lifelong Kansan family man and unemployed former proba-
tion officer who, in 2015, infiltrated a local militia group as 
their “intelligence officer” while reporting their conspiracy 
plots to the FBI. In the wake of the Pulse nightclub massacre 
in Orlando, perpetrated by a young man who claimed alle-
giance to the Islamic State group, a tightly knit terrorist militia 
group calling itself the Kansas Security Force sought retaliation 
against the concentrated Somali Muslim population of Gar-
den City. They planned to bomb an apartment building and a 
mosque. Using sworn testimonies, federal court documents, 
and more than 100 hours of Day’s hidden audio and video cam-
era recordings, Lehr chronicles the entire ordeal with seamless 
ease, studding the narrative with numerous moments of taut 
true-crime tension. Day was fully immersed in KSF, gaining 
the trust of the three key “Crusaders”—Patrick Stein, Curtis 
Allen, and Gavin Wright—and he introduced them to “Brian,” 
an undercover FBI agent posing as an arms dealer. The author 
expertly captures these moments with vivid imagery and often 
frightening detail, and he clearly shows the true criminal nature 
of the terrorist mindset and how conspiracy plots are hatched 
and developed. He also profiles the lives of Somali citizens in 
Garden City, the refugee experience, and how that community 
thrives despite the ever present fear of racist violence. Lehr is a 
seasoned journalist whose distinguished career includes crisply 
probed accounts of organized crime bosses and police brutal-
ity coverups. In this report, his lucid investigative prowess once 
again creates a dramatic tapestry of hate, hope, and justice. He 
also offers a cautionary reminder about the pervasive presence 
of political extremism in America.

Comprehensive, riveting reportage on the enduring fight 
against domestic terrorism and racial violence.

“Lord Acton would be proud. Essential for interpreting history
and world events—both the provinces of tyrants—alike.”

corruptible
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WANNSEE
The Road to the Final 
Solution
Longerich, Peter
Trans. by Lesley Sharpe & Jeremy Noakes
Oxford Univ.  (192 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Dec. 1, 2021
978-0-19-883404-5  

The renowned scholar of Nazi his-
tory chronicles the 1942 conference at 
which the Nazis formed their plans for 
the mass murder of European Jews.

On Jan. 20, 1942, Reinhard Heydrich, head of the Reich Secu-
rity Head Office, called a meeting at Wannsee, outside Berlin. Ger-
man historian Longerich, author of acclaimed biographies of Hitler 
and Himmler, puts the conference in the context of the Holocaust 
as a whole. At the time, the Germans had already systematically 
murdered hundreds of thousands of Jews in territory overrun in the 
course of the war. The attendees at Wannsee, all high-ranking offi-
cials, showed no compunctions about committing their resources 
to a “final solution” involving the outright extermination of the 
remaining European Jews. The author puts considerable empha-
sis on the minutes of the conference, a single copy of which has 
survived, in a chapter analyzing that record and including a transla-
tion; the book also includes the complete minutes in German. One 
issue was how to deal with those who only had one Jewish parent, 
which the planners argued could be handled by sterilization. For 
the most part, however, the plan was to transport Jews to East-
ern Europe, where those fit enough would be worked to death on 
projects like road construction. Women, children, and the infirm 
or elderly would be killed immediately. The planners originally 
assumed that the war against Russia would be won swiftly, opening 
up ample territory for the relocations. When the U.S. entered the 
war, they accelerated the schedule. “The spectre of a Jewish world 
conspiracy that dominated Hitler’s vision of the world and that of 
the Nazi leadership was now increasingly dictating their political 
actions,” writes Longerich. The author’s academic approach does 
not lessen the gravity of the often horrific subject matter, though it 
may reduce the interest for general readers. For Holocaust scholars, 
this a must-read.

A well-researched study of the meeting that determined 
many major decisions about the Holocaust.

VIVIAN MAIER 
DEVELOPED 
The Untold Story of the 
Photographer Nanny
Marks, Ann
Atria (368 pp.) 
$40.00  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-982166-72-4  

A former corporate executive explores 
the unconventional life of street photog-
rapher Vivian Maier (1926-2009). 

When Maier died, only two people, John Maloof and Jeffrey 
Goldstein, knew of the massive collection of brilliant photos 
she had left behind. The two had stumbled upon her work at a 
foreclosure auction in Chicago but had little information about 
her except that she had been a nanny. Marks entered the scene 
five years later after watching a documentary about the mys-
terious Maier and immediately “felt compelled to unravel the 
story that had confounded so many.” Drawing on her skills as an 
amateur genealogist, the author reconstructed Maier’s family 
tree through archival research and then used the mostly unan-
notated photographs in Maier’s collection to piece together her 
life and to track down and interview the individuals who knew 
her. The result is a meticulously documented narrative replete 
with images born of Maier’s 40-year love affair with photogra-
phy. Marks traces her life from her birth in New York to rural 
France, where she spent her childhood. In 1938, she returned to 
New York, a city “she barely knew.” In telling the story, Marks 
argues that, contrary to what her employers believed, Maier 
actually did have ambitions “to launch a professional career.” 
But her sometimes “unwelcoming demeanor and uncompro-
mising nature”—products, Marks speculates, of a dysfunctional 
family past—and her lack of “credentials [and] connections” 
likely sabotaged her efforts. While she found temporary happi-
ness as a nanny to the boys who later spread her ashes, her later 
life was dominated by the hoarding the author believes devel-
oped as a result of an emotionally deprived early life and the 
many displacements she experienced. Compelling and richly 
detailed, this book sheds new and important light on an intrigu-
ing photographer and her singular life.

A well-researched and incisive biography of an artist who 
should be better known.

AN AFRO-INDIGENOUS 
HISTORY OF THE UNITED 
STATES
Mays, Kyle T.
Beacon Press (240 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-8070-1168-3  

A Saginaw Chippewa writer and 
scholar analyzes the unacknowledged, 
sometimes fraught relationships between 
the African American and Indigenous 

communities. 
Many White Americans mistakenly believe that the U.S. is 

the land of freedom and liberty for all. In this latest installment 
in the publisher’s ReVisioning American History series, Mays, a 
UCLA professor of history, counters this notion by examining 
how American ideals and wealth were built on “enslaved Afri-
can labor and the expropriation of Indigenous land.” To make 
his point, the author examines the relationships of Black and 
Native people to each other and to the U.S. He begins by posit-
ing that both groups should be considered Indigenous: one to 
Africa and the other to the Americas. Slaves were forced to give 
up tribal identities and assume “Blackness…[as] their condition” 
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just as Natives were forced to assume a generic “red man” iden-
tity that marked them as lesser than Whites. This rigid racial 
hierarchy, along with the institution of slavery, created tensions 
between Blacks and Natives that became especially appar-
ent during the expansionist phase of American history in the 
19th century. For the Cherokee, for example, “race (and anti-
blackness) became a central component of [their] conceptions 
of sovereignty.” Both Black and Native communities began 
articulating their identities in the 20th century through groups 
like the Society of American Indians and the Universal Negro 
Improvement Association. But it was not until the civil rights 
era that Martin Luther King Jr. analyzed both communities 
together to better understand American racism. Since then, 
there has been some progress in healing intercommunity rifts, 
but only radical action can help eradicate them. Though not 
quite as in-depth as some readers may desire, this book reveals 
uncomfortable truths about the dehumanizing legacies of both 
capitalism and colonialism while forging a path of reconcilia-
tion between the Black and Native communities. Mays offers a 
solid entry point for further study.

An enlightening reexamination of American history.

WATCHING DARKNESS FALL
FDR, His Ambassadors, and 
the Rise of Adolf Hitler
McKean, David
St. Martin’s (416 pp.) 
$29.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-250-20696-1  

Broad-ranging study of the role of 
ambassadors in conveying information 
about the rise of Europe’s totalitarian 
regimes in the 1930s and early ’40s.

In a useful addition to the literature on the beginning of 
World War II, McKean, the former U.S. ambassador to Lux-
embourg, observes that in Franklin Roosevelt’s time, there 
was no formally established federal post called “national secu-
rity adviser.” Instead, to monitor developments in Europe in a 
time of clear peril to the international order, Roosevelt assem-
bled a body of advisers who shared with him “a set of com-
monalities, distinct for each man,” and dispatched them as 
his ambassadors. Some weren’t exactly top of their class, and 
a few had a complicated relationship with FDR—Joseph Ken-
nedy, for example, who was committed to isolationism even as 
he served as ambassador to the U.K. The ambassador to Italy, 
Breckenridge Long, was, like Roosevelt, a blue blood. Enthu-
siastic for fascism, Long “was inordinately impressed by Mus-
solini.” Meanwhile, the ambassador to Germany, born outside 
the usual moneyed Ivy League pedigree of State Department 
officials, was willing to be schooled in what the American con-
sul in Berlin considered “the limitless depth of Hitler’s evil.” 
All of his intelligence channels eventually led Roosevelt away 
from a certain wariness over international involvement to a 
certainty that America would be enveloped in a European 
war, and on the side of Britain and France. For all that, writes 

McKean, Roosevelt was overly cautious on at least one matter. 
“Despite the intensifying anti-Jewish persecution in Germany 
in the 1930s, he refused to condemn the Nazi government,” 
adding that while Roosevelt surely could have done more to 
admit Jewish refugees to the U.S., he left policy matters on 
the subject to Long, “a narrow-minded bigot and anti-Semite.” 
That Roosevelt was reluctant to act, McKean writes damn-
ingly, was his foremost failure as president.

Of considerable interest to students of modern Euro-
pean history and the Roosevelt era.

AMERICAN KLEPTOCRACY
How the U.S. Created the 
World’s Greatest Money 
Laundering Scheme in 
History
Michel, Casey
St. Martin’s (368 pp.) 
$29.99  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-250-27452-6  

A revealing look at the web of finan-
cial chicanery that puts the U.S. at the 

head of places in which to hide ill-gotten gains.
Where to go when you’ve robbed your citizens blind or sold 

a boatload of Fentanyl? Not Turks and Caicos or Liberia or Ber-
muda: No, the thing to do is cultivate the right kinds of allies, 
financial and political, in the U.S., and voilà, money laundered 
and riches secured. Financial journalist Michel serves up his 
first exhibit: Teodorin Nguema Obiang Mangue, a son of the 
murderous Equatorial Guinean dictator, who spent mountains 
of his compatriots’ money on mansions and, in time, Michael 
Jackson collectibles even as those compatriots starved. His vast 
fortune was not technically illegal, owing to laws his father pro-
mulgated. As Michel chronicles, to protect it, Teodorin went 
to “a country that had perfected the biggest system of trans-
forming dirty, suspect money into perfectly legitimate finances 
and assets, obscuring its illicit origins in the process.” That’d be 
the U.S., where Ukrainian crime lords, Colombian cartel lead-
ers, and their ilk have found a welcome haven. Criminal cash 
was ever more welcome with the presidency of Donald Trump, 
whose “efforts to dismantle America’s anticorruption program 
took place almost as soon as he entered the White House.” 
The author shows how Trump figured out all kinds of ways to 
skim the flood of illegal cash that flowed into the country—e.g., 
selling one of his Trump Tower apartments to the daughter of 
another African dictator who, like most of Trump’s business 
associates, operated behind a shell corporation. Michel’s dili-
gent dissection is maddening to read, all the more so when he 
recounts how nonprofits and universities flock to accept dirty 
money in exchange for bestowing legitimacy on donors. Hap-
pily, since Biden came into office, the tide has turned, but the 
kleptocracy of which Michel writes, which “can be understood…
as capitalism as its worst,” will be difficult to uproot.

A capable, eye-opening account of laissez faire financial 
laws and practices that serve the interest of criminals alone.

“A capable, eye-opening account of laissez faire financial laws 
and practices that serve the interest of criminals alone.”

american kleptocracy
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MAKING DARKNESS 
LIGHT 
A Life of John Milton
Moshenska, Joe
Basic (464 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-5416-2068-1  

A prismatic portrait of the canonical 
poet.

Oxford literature professor Mosh-
enska takes a fresh perspective on John 

Milton (1608-1674), the art of biography, and the experience 
of reading to create a lyrical, meditative narrative about a poet 
who has seemed to generations of biographers and readers to be 

“perennially contemporary.” It’s not possible, Moshenska writes, 
“to separate the place of Milton’s writings in his lifetime from 
the questionings and imaginings that they can provoke in ours.” 
The author has been haunted by Milton, entangled with him 
as a reader and teacher, and his captivating, perceptive study 
reveals a deeply felt connection. Dividing the biography into 
three parts, the author considers Milton’s birth and early life, 
marked by his growing up in “a house full of music” that, Mosh-
enska believes, made him particularly sensitive to rhythm; his 
experiences in his late 20s and early 30s, including a “formative 
and fraught” trip to Italy and meeting with the aged Galileo; 
and the latter half of his life, when he married, became a father, 
and emerged as a controversial public figure. At this point, “he 
presented himself as a learned, urbane, and respectable poet” 
whose writings on divorce “could make women leave their 
husbands” and whose political views “threatened the bonds 
between monarchs and subjects.” Moshenska follows Milton’s 
footsteps from his birthplace on Bread Street in London to 
his travels through Italy; visits Milton’s several homes; offers 
meticulously close, sensitive readings of poems and essays; 
and reveals “granular details” of turbulent 17th-century Eng-
lish political and religious life. Throughout, the author shares 
his own intimate responses to Milton’s sometimes “alien and 
challenging” views. Milton, he writes, “was able to be absolutely 
himself while remaining in some sense foreign to himself, and 
this strange kind of self-relation I have found rich and useful 
in making sense of myself.” With no aspirations to produce a 
definitive biography, Moshenska has crafted, instead, an inci-
sive portrayal.

An inspired biographical and autobiographical journey.

MURAKAMI T
The T-Shirts I Love
Murakami, Haruki
Trans. by Philip Gabriel
Knopf (192 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-593-32042-6  

The popular writer dishes on one of 
his unusual hobbies.

Murakami admits he’s not really a serious collector, but he 
does have many vinyl records, books, dinky little pencils, and 
T-shirts “that just keep on piling up.” These short, witty, and con-
versational essays originally appeared in a Japanese men’s fash-
ion magazine. No suspense here, as he immediately confesses 
his “Tony Takitani” shirt he bought in Maui for $1 is his favor-
ite. It inspired Murakami to write a story about him, which later 
became a film—absolute, best investment I ever made, he tells us, 
tongue-in-cheek. The author’s personal interests and shirts often 
coalesce, like surfing and swimming shirts, sports he enjoyed; 
hamburgers (preferably American) and ketchup; whiskey, which 
he enjoys while listening to music, mostly jazz; and beers, espe-
cially Guinness, in Ireland—“Talk about tasty.” Murakami has a 
number of promotional shirts from his publishers that he doesn’t 
wear; it wouldn’t be right walking around “loudly proclaiming” 
himself. An avid, global visitor of record stores, he’s amassed a 
sizable number of their shirts. He also likes animal-design T’s—

“they are pretty cute.” He is partial to shirts with just writing on 
them, and he likes to get shirts as souvenirs of music concerts 
he’s attended. For example, he proudly discussed a Bruce Springs-
teen T from the recent Broadway concert and a Beach Boys Smile 
tour T from a few years back. He wears his VW Beetle T because 
it doesn’t “seem like you’re putting on airs.” A committed long-
distance runner, Murakami has many shirts that commemorate 
his races, including the Murakami (no relation) Triathlon. No 
surprise that he has some related to books, including one from 
Portland, Oregon’s Powell’s Books, a free gift for signing some 
books. This lively peek into his collection provides some surpris-
ing insights into the humble, real Murakami.

A playful, witty, nostalgic journey with an acclaimed 
novelist.

VAN GOGH AND THE ARTISTS 
HE LOVED
Naifeh, Steven
Random House (448 pp.) 
$40.00  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-593-35667-8  

A celebration of one of the world’s 
greatest artists and the works that 
inspired him.

As Naifeh notes in the introduction to this handsome, 
photo-heavy book, Vincent van Gogh (1853-1890) “never saw 
himself as a revolutionary artist.” His work “built on a strong 
foundation of the art that had come before him,” and he made 
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“his own very personal versions of their paintings.” In this com-
panion volume to Naifeh’s 2011 biography, Van Gogh, the author 
describes the ways in which van Gogh’s forebears and contem-
poraries had a profound impact on his work. Throughout the 
book, which is divided into chapters that highlight the schools 
and movements that influenced van Gogh and the subjects he 
painted, Naifeh places another artist’s work and van Gogh’s 
on facing pages to demonstrate the unique variations. Among 
the examples, the author shows that Jacob Hendricus Maris’ 
Two Girls at the Piano “made such an impression” that it led to 
van Gogh’s more vivid Marguerite Gachet at the Piano, a “boldly 
brushed painting, thick with impasto”; that Monet’s Fish-
ing Boats at Étretat influenced Fishing Boats on the Beach at Les- 
Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer; and more. Naifeh amply quotes from 
van Gogh’s letters to his brother, Theo, a body of analysis so 
profound that Naifeh calls it “a literary masterpiece in its own 
right.” The book is occasionally repetitive. More than once, for 
example, the author notes that Dutch painter Anton Mauve 
encouraged van Gogh to master the art of drawing the figure by 
drawing still lifes and plaster casts, but van Gogh resisted. But 
as excuses for collecting paintings between the pages of a book 
go, this is a good one, with learned explanations, dozens of 
beautiful reproductions, and an especially moving essay about 
the author and his husband of 40 years, scholar Gregory White 
Smith, who died in 2014, and their love of art.

An accessible, heartfelt introduction to van Gogh’s work 
and life.

THE DUCHESS COUNTESS
The Woman Who Scandalized 
Eighteenth-Century London
Ostler, Catherine
Atria (480 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-1-982179-73-1  

Entertaining biography of Elizabeth 
Chudleigh (1721-1788), a maid of honor to 
the Princess of Wales who flaunted the 
patriarchal conventions of her day.

Elizabeth, writes British journalist Ostler, “used soft power 
and the art of public relations, before either had those names.” 
As “the great anti-heroine of the Georgian era,” she served many 
roles: “duchess, countess, courtier, socialite, hostess, mariner, 
property developer, celebrity, vodka distiller, press manipulator, 
arts patron, bigamist.” Ostler, a writer with considerable flair, 
evidently admires Elizabeth’s chutzpah, and she portrays the 
convicted bigamist as perhaps suffering from a borderline per-
sonality disorder but always refreshingly surprising and fearless. 
The subject of egregious misogynist portrayals by male writers 
after her death, Elizabeth was simply larger than life. She never 
let misfortune drag her down, starting from the early death of 
her father, Col. Thomas Chudleigh, the director of the Royal 
Hospital at Chelsea. His death left her and her brother bereft 
and lacking in marriage prospects. However, Elizabeth was 
never short of luck. At the age of 22, a well-connected relative 

recommended her for the position of maid of honor to Prin-
cess Augusta, wife of Frederick, Prince of Wales, a prestigious 
position that allowed her to shine and attract suitors. Her early, 
passionate, impetuous marriage to Augustus Hervey, the third 
Earl of Bristol, was kept secret, and as time passed, the two 
hoped the bond would somehow dissolve. Elizabeth’s subse-
quent long-term bond with Evelyn Pierrepont, Duke of Kings-
ton, forced her into a court of law and, ultimately, a trial for 
bigamy just at the moment when the U.S. declared its indepen-
dence from England. The trial, writes the author, represented 
the “distracted incompetence of a tired colonial power engaged 
in the displacement activity of persecuting an errant, aristo-
cratic woman.” Undaunted, Elizabeth kept reinventing herself. 
Ably capturing her singular character, Ostler displays her deep 
knowledge of the era, smoothly melding history and biography.

An indomitable subject finds a biographer worthy of her.

DISRUPTION 
Inside the Largest 
Counterterrorism 
Investigation in History
Peritz, Aki J.
Potomac Books (408 pp.) 
$36.95  |  Dec. 1, 2021
978-1-64012-380-9  

A journalist specializing in national 
security issues details the investigation 
and frustration of a major al-Qaida ter-

rorist attack.
The events of 9/11 constituted America’s most significant 

terrorist attack, and Lawrence Wright’s The Looming Tower 
delivered a brilliant account of its background. Americans may 
be vaguely aware of 7/7, the British equivalent. On July 7, 2005, 
three suicide bombers blew themselves up on the London Tube, 
a fourth on a London bus. All were British subjects. In a bizarre 
and unrelated follow-up, five men attempted a repeat two 
weeks later. One changed his mind, and four poorly designed 
bombs fizzled. Peritz delivers vivid accounts of these attacks, 
but he has bigger fish to fry. The masterminds of the second 
attack (among the thousands of British nationals traveling back 
and forth from Pakistan), seeking to learn from their mistakes, 
planned a larger suicide operation with better bombs to be 
detonated aboard trans-Atlantic passenger planes. By this time 
in 2006, British security was paying close attention, with the 
assistance of the far larger and more pugnacious American CIA, 
whose doctrine was that there would never be another 9/11. 
More concerned with civil rights, the British aimed to gather 
information that would stand up in a courtroom, so they (and 
the author) meticulously followed and observed the plotters. 
Unexpectedly, the CIA jumped the gun by arresting the leader 
in Pakistan, forcing the British to round up everyone in Lon-
don. As a result, the subsequent trials did not turn out as well 
as expected, although many defendants received long prison 
terms. Readers will struggle to remember Peritz’s vast cast of 
characters as well as the minutiae of their movements, but his 

“An outstanding contribution to the literature 
of terrorism and counterterrorism.”

disruption



massive research and interviews tell a gripping story with a 
more or less happy ending. The plot was foiled, and Western 
security agencies have gotten their acts together so that mass 
(but not individual) terrorist attacks are less likely.

An outstanding contribution to the literature of terror-
ism and counterterrorism.

THE RULE OF LAWS
A 4,000-Year Quest To Order 
the World
Pirie, Fernanda
Basic (576 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-1-5416-1794-0  

A worldwide survey of legal history 
that draws on a vast repertoire of texts 
and traditions.

Pirie, a professor of the anthropol-
ogy of law at Oxford and a specialist in Tibetan culture, notes 
that even among the nomadic peoples of the high Himalayan 
plateau, legal codes have developed to determine who can use 
a given patch of grassland and speak on behalf of their band. 

“Small communities the world over have made laws to regulate 
internal affairs and maintain a sense of distinctiveness and 
autonomy,” writes the author. Still, for all the esoteric legal tra-
ditions out there, such as the rules of beekeeping codified by 
Irish monks, societies tend to develop most of their fixed rules 
at the state level, and as Pirie notes early on, local traditions 
have tended to give way to international orders: “The national 
legal systems now found throughout the world are almost all 
modeled on those developed by European nations in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries.” In an agile though somewhat 
overlong history, Pirie begins with Hammurabi, whose legal 
code expanded beyond “pragmatic and mundane rules” to 
become a body of laws that justified state power but also gave 
people an ordered place in Babylonian society and attendant 
rights. The author argues convincingly that the best legal tradi-
tions are those in which rights and responsibilities are recipro-
cal, helping people, in the case of that Mesopotamian legal code, 

“navigate complex social relations in a society divided into dif-
ferent social classes and professions.” Subsequent legal devel-
opments have codified what constitutes fair trade, what legal 
rights the citizens of a state can expect to enjoy, and the like. 
In the modern era, Pirie concludes, international laws continue 
to proliferate, often surrounding highly complex issues such as 
how to regulate the internet, if at all.

A valuable study for students of the law and its evolution 
over the millennia.

MAYBE IT’S ME 
On Being the Wrong 
Kind of Woman
Pollack, Eileen
Delphinium (240 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-953002-07-5  

A master of the long-form personal 
essay discourses on a variety of subjects.

Novelist, physicist, and writing pro-
fessor Pollack serves up 16 essays, some 

previously published in Prairie Schooner, Ploughshares, New 
England Review, and other literary journals, digging deep into 
memoir material and other topics of interest to her. Among 
others, these include whether the shah of Iran could possibly 
be Jewish, as a friend of her family claimed, and a critical dis-
section of an antiquated sex education book she was given as a 
child. “The hideous black-and-white diagram of ‘the mother’s 
reproductive system’ resembled a disapproving, big-nosed sec-
retary in hideous cat’s eye glasses, while the map of ‘the father’s 
reproductive system’ reminded me of an evil alien with testicles 
for eyes and a penis and foreskin for the nose,” she writes. The 
author’s candor, curiosity, humor, and gift for phrasemaking are 
engaging regardless of the topic, many of which are misfortunes 
of varying severity. Pollack’s childhood was largely unhappy, as 
she was singled out in school for both her intelligence and her 
orneriness, but many of her classmates, it turns out, suffered 
much worse. Later in life, she was “peed on, shot at, and kid-
napped”—all in one summer. After her marriage, which pro-
duced her lovely son (“I Tried To Raise a Jew and He Turned 
Out a Communist”), she had little luck with men. There was 
the “Righteous Gentile”—“When I told my mother I was dat-
ing a Polish Catholic, the abyss that opened in our conversation 
was so deep and dark I could see three generations of our family 
tumble into it”—followed by a slew of lesser men, documented 
in the title essay, aptly subtitled “The One Woman Show I’ll 
Never Perform in Public.” Why not? At almost 30 pages, it’s 
ripe for a comedy special.

Yet more compelling work from a unique mind. 

THE FAMILY ROE
An American Story
Prager, Joshua
Norton (672 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Sept. 14, 2021
978-0-393-24771-8  

The real stories behind Roe v. Wade.
“At its heart,” writes Prager, “the case 

did not pit Roe against Wade; it pitted 
her against the fetus she was carrying.” 
The fact is that Jane Roe, a pseudonym 

for a woman named Norma McCorvey, did not abort that 
fetus but instead gave birth to it. As Justice Harry Blackmun 
noted when Roe v. Wade came before the bench, “the normal 
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266-day human gestation period is so short that the pregnancy 
will come to term before the usual appellate process is com-
plete.” It did. McCorvey, born into a hardscrabble family in 
Louisiana that later moved to Texas, was a textbook case of 
someone not prepared for motherhood. When it developed 
that Norma was a lesbian, her mother said defiantly, “I beat 
the fuck out of her.” Sexually abused and psychologically trou-
bled, Norma tried to piece together her life as the law mooted 
whether she had the right to terminate her pregnancies. It 
did not help the pro-abortion cause to which her name has 
been attached that she had given birth more than once and 
that her most publicly available daughter was pro-life—even 
as Norma, having been shunned by feminists such as Gloria 
Steinem, who, Norma said, “became complacent and took 
me for granted,” also wavered between pro-choice and pro-
life stances. She finally declared, “I’m not pro-choice, I’m not 
pro-life…I’m pro-Norma.” In a narrative that often falls down 
rabbit holes, Prager depicts a fractured family that, even when 
its fostered offspring had been identified, could never quite 
cohere. If it answers any questions, his narrative gives cause 
to support choice—choice that, as the lives of the Roe family 
demonstrate, is seldom without great pain. Hopefully some of 
Prager’s detective work can fruitfully inform the always-hot 
issue of abortion.

A solid and timely yet overlong work of journalism that 
chases down leads, twists, and turns, legal and otherwise.

FLYING BLIND
The 737 MAX Tragedy and the 
Fall of Boeing
Robison, Peter
Doubleday (336 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-385-54649-2  

Corporate malfeasance brings may-
hem to the friendly skies in Bloomberg cor-
respondent Robison’s revealing exposé.

“Commercial aircraft are considered 
the world’s premier expression of manufacturing excellence,” 
writes the author, each plane involving the work of thou-
sands of people. They are also made by massive and now near-
monopolistic corporations whose fundamental duty, the ethos 
has it, is to maximize return to shareholders. There’s built-in 
conflict in a culture of builders committed to safety as against 
a culture of bean counters committed to shaving every conceiv-
able cost and getting rid of anyone who questions them. So it 
was with the Boeing 737 MAX, a passenger plane built on the 
framework of the lithe 737. The newly released aircraft imme-
diately caused the deaths of 346 people, and the investigation 
of the two crashes involved revealed both that “software had 
overridden humans” and that the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration had essentially turned over its watchdog functions to 
Boeing itself. Meanwhile, owing to a merger with former rival 
McDonnell Douglas and its much different corporate culture, 
Boeing’s executive ranks were filled with “skilled infighters” 

who displaced former executives less skilled in “the dark arts 
of corporate one-upmanship.” The new company was headed 
by a CEO who’d come from General Electric and “frequently 
lectured people about how Boeing needed to be a ‘team,’ not 
a ‘family.’ ” The cancellation of orders of the 737 MAX after the 
accidents cost Boeing billions of dollars in lost sales. Even so, 
writes Robison in his rigorous investigative report, the aircraft 

“will likely become common in airline fleets over the next sev-
eral years”—American airline fleets, that is. As the author notes, 
Boeing was fined $2.5 billion for criminal fraud after company 
pilots lied to the FAA about that software, and the company has 
recently suffered more from competition from international 
companies believed to offer safer aircraft.

A damning, highly readable account of a once-great com-
pany brought to its knees by bad leadership.

THE RISE OF ENGLISH
Global Politics and the Power 
of Language
Salomone, Rosemary
Oxford Univ.  (379 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Dec. 21, 2021
978-0-19-062561-0  

An American law professor and lin-
guist addresses the babel of controversy 
over the predominance of the English 
language as the world’s lingua franca.

As Salomone demonstrates, English rules as the interna-
tional language of business, finance, and technology. However, 
its dominance crushes regional and Indigenous languages and 
identity and often leads to a dangerously blinkered monolin-
gualism. In this relevant, timely historical analysis, the author 
tackles many of the relevant angles in the “English only” debate. 
The argument against “linguistic hegemony” is fierce and ongo-
ing—not only in Europe, where Brexit has renewed calls for the 
conducting of Europe’s business in French and other European 
languages, but also in Africa (still making peace with colonial 
languages), India, and even the U.S., where language immersion 
and bilingualism are hot-button topics. France wages a valiant 
battle to keep its language dominant, and calls for English-only 
graduate classes there and in the Netherlands and Italy have 
met with push back and lawsuits. In Africa, French and Chinese 
are giving English a run for its money. In Rwanda and Morocco, 
English is chosen as an equalizer, while in India (where there 
are thousands of Indigenous languages), the teaching of English 
exacerbates the class divide. “The world is chasing after English 
for the opportunities it presumably offers,” writes Salomone, 
crossing geographical, generational, and class bounds, yet after 
the initial headlong rush to globalization, employers are learn-
ing the value of hiring people with facility in multiple languages. 
With the rise in migration and immigration, the author under-
scores that 1 in 5 people in the U.S. speak a language other than 
English at home and that the pandemic has emphasized the 
need for language skills, especially in health care. “The health 
crisis…revealed the limitations of machine translation and the 



false sense of comfort with English monolingualism that tech-
nology has created,” writes Salomone.

A pertinent, accessible study that asks a big question: 
What language should the world speak?

LOOKING FOR THE 
GOOD WAR 
American Amnesia 
and the Violent Pursuit of 
Happiness
Samet, Elizabeth D.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (368 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Nov. 30, 2021
978-0-374-21992-5  

Samet investigates a vital question: 
“Has the prevailing memory of the ‘Good 

War,’ shaped…by nostalgia, sentimentality, and jingoism, done 
more harm than good?”

The author, a professor of English at West Point, engages 
in a simultaneously deep and wide exploration of the way the 
meaning and memory of World War II have shaped American 
identity, its sense of standing in the world, and narratives of 
other wars: Korea, Vietnam, the Gulf War, “and, retrospectively, 
the Civil War.” Drawing on a vast number of sources, including 
histories; firsthand accounts in letters, memoirs, and report-
age; fiction; movies (produced during and after the war); comic 
books; and the Army’s guidebooks for soldiers, Samet smoothly 
distills the myths Americans have told themselves to justify the 
epithet of the “Good War” for a noble battle to liberate the 
world from fascism. That self-righteous myth, Samet asserts, 

“appeals to our national vanity, confirms the New World’s supe-
riority to the Old, and validates modernity and the machine.” 
The experience of the war was marked by disillusion and con-
fusion in the battlefield and on the homefront. The author 
underscores the ambivalence that pervaded the nation. Even as 
reports circulated about Nazi atrocities, most Americans were 
indifferent. The Pacific war, writes Samet, was “complicated by 
bitter racism” against the Japanese, while postwar novels and 
films “exhibit [the] confusion, discontent, and disaffection” felt 
by many returning soldiers. Furthermore, violence became not 
just associated with battle, but “an end in and of itself.” For 
example, “in the absence of a foreign enemy against whom to 
deploy their violence, comic books moved in the direction of 
brutality and horror.” Violence remains a lasting legacy of the 
war, leading Americans “repeatedly to imagine that the use of 
force can accomplish miraculous political ends even when we 
have the examples of Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan to tell us 
otherwise.” Not just timely, Samet’s work is incisively argued 
and revelatory in its criticism.

A cogent analysis of the cultural realities of war.

HIP-HOP (AND OTHER 
THINGS): A Collection of 
Questions Asked, Answered, 
Illustrated
Serrano, Shea
Illus. by Arturo Torres
Twelve (256 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Oct. 26, 2021
978-1-5387-3022-5  

The pop-culture writer returns with “a celebration of rap, 
one of the three or four things I love the most in this world.”

 Hip-hop culture is so ingrained in the pop mainstream 
that it’s easy to forget that today’s stars are only fragments of 
the broader culture and products of a rich history. Serrano, best 
known for his work at the Ringer and Grantland, tries to rectify 
that with his latest collection of essays and artwork (by Dallas-
based artist Torres), using the same creative style he popularized 
in his bestsellers Basketball (And Other Things) and Movies (And 
Other Things). Serrano asks thought-provoking—some might say 
argument-inducing—questions and then answers them with a 
compelling mix of history, memoir, criticism, and creative writ-
ing. The chapter titled “How Do You Talk About Missy Elliott’s 
Supa Dupa Fly?” shows Serrano at his best, approaching the clas-
sic album from a variety of perspectives. “It gets in your ears 
and then in your brain, and then, instantly and fully, all the parts 
inside your skull are soaked,” he writes, explaining how the album 
makes you feel. The author also writes knowledgeably about the 
best rappers with the best verses in various eras of hip-hop; sure 
to inspire heated debate among hip-hop fans is his in-depth com-
parison of Kendrick Lamar’s Good Kid, m.A.A.d City and Kanye 
West’s My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fan tasy, which he considers “the 
two best albums of the 2010-2019 decade.” All of the material is 
entertaining, even when Serrano’s fanboy perspective leaves out 
a problematic swath of Lauryn Hill’s career in a chapter about 
her being nearly perfect. Even when a particular chapter doesn’t 
quite grab you, the warm, creative illustrations—e.g., 50 Cent 
and Eminem playing Skee-Ball or Nas styled as Arnold Schwar-
zenegger in The Terminator—sure will.

This quirky, wide-ranging collection of essays, paired 
with gorgeous art, is a well-informed love letter to hip-hop.

THE DEATH OF MY FATHER 
THE POPE
A Memoir
Silva, Obed
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux 
(304 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-374-53916-0  

A father’s death opens deep wounds.
Mexican-born Silva makes his book 

debut with a searing memoir of his alco-
holic father and his own legacy of rage, drunkenness, and despair. 
Brought to California by his mother when he was 1, Silva grew up 
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longing for his father’s love and attention. During visits to Chi-
huahua or his father’s rare visits to the U.S., he came to realize that 
the man was a drunk and a liar, “selfish” and “wickedly arrogant in 
his own ugly skin.” Returning to Mexico for his father’s funeral in 
2009, Silva vented his anger at the man he describes as a “rolling 
stone” who “hated having to love; it was too heavy for his heart and 
so he fought against it to the end.” He demeaned his sons, “often 
brutally beat and abused” his wife, and gave up on a career as an 
artist because he lacked the self-discipline to work at it. Back amid 
his family for the funeral, Silva recalls the rare times his father nur-
tured him: taking him fishing, to bullfights, to a swimming park. 
But those memories have always been overwhelmed by hurt. In 
trouble during his teenage years, when he was 17, Silva was shot 
in the course of a robbery. The bullet left his legs paralyzed, and 
during his months of hospitalization, his father never came to see 
him. Failing to get the love he desperately desired, Silva, like his 
father, drowned his pain in alcohol and drugs. His drinking ended 
his marriage. “I am the drunk man who drinks to not feel alone,” 
he admits. “I am the drunk man who drinks to not feel at all.” Yet 
from his mother, who pushed him to get an education and rescued 
him when he got into trouble, he inherited a steely resolve. He 
became two men, he writes: one, a drunk; the other, an inspiring 
college professor. Both are well captured here.

A raw, probing narrative of pain.

SALMON P. CHASE
Lincoln’s Vital Rival
Stahr, Walter
Simon & Schuster (832 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-1-5011-9923-3  

In a follow-up to Seward: Lincoln’s 
Indispensable Man and Stanton: Lincoln’s 
War Secretary, Stahr turns his attention 
to the president’s treasury secretary.

Salmon P. Chase (1808-1873) was also 
the sixth chief justice of the Supreme Court and a major player 
in pushing for Black emancipation and voting rights, and he cre-
ated the first national bank system and paper currency at a time 
of deep conflict and crisis during the Civil War. Born in New 
Hampshire, Chase cut his teeth in Ohio law and politics, where 
he evolved from an ambitious dilettante regarding slavery to 
a ferocious defender of fugitive slaves and Black voting rights. 
His parents died young, leaving behind 10 children and “sub-
stantial debt,” and Chase went to live with one of his uncles, an 
Episcopalian bishop who founded Kenyon College. Like many 
Chases before him, he graduated from Dartmouth College 
and studied law until he passed the bar in 1829. In Stahr’s over-
long yet sturdy narrative, Chase emerges a driven young man 
determined to make his mark. He headed a vigorous law prac-
tice in Cincinnati and served in the Senate and as the gover-
nor of Ohio. As the nation began to break apart along pro- and 
anti-slavery lines, Chase embraced the Whig Party but found 
ultimately that it could not incorporate the anti-slavery move-
ment. He advocated first for the Liberty Party, then became an 

important founder of the Republican Party, on whose ticket 
Lincoln ran for president. While Chase was brought up mul-
tiple times as a presidential candidate, he was best suited as ally, 
and Lincoln relied on him, despite the rival status, as treasury 
secretary during the Civil War and then as chief justice. During 
his tenure as justice, he supported the first Black man to the 
bar and dissented strongly in a case that prohibited a woman 
from practicing law. He also presided over the Andrew Johnson 
impeachment, a key moment in this well-researched account.

Despite countless books about Lincoln and those in his 
orbit, Chase is an important figure who merits this capable 
study.

AMERICAN MADE
What Happens to People 
When Work Disappears
Stockman, Farah
Random House (432 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-984801-15-9  

A Pulitzer Prize winner’s first book 
tallies the social, emotional, and finan-
cial costs of a company’s decision to shut 
down an Indiana factory.

Stockman shows the shattering effects of globalization on 
the unskilled workers sometimes called “the precariat” for the 
precariousness of their jobs. In this immersive account, she fol-
lows three former employees of the Rexnord bearings plant in 
Indianapolis after the company’s 2016 announcement that it was 
moving its operations to Mexico and Texas. Each worker’s life 
was upended by the shutdown and, the author argues in mostly 
persuasive fashion, represents a larger cause. Shannon Mulcahy, 
one of the first female steelworkers at the plant, embodies the 
women’s movement; Wally Hall, a descendant of slaves, the 
struggle for civil rights; and John Feltner, a vice president of 
United Steelworkers Local 1999, organized labor. Stockman 
examines the steep price the workers paid for the closure, which 
included having to train their Mexican replacements in order to 
get a severance package. Behind their stories lay the stark reali-
ties of the North American Free Trade Agreement, which has led 
to a loss of 700,000 U.S. factory jobs, according to the Economic 
Policy Institute, and of Trump’s failed promise to bring jobs back. 
The author notes that her research altered her view of free trade: 

“Supporters of free trade say it generates enough wealth to com-
pensate losers. But we don’t.” Throughout, Stockman “re-created” 
scenes in ways some readers may sometimes find confusing or 
cringeworthy, as when she writes that one woman had “skin the 
color of a freshly unwrapped Hershey’s kiss” and another “had 
silky skin the color of salted caramel gelato.” She appears to be 
trying to capture a subject’s point of view, but she doesn’t enclose 
them in quotation marks, and it’s hard to be sure whose thoughts 
they reflect. The stylistic awkwardness aside, this book gives a 
valuable account of the many things work means to Americans.

A worthy but at times stilted portrait of the lasting effects 
of job losses on factory workers.



AGENT SNIPER 
The Cold War 
Superagent and the 
Ruthless Head of the CIA
Tate, Tim
St. Martin’s (416 pp.) 
$29.99  |  Dec. 14, 2021
978-1-250-27466-3  

The gripping and deeply unedifying 
account of “the best defector the US 
ever had.”

Documentary filmmaker and investigative journalist Tate, 
who has written many books on both spycraft and true crime, 
has turned up a riveting spy story focused on Michal Gole-
niewski, a senior official in Poland’s intelligence service who also 
answered to the KGB. In a 1958 letter to the American Embassy 
in Switzerland, he offered “enticing leads to Soviet Bloc spies, 
which…would excite American counterintelligence interest.” 
The CIA responded, and there followed a bonanza in which 
Sniper (his code name) smuggled microfilm and thousands of 
top-secret Soviet documents to the West before defecting with 
his mistress in 1961. His debriefing produced more priceless 
information, but matters eventually went sour. The problem 
was not Goleniewski but rather the faction-ridden CIA. The 
agency’s Soviet and East European sections accepted Sniper’s 
bona fides, but the counterintelligence branch, led by James 
Jesus Angleton, did not. Famously paranoid, Angleton believed 
that the CIA was riddled with KGB agents that included nearly 
every defector. For three years, the CIA showered money and 
benefits on Goleniewski and used his revelations to arrest 
numerous traitors and their handlers around the world. Much of 
what followed remains classified, but Tate theorizes that Angle-
ton’s faction assumed dominance within the agency, because in 
January 1964, it abruptly eliminated Goleniewski’s salary and 
protection and suspended him, subject to an “internal review” 
that never happened. Cast out, Goleniewski floundered for a 
time before developing severe psychosis, declaring himself the 
son of the czar of Russia who had been executed along with his 
family in 1918. In the final 100 pages, Tate chronicles 30 years 
of bizarre behavior until Goleniewski’s 1993 death, alternat-
ing with wildly dysfunctional CIA behavior, an ongoing theme 
throughout the book.

Fascinating dirty linen from the early decades of the CIA.

41-LOVE
On Addictions, Tennis, and 
Refusing To Grow Up
Thomas, Scarlett
Counterpoint (384 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-64009-476-5  

The British novelist tells of how a 
midlife return to competitive tennis 
turned into a “cursed dance” that unex-
pectedly derailed her life.

At 41, Thomas had solid career prospects at her university, 
a stable relationship, and a just-finished new novel. Yet all she 
really wanted was “another trophy” to affirm that she was still 
the “prodigy, sort of,” who walked away from tennis at age 14. 

“Tennis was my first love,” writes the author. “Every other sport 
I ever played was with my eyes closed and the duvet stuffed 
in my mouth so I didn’t shout out its name, the name of my 
real passion, my soulmate.” When her wealthy paternal grand-
mother deemed the author “common, as well as uncouth and 
unsophisticated and weird,” Thomas was sent away to a posh 
private school. Soon, her intense desire to prove her tennis 
skills transformed winning games into losing ones. When 
she finally returned to the game again in the summer of 2013, 
Thomas discovered that tennis was more than just a social and 
athletic hobby; it soon controlled her life and thoughts. For the 
next year, the author pursued the sport relentlessly, winning tro-
phies and local recognition. Yet her wins felt meaningless; she 
only wanted more. Her own harshest critic, Thomas eventually 
reached the semifinals at Seniors’ Wimbledon, then learned she 
was ranked “131 in the world for over-40 women.” Soon after, 
she suffered from burnout, “like a moth sizzling in the plastic 
tray of a fluorescent light, because I could not keep away from 
the brightness and the flames.” With its obsessive attention to 
such details as tennis equipment, attire, and events on the court 
during matches, much of the story is tedious and often over-
shadows the more compelling emotional and socio-economic 
aspects underlying the author’s brutal need to win. Ultimately, 
Thomas hints at rather than consciously explores the reasons 
behind her fall from tennis grace, and the book’s appeal may be 
limited to those who share the author’s love of tennis.

An interesting but flawed narrative experiment.
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THE CHURCHILL SISTERS
The Extraordinary Lives of 
Winston and Clementine’s 
Daughters
Trethewey, Rachel
St. Martin’s (320 pp.) 
$29.99  |  Nov. 23, 2021
978-1-2502-7239-3  

An acclaimed British biographer 
spotlights Winston Churchill’s four 
daughters and the roles they played in 

the life of Britain’s most famous modern statesman.
Winston Churchill biographies number in the thousands, 

yet none have been dedicated to the daughters, Diana, Sarah, 
Marigold, and Mary. Drawing on archived and previously unpub-
lished family letters, Trethewey offers lively portraits of the 
women who, along with their mother, Clementine, “creat[ed] 
the stable domestic life” she argues was key to Churchill’s many 
triumphs. Of the four daughters, one, Marigold, died as a tod-
dler. The remaining three went on to lead lives that, though 
shaped by Churchillian privilege, followed different trajec-
tories. Eldest daughter Diana “shared [Winston’s] passion for 
politics…and found campaigning exciting.” Yet she never quite 
received the “star” treatment their brother and political heir-
apparent Randolph did. But it was Sarah who inherited “a touch 
of Churchill’s genius” and who went on to earn acclaim as an 
actor and notoriety for the stormy personal life that signaled 
her self-destructive tendencies. Like her elder sister, the ambi-
tious Sarah also had to contend with sexism from the men to 
whom she was romantically linked. By contrast, her younger sis-
ter Mary wanted nothing more than to marry and put the needs 
of her parents, sisters, and family first. At 23, writes the author, 

“she decided that she wanted to find ‘Mr Right’ and ‘live happily 
ever after’.” Mary accomplished her aim while also—and quite 
unexpectedly—finding the professional fulfillment that had 
eluded Diana and Sarah in the second half of her long life. This 
remarkable, sometimes tragic story of the daughters who sup-
ported their brilliant historical giant of a father will appeal to a 
broad range of readers including historians, feminist scholars, 
as well as audiences who enjoy highly readable biographies.

An engrossing and intelligent group biography.

TWELVE AND A HALF
Leveraging the Emotional 
Ingredients Necessary for 
Business Success
Vaynerchuk, Gary
Harper Business (224 pp.) 
$29.99  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-06-267468-5  

A successful entrepreneur shows us 
how to be better at business and life.

Vaynerchuk draws on his experi-
ences, successes, and mistakes to offer uplifting advice about 

leadership and happiness. “Leaning into your humanity,” he 
writes, “is the actual strength that will help you survive and 
flourish.” He identifies 12 traits that feed into that strength: 

“gratitude, self-awareness, accountability, optimism, empathy, 
kindness, tenacity, curiosity, patience, conviction, humility, and 
ambition.” For him—and, he suspects, for most people—there 
is likely to be a trait that still needs to be developed: in his case, 

“kind candor,” which makes up the “one-half ” in the book’s title. 
Vaynerchuk divides his guide into three parts. In the first, he 
expounds on each of the 12 traits, defining them and show-
ing how they are connected to one another; the second part 
describes how the traits work together in real-life scenarios; 
and the third part offers exercises to put the ideas into practice. 
The author underscores the need for self-awareness, which, he 
writes, “has a close relationship with self-love and self-accep-
tance,” including recognition of one’s shortcomings. Although 
he acknowledges the importance of trying to strengthen weak-
nesses, he also suggests “navigating around them” when neces-
sary. Cultivating optimism, he advises, is “wildly practical,” as 
well as being a “teammate” of gratitude and tenacity. Among 
the scenarios the author presents are dealing with negative 
feedback from a supervisor, facing the possible failure of a ven-
ture, weighing parenting responsibilities against starting up a 
business, admitting to mental health concerns and need for self-
care, and being thrust into a management position unexpect-
edly. Exercises encourage readers to reflect personally on the 
traits; for example, talking with optimistic people to find out 
what keeps them feeling that way; doing random acts of kind-
ness; and setting out on a “curiosity mission” to learn something 
new. This book presents little that Vaynerchuk devotees won’t 
already know, but it’s an amiable trek for fellow strivers.

A genial business guru redefines success.

THE FARMER’S LAWYER
The North Dakota Nine and 
the Fight To Save the Family 
Farm
Vogel, Sarah
Bloomsbury (320 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-63557-526-2  

A lawyer recalls how a group of mis-
treated farmers stood up to the U.S. gov-
ernment—and forced changes in federal 

law—by joining forces in a class-action lawsuit.
Few people today may recall the severity of the nationwide 

crisis that led to the Farm Aid benefit concerts and eventually 
to the Agricultural Credit Act of 1987, which curbed some of the 
injustices that fueled it. This welcome refresher course focuses 
on a pivotal class-action lawsuit by farmers (Coleman v. Block), 
blending courtroom drama with a memoir by the plaintiffs’ lead 
counsel, a young single mother who not only had never tried a 
case, but hadn’t set foot in a courtroom. Vogel had returned to 
her native North Dakota from a government job in Washington, 
D.C., when farmers began contacting her about unfair or illegal 



actions by the Farmers Home Administration, a federal agency 
that made loans to family farmers. Pressured by the Reagan 
administration to slash farm aid, the agency dealt harshly with 
farmers who fell behind on loan repayments, often because of 
drought or other natural disasters. It emptied farmers’ bank 
accounts, seized money they needed to feed their cattle or fami-
lies, and foreclosed on those only one payment behind on real 
estate debt. It also failed to give farmers proper notice of legal 
actions against them and turned hearings on their grievances 
into kangaroo courts run by people who’d been involved in the 
unfair actions against them. Vogel lost her house while repre-
senting the farmers, most of whom couldn’t pay her, but she saw 
impressive displays of rural grit and solidarity and later became 
North Dakota’s first female agriculture commissioner. Though 
this memoir lacks the literary flair of books like Jonathan Harr’s 
A Civil Action, it’s a brave attorney’s clear and thorough story of 
the power of collective legal action that belongs in every law 
library.

A well-documented eyewitness account of egregious 
injustices to family farmers.

SILENCE AND SILENCES
Wilde-Menozzi, Wallis
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (432 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-374-22629-9  

Ruminations on the seemingly end-
less meanings behind silence.

Employing a kind of stream-of-con-
sciousness style, Wilde-Menozzi explores 
the concept of silence in the context of 
literature, art, religion, nature, technology, 

politics, and more. She shares colorful descriptions of moments 
of silence in the wild (“The Baltic Sea in November on the edge 
of Saint Petersburg was a color, again, where the brain met the 
universe”), meditates on the legal right to remain silent, and 
describes schoolchildren finding joy in reading. “Reading a 
book,” she writes, “is a way of withdrawing into silence.” The 
author also contemplates sounds heard during her morning 
walks or when she is trying to work or sleep. She shares mem-
ories of meeting a composer who makes recordings of empty 
churches and cathedrals during the night and an abortion-
ist who feels fearful and alone, silenced by those who do not 
believe in choice. Wilde-Menozzi contends that stereotypes 
about race are now being challenged with “resistant and audible 
speech,” and her assessment of the Trump administration’s use 
of social media is sharp and unique: “Noise and ideology bang 
unchecked in sentences and a single lie can cast doubt.” She also 
shares a meaningful quote from Rachel Carson about why she 
felt compelled to write Silent Spring. Upon publication, writes 
Wilde-Menozzi, Carson “justified her commitment: ‘There 
would be no peace for me if I kept silent’….It was an extraor-
dinary act, singular and brave.” Many of the entries the author 
shares are incisive and well written, but some feel out of place in 
relation to the theme of the book, creating a less-than-coherent 

whole. Perhaps sensing possible reader disconnection, at times 
Wilde-Menozzi interjects with comments regarding why she is 
writing about the topic or why she is using a particular arrange-
ment of words, which further disturb the narrative flow.

An intriguing concept studded with insights, but, plagued 
by noise, it falls short in the delivery.

PERIL
Woodward, Bob & Robert Costa
Simon & Schuster (512 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Sept. 21, 2021
978-1-982182-91-5  

An account of the last gasps of the 
Trump administration, completing a tril-
ogy begun with Fear (2018) and Rage (2020).

One of Woodward and fellow Wash-
ington Post reporter Costa’s most memo-
rable revelations comes right away: Gen. 

Mark Milley, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, calling his 
counterpart in Beijing to assure him that even after Jan. 6 and 
what Milley saw as an unmistakable attempt at a coup d’état, he 
would keep Trump from picking a war with China. This depic-
tion has earned much attention on the talking-heads news chan-
nels, but more significant is its follow-up: Milley did so because 
he was concerned that Trump “might still be looking for what 
Milley called a ‘Reichstag moment.’ ” Milley emerges as a stal-
wart protector of the Constitution who constantly courted 
Trump’s ire and yet somehow survived without being fired. No 
less concerned about Trump’s erratic behavior was Paul Ryan, 
the former Speaker of the House, who studied the psychiatric 
literature for a big takeaway: “Do not humiliate Trump in public. 
Humiliating a narcissist risked real danger, a frantic lashing out 
if he felt threatened or criticized.” Losing the 2020 election was 
one such humiliation, and Woodward and Costa closely track 
the trajectory of Trump’s reaction, from depression to howling 
rage to the stubborn belief that the election was rigged. There 
are a few other modest revelations in the book, including the 
fact that Trump loyalist William Barr warned him that the elec-
torate didn’t like him. “They just think you’re a fucking asshole,” 
Barr told his boss. That was true enough, and the civil war that 
the authors recount among various offices in the White House 
and government reveals that Trump’s people were only ever 
tentatively his. All the same, the authors note, having drawn on 
scores of “deep background” interviews, Trump still has his base, 
still intends vengeance by way of a comeback, and still consti-
tutes the peril of their title.

A solid work of investigation that, while treading well-
covered ground, offers plenty of surprises.
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“An account of the last gasps of the Trump administration, 
completing a trilogy begun with Fear (2018) and Rage (2020).”

peril



children’s
THE COLOR OF YOUR SKIN
Acevedo, Desirée
Illus. by Silvia Álvarez
Trans. by Jon Brokenbrow
Cuento de Luz (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Nov. 1, 2021
978-84-18302-40-4  

A young girl questions the labeling 
of a skin-colored pencil when the hue 

doesn’t represent herself or those around her.
While drawing at school, Vega is approached by her friend 

Alex. He asks to borrow her “skin-colored pencil.” This is a 
Spanish import, and many literal-minded young readers in the 
United States may be puzzled, as “flesh” has not been a Crayola 
color since 1962, when it was renamed “peach.” Nevertheless, 
they will understand how Alex’s request prompts Vega to ques-
tion both the label and the concept of a universal skin color as 
she reflects on the skin tones of the people in her community. 
While each individual is depicted with a unique complexion, 
none embodies the “kind of light pink” that matches the skin-
colored pencil. Both children wonder about the origins of the 
label since neither they nor the people in their community 
share that particular skin color. Vega, who presents White, pos-
its that “the person who discovered it must have…forgot[ten] 
to add the rest of the colors.” This simplistic reasoning mis-
characterizes the label as a harmless error, completely avoid-
ing White supremacy, racism, and colorism as potential factors. 
Sidestepping these points diminishes the empowering message 
of inclusivity the book has tried to convey. Later, both children 
work together to create art with “all of the pencils and crayons 
and paints they thought could be ‘skin color,’ ” which includes 
six different shades but omits any dark brown ones. 

Well meaning but poorly executed. (Picture book. 4-8)

SATO THE RABBIT: 
THE MOON 
Ainoya, Yuki
Trans. by Michael Blaskowsky
Enchanted Lion Books (72 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Oct. 26, 2021
978-1-59270-306-7 
Series: Sato the Rabbit, 2 

Sato the Rabbit returns after his eponymous debut (2021) in 
a set of adventures all about nature. 

In this Japanese import, Haneru Sato, the pale-skinned 
child who dresses as a white rabbit, explores the out-of-doors, 

SATO THE RABBIT: THE MOON by Yuki Ainoya; 
trans. by Michael Blaskowsky .............................................................70
AFRICA, AMAZING AFRICA by Atinuke; 
illus. by Mouni Feddag ......................................................................... 71
BLACK BALLERINAS by Misty Copeland; 
illus. by Salena Barnes ......................................................................... 77
BIRDS ON WISHBONE STREET by Suzanne Del Rizzo .................. 80
BORN ON THE WATER by Nikole Hannah-Jones & Renée Watson; 
illus. by Nikkolas Smith .......................................................................85
BLACK ARTISTS SHAPING THE WORLD by Sharna Jackson .........87
I AM HAVA by Freda Lewkowicz; illus. by Siona Benjamin ............ 90
RISE OF THE WORLD EATER by Jamie Littler .................................91
FERGUS AND ZEKE AND THE 100TH DAY OF SCHOOL 
by Kate Messner; illus. by Heather Ross ............................................. 92
THE SIDE-BY-SIDE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 
by David Miles ....................................................................................93
BISA’S CARNAVAL by Joana Pastro; illus. by Carolina Coroa .........97
THE STRANGEST THING IN THE SEA by Rachel Poliquin; 
illus. by Byron Eggenschwiler ............................................................. 99
A SKY-BLUE BENCH by Bahram Rahman; 
illus. by Peggy Collins .......................................................................... 99
ORCA RESCUE! by Donna Sandstrom; illus. by Sarah Burwash ...100
INSIDE IN by Jan Paul Schutten; trans. by Laura Watkinson; 
photos by Arie van ’t Riet ..................................................................100
OPRAH WINFREY by Renée Watson; illus. by Gillian Flint ...........105
LOVE, VIOLET by Charlotte Sullivan Wild; 
illus. by Charlene Chua ......................................................................106
MY ART, MY WORLD by Rita Winkler with Mark Winkler & 
Helen Winkler; illus. by Rita Winkler ..............................................106
HANSEL AND GRETA by Jeanette Winterson; 
illus. by Laura Barrett ....................................................................... 107
ON BABA’S BACK by Marianne Dubuc ........................................... 110
BEING YOU by Megan Madison & Jessica Ralli; 
illus. by Anne/Andy Passchier ............................................................ 113
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manipulating elements in nature in a series of seven delightful 
and slightly surreal stories. In one, Sato discovers what looks 
like a small sprout and turns it slowly, as if it were a “green screw.” 
As he does so, the arid field he stands in fills with green (“pop,” 
we read, as buds form on trees all around him). In another story, 
Sato throws a rain party, tying sheets of rain with ribbon and 
making “rain music” with friends; the shimmering rain sheets, 
bundled like curtains, make for a magical, indelible image. And 
in another story, Sato grabs the moon’s reflection from a lake 
and hangs it out to dry before putting it on his bed and cud-
dling up beneath it. Each of these stories captures the imagina-
tive wonder of a child’s perspective and embraces a genuine but 
never cloying whimsy. Compositions vary, with some spreads 
featuring vignettes and other illustrations taking up every inch 
of the spread, such as the glorious “shower of green” Sato cre-
ates with the turn of the green screw. The artwork pops with 
color and texture and depicts beautiful, dreamlike vistas. Sato 
endears himself to readers; he is inquisitive, clever, and gener-
ous. (It’s thanks to him that his friends get to visit the “rain-
column ballroom.”)

A welcome return. (Picture book. 4-10)

AFRICA, AMAZING 
AFRICA 
Country by Country
Atinuke
Illus. by Mouni Feddag
Candlewick (80 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-5362-0537-4  

Established storyteller Atinuke, of 
Anna Hibiscus fame, introduces every country on the African 
continent. 

Africa is enormous. Africa is diverse. The people, the geog-
raphy, the languages, the religions, the living conditions, the 
animals, the political systems—discovering all the differences 
and interesting facts becomes an adventure in this fascinating 
collection. The book’s introduction offers samples of the amaz-
ing historical and contemporary distinctions unique to the con-
tinent. Each region is introduced in a double-page spread with 
an illustrated map featuring animals and buildings, flora and 
minerals, text with welcome written in a plethora of regional lan-
guages, a list of the countries in the region, and a survey of some 
special features of the region. Within the sections, each coun-
try is represented on one page, with a paragraph of descriptive 
text, a colorful half-page illustration, and one to three interest-
ing facts. The text is lively and engaging, concisely conveying 
the astounding richness of history and culture that make the 
continent of Africa so exciting to explore. Small wonder that 
Atinuke can make a nonfiction book every bit as fun to follow as 
a storybook. Readers will leave this volume full of new, amazing 
views and eager to discover more about the familiar and unfa-
miliar territories covered here. (This book was reviewed digitally.)

This loving tribute is absolutely dazzling. (index, resources) 
(Nonfiction. 4-10)

HISTORY OF WESTERN ART 
IN COMICS
Part Two: From the 
Renaissance to Modern Art
Augustin, Marion
Illus. by Bruno Heitz
Trans. by George L. Newman
Holiday House (96 pp.) 
$22.99  |  $12.99 paper  |  Nov. 30, 2021
978-0-8234-4647-6
978-0-8234-4648-3 paper  

Western art history becomes a joyful journey in this infor-
mation-packed comic.

This second volume of History of Western Art in Comics begins 
where the first left off and follows the development of artistic 
movements in the context of social and cultural shifts through 
the late 20th century. Readers meet up again with the knowl-
edgeable grandfather driving his grandchildren across Europe as 
they embark on a deep dive into the Renaissance, the Baroque 
period, and the Enlightenment, then tour the seminal works 
and artists of impressionism, expressionism, cubism, Dadaism, 
and more. The book begins with a helpful review of key ques-
tions and themes and is punctuated by snippets of interesting 
facts and funny asides to break up the often dense material. 
Readers are also introduced to artistic terminology—such as 
tenebrism or gestural painting—in the context of individual, influ-
ential pieces. Occasional large panels focus on specific, seminal 
moments and works, such as the Mona Lisa, the vault at the Sis-
tine Chapel, and the Palace of Versailles, to name a few. Periodic 
reviews of the overall timeline let readers catch their breath and 
consider context. These story anchors are key for young readers. 
The book concludes with a visual glossary of important works, 
all by White, male Europeans, who also make up most of the 
book’s characters, both fictional and historical, though White, 
male Americans join the mix in the 20th century. Louise Bour-
geois and Jean-Michel Basquiat are the sole exceptions.

A compact, intelligent, and enthusiastic survey, with gaps. 
(index) (Graphic nonfiction. 10-12)

DRAW YOUR DAY FOR KIDS!
How To Sketch and Paint 
Your Amazing Life
Baker, Samantha Dion
Crown (224 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-593-37890-8  

A beautiful and practical how-to 
guide that gives young artists the tools and instruction they 
need to begin drawing about their lives. 

This cheerfully illustrated volume helps readers develop 
a daily practice of drawing and reflecting. Created by a pro-
fessional artist, this book draws on an essential truth about 
developing artistic discipline: Both inspiration and concrete 
instruction are required. Chapters are punctuated with space 
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There’s a little bonbon of a book 
that’s been kicking around my of-
fice for months now, ever since I re-
ceived it from publisher New York 
Review Books, which has been 
bringing a lot of old classics back 
into the world. When I say little, I 
mean it literally: It measures about 
5 ¼ by 6 ¾ inches. Written and il-
lustrated by M.B. Goffstein, Brook-
ie and Her Lamb was originally pub-

lished in 1967. It’s not got much of a plot, which Kirkus’ 
reviewer observed in a rather dismissive review at the 
time: “About as slight as a book can become.”

In the story, a young girl named Brookie dotes on her 
lamb, teaching him to sing and to read, but his repertoire 
is limited in both activities to “Baa baa baa.” No mat-
ter. Brookie prepares a comfy room for him, with pillows 
and a standing lamp, and she brings him some books. “All 
his books said / Baa baa baa / so he liked them very much.” 
Kirkus’ reviewer sniffily concludes, “oh so evanescent.” I 
have to wonder, though, what’s evanescent about both 
the unconditional love Brookie and her lamb so clearly 
share and Brookie’s sensitivity in finding her lamb just 
the right book.

I’ve kept the book around much longer than I nor-
mally would a reprint of a title Kirkus reviewed 54 years 
ago. It’s not a book I read and loved as a child, so I’m not 
hanging on to it out of nostalgia. I think I am having a 
hard time parting with it because I love how it captures 
what we who work with children’s books try to do, day 
in and day out: connect young readers with exactly the 
right books for them.

I began my career in young readers’ literature as a 
children’s librarian. I have thanked my lucky stars for 
decades that my first job was in Memphis, Tennessee, 
where I got a crash course in how very poorly so many 
child readers in America were being served by the peo-
ple who made books for and shared books with them.

Thirteen years ago I left librarianship to take the po-
sition of children’s and young adult editor here at Kirkus. 
I have made it my personal mission—and again have 
been lucky, so lucky, to have bosses and colleagues who 
supported me—to help ensure that the librarians, teach-
ers, booksellers, and caregivers looking for exactly the 
right books for all America’s child readers could find 
them. Even 13 years ago—decades after a paper-white 

Brookie found the right book for her lamb—the volume 
of books by and about Black, Indigenous and people of 
color; by and about LGBTQ+ people; by and about dis-
abled people was vanishingly small to nonexistent.

The world of young readers’ literature has changed, 
and that’s a damn good thing. There are more books 
about characters of traditionally marginalized identi-
ties, more books by creators whose voices haven’t been 
heard, and more gatekeepers who know what it’s like to 
grow up reading books they aren’t seen in. To the extent 
that I have been part of a movement to claim the shelves 
for all the children who need to find themselves at home 
among them, I am grateful.

Now I’m going back to librarianship. After 27 years, 
the right position at my hometown library has finally 
opened up. I am ashamed to say now that I didn’t no-
tice when I was growing up that the vast majority of its 
books didn’t include kids who weren’t like me. The chil-
dren of my hometown are now far more diverse in just 
about every way than when I was a kid, and I’m so very 
glad to know I’ll be able to find just the right books for 
all of them, even the ones who only read Baa baa baa.

Vicky Smith is a young readers’ editor; this is her final issue. 
Read a tribute from her colleagues on Page 150.

Leah O
verstreet

PICTURE BOOKS  |  Vicky Smith

Goodbye and Good-baaa
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for hands-on exploration of lessons, and the book concludes 
with blank pages for readers’ own journaling. Baker covers 
pragmatic aspects of drawing, including why, what, and how 
to draw; an overview of materials; and targeted lessons about 
line, composition, color, ink techniques, light and shadow, and 
the proportions of the human body, among other subjects. She 
carefully and sensitively addresses the topic of children’s anxi-
ety about the quality of their art; a beautifully illustrated sketch-
book such as this will be inspiring to some but may be daunting 
to others. The section on blind contour drawing is particularly 
useful here, and this is where the book shines. Rather than 
merely providing vague inspiration, Baker actually tells readers 
how to draw, starting with the basics of making marks on a page. 
Drawing challenges present fun twists on the skills being taught 
and help readers tie together the skill sets into larger projects. 
The children shown in the book are racially diverse.

A thoughtful and visually striking handbook for anyone 
interested in cultivating their creative side. (Nonfiction. 8-13)

HOW TO MAKE A BOOK 
(ABOUT MY DOG)
Barton, Chris
Illus. by Sarah Horne
Millbrook/Lerner (40 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-5415-8128-9  

With some help from his dog, Ernie, 
Barton outlines the process of making an 

informational picture book. 
First there is the idea and then lots of research: Even 

though Barton knows Ernie really well, he also knows that he 
doesn’t know everything—a valuable lesson for his young read-
ers. Then, at a level of detail many readers may find astonishing, 
he describes the roles of the agent, the editor, the art director, 
the illustrator (and their agent); the myriad people at the pub-
lisher who are part of the team that makes the book a reality 
get mentions too: trafficker, typesetter, proofreader, market-
ing, etc. Horne illustrates it all with cheery cartoons that depict 
main characters as White but include people of color among 
the publisher’s staff. Lots of arrows help readers track the 
progress of the manuscript across the busy pages, display type 
highlighting some of the many, many questions that need to be 
asked and answered along the way. Through it all, Ernie helps 
to keep both author and readers grounded with requests for 
play or walks. Though Barton explicitly frames his hypotheti-
cal book as nonfiction, aside from minor details, the process 
he describes applies to works of fiction as well. Readers who’ve 
never thought very hard about what goes into making a book 
will come away slightly dizzy and appreciative of the complexity 
of the process. 

A master class in how to make a picture book. (tips for 
readers, timeline) (Informational picture book. 7-12)

LEAH’S STAR
Bateson-Hill, Margaret
Illus. by Karin Littlewood
Kane Miller (48 pp.) 
$20.99  |  Dec. 1, 2021
978-1-68464-224-3  

Leah, the daughter of an innkeeper, 
leaves the busy Bethlehem market and 
notices a silver star above her home; 

might the shining beacon herald something wonderful?
Roman emperor Augustus has called for a census of the 

entire Roman world, and many people crowd the streets of 
Bethlehem in order to be counted. Mesmerized by the bright 
star, Leah accidentally bumps into the donkey of two pilgrims. 
The man, Joseph, and his pregnant wife, Mary, are in need of a 
place to safely deliver their baby. When Leah’s father notices 
the woman’s condition, he offers the couple the use of his stable 
and calls for a neighbor to help Mary. After the baby is born, 
Leah marvels at the shepherds who visit the child claiming that 
angels told them he was their long-awaited king and at scholars 
(not magi) who travel a great distance to present the infant with 
gifts fit for a king. Though Leah does not factor into the biblical 
account of the Nativity, readers familiar with the story will find 
its integrity intact and Leah an accessible, credible witness. The 
painterly illustrations are presented in cool, vivid colors, depict-
ing the characters with olive skin and dark hair. The characters’ 
faces are expressive, especially the final image of Leah with the 
baby Jesus. This book pairs well with Katherine Paterson and 
Lisa Aisato’s The Night of His Birth (2019). 

An uplifting variation of the Nativity story. (Picture book. 4-7)

THE DAY THE EARTH ROSE UP
Beartrack-Algeo, Alfreda
7th Generation (40 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  Jan. 31, 2022
978-1-939053-39-8  

Author/illustrator Beartrack-Algeo 
(Lower Brule Lakota Nation) creates a 

mystical world where giant bears roam and girls fly on the back 
of a giant eagle to become stars.

This retelling of the story of Pleiades, the Seven Sisters star 
formation, begins with seven Lakota sisters entering the forest 
to seek out the last of the season’s chokeberries. The eldest sis-
ter, Maske, loves to entertain her younger sisters with stories of 
Mahpiya, the Sky World: “a magical place where stars scattered 
as far as the eye could see.” Their mother has warned them not 
to go deep into the forest for berries, but the sisters eat all the 
berries from the nearby bushes. Maske leads her sisters farther 
and farther away, telling them stories all the while. They fill 
their baskets and turn for home, but an enormous bear appears 
and chases them. Terrified, they run for their lives. When they 
reach a ledge, they kneel, and Maske prays to the Great Spirit 
to save them. The ground trembles and rises high in the sky, and 
Wanbli Tanka, a huge sacred eagle, comes to save them. He flies 

“Lovingly depicts the sacred relationship between 
Lakota people and their homeland.”

the day the earth rose up
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the sisters to “the land of Wicahpi,” or Star Nation, from which 
they watch over their people. Rich oil paintings accompany the 
lyrical telling. An opening glossary defines Lakota terms; these 
definitions are repeated in parentheses within the narrative—a 
mildly disruptive feature.

Lovingly depicts the sacred relationship between Lakota 
people and their homeland. (author’s notes, glossary) (Picture 
book. 6-8)

I KNOW YOUR SECRET
Benedis-Grab, Daphne
Scholastic (240 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-338-74633-4  

Friendship doesn’t come from secrets...
unless blackmail is involved. 

It doesn’t seem like Owen, Gemma, 
Todd, and Ally have anything in common 
until a mysterious puppet master emails 
each seventh grader claiming to know 

their secret. Each of their respective secrets will be revealed 
unless the four puzzled (and scared) students do exactly what 
the blackmailer commands. Over the course of the following 
school day, the foursome must work together to complete what 
initially appears to be a series of meaningless tasks that slowly 
become more and more sinister. Suspects abound as the four 
try to determine what connects them, the tasks they’re forced 
to complete, and how both relate to a potential fifth victim. The 
twists and turns offer thrills as the narrative shifts among each 
of the four victims as well as a transcript of their conversations 
as they try to piece together clues. Readers may feel cheated, 
though, when the blackmailer is finally revealed, as the clues 
and the denouement aren’t fully linked. Additionally, resolu-
tion leaves a lot to the imagination: Did the blackmailer work 
alone? What ultimately happens to the blackmailer? What were 
the ramifications of the day? It’s an entertaining story, but the 
finale is less than satisfying. Main characters default to White; 
Ally was adopted from Kazakhstan, and names signal diversity 
in the supporting cast. 

Fun but inconsistent in execution. (Mystery. 9-12)

JEREMY WORRIED ABOUT 
THE WIND
Butchart, Pamela
Illus. by Kate Hindley
Nosy Crow/Candlewick (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-5362-2018-6  

A worrywart faces his many fears.
Jeremy, a freckled White boy with straight, reddish-brown 

hair who wears an oversized coat, worries about everything. 
His fears are listed for a few pages, their etiology never quite 
explained or made accessible, when finally the story gets to his 

titular anemophobia. It then shifts, a bit awkwardly, to focus 
on his new friendship with Maggie, a cheerful, fearless Black 
girl with puffy hair. Jeremy tries to convert Maggie to his fearful 
ways, but when she rushes outside to play on a windy day (“It…
makes my hair so long!” she exclaims), Jeremy decides that “he 
had to save her.” Enormous coat acting like a sail, he’s carried 
away by a gust of wind, landing on a dog sled, a pirate ship, and 
a squirrel-driven helicopter in turn, before being delivered back 
home, free from all of his anxieties. The zany illustrations of 
angry squirrels and cheerful dinosaurs are worth poring over, 
but the writing and plot are wooden and a bit preachy, trying to 
be snarky but coming off as overearnest. As a friendship story 
this is more illustrative as a how-not-to guide, with Jeremy a 
frustrating nitpicker and Maggie an underdeveloped prop for 
his growth, but many kids will be blown away by the over-the-
top adventures. (This book was reviewed digitally.)

Fun but missable. (Picture book. 4-7)

WHEELS!
All About Transport
Butterfield, Moira
Illus. by Bryony Clarkson
Kane Miller (64 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Dec. 1, 2021
978-1-68464-244-1  

Cars, trucks, and the wheels they 
rode in on grab the spotlight and won’t let go in this vehicular 
celebration.

The usual smattering of car/truck/bus facts gets an interna-
tional kick in the pants. Within the book’s three sections (“Cars,” 

“Trucks,” and “Wheels”), readers delve deep into rhymes, chants, 
very short stories, and more. There’s even more onomatopoeia 
than is usually found in a book full of vehicle facts. In this way 
the book is designed to appeal to those younger readers who 
appreciate hearing that a tow truck’s platform tips up with a 

“whoosh, bop.” One section even allows kids to “drive” a trac-
tor from its cab, though the onomatopoeia here comes from 
farm animals readers see on either side of the windshield and 
dial-studded dashboard. On occasion the book may be overop-
timistic. Kids may thrill to the array of “Future Cars” and the 
wonders the book proposes, but the promise that “soon we will 
all be taking rides in electric cars, buses, and trucks” may not be 
borne out, at least within a child’s understanding of “soon.” The 
book is admirable in its worldwide scope, as when it surveys the 
different designs to be found on trucks in India, Pakistan, Japan, 
and Peru. It stumbles in describing the Dakar Rally exclusively 
as a South American event (it began as a Paris-Dakar race and 
is now held in Saudi Arabia). While text often resembles poetry, 
only some reaches for rhyme.

The book that’ll give Richard Scarry’s venerable Cars and 
Trucks and Things That Go a run for its money. (Picture book. 2-6)

“Admirable in its worldwide scope.”
wheels!
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HOW BEAUTIFUL
Capetti, Antonella
Illus. by Melissa Castrillón
Greystone Kids (32 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-77164-853-0  

A little caterpillar explores the mean-
ing of beautiful.

“Happy on his leaf,” a caterpillar 
spends his days eating, sleeping, and 
creeping about. He never questions 

anything until an Unknown Thing picks him up and tells him, 
“You’re so beautiful.” Mystified, the caterpillar wonders, “What 
does beautiful mean?” He asks a passing bear the meaning of 
beautiful, and the bear says the honeycomb in its paws is beau-
tiful. Three squirrels tell him the leaves they’re playing in are 
beautiful. A mouse sheltering under a mushroom thinks the 
mushroom’s beautiful. A deer resting on an abandoned sofa 
finds it beautiful, and a mole finds its underground hole beauti-
ful. A hypercritical blackbird who has strongly disagreed with 
each animal’s opinion on what’s beautiful finds an empty can 
beautiful. Discontent, sad, and discouraged by the different 
responses to his question, the caterpillar sits down at day’s end 
with the other animals. Suddenly, they see something all can 
agree is beautiful. As the caterpillar pursues the abstract con-
cept of beauty, the decorative illustrations themselves offer a 
striking example. Readers will need to examine the intricate, 
curvilinear drawings carefully to discover the little caterpillar 
and his forest cronies cleverly concealed by myriad twisting 
branches, leaves, vines, roots, and flowers executed in a bold 
palette of dark blues, reds, and yellows reminiscent of Eastern 
European folk art. 

Beauty’s in the eye of the beholder in this unique tale. 
(Picture book. 4-8)

IN THE SPIRIT OF A DREAM
13 Stories of American 
Immigrants of Color
Chau, Alina—Dev 
By Aida Salazar
Orchard/Scholastic (48 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-338-55287-4  

These poems celebrating immigrants 
of color are “created, written and illus-

trated by first- and second-generation immigrants of color.” 
The biographies are of people from different parts of the 

world who have come to the United States and made signifi-
cant contributions in their various fields, raising awareness 
of their many challenges and the wide range of immigration 
stories. They include the well known, like Somali American 
Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-Minnesota) and world-renowned cel-
list Yo-Yo Ma, who’s Chinese American, as well as ones whose 
achievements are far less recognized, like Paralympic medalist 

Alejandro Albor, a Mexican American; Korean American 
comics artist Jim Lee; and the Latinx poet/activist group, the 
Undocupoets. The inspirational, free-verse poems, all penned 
by Salazar, briefly share each immigrant’s journey to the 
United States and beyond. One double-page spread is allotted 
to each, each illustrated by a different artist; the art is diverse 
in style, uniformly well crafted, and appropriately kid focused 
for each subject. Tracy Guiteau’s portrait of a young Edwidge 
Danticat, for instance, places her with a giant pencil and a 
blank book against the bright buildings of Port-au-Prince. 
Backmatter includes brief extended bios of all the people fea-
tured along with contributor bios and notes from Chau, who 
conceived the book, and Salazar. Though a natural choice dur-
ing immigration and poetry units, it’s more an inspiration and 
introduction than a research tool in itself. 

A lyrical look at challenges faced by immigrants of color 
and how they’ve flourished. (Picture book/poetry. 8-12)

TEN IN A HURRY
An Interactive Colors and 
Counting Book for Toddlers
Cole, Lo
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-72821-595-2  

Ten colorful fish scurry to school, but a larger fish gobbles 
them up one by one.

Employing the same progressive flap style as in his previ-
ous work Ten on a Twig (2020), Cole moves counting practice 
from up in the air to under the sea. Ten fish swim in a straight 
line across the graduated pages, with the smallest at the right 
margin and the largest just to the right of the gutter. The first 
flap is flipped, and “GULP,” that large, pink fish is eaten by a 
shadowy gray predator, barely visible against the black back-
ground. Now there are only “9 / in a hurry / don’t want / to be 
late… // Purple goes next. / That leaves eight.” Both the number 
and color name in the text match the corresponding fish’s hue 
(also, the predator’s eye changes to match the color of the fish 
that has just been eaten). The fish stand out starkly against the 
inky black pages—and, alas, so do fingerprints. This clever con-
cept book takes readers from 10 to one, when all that is left is a 
tiny red fish. That fish turns around, plucks up its courage, and 
shouts: “WE WON’T BE EATEN!” All of the fish in the larger 
fish’s belly hear the rallying cry and plot their (gaseous) escape. 
Similar in concept but varying in execution to Andy Mansfield 
and Thomas Flintham’s One Lonely Fish (2017), pair it with that 
earlier work for plenty of underwater chomping.

Flipping flaps and survival of the fittest. (Picture book. 2-5)
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WILL YOU BE THE “I” 
IN KIND?
Cook, Julia
Illus. by Jomike Tejido
National Center for Youth Issues 
(32 pp.) 
$10.95 paper  |  Nov. 4, 2021
978-1-953945-53-2  

In an unusual how-to book, children are instructed in the 
art of kindness.

A piece of lined paper with a painted face and printed 
with the word K_nd asks members of a racially diverse group 
of children if they wish to be the missing “ ‘i’ in Kind.” All the 
children reply in the affirmative, asking how they can achieve 
that goal. Each child is given a specific behavior to practice. 
Smile at everyone, and they will smile at you. Pay attention to 
people around you; provide help and encouragement when it’s 
needed. Allow someone to take a turn before you, pick up litter, 
or just do something unexpected to make someone feel good. 
The children gladly receive the suggestions and immediately 
implement them with great success. The intent of the work is 
to present kindness as an everyday, achievable part of a good 
life. It works as a vehicle for discussion among parents, teachers, 
and children. But it is too earnest, with the tone of the instruc-
tions becoming preachier and more condescending with each 
example. A floating paper narrator is hard enough to accept, but 
there is also a second nonhuman character, in the form of graf-
fiti on a brick wall that proclaims “BE KIND” in giant letters. 
Just in case readers miss the point, the piece of paper announces 
that kindness is a “great, big, huge” concept. 

Well-intentioned but way over the top in execution. (after-
word) (Informational picture book. 6-9)

BLACK BALLERINAS 
My Journey to 
Our Legacy
Copeland, Misty
Illus. by Salena Barnes
Aladdin (64 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-534-47424-6  

Accomplished ballerina Copeland 
pays homage to her predecessors and 

contemporaries in this roundup of Black ballerinas.
Copeland introduces this collection from her perspective 

as someone who was simply a proud Black girl growing up but 
whose identity became more complex when she became a pro-
fessional dancer. The list of Black ballerinas included here fea-
tures those who played a role in Copeland’s journey, whether 
they never met, had only one encounter, or enjoyed an ongoing 
relationship. Copeland aptly points out that biracial and light-
skinned women are overrepresented in this list, as they are 
in the dance world, with colorism being an additional barrier 
for darker-skinned dancers. Among these talented, dedicated 

artists, whose birth years range from 1917 to 1998, patterns 
emerge: exclusion from the White world of ballet; persever-
ance; international travel for opportunities; giving back to their 
communities; and leaving strong legacies within the dance 
world—sometimes documented and sometimes not. Each bal-
lerina’s ink–and-watercolor image appears with a quote of hers 
on a full page facing a page of densely set, small, gray text sum-
marizing her dance career and personal connection to Copeland. 
Barnes’ gorgeous illustrations of these strong, graceful dancers 
are enough to keep readers turning pages. With each story, the 
landscape of an underappreciated community of dancers of 
color grows wider. The perspective of an insider to this world 
intensifies the intimacy and interest.

This slender volume accomplishes a great deal. (Biography. 
11-16)

MARIA TALLCHIEF
Day, Christine
Illus. by Gillian Flint
Philomel (80 pp.) 
$14.99  |  $5.99 paper  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-593-11580-0
978-0-593-11581-7 paper 
Series: She Persisted 

Maria Tallchief is an American bal-
let legend, but she came from a humble 
beginning.

Elizabeth “Betty” Marie Tall Chief grew up on the Osage 
reservation in northeastern Oklahoma at a time when Osage 
children were told not to speak their language and to forget 
their tribal customs even as they enjoyed uncommon wealth 
due to their reservation’s rich oil deposits. She and her family 
attended secret powwows, and the songs’ powerful rhythms 
remained with Betty all her life. After moving to California at 
8, she began dance school. Not only was she good at ballet, but 
she moved ahead academically. But Betty was bullied for her 
name, so she changed it to one word: Tallchief. Betty “lived and 
breathed the art of ballet,” listening when her mother offered 
wise words and encouragement to “dance with all your heart….
You shouldn’t just expect a role to be handed to you.” Years later, 
when she traveled around the world, dancing in famous ballets, 
she again changed her name from Betty to a variation of her 
middle name Maria but resisted advice to change her surname, 
retaining it to honor her family and her Osage identity. Day 
(Upper Skagit) clearly shows that even as Tallchief became a star 
in the world of ballet, she never forgot her roots and gives read-
ers necessary history and context to understand their impor-
tance. Flint’s black-and-white illustrations excel at depictions 
of Tallchief in motion.

Inspiringly shows how Maria Tallchief persisted and made 
her dreams come true. (author’s note, bibliography) (Biography. 
6-9)

“The perspective of an insider to this world 
intensifies the intimacy and interest.”

black ballerinas
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Donna Barba Higuera’s The Last Cuentista (Levine 
Querido, Oct. 12) takes place in the year 2061, when 
the world is about to end. Humanity’s last chance is a 
journey deep into space, with a chosen few to spend 
370 years in stasis. Twelve-year-old Petra Peña’s family 
is one of the lucky ones, but when she awakes in a fu-
ture where everyone has been reprogrammed by a ne-
farious Collective, she realizes her suspended anima-
tion failed and she is the only one with the memories 
of the past intact. What follows is a powerful tale of 
hope, survival, and the power of storytelling. Higuera 
spoke to us via Zoom from her home in Washington 
state. The conversation has been edited for length 
and clarity. 

Your story focuses on storytelling as a source of in-
spiration and comfort as well as something that is 
intrinsically connected to identity, memory, and re-

sistance. The book’s villains conflate knowledge of 
stories and history with control, associating storytell-
ing and recordkeeping with negative outcomes and 
emotions.
The opposition in the book is the Collective, and 
they’re trying to create a perfect society by eras-
ing the past. The Collective wants to create a soci-
ety where there’s no suffering or hunger. Most of us 
would love for that to happen, but their motto is to 
create a “new history,” and that involves forgetting 
and eliminating the memory and the record of what 
it means to be human. To erase our knowledge of war 
and other horrific events throughout history allows 
us to repeat our mistakes.

There is a moment in the book when one of the 
characters, in referring to the Collective, says, “What 
they want isn’t so much the scary part, it’s how they 
propose doing it.” 
In that moment, those observing had no idea the ex-
treme [to which] this Collective was going to take their 
cause, and one could argue that it ended up going to a 
really absurd level. But we know that throughout his-
tory those [who] deny painful events or ignore the mis-
takes that we’ve made in the past don’t really have the 
motives of humanity and compassion at their core. If 
we eliminate art and pain and exuberance for life, you 
first have to eliminate the people who exemplify those 
characteristics, and those people are artists, empaths, 
and storytellers. To remove them is to create a void, a 
nothingness. Without those people, how would we spot 
the problem when the message seems too positive—be-
cause who doesn’t want a society without suffering? I 
actually went back and added that scene to show how 
innocently certain ideas can begin and grow over time.

Petra is the last cuentista, the last storyteller, be-
cause she is the only one left with her memories 

Studioportraits

WORDS WITH…

Donna Barba Higuera
The author’s middle-grade debut is a heady mix of science fiction and 
Mexican folklore 
BY ANA GRILO
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intact. She ultimately must make a difficult choice 
about whether to keep them or not—and how to use 
her skill to help others. 
In oral tradition and storytelling, part of being a sto-
ryteller is that they do get to take what they have ex-
perienced in their own lives and embellish stories and 
make them their own, have them serve them in that 
moment. Maybe not just for the people they’re tell-
ing this story to, but it might be cathartic to the sto-
rytellers themselves and what they are dealing with, 
whether that’s grief or pain. But also to be able to see 
those around them and what they need, and that’s 
what Petra does because she realizes if she is going 
to help others, first she needs them to remember. She 
needs them to know what it feels like to be coura-
geous or to have hope. Or to have compassion for one 
another and what it means to be human. So she takes 
these stories that may not have all of those elements 
and embellishes them and weaves those themes into 
her storytelling. 

You never shy away from harrowing moments, and 
Petra goes through a lot of tragedies. Given the 
book’s intended audience, did you ever feel like 
there was a line not to be crossed?
Petra has to work through her grief and decide if she 
is going to dwell in this loss or is going to be become 
the heroine of her story, save herself and others. We 
don’t give kids credit sometimes to handle those 
difficult topics. This past year and a half, kids have 
seen humans treat each other horribly, and they’ve 
seen death, and they understand it. They see it in the 
news, they know what’s happening, and so we need to 
give them the tools to cope with that. Seeing anoth-
er child cope [and] watching her grow will hopefully 
help them. I hope they’ll see that there are these mo-
ments of victory where Petra overcomes what hap-
pens to her.

You incorporate elements of Mexican folklore, too—
stories in many ways much darker than your typical 
fairy tale. 
Sometimes there are stories in one culture that are 
far more edgy and creepy than stories that might be 
similar in another culture. Growing up as a mixed-
race kid, I was balancing these stories I was hearing 
from my Mexican culture versus my American cul-
ture. The American and European fairy tales seem a 
lot tamer than the stories that I was hearing from my 
Mexican grandmother and family, from the oral tradi-
tion. Depending on the storyteller, the story may be 
creepy just [from] their mannerisms or facial expres-

sions and how they’re telling this story. I didn’t dare 
share my grandmother’s stories with my friends dur-
ing sleepovers because I felt they could not handle 
them. Interesting—I now realize I was gatekeeping 
to protect them! 

Mixing those tales with science fiction created a 
unique novel.
When I thought of this story and where it came from, 
the setting came first: I’m going to write this story 
about this girl who travels to another planet. Then 
the question came about what would be most impor-
tant to that character. I asked myself what I valued 
the most, and that’s storytelling: I love stories, I love 
folklore, I love reading. I love the stories that were 
handed down to me, generation to generation, from 
my ancestors. But I also love science fiction; I grew 
up on Star Trek, Star Wars, The Twilight Zone, Ursula 
K. Le Guin. Those two things might seem incongru-
ous, but because I love both so much, they felt very 
harmonious to me.

Ana Grilo is co-editor of the Hugo Award–winning blog 
The Book Smugglers and co-host of the Fangirl Hap-
py Hour podcast. The Last Cuentista received a starred 
review in the July 1, 2021, issue.
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BIRDS ON 
WISHBONE STREET 
Del Rizzo, Suzanne
Pajama Press (40 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Nov. 23, 2021
978-1-77278-219-6  

Everyone on Wishbone Street came 
from somewhere, bringing with them histories, languages, sto-
ries, and more. 

Maureen, a White girl whose father is from Ireland, lives 
there. When a new boy moves to her street at the brink of win-
ter, she finds out that they share a love of birds and gifts him a 
feather. Sami shows Maureen his “treasures,” brought over from 
Syria to Canada, via a refugee camp. (Readers of Del Rizzo’s 
2017 title, My Beautiful Birds, will recognize Sami’s story.) Now 
friends, the kids have a blast with the first snow of the season, 
until suddenly they come across a fallen bird. With everyone 
pitching in, the children, together with adult members of the 
community, manage to save it. They go further by putting 
together both shelter and sources of food for the birds during 
the rough winter. (Step-by-step instructions are included at 
the end of the book.) Del Rizzo illustrates with elaborate clay 
modeling combined with other media; the three-dimensional 
look ignites interest and gives the pictures a special warmth. 
The story centers care for others and nature as well as focus-
ing on people’s shared humanity. While it does not detail Sami’s 
refugee experience or the various backgrounds of Wishbone 
Street’s diverse community, its content provides many possible 
openings for further learning and discussion. The diverse pro-
tagonists are all capable, resourceful individuals who may be sad 
sometimes but have an immense ability to enjoy life. 

An exquisite book, in content and illustration, about love, 
movement, and shared humanity: a keeper. (Picture book. 5-8)

LITTLE MESSY MARCY SU
Fu, Cherie
Illus. by Julie Kwon
Little, Brown (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-7595-5609-6  

Irrepressible Marcy Su tries to 
clean up for Wàipó and Wàigōng’s visit 
but creates an even bigger mess in the 

process.
Marcy Su, who’s Chinese American, “[can’t] help but make 

messes, / track mud on the floor and get stains on her dresses.” 
In rhyming couplets, her harried mother entreats her to put on 
clean clothes and tidy her room before Marcy’s grandparents 
arrive. After an effortlessly expressive watercolor-and-pencil 
scene depicting a forlorn Marcy looking at the explosion of 
mess around her room, she vows to do even more than has been 
asked of her. And thus, the comedic stage is set. Meter and 
rhyme propel both text and story with perfect timing as Marcy 
runs the laundry, vacuums, and takes a bath, each task creating 

double the chaos in her oblivious wake. Every so often, a roman-
ized Mandarin phrase is embedded without comment, fitting 
into the cadence or rhyme seamlessly. (Pronunciation guides 
and a glossary are included in the backmatter.) While Mandarin 
speakers will be pleased to see a familiar language, its incorpora-
tion into the text is not patterned. The vocabulary ranges from 
everyday words like grandmother and grandfather to flower vase to 
the feeling of being pleased with oneself. The haphazard nature 
of Mandarin inclusion is delightful yet potentially puzzling, but 
the farcical conclusion is marvelously and universally satisfying. 

A unique incorporation of Chinese language into a hilari-
ous rhyming romp. (Picture book. 3-8)

THE WORLD BOOK
Fullman, Joe
Illus. by Rose Blake
Welbeck Publishing Group (208 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-913519-47-6  

For armchair travelers, quick flits 
through the countries of the world (plus 
a few extras), with keepsake snippets of 

facts, foods, or festivals for each.
After rightly acknowledging at the outset that the notion 

of country is a fuzzy one, Fullman proceeds on by continent to 
alight in 199 of them, adding Antarctica and a roundup of ter-
ritories at the end. Steering clear of almanac-style barrages of 
descriptions and statistics, he supplies just a flag and location 
map for each half- to two-page entry, five “key” facts, and a 
handful of observations. Most of the last focus on distinctive 
celebrations, street food, wildlife, or natural wonders, but the 
author isn’t shy about referring to recent civil wars and ongoing 
political tensions either. If a stop in “Israel and the Palestinian 
Territories” or his failure to mention that Vietnam was once two 
countries rub some older readers the wrong way, younger ones 
will more likely zero in on how people in Caracas roller-skate to 
church during the Christmas season; that Bolivia has 37 official 
languages (while the U.S. has none); or, in contrast to Belgium’s 

“drool-worthy” cuisine, hákarl (fermented shark served in Ice-
land) “has a very powerful ammonia-like taste (apparently).” 
Overall the content is remarkably reliable. Underscoring fre-
quent nods to the racial and ethnic diversity of populations in 
many locales, the small human figures that Blake scatters among 
her stylized vignettes are mostly dark-skinned.

Long for a sustained read-through but rich in tantalizing 
tidbits for young globe-trotters. (index, glossary) (Nonfiction. 
7-9)

“The farcical conclusion is marvelously and universally satisfying.”
little messy marcy su
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LA LLORONA CAN’T SCARE 
ME / LA LLORONA NO ME 
ASUSTA
Garza, Xavier
Trans. by Gabriela Baeza Ventura
Piñata Books/Arte Público (32 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Oct. 31, 2021
978-1-55885-924-1  

Banging on the windows, pound-
ing on the doors, howling in the wind do nothing to frighten 
Damian—he just wants to get to bed.

However, nearly every fiend in Mexican folklore is out to 
give him the shivers. From duendes to the cucuy—with a couple 
of witch owls and other monsters in between—the entire super-
natural hierarchy is at a loss as to why it can’t get a rise out of 
the fearless boy. “ ‘You can’t scare me, silly Donkey Lady,’ says 
Damian and walks back to bed. ‘Not even a little bit!’ ” La Llo-
rona sniffles through her ever flowing tears, “Why aren’t you 
scared of us?” Gripping his “mighty luchador night light” in his 
fist, Damian triggers its blazing white light and sends everyone 
scurrying into the shadows. Satisfied that he’ll be left alone at 
last, Damian falls asleep. Garza’s forceful comic-book–style 
illustrations balance the repetitive bilingual storyline as 10 mon-
sters and their buddies seek to wreak havoc over Damian’s bed-
time routine with little variation in approach. Full-bleed color 
artwork populates all the recto pages, while the running refrain, 

“You can’t scare me….Not even a little bit / No me asusta….Ni 
un poquito,” concludes most text on verso and will likely have 
young audiences chiming in. The lack of backmatter and/or a 
monster glossary may limit the enjoyment for a wider audience. 

Yelling, “You can’t scare me!” never gets old. (Picture book. 
6-8)

DARK HEARTS
The World’s Most Famous 
Horror Writers
Gigliotti, Jim
Illus. by Karl James Mountford
Penguin Workshop (144 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Dec. 28, 2021
978-0-593-22278-2  

Famous horror writers step out from 
the shadows and into the moonlight. 

After ruminating on why readers 
gravitate toward horror, Gigliotti introduces this collection’s 
14 profiled authors by way of their fears. Stephen King used to 
be afraid of the dark, while Edgar Allan Poe and Shirley Jack-
son’s fears were of the internal sort. Whatever the source of 
their terrors, each writer draws “on a dark part of their hearts 
for inspiration.” The short biographies are arranged chronologi-
cally from Mary Shelley to Joe Hill. Entries detail personal lives, 
some facts about their works, and—for the dead—enduring leg-
acies. Throughout, Gigliotti’s personal and engaging style adds 
a sense of suspense and intrigue to each author. Sleek design, 

haunted-forest motifs, and black-and-white portraits—framed 
with subtle nods to best-known works—further add to the 
ambience. While the creators’ fame is indisputable, the White-
ness and, to a lesser extent, maleness of the canon as Gigliotti 
construes it is glaringly evident. Moreover, the elision of Clive 
Barker’s sexuality—despite mentions of other authors’ love 
lives—is not only a missed opportunity, but erasure. Gigliotti’s 
contemporary lens helps contextualize the more historical 
entries, including mentions of any movie adaptations younger 
readers may be likely to know. Overall, the collection skews 
toward writing for adults (though a few notable exceptions 
write across age categories). The lack of backmatter, sources, or 
even a conclusion makes for an abrupt ending.

Brief bios best for bookish horror fans. (Collective biography. 
10-16)

THE MOUSE WATCH IN SPACE
Gilbert, J.J.
Disney-Hyperion (272 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-368-05220-7 
Series: Mouse Watch, 3 

The Mouse Watch returns for more.
Bernie and Jarvis are riding high after 

the success of their underwater mis-
sion to rescue the Milk Saucer from the 
nefarious clutches of R.A.T.S. Their next 

assignment promises to bring the dynamic duo into an excit-
ing new frontier: space! With the brave Cmdr. Sleekwhisker in 
charge, Bernie and Jarvis are confident they’ll be able to connect 
the Milk Saucer to a Mouse Watch satellite that could save the 
world from the effects of global warming. But not everything 
is as it seems aboard the USS Mozzarella, and things promptly 
take a turn for the worse. This third entry in the series stands 
tall upon the shoulders of its predecessors. The characters are 
limber, the plotting is excellent, and the blend of humor and 
action provide the crisp read fans of the series have come to 
expect. Bernie and Jarvis remain engaging protagonists, and 
the espionage worldbuilding is effectively rendered. The sup-
porting cast from the second book (particularly the Rescue 
Rangers legacy characters) have a reduced role here, smartly pin-
ning the focus on Bernie and Jarvis while fleshing out the world 
with some new supporting players. This proves promising for 
future Mouse Watch titles, a series that has improved with each 
outing. The Saturday-morning–cartoon flavor is a tricky one to 
pull off, but the author has managed to turn this series into a 
true delight.

A heck of a two-fisted action-adventure story. (Adventure. 
8-12)
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PIGTURE PERFECT
Goebel, Jenny
Scholastic (224 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-338-71640-5 
Series: Wish 

Sixth grader Grace’s hoped-for Christ-
mas puppy turns out to be a rescue minia-
ture potbellied pig.

Grace is living in a new house with 
her busy mother and Nathan, the step-

father she still thinks of as Mr. Pine. She’s cautious about her 
behavior, believing that her exuberance and strong emotions 
are the reasons her father left. Grace warms to the pig fairly 
quickly despite her disappointment. But untrained Bernard’s 
behavior has Nathan regretting having given Grace the pig, 
and the unexpected arrival of Nathan’s 18-year-old daughter on 
Christmas adds to the many emotional challenges complicating 
Grace’s life. Emma has her own sorrows and resents her younger 
stepsister. Goebel’s voice for Grace is convincingly articulate, 
both sophisticated and likable, the narration of an observant 
and perceptive person whose innate empathy for and tolerance 
of others help her navigate multiple obstacles. A close lifelong 
friendship is finally reaching a turning point, but Grace’s kind-
ness and genuine interest in other people allow her to expand 
rather than contract her social circle. Liam, the slightly odd boy 
from the school bus; a Polaroid camera; and a dose of theatrical 
costuming help Bernard contribute to the happiness of elderly 
residents of a nearby retirement community. Grace finds a way 
to turn her charming rescue pig into a fledgling therapy pig and 
to realize her own considerable capabilities. A White default 
can be assumed.

Appealing and engaging, with a terrific pig. (Fiction. 8-12)

GENIUS CAMP
Grabenstein, Chris
Random House (304 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $19.99 PLB  |  Nov. 30, 2021
978-0-593-30177-7
978-0-593-30178-4 PLB 
Series: The Smartest Kid in the Universe, 2 

The smartest kid in the universe 
fights against an evil technocrat.

Jake McQuade, a White boy who 
has experienced an accidental rise from 

mediocrity, can’t let anyone know that a jarful of jelly beans is 
responsible for his skyrocketing IQ. This second installment in 
the series quickly catches up readers who might have missed the 
inciting events and then clips along to a new setting. Immature, 
tantrum-throwing bazillionaire Zane Zinkle was the smartest 
kid in the universe—and he is not dealing gracefully with his 
usurpation despite being 29. He devises a plot to get Jake and 
an assortment of other brilliant children to the eponymous 
camp for a project ominously called Operation Brain Drain 

while using his zPhone to brainwash everyone else. Short chap-
ters, fart jokes, and rapturous descriptions of marshmallows 
will hook reluctant readers, while vague critiques of capitalism 
and technocracy might nudge readers to think. Lightly devel-
oped diversity is present in the supporting cast: Jake’s friends 
include Grace Garcia, a Spanish-speaking girl he has a crush 
on; Abia Sulayman, a hijabi girl who ensures the marshmallows 
are halal (some will remember her from the author’s 2017 title, 
Mr. Lemoncello’s Great Library Race); and Kojo Shelton, Jake’s 
Black best friend who adores Kojak and has adopted one of his 
catchphrases.

A light, fluffy marshmallow of a book. (puzzle) (Fiction. 9-13)

MAXINE
Graham, Bob
Candlewick (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-5362-1770-4  

A new superhero family story from 
Graham.

Fans of Graham’s earlier title Max 
(2000), about a young superhero and his 

parents, will be delighted to meet the newest addition to their 
family, a redheaded girl named Maxine. Max is happy to “meet” 
his little sister via a sonogram image, which shows her already 
wearing her mask in utero in the cartoon-style watercolor-and-
ink illustrations. This funny foray into fantasy risks undermin-
ing the internal logic of the story, however, when Maxine grows 
up and eschews the superhero garb her family gifts her. Shed-
ding her cape and choosing jeans instead of tights and boots 
seems liberating in the context of the story as Maxine resists 
her family’s admonitions that “superheroes do NOT wear 
jeans”; removing the mask that ostensibly grew as part of her 
body during gestation feels somehow different. Ideally, readers 
will see this act as one of self-affirmation that never undermines 
Maxine’s status as a superhero child (she can still fly without 
her cape), but the storytelling seems a bit underdeveloped 
in its exploration of how Maxine asserts her distinct identity. 
Graham’s customary humor is amply present in illustrative 
details such as the masked family dog, the lightning-bolt–
shaped house, and a family of fairies glimpsed beneath the 
curtain of a dressing room as Maxine tries on jeans. All main 
characters present as White.

This story has its big heart in the right place, but it’s miss-
ing a beat. (Picture book. 4-7)

“Appealing and engaging, with a terrific pig.”
pigture perfect
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KILLERS OF THE 
FLOWER MOON
The Osage Murders and the
Birth of the FBI: Adapted for 
Young Readers
Grann, David
Crown (336 pp.) 
$18.99  |  $21.99 PLB  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-593-37734-5
978-0-593-37735-2 PLB  

A young readers’ adaptation of the 
2017 title by the same name tells the story behind a series of 
murders in 1920s Oklahoma. 

Opening with the murder of Anna Brown, a 34-year-old 
Osage woman, readers are led through the chain of evidence 
as well as being introduced to critical background information 
such as the seizure of much Osage territory by the U.S. govern-
ment and the consequences for Osage people of finding oil on 
their land. By the time FBI special agent Tom White was put on 
the case, an Osage man had been murdered and Anna’s mother 
had died under mysterious circumstances, contributing to feel-
ings in the community that they were being targeted for their 
wealth. The book evokes the atmosphere of the time through 
photographs and the quoting of sensationalistic newspaper 
headlines, but the author handles the material respectfully and 
does not go into graphic detail about the deaths. Each chapter 
uncovers a new layer of exploitation and corruption in a system 
that required the Osage to have White guardians who dictated 
how and where they could spend their money. The bureau’s 
undercover operatives used the latest forensic and investiga-
tive techniques to confirm alibis and reveal false identities. 
The story unfolds in a gripping way, allowing readers to piece 
together what happened with the information given. 

This compelling page-turner highlights criminal exploita-
tion of Osage people and the work of the modern FBI. (who’s 
who, glossary, note on sources, sources, notes, illustration 
credits, index) (Nonfiction. 10-14)

BUBBE AND BART’S MATZOH 
BALL MAYHEM
Grubman, Bonnie
Illus. by Deborah Melmon
Intergalactic Afikoman (40 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-951365-08-0  

Matzoh balls go flying across the kitchen when the soup pot 
boils over, propelling Bubbe and her beloved dog, Bart, into a 
game of chase and catch.

Shabbat will soon be here, and Bubbe is preparing for the 
celebratory meal with her family. But as the traditional soup bur-
bles on the stovetop, she suddenly hears “a weird K-KNOCK” 
and realizes the pot is boiling over—and her matzoh balls are 
jumping out of the bubbling soup. Bart is ready to help by 
fetching, catching, and eating the first few. Chaos overtakes the 

kitchen, but together Bubbe and Bart retrieve as many escaped 
matzoh balls as possible, using everything from a baseball mitt 
to an umbrella, even performing as stage magicians “Bubbe and 
the Great Bartini.” The soup settles down to a simmer, and the 
cleaning and sprucing up commence before Bubbe and Bart 
welcome the family at their Shabbat table. Children can count 
the matzoh balls from one to seven (seven, for the seventh day 
of rest) careening around the room and finally back in the pot. 
The silliness—a little reminiscent of Strega Nona’s pasta pot—
is recounted in a rhyming text; though not consistently set in 
verse form, it scans and reads aloud well. Active cartoon illustra-
tions of a rambunctious pooch and a hip grandmother in jeans 
and Converse high-tops add to the pandemonium. Bubbe pres-
ents White, as does most of her family, though two members 
present East Asian.

This modern-day Jewish tall tale makes for an uncon-
ventional, fun Shabbat read-aloud. (author’s note, glossary) 
(Picture book. 3-5)

TIGER SKIN RUG
A Magical Journey
Haig, Joan
Illus. by Marian Brown
Europa Editions (200 pp.) 
$17.00  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-60945-720-4  

When 11-year-old Lal Patel and his 
family move to Scotland from India, he 
expects they will move into an urban 
apartment, not a bungalow in the country. 

Although the rest of his family loves their beautiful new 
home, Lal can’t shake the feeling that it is haunted. His suspi-
cions are confirmed when he finds out that his younger brother, 
Dilip, has been spending all of his time in the drawing room 
whispering to a tiger skin rug that, when in Dilip’s company, 
becomes a live tiger. Along with their new neighbor, a White 
girl named Jenny, the boys befriend the beast, who uses a secret 
language to tell Dilip about a promise the wild cat has yet to 
keep. In order to help their new friend, the children end up on 
a journey that magically takes them from Scotland to London 
to Mumbai, where they meet a conservationist who struggles 
with a family secret. All the while, the children and the tiger are 
pursued by a mysterious man in a snake jacket whose devious 
intentions could derail their journey—or cost them their lives. 
The book’s plot is fast-paced and the language is lyrical. The 
characterizations, however, are disappointing. Lal and Dilip’s 
cultural identity is only superficially realized, their connection 
to India mostly consisting of references to food and Lal’s obses-
sion with cricket. Furthermore, Lal’s and Dilip’s homesickness 
is referenced but never really shown, rendering their eventual 
love for Scotland less than credible. 

A fast-paced fantasy-thriller undercut by unconvincing 
characters. (Fantasy. 9-12)
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BORN ON THE WATER 
Hannah-Jones, Nikole & Renée 
Watson
Illus. by Nikkolas Smith
Kokila (48 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-593-30735-9  

A celebration of Black Americans for young readers, derived 
from Hannah-Jones’ 1619 Project.

Told in a series of poems that create a narrative, the story 
opens with a young Black girl given a school assignment to trace 
her ancestry. Despondent, she tells her grandmother about her 
shame at being unable to complete the assignment. Grandma 
then tells the story of their ancestors. Refreshingly, that story 
starts pre-enslavement, in West Central Africa: “Their story 
does not begin / with whips and chains. / They had a home, a 
place, a land, / a beginning. / … / Before they were enslaved, they 
were / free.” Several spreads are dedicated to celebrating the 
ancestors’ language, skilled hands, sharp minds, joyful hearts, 
and amazing dancing. When enslavement enters the narrative, 
authors and illustrator strike a balance between presenting an 
honest picture and consideration for young readers. Smith’s 
evocative, vibrant art is full of emotion and motion. Colors and 
images speak volumes, while characters are portrayed with dig-
nity, even in the worst circumstances. A significant portion of 
the story focuses on this period and how the ancestors survived 
and made a home in the United States. Poems “Resistance” and 

“Legacy” round out the narrative until reaching a conclusion for 
the character the book opened with in “Pride.” Compression of 
400-plus years of history leads to some oversimplification, but 
overall it is a tremendous achievement. (This book was reviewed 
digitally.)

A gift to Black Americans and everyone else who reads it. 
(authors’ note, illustrator’s note) (Picture book/poetry. 5-8)

SIGNS OF SURVIVAL
A Memoir of the Holocaust
Hartman, Renee with Joshua M. Greene
Scholastic Nonfiction (128 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-338-75335-6  

A true story of two sisters—one Deaf 
and one hearing—and how they endured 
a perilous childhood in Nazi-occupied 
Europe during World War II. 

Herta Myers, 8, and Renee, 10, are 
sisters living in Bratislava, the capital of what was then Czecho-
slovakia, during World War II. Renee is her family’s ears, as 
Herta and both of their parents are Deaf. They all communi-
cate using sign language. Renee becomes so good at recognizing 
the sound of soldiers’ boots outside the window that she can 
warn her family of any danger. With narration traded between 
the girls, readers learn that the sisters are hidden on a farm with 
a couple who are also Deaf. Eventually, separated from their 

parents, the sisters’ journey leads them to the Bergen-Belsen 
concentration camp, where their collective resolve is endlessly 
tested. This is a compelling story, exploring the role that senses 
play when one is in danger as well as presenting the candid rec-
ollections of everyday details of two children navigating appall-
ing conditions during wartime. It is, however, a lot to process 
for kids who are as young as Herta and Renee were at the time 
of their most traumatic experiences. In the epilogue, co-author 
Greene reveals that this book is largely a compilation and inter-
weaving of the transcripts of interviews that these two sisters 
gave to the Fortunoff Video Archive for Holocaust Testimonies 
at Yale University.

An extraordinary tale of sisterhood and survival, told with 
simplicity. (poem, photographs) (Memoir. 10-14)

MY MOTHER’S 
DELIGHTFUL DEATHS
Haslbauer, Carla
Trans. by David Henry Wilson
NorthSouth (48 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-7358-4456-8  

A child describes life with an eccen-
tric mother.

Mom is changeable and unpredict-
able. She can be “nice” or “nasty,” quiet or loud. She’s a true 
diva—really: an opera singer who plays many roles, sometimes 
varying from day to day. The unnamed narrator and younger 
sibling are comfortable with their family dynamics enough to 
dive into her costume collection and put on their own shows. 
Today they are going to see Mom’s premiere performance as 
the witch in Hansel and Gretel. In this opera, as in many of her 
other roles, Mom must die onstage, fully explaining the odd, 
possibly off-putting title while providing reassurance to young 
readers. Although the child knows it’s just pretend, the art 
depicts the child’s tears and worry, for it looks so real. Grown-
ups in the audience also get caught up in the sadness—even 
Dad sheds a tear or two of his own. The child narrates in sim-
ple, declarative sentences, with additional dialogue bubbles 
and sounds emanating from Mom’s vocal cords—these are pre-
sented in varied typefaces that enlarge and enhance the action, 
all translated from German in this Swiss import. Elongated, 
exaggerated, often hilarious illustrations fill in the details in 
full- and double-page illustrations as well as vignettes of many 
shapes. The children completely accept that their mom is dif-
ferent from other mothers and never really doubt her love. In 
fact, to them she’s quite (if not entirely) normal, and they are 
immensely proud of her.

Quirky, unusual, and quite delightful. (Picture book. 5-9)

“A tremendous achievement.”
born on the water
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THE CROWN HEIST
Hicks, Deron 
Clarion Books (320 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-358-39606-2 
Series: Lost Art Mysteries, 3 

Art and Camille go to foggy London 
town in this follow-up to The Rembrandt 
Conspiracy (2020).

Camille’s estranged father has come 
out of the woodwork and invited her to 

visit him in London, and of course, Art is happy to tag along 
for emotional support. Unfortunately, Camille doesn’t get the 
heartwarming welcome she’s longed for upon disembarking 
from the plane. Dad’s a no-show, and it doesn’t take long for 
the friends to discover a clue at his abandoned apartment that 
points to his whereabouts. Camille’s dad is a professor of Eng-
lish Renaissance history with extensive knowledge of myths 
and legends, and it seems someone has snatched him up hop-
ing to exploit his expertise to solve a long-lost mystery. Art and 
Camille must visit a variety of famous London sights in search 
of professor Tinsley. Twists and turns present themselves at 
just the right moments, and the White tween sleuths bounce 
off one another with comfortable familiarity as they solve the 
case. The QR codes remain frustrating to scan when reading a 
digital edition of the book, but the author is admirably effective 
at sliding art history lessons into the narrative at just the right 
times. The balance of character work, nifty art facts, and pro-
pulsive mystery-solving remains impeccable in this third entry. 
Fans will be delighted.

Another strong entry in a consistently appealing series. 
(Mystery. 9-12)

GIRL GIANT AND THE 
JADE WAR
Hoang, Van
Illus. by Nguyen Quang & Kim Lien
Roaring Brook Press (320 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-250-24044-6  

The Monkey King has escaped, 
heaven is in shambles, and it might all be 
Thom’s fault.

Eleven-year-old Thom Ngho has 
come a long way, both figuratively and literally, from hiding her 
superstrength and evading bullies. She now knows about her 
divine heritage, has explored the heavens, met gods and immor-
tals, and made friends with the Monkey King himself—that 
is, until he betrayed her and turned her mother into a cricket. 
After unwittingly helping the Monkey King take control of the 
heavens, Thom is on the run along with her dragon friend and 
a fox demon with secrets of her own. The three plan to make 
things right, and if that means getting back at the Monkey King, 
all the better. Thom’s journey takes her from one immortal 

to another and from the demons’ island to Vietnam while she 
grapples with the lines between right and wrong and friends and 
enemies. This sequel to Girl Giant and the Monkey King (2020) 
zips between obstacles with a greater emphasis on mythological 
elements and less exploration of Thom’s Vietnamese American 
identity than in the first book. The narrative explores the com-
plicated relationship between Thom and the Monkey King and 
how it affects her other relationships as well as her own percep-
tions of herself, her self-worth, and her self-confidence.

A romp through Vietnamese myth and legend featur-
ing complex characters and questions without easy answers. 
(Fantasy. 9-12)

BABIES, BABIES 
EVERYWHERE!
Hoffman, Mary
Illus. by Ros Asquith
Otter-Barry (32 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Jan. 1, 2022
978-1-91307-470-8  

Babies are all around, and if you look carefully you can 
watch how they grow and change.

Newborns sleep, drink milk, burp, pee, poo, and cry. Very 
soon they can smile and giggle and wave arms and legs. Then 
they recognize faces, grasp objects, burble, sit up, and even 
roll about. Things get messy when they start eating solid food, 
and watch out as they crawl, then stand while holding on to 
nearby furniture. Time seems to speed up, and they are saying 
their first words and toddling, a bit unsteadily at first, babies 
no more. Double-page spreads filled with Asquith’s playful, exu-
berant cartoons depict babies and families engaged in actions 
appropriate to each developmental stage. Families depicted 
are racially and ethnically diverse and include a pair of twins 
as well as a multiracial, two-mother family, one of whom uses a 
wheelchair. (A hijabi mum never takes her scarf off, even inside 
the home.) Some of the illustrations are framed, some are scat-
tered, and some are seen with all the families involved together 
in a single setting. Babies or their paraphernalia float across 
the endpapers and along tops or sides of several pages. Hoff-
man incorporates British vernacular in direct conversational 
descriptions of babies’ development, with asides in the form 
of their sounds and perceived thoughts, as well as their parents’ 
interactions with them. And oh yes, be sure to pay attention to 
the fuzzy pink toy elephant who appears in each spread with a 
comment to highlight babies’ new accomplishments. 

Little ones, perhaps new big brothers and sisters, will cud-
dle with a loving grown-up and find comfort and reassurance 
here. (Picture book. 3-6)
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THE STORY OF A STORY
Hopkinson, Deborah
Illus. by Hadley Hooper
Neal Porter/Holiday House (40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-8234-4491-5  

A child slowly blossoms into a writer.
Addressed by an adult’s second-person voice, “You,” a beige-

skinned child with choppy black hair, in brown pants and a dark 
striped sweater, are trying to write a story. “You bring your heart 
and mind, your endless curiosity, and a deep longing to create, 
to write, to say something about the world—to tell a story.” Of 
course there’s writer’s block, distractions, and the grinding feel-
ing of I-can’t-do-this, but after the child, still “you,” observes a 
chickadee patiently and painstakingly plucking individual seeds 
from a bird feeder, the idea of crafting a story one word at a time 
inspires the character to persevere. The didactic, inspirational, 
quiet tone makes this an appropriate choice for a teacher, librar-
ian, or educator introducing a creative writing unit, but it’s not, 
sadly, an engaging tale for a wide audience of young readers. The 
bold use of you to refer to a very specific child, as well as a very 
particular kind of experience—a house with a bird feeder, snow 
outside, the desire to express oneself through writing—narrows 
rather than broadens the appeal, as some readers may bristle at 
being told untrue things about themselves. A page of prompts 
encouraging readers to write their own stories about a chicka-
dee appears at the end along with a website about the bird. (This 
book was reviewed digitally.)

Well crafted but of limited utility. (Picture book. 5-8)

BLACK ARTISTS 
SHAPING THE WORLD 
Jackson, Sharna
Thames & Hudson (144 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Nov. 23, 2021
978-0-500-65259-6  

Author and curator Jackson invites 
young readers to learn about the global 
legacies of 26 Black artists leaving their 
signature innovative marks on the world.

Set against bright colors and in 
accessible language, this collection catalogs artists at different 
stages of their careers who are creating exciting and important 
work. Jackson curates the roster with the support of Dr. Zoé 
Whitley, co-curator of the landmark “Soul of a Nation: Art in 
the Age of Black Power” exhibition that highlighted Black 
American art created between 1963 and 1983. What makes this 
volume unique is that it’s all about revealing the power of the 
arts through the lenses of creators from across the global Afri-
can diaspora. Recognizing that “Black artists have often been 
denied the recognition they deserve,” Jackson offers a concise 
biography of each artist, explores the methods they utilize, and 
presents a full-color reproduction of one (or more) of their 
signature works. These artists, of different generations as well 

as different national origins, together represent the breadth 
of artistic practices, including photography, painting, perfor-
mance, textiles, and more. In its fullest life, this book should 
travel much further than a niche museum gift shop offering into 
classrooms and community spaces filled with Black youth as a 
platform for, and a celebration of, Black artistic innovation. 

Delivers a magnificent assemblage of Black artists we all 
need to know and cherish. (glossary, list of illustrations, bibli-
ography, index) (Collective biography. 8-adult)

THE SMART COOKIE
John, Jory
Illus. by Pete Oswald
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-06-304540-8 
Series: Food Group 

This smart cookie wasn’t always a 
smart cookie.

At the corner of Sweet Street stands a bakery, which a whole 
range of buns and cakes and treats calls home, including a small 
cookie who “didn’t feel comfortable speaking up or sharing” any 
ideas once upon a time. During the early days of gingerbread 
school, this cookie (with sprinkles on its top half, above its wide 
eyes and tiny, smiling mouth) never got the best grades, didn’t 
raise a hand to answer questions, and almost always finished 
most tests last, despite all best efforts. As a result, the cookie 
would worry away the nights inside of a cookie jar. Then one day, 
kind Ms. Biscotti assigns some homework that asks everyone 

“to create something completely original.” What to do? The 
cookie’s first attempts (baking, building a birdhouse, sculpt-
ing) fail, but an idea strikes soon enough. “A poem!” Titling its 
opus “My Crumby Days,” the budding cookie poet writes and 
writes until done. “AHA!” When the time arrives to share the 
poem with the class, this cookie learns that there’s more than 
one way to be smart. John and Oswald’s latest installment in 
the hilarious Food Group series continues to provide plenty of 
belly laughs (thanks to puns galore!) and mini buns of wisdom 
in a wholly effervescent package. Oswald’s artwork retains its 
playful, colorful creative streak. Although slightly less effective 
than its predecessors due to its rather broad message, this one’s 
nonetheless an excellent addition to the menu. (This book was 
reviewed digitally.)

A deliciously sweet reminder to try one’s unique best. 
(Picture book. 4-8)

READY FOR THE SPOTLIGHT!
Kim, Jaime
Candlewick (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-5362-0518-3  

Little sister Tessie envies big sister 
Maya’s spotlight.

“A magnificent assemblage of Black artists 
we all need to know and cherish.”

black artists shaping the world
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After one month in ballet class, Tessie confidently believes 
she is second to none—that is, except for her older sister, Maya. 
Maya has danced in a crown as the Lilac Fairy in The Sleeping 
Beauty, a performance that granted her not one, but three bou-
quets of flowers. Tessie has her eyes on the prize: specifically, 
the role of lead ballerina in the fall recital, who, yes, wears a 
crown. During tryouts, Tessie tries her hardest and excels most 
during the freestyle portion of class, saying it best: “No rules. 
No pointed toes. Who needs lessons when you have rhythm?” 
When Maya scores the lead and Tessie is cast as a bumblebee, 
she is angry at Maya and at the unfairness of the situation. With 
tenderness and sisterly love, Maya reminds Tessie, “You don’t 
need a crown to be a good dancer.” She then helps Tessie with 
her bumblebee dance while Tessie teaches her freestyle moves. 
In the end, it turns out that the spotlight can be shared and 
enjoyed by siblings. Kim’s accessible illustrations set a colorful 
stage for a sweet social-emotional story. With her spiky pageboy, 
distinct frown, and downturned black eyebrows, Tessie and her 
emotions take center stage in a familiar and recognizable way. 
Tessie and Maya both have pale skin and straight, black hair.

An adorable exploration of jealousy without a heavy hand. 
(Picture book. 3-6)

THE ART OF RUNNING AWAY
Kleckner, Sabrina
North Star Editions  (256 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-63163-577-9  

Budding 12-year-old artist Maisie 
is unhappy when her parents abruptly 
decide she should leave upstate New 
York to spend the summer in Edinburgh, 
Scotland, with her aunt.

Her frustration evolves into amaze-
ment when her elder brother, Calum, who ran away 6 years ago, 
turns up on her aunt’s doorstep and convinces Maisie to instead 
spend the summer with him in London, where he is a univer-
sity undergraduate. Since Calum has rarely been mentioned 
at home, she had no idea why he’d left or where he’d gone—so 
it’s baffling to learn that he has remained close to their Aunt 
Lisa. But that confusion is nothing compared to her fury when 
she learns the real reason behind Calum’s absence, a devastat-
ing secret that leads her to reevaluate everything she thought 
she knew about her family. Just as Maisie is sure she can fix the 
financial problems that threaten her family’s custom portrait 
painting business, she’s confident she can reunite Calum and 
her parents. It’s only with wise, gentle advice from Rose and 
Benji, who are close to Calum, that she begins to understand 
that it’s Calum’s business—not hers—to decide when and how 
to patch things up, making for a believably nuanced and unre-
solved conclusion. This debut sensitively portrays the fallout 
caused by family rifts. Most characters default to White; Benji 
is Japanese British.

A gentle exploration of pain, love, and acceptance. (Fiction. 
9-13)

BANANA FOX AND THE BOOK-
EATING ROBOT
Kochalka, James
Graphix/Scholastic (80 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-338-66051-7 
Series: Banana Fox, 2 

In his second adventure, the goofy 
gumshoe contends with a robot that eats 
library books.

Although as blazingly yellow as a 
crayoned sun, color is Banana Fox’s only brightness. Often daffy 
to the point of nonsense, he lives in a cardboard mansion, enjoy-
ing his newfound fame after putting villain Sour Grapes and 
his Secret Sour Society in jail in his debut. When his ephem-
eral estate disintegrates in a rainstorm, Banana Fox realizes his 
friend William wasn’t there to help him. Whatever can have 
happened? (Nothing, it turns out.) Banana Fox, William, and 
Sharyanna then learn that Sour Grapes Jr. has been freed and 
is determined to turn the tables on Banana Fox, imprisoning 
him for racking up a whopping $3,645 in overdue fees. Before 
long, William, Sharyanna, and Banana Fox find themselves fac-
ing off against a lime-green robot intent on wolfing down the 
written word. When this plan backfires and Sour Grapes Jr.’s 
favorite book, Floopy Boopy Bunny Has a Birthday, is next on the 
chomping block, can Banana Fox stop this ravenous robot? This 
sophomore middle-grade graphic novel follows in its predeces-
sor’s footsteps with its over-the-top zaniness, exquisitely eye-
popping colors, and quickly plotted chapters. This world should 
have broad appeal among both the Dav Pilkey crowd and read-
ers who relish a zippy, funny diversion. William presents White, 
and Sharyanna has brown skin. 

Exuberantly silly. (Graphic humor. 7-10)

DOROTHY & HERBERT
An Ordinary Couple 
and Their Extraordinary 
Collection of Art
Kramer, Jackie Azúa
Illus. by Julia Breckenreid
Cameron + Company (40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-951836-21-4  

“Dorothy and Herbert lived for ART.”
When the term art collector is used, a librarian and a postal 

worker don’t usually come to mind. But Dorothy and Herbert 
Vogel, formerly painting students themselves, were bitten by 
the art bug. Beginning in the 1960s, they lived frugally, saved 
their money, and “if Dorothy and Herbert liked the art, could 
carry it in a cab or subway…move it up the elevator, and fit 
it into their tiny Upper East Side apartment, they bought it,” 
filling their small apartment from floor to ceiling with excit-
ing pieces. Lyrical, energetic text and memorable, innovative 
illustrations (including a particularly dramatic double gatefold) 

“Sensitively portrays the fallout caused by family rifts.”
the art of running away
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capture the Vogels’ love of art and the artists of New York’s 
SoHo community, show how Dorothy and Herbert became 
mentors and hosts, and include interesting details. There is no 
list of the art and artists depicted, though the illustrator’s web-
site contains a key and includes web-based resources, many on 
Wikipedia. While the text is sometimes a bit vague (it explains 
that they decided to “share [their collection] with the world” 
without explicitly stating that instead of selling or showing it, 
they donated it), overall, this is a warm and thoughtful depic-
tion of the two collectors as well as an engaging introduction to 
the world of modern art. The title characters are White; street 
scenes reflect New York City’s racial diversity.

An imperfect but worthwhile portrait of two unique col-
lectors of modern art and the artists who surrounded them. 
(author’s note, illustrator’s note, glossary, sources) (Picture book/
biography. 5-8)

SOUR CAKES
Krossing, Karen
Illus. by Anna Kwan
Owlkids Books (32 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Oct. 15, 2021
978-1-77147-397-2  

Misery loves compassionate company.
A child with olive skin and wavy black pigtails races to wake 

a younger sibling with a declaration to “play outside!” However, 
the younger child retorts, “Why out? Today I like in.” The older 
sibling acquiesces to indoor play and suggests singing a song 
quietly. This prompts the out-of-sorts younger sibling to sing 
loudly. The precedent is set, with the older sibling indulging in 
the younger’s requests only to have seemingly accommodating 
suggestions—to color a picture or to bake treats—met with a 
contrarian reply. The energetic figures are set against a simple 
background and occasional broad strokes of bold colors that 
play with perspective. Things come to a head when the younger 
declares that they feel like throwing rocks and kicking leaves 
and that they want “the sun to turn off,” eventually admitting 
they want “to disappear” as Kwan envelops the child in billow-
ing clouds of gray. Gently the older sibling offers to “disappear 
with” the younger, offering to “bring a song to yell” and to make 

“a cake that’s sour” (with the option to make a cake that is sweet). 
Touched, the younger confidently asks to dance, stomp, and 
jump “Till the fog fades away.” The spare, dialogue-only text is 
just enough to model for young readers what compassion and 
empathy look like when acknowledging the feelings of others.

Empathetically acknowledges children’s big feelings and 
engagingly models emotional health. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE COOKIE MAKER OF 
MAVIN ROAD
Lawson, Sue
Illus. by Liz Anelli
Candlewick (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-1-5362-1997-5  

Benedict Stanley lives with his cat, 
Audrey Mae, on Mavin Road.

Benedict and Audrey’s neighbors are always too distracted 
to return their morning greetings. One day, however, a child 
named Rory compliments Audrey and informs them that the 
tooth fairy will be visiting that night. In celebration, Benedict 
gets out his wife’s old cookbook and bakes a batch of cookies. 
(Benedict’s wife is absent from the story.) In the morning, they 
deliver the cookies to Rory, whose gap-toothed smile matches 
the design on the desserts. From then on, Benedict and Audrey 
make it a point to bake cookies for all the special occasions in 
the neighborhood: births, soccer games, kitten rescues, etc. 
They never take credit, though, so the neighbors do not know 
Benedict’s secret identity as Mavin Road’s premiere baker. The 
baking continues until one day Benedict falls ill, and the cook-
ies stop. At last, the residents of Mavin Road figure out Bene-
dict’s identity as the road’s kind baker—and decide to return his 
kindness with some of their own. The book’s whimsical illus-
trations, full of wobbly lines, comfortably off-kilter angles, and 
childlike character stylings, delightfully complement the book’s 
gentle storyline. They depict a bustling, joyously diverse neigh-
borhood; Benedict and Rory both present White. Although 
the plot is full of heart, the protagonists lack characterization, 
rendering the text pleasant but not altogether engrossing. (This 
book was reviewed digitally.)

From Australia, a sweet but predictable picture book 
about kindness and community. (Picture book. 4-8)

I LIKE HELPING PEOPLE
…What Jobs Are There?
Learmonth, Amanda
Illus. by Elise Gaignet
Kane Miller (48 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Dec. 1, 2021
978-1-68464-280-9 
Series: That’s a Job? 

Courage, stamina, and passion are 
just some of the skills and qualities needed for a career that 
involves helping others.

This entry in the That’s a Job? series gives a sneak peek into 
a typical day in the life of a practitioner in each of 25 different 
careers, all with the same goal of helping people. The jobs are 
varied, with wide-ranging educational requirements, skills, and 
duties. They cross multiple disciplines, including health care, 
child development, and politics, with many hands-on jobs, 
including “refuse collector” (this is a British import), mechanic, 
and postal worker. Through brief snippets of first-person text, 
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readers will discover what it takes to get the job, what its daily 
duties are, and why the job might be perfect for them. These 
accounts even share the best and worst parts of their job. The 
full-color illustrations are cheerful, using pops of color to 
highlight different moments of the workers’ day. The workers 
depicted are racially diverse, and illustrator Gaignet breaks gen-
der assumptions for many jobs, illustrating a female-present-
ing mechanic, for instance, and a male-presenting nurse. The 
woman of color who is a development director is an amputee; 
unfortunately, when people in wheelchairs appear, they are 
always among the helped instead of helping. A concluding guide 
encourages readers to reflect on possible careers within the 
context of their own skills and interests. 

Plenty of details to absorb while engaging readers to dis-
cover their own perfect careers. (Nonfiction. 7-12.)

THE THREE WATER 
DROP BROTHERS
Lee Eun-hee
Illus. by Yoon Mi-sook
Trans. by Asuka Minamoto
Enchanted Lion Books (40 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-59270-323-4  

Three personified drops of water demonstrate ways in 
which water moves on our planet. 

The water drops, born when “lava gushed out of the 
ground,” are brothers. They fall to the ground with other rain-
drops, become part of the ocean, and observe life in the sea 
until they become “curious about the outside world.” The brave 
oldest brother heads to the surface of the ocean and becomes 
vapor, then a cloud, a raindrop, a cloud once again, and finally 
a snowflake on a glacier, which melts into the ocean. The mid-
dle brother wiggles his way into the earth, explores the under-
ground, heads back to the surface, and also eventually joins 
the ocean again. The shy youngest brother enters the soft soil, 
finds himself inside a leaf, and makes his way first inside, then 
outside of a cow (in the form of milk). When a boy drinks the 
milk and urinates, the drop enters the river and then, once 
again, the ocean—bringing all three brothers full circle. This 
Korean import, with its naïve drawings and patterned, velvety 
textures, will delight young readers as they follow the path of 
each water droplet. The text possesses a charming and childlike 
plainspokenness: “A long, long time ago, planet Earth was born. 
Planet Earth was very, very hot.” And the three simply shaped 
dots with their pleasant, smiling faces will endear themselves 
to readers. 

An adventure both entertaining and informative. (Picture 
book. 4-9)

ONE DAY
Lee Juck
Illus. by Kim Seung-youn
Trans. by Lee Juck, Asuka Minamoto & 
Dianne Chung
Enchanted Lion Books (48 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-59270-313-5  

A child loses a grandparent, mourns 
the absence, and constructs a story about 

where that grandparent may be. 
“One day, / Grandpa is gone,” opens this Korean import, 

told in a direct, forthcoming voice. With “Grandpa is gone” as 
a stark repeated refrain, the grieving grandchild chronicles the 
absence: Grandpa’s shoes are still in the closet, “waiting to be 
worn”; he’s not there to pick up his name stamp from the statio-
nery store; and everyone asks about him. Why, the child won-
ders, would Grandpa leave so suddenly, without any goodbyes? 
But as readers learn about the loss, intermittent spreads reveal 
an imagined destination for Grandpa: his own planet, complete 
with the tailoring shop he had during his life. The double gate-
fold that closes the book reveals even more details, the child 
speculating that perhaps Grandpa now lives in this place “full 
of dazzling stars.” In this fantastical place, the beloved objects 
of Grandpa’s world walk on feet or fly through space; a button 
hangs in the sky like a planet; and a pincushion serves as a moon. 
The book’s plainspoken, authentically childlike observations 
are poignant in their restraint: At one point, the child, wrapped 
in Grandpa’s jacket, breathes in his scent, repeating (and seem-
ing to finally accept) that “Grandpa is gone.” The striking dust 
jacket illustration reveals grandchild (cover) and grandparent 
(back cover) standing on balls of thread or yarn, doubling as 
planets, that connect them in the vastness of space. 

Tender and touching. (Picture book. 5-12)

I AM HAVA 
A Song’s Story of Love, 
Hope & Joy
Lewkowicz, Freda
Illus. by Siona Benjamin
Intergalactic Afikoman (40 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-951365-06-6  

The origin of the beloved song “Hava Nagila” is fascinating 
and somewhat mysterious. 

The song tells its own tale in the persona of Hava, a magical, 
blue-skinned woman wearing a blue-and-white robe that rep-
resents the colors of Israel and Judaism. She floats above the 
events as a gentle, benevolent spirit spreading hope and joy as a 
blessing, her mitzvah, for the Jewish people. The song evolves 
from a niggun, a wordless melody that was hummed in a village 
synagogue in the Ukraine. Many Jews escaping a difficult and 
dangerous life, including some from this shtetl, migrated to 
Jerusalem, their ancient home, where the melody was heard by 
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a renowned musicologist. He is believed to be the most likely 
creator of the Hebrew lyrics known today. Hava declares the 
powerful words of “Hava Nagila” a miracle, a gift from Hashem, 
God, for they speak of rejoicing and celebrating, no matter the 
trying circumstances of life. Hava travels across the ocean to 
America accompanied by the dance Hora, a fellow blue spirit. 
There, the song is embraced and recorded by many, sometimes-
unlikely, singers, reaching a wide audience. Benjamin’s lovingly 
rendered illustrations move and dance across the pages with the 
music. The essential Jewishness of the song and its amazing lon-
gevity and universal appeal across nations and cultures resonate 
throughout the tale. 

Come and rejoice and sing out the heartfelt words to this 
anthem of hope. (glossary, author’s note, illustrator’s note, 
photo) (Picture book. 5-10)

THE MAGICIAN’S MAP
Lish, Mikki & Kelly Ngai
Chicken House/Scholastic (304 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-338-66519-2 
Series: House on Hoarder Hill, 2 

This sequel to The House on Hoarder 
Hill (2021) continues the magical adven-
tures of 10-year-old Spencer van Beer; his 
13-year-old sister, Hedy; and their cous-
ins Jelly and Max.

Two years on, the children are once again staying at Hoarder 
Hill with John Sang, their grandfather and a former magician. 
He reluctantly agrees to take them to the Fantastikhana, a magi-
cians’ convention which takes place in a magical underground 
space. Accompanying them is Rani Pal, the owner of a magic 
shop who turns out to have the ability to create the titular map. 
The children embark on a quest to find the mysterious symbols 
on the map, encountering many dangers and discoveries—and 
Hedy discovers her own powers as a map appears on her body, 
tattooed onto her skin. When they become trapped in a cavern 
by Sleight, an evil organization of senior magicians, the chil-
dren use Hedy’s map to try to escape. Things go awry when the 
villainous Albert Nobody from the first book reappears. The 
complex plot is sustained through puzzles, a roller-coaster ride 
of adventures, a satisfying mix of imaginative events (includ-
ing a poetry duel), and magical creatures such as giants, kelpies, 
and a troll. The ending leaves the door open for future adven-
tures. The British family, who read as White, have some remote 
Chinese ancestry; Mrs. Pal’s name cues her as being of Indian 
descent.

A fast-paced tale with many magical twists and turns. (Para-
normal mystery. 8-13)

RISE OF THE 
WORLD EATER 
Littler, Jamie
Viking (512 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Nov. 23, 2021
978-0-451-48140-5 
Series: Frostheart, 3 

With the Devourer unleashed upon 
the world, Ash and the Frostheart crew 
voyage to lands unknown to halt the 
malevolent creature’s destruction.

As Cmdr. Stormbreaker leads the Pathfinders into fruitless 
war, the villainous Shaard, leader of the Wraiths, manages to free 
the Devourer, the corrupted Leviathan that steals the essence 
of everything around it. The Devourer quickly begins its ram-
page, leaving ruin and death in its wake as it makes its way to 
Aurora, the greatest Stronghold in the Snow Sea. Stormbreak-
er’s immense hatred for Leviathans fractures any hope of an 
alliance despite Ash’s protests, further stalling a much-needed 
reconciliation with her son. When Stormbreaker attempts to 
seize control of the Frostheart, Ash and the crew flee toward 
the Sacred Yeti Lands, where an Ancient Leviathan heart—a 
powerful last hope to defeat the Devourer—is rumored to be. 
Yet within the Yeti Lands await many truths about Ash’s faith-
ful yeti guardian, Tobu, as well as revelations about the World 
Before, forever altering the path that stretches before the 
young Song Weaver. Tightly paced and skillfully woven, Lit-
tler’s conclusion to the Frostheart trilogy offers readers another 
memorable adventure from the first page, delving deeper into 
the rich lore of this fantastical world with great results. Above 
all, the continued emphasis on friendship, community, and love 
reverberates, bolstered by its charismatic cast of characters. 
The author’s lively artwork, meanwhile, remains a lovely visual 
companion to the text.

Utterly astounding. (Fantasy. 8-12)

HOW DID HUMANS GO 
EXTINCT?
Marciano, Johnny
Illus. by Paul Hoppe
Black Sheep/Akashic (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-61775-927-7  

There are different theories.
On a trip to the natural history 

museum in the year 10,002,021 C.E., young Plib enjoys the 
exhibit showing how he and his fellow Nøørfbløøks evolved 
from frogs—but what really floats his lily pad is the exhibit 
on humans, his favorite kind of extinct creature. That night 
at bedtime he asks his mom what happened 10 million years 
ago, and she explains that they either mucked up the planet’s 
climate, exterminated themselves because they “liked to hate 
each other,” greedily split into haves and have-nots and stopped 
taking care of one another…or maybe learned at last to live in 

“Another memorable adventure delving deeper 
into the rich lore of this fantastical world.”

rise of the world eater
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harmony until an asteroid hit the Earth and wiped them out. 
In any case, only scattered evidence of what they were like 
remains, and Hoppe illustrates this cogent recitation with (pre)
historical scenes of trollish, speculatively reconstructed figures 
sporting fur, feathers, or fins along with hilariously mismatched 
bits of clothing from various eras, goofy teeth, and skin tones 
running to blues and purples. Plib likes the harmony-followed-
by-asteroid scenario enough to go to sleep with a smile on his 
bulbous green face. Today’s readers may feel likewise, though 
even younger ones will leap to the understanding that if we want 
to make it happen we’d better hop to it.

A tongue-in-cheek invitation to make some choices about 
how we’d like to croak. (Picture book. 6-8)

ESCAPE FROM CHERNOBYL
Marino, Andy
Scholastic (176 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-338-71845-4  

The Chernobyl nuclear disaster 
changes the lives of three Soviet teenagers.

Yuri, who’s 16, his 13-year-old cousin, 
Alina, and their friend Sofiya live com-
fortable lives in Pripyat, Ukraine—until 
the morning of April 26, 1986. Yuri 

is a loyal Soviet citizen and an intern at the power plant who 
dreams of joining the ranks of nuclear engineers. He is mopping 
the floors when he hears the explosions of the reactor accident. 
Sofiya’s father, a nuclear engineer, warns her to stay inside and 
rushes to the plant to help. Meanwhile, Alina, who is portrayed 
with what seems to be undiagnosed OCD, is forced to leave her 
friend and cousin behind as her family is secretly hustled out 
of the city by a Communist Party official who knows the truth. 
All characters are presumably White. Though the author admit-
tedly takes a few liberties and the story is fictionalized, the book 
is well researched and vividly portrays the Chernobyl disaster. 
The author includes details that paint a picture of the time and 
place, sprinkling italicized Russian terms and their explanations 
throughout. He walks a delicate line in dealing with these tragic 
and politically complex events, mostly with success. A few gory 
moments may disturb some readers, but excluding them would 
sanitize the human cost of the disaster. Political maneuvering 
and corruption are introduced but are insufficiently explored as 
a cause of the tragedy. 

Exciting, tragic, and gritty. (author’s note) (Historical fiction. 
8-13)

JOSEFINA’S HABICHUELAS / 
LAS HABICHUELAS DE 
JOSEFINA
Mendez, Jasminne
Illus. by Flor De Vita
Trans. by Adnaloy Espinosa
Piñata Books/Arte Público (32 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Oct. 31, 2021
978-1-55885-923-4  

Gather around with Josefina’s family 
for the best habichuelas con dulce.

When Mami suggests that Josefina give up her cherished 
sugary foods for Lent—a vow of 40 days and 40 nights—the 
young sweets lover initially balks at the idea. “I can’t give up 
sweets for that long!” School, of course, proves difficult to 
endure due to her nonobservant friends’ continued enjoyment 
of cookies, candies, and cupcakes. And all in front of Josefina! 
So Mami comes up with an idea: Josefina will help carry on the 
family tradition by learning how to make habichuelas con dulce 
(Josefina’s favorite dessert) for Easter. As Josefina and Mami pre-
pare the beans, a doorbell rings. It’s Tía Yesenia, Tía Xiomara, 
and Abuela! Cooking habichuelas con dulce becomes a family 
affair, with a story from Abuela, lots of sugar and spices, and 
a whole lot of love. In her first picture book, Mendez wonder-
fully showcases the numerous ways that food brings Latinx—in 
this case, Dominican—families and communities together. Pre-
sented in both English and Spanish (via Espinosa’s translation), 
the author’s text forgoes flair for simple earnestness in a man-
ner that highlights the book’s themes. Likewise, De Vita’s cozy 
pictures provide plenty of ideal images of family, with a diverse 
range of skin tones from light brown to dark brown. A stirring 
author’s note and a recipe for habichuelas con dulce wrap up a 
pretty sweet tale.

A delicious treat. (Picture book. 4-8)

FERGUS AND ZEKE 
AND THE 100TH DAY 
OF SCHOOL 
Messner, Kate
Illus. by Heather Ross
Candlewick (56 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Dec. 14, 2021
978-1-5362-1300-3 
Series: Fergus and Zeke 

The adorable mouse best friends are 
back, brainstorming, problem-solving, 

and celebrating 100 days of school.
Miss Maxwell’s class pets get in on all the action, writing 

stories, reporting the weather, and celebrating special days 
alongside the racially diverse human students. So when the 
teacher announces a 100th-day party and an assignment to col-
lect and bring in 100 objects, Fergus and Zeke are on it. But 
do they have 100 of any one thing? Patterning their work on 
that of their human classmates, they attempt a tower of wood 

“Messner and Ross again perfectly straddle the 
line between easy readers and chapter books.”

fergus and zeke and the 100th day of school
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chips…that falls at 47. Zeke’s attempt to run 100 miles on their 
rodent wheel fails: “One hundred is a very big number when 
you’re counting miles.” They find the opposite is true when 
they take a nap of 100 seconds. For their joint 100-word story, 
author Zeke reaches 100 words just as his character, Fergus, is 
grabbed by a hungry monster. At the eleventh hour, a misstep 
by Fergus and some quick thinking by Zeke mean that the two 
will have a project after all. Messner and Ross again perfectly 
straddle the line between easy readers and chapter books, with 
delightful illustrations showing both wide-angle views and the 
perspective of the tiny mice breaking up the text. (This book was 
reviewed digitally.)

Readers may have to count to 100 to cool their heels wait-
ing for this clever pair’s next adventure. (Early reader. 6-9)

THE SIDE-BY-SIDE 
DECLARATION OF 
INDEPENDENCE 
Miles, David
Bushel & Peck Books (64 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-638190-48-6 
Series: Great Documents Collection 

In 1776, some of the most respected 
men in Great Britain’s American Colonies 
signed the Declaration of Independence, 

a revolutionary—but not necessarily transparent—document.
Although the declaration is one of the key documents of 

American history, its sometimes-archaic language may mystify 
young citizens of the 21st century. After a few pages of intro-
ductory information that describes the conflicts faced by colo-
nists before the Revolutionary War, this effort presents the 
declaration line by line, explaining the concepts, defining con-
fusing words and ideas, and illuminating the intent of the sign-
ers in the context of the time. Occasionally, in sections headed 

“Think Deeper,” the author asks pointed, thoughtful questions 
on a variety of issues that have never been fully resolved in the 
past 245 years, without devolving into revisionist history. The 
format places original text on verso with the translation on 
recto, but clever design keeps readers engaged. The double-
page spreads are neatly laid out, many including portraits of 
Founding Fathers presented against appealing, brightly colored 
backgrounds that vary from spread to spread. A variety of maps, 
cartoon characters, and period illustrations extend the text. 
With a reading level appropriate to the upper grade schoolers 
who are often introduced to this tumultuous period of history, 
this engaging and surprisingly entertaining effort seems like the 
perfect choice to accompany and expand lesson plans. (This 
book was reviewed digitally.)

A hardworking addition to U.S. history shelves. (bibliogra-
phy) (Nonfiction. 9-12)

STRANGEVILLE SCHOOL IS 
TOTALLY NORMAL
Miller, Darcy
Illus. by Brett Helquist
Random House (256 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $19.99 PLB  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-593-30950-6
978-0-593-30961-2 PLB 
Series: Strangeville School, 1 

New fifth grade student Harvey Hill 
discovers Strangeville School more than 

lives up to its name.
After attending four different schools in the space of four years, 

Harvey is familiar with the role of new kid. However, he’s not pre-
pared for the bizarre and peculiar happenings that Strangeville 
students and staff find routine, like dangerous animals on the loose, 
a black hole in the cafeteria meatloaf, and mysterious disappear-
ances orchestrated by a sinister force. Thankfully, he has class-
mate Stella Cho to help him navigate these increasingly surreal 
situations. Stella and Harvey can both relate to feeling like out-
siders. Stella hides her loneliness behind defensive armor, while 
Harvey’s barrier in making friends is due to a closely guarded 
secret. The two initially stumble through their friendship but 
soon learn the value of camaraderie and support. Harvey’s self-
acceptance is empowering and allows him to reach new heights 
to save the school. While the plot is solidly sci-fi, real-world 
issues like insecurity, friendship, and embracing what makes 
you different ground the story. The deadpan third-person omni-
scient narration, which includes frequent asides to readers, is 
infused with quirky and irreverent humor. Short, action-packed 
chapters and abundant illustrations add to the appeal. Harvey 
reads as White; Stella’s surname cues her as Korean American. 
Final illustrations not seen.

Wonderfully weird and extremely entertaining. (Science 
fiction. 7-11)

BEFORE I GREW UP
Miller, John
Illus. by Giuliano Cucco
Enchanted Lion Books (60 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-59270-361-6  

This imagined story of artist Cucco captures the time 
before he “grew up and became an artist.”

After hearing about Cucco’s death in 2006, Miller—who 
had previously collaborated with Cucco on two children’s 
books—linked a series of Cucco’s paintings to tell this first-per-
son story about the artist’s childhood. Weaving together these 
heretofore-unconnected oil paintings, many of them deeply 
atmospheric and enigmatic, results in a somewhat inscrutable 
narrative. Readers wanting something on the unconventional 
side may find it thrilling, and the book could serve as a com-
pelling classroom writing prompt. One Hopper-esque painting 
depicts a man, seen from behind through an open door, sitting 
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near a body of water; it is paired with text about a father who 
studied the “kind of light he said was inaccessible.” Another 
painting of a man floating in a blue sky reads: “Sometimes, I 
would dream that I could float into the sky like a bird.” This 
series of impressions—about Cucco’s childhood years, parents, 
moments in nature, dreams, life in the city before an eventual 
return to the country, and more—possesses a predominantly 
upbeat, if sometimes cryptic, tone. (One spread is about dreams 
that were “dark and scary” and features a more sinister, shadowy 
image.) The paintings are highly textured and richly colored, 
many showcasing a vivid, sunny yellow. All characters are White. 

A thought-provoking conversation starter for art lovers of 
all ages. (Picture book. 6-12)

POEMS FROM WHEN WE 
WERE VERY YOUNG
Milne, A.A.
Wells, Rosemary—Ed.
Illus. by Rosemary Wells
Norton Young Readers (80 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Oct. 26, 2021
978-1-324-01653-3  

Having put her own spin on traditional nursery rhymes in 
My Very First Mother Goose (1986) and Here Comes Mother Goose 
(1999), both edited by Iona Opie, Wells now interprets some of 
Milne’s children’s verse. 

Where the original title had 44 poems, some confined to a 
page and others extending to a handful, with Ernest Shepard’s 
illustrations acting mostly as decoration, Wells here presents 13, 
many sprawling over several pages and accompanied by bright, 
busy illustrations that turn each one into a narrative. When 
James James Morrison Morrison Weatherby George Dupree’s 
mother goes “down to the edge of the town” without him in 

“Disobedience,” she hops into a black London cab driven by a 
rabbit, stops to make a call from a red phone box, and comes 
home in a different cab (driven by a cat) with a white terrier 
puppy for her son. Meanwhile, wee James telephones some 
nine people, including the royal family, with Wells’ interpolated 
dialogue presented in speech balloons. There’s so much side 
business the propulsive silliness of the original rhyme gets lost. 
Shorter poems, such as “Independence” and “Happiness” (both 
of which involve independent-thinking cat children), fare bet-
ter, and sequential illustrations for “The King’s Breakfast” work 
well to convey the many back-and-forths endured by the Dairy-
maid. Most humans present White, though there are characters 
of color (including, a bit oddly, Christopher Robin). 

A bright grab bag. (glossary) (Poetry. 3-5)

BORIS THE CAT
The Little Cat With Big Ideas
Moser, Erwin
NorthSouth (136 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-7358-4454-4  

Boris the cat is always trying something joyfully new in this 
collection of warmhearted short comics from Germany

Boris is a charming black-and-orange–striped cat who 
lives in a cozy house and spends his days with his many animal 
friends. His adventures are delightfully mild: having a surprise 
party, coming across a rare mushroom, making a new nest for 
the storks, liberating a goldfish, catching a ride in a pelicans’ 
mouth, or cozying up with baby owls are a representative sam-
pling. Holly the hedgehog, Sophie the squirrel, Alex the frog, 
Biff the badger, Bruno the bear, and other friends help Boris as 
he discovers new ways to have fun and have happy discoveries 
in a dozen-plus stories for each of the four seasons. Boris and 
his friends wend their way through these short stories, each one 
illustrated in block comic form and spanning about two pages. 
These snippets are short and sweet, with no scary themes and 
always a happy, creative resolution to Boris’ many adventures. 
Children and adults will both appreciate these morsels of mas-
terful ministorytelling. The book concludes with an afterword 
about the author, who died in 2017. Children might be encour-
aged to write their own minicomics after seeing how much 
Moser fit into just six brightly illustrated panels. 

Simple stories of happy adventure await with Boris the cat 
and friends. (Graphic fiction. 8-adult)

ORPHANS OF THE TIDE
Murray, Struan
Harper/HarperCollins (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Dec. 14, 2021
978-0-06-304311-4 
Series: Orphans of the Tide, 1 

In this British import, a girl struggles 
to do what is right.

Decades ago, the Great Drown-
ing destroyed most of civilization; only 
a small island called the City remains. 

Periodically, the God Who Drowned the Gods, known as 
the Enemy, possesses a citizen of the City as its human Vessel, 
through which it gains power and sows destruction before the 
City’s power-hungry Inquisitors find and execute the Vessel by 
burning them alive. When a boy with light-brown skin and blue 
eyes is discovered inside the belly of a whale beached on top of 
a church, everyone in the City is convinced the new Vessel has 
arrived—everyone except Ellie, that is. The orphaned daughter 
of Hannah Lancaster, the City’s inventor, Ellie makes it her mis-
sion to protect the boy, figure out his secret (and why he can 
manipulate the ocean with his emotions), and keep her own 
tragic backstory and deepest secret safe. She’s aided by her best 
friend from the orphanage and Lord Castion, a town leader who 
was friends with her mother. Excerpts from the diary of the 
last Vessel are interspersed between third-person chapters that 
follow Ellie. The pacing is compelling, but superfluous details 
detract from the narrative, and several worldbuilding questions 
remain unanswered, presumably leaving space for the sequel. 
Blond Ellie reads as White; Castion has dark-brown skin and 
uses a prosthetic limb. 
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A promising series opener, although the quality ebbs and 
flows. (map) (Fantasy. 9-12)

WORDS TO MAKE A FRIEND
A Story in Japanese and 
English
Napoli, Donna Jo
Illus. by Naoko Stoop
Random House Studio (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $20.99 PLB  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-593-12227-3
978-0-593-12228-0 PLB  

A day in the snow for two kids in two 
languages.

Readers might be tempted to flip past the frontmatter to 
the start of the story. But take time to linger over the evocative 
endpapers that show a big yellow moving truck parked outside a 
blue and white house in a snowy landscape. An adult and a child, 
both with pale skin and black hair, are standing on the porch, 
about to open the door. Turn the page, and there is another 
adult-and-child pair, both with brown skin and dark hair, bring-
ing their new neighbors a gift of food. Like many friendships, 
this story builds slowly, one interaction at a time, urging read-
ers to savor each moment. The first child speaks Japanese and 
the second, English; yet their intent and interactions are seem-
ingly understood, facilitated by snowy-day play and bilingual 
conversation. Eventually the cold pushes them inside to enjoy 
Japanese tea, a treat, and origami. Stoop’s captivating mixed-
media illustrations depict dramatic perspectives even in the 
kids’ first meeting, their bold, bright figures striking against a 
pastel snowy scene. Napoli’s spare text trusts primarily English-
speaking readers to derive sufficient meaning from the bilin-
gual spreads while lacking the scaffolding to facilitate deeper 
cultural comprehension for both kids. Notes from author and 
illustrator each offer depth and background as well as insight 
into their artistic partnership. 

A simple tale of building a friendship and good memories 
using few words and luminous artwork. (Picture book. 4-7)

BASHO’S HAIKU JOURNEYS
Ng, Freeman
Illus. by Cassandra Rockwood Ghanem
Stone Bridge Press (40 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-61172-069-3  

A glimpse into the life of a legendary 
poet.

A brief preface explains that the 
beloved Japanese poet Basho was born 

in 1644 in Edo, Japan. However, this particular title is focused 
on his “wayfaring, or traveling, life,” which occurred during the 
period from 1684 to 1689. The story is divided into five sections 
modeled after the five journeys Basho took, which later served 

as inspiration for some of his most recognized work. Via narra-
tion cast entirely in a series of haiku, readers are introduced to 
the poet when he is still a teacher. Faced with sudden change 
when his house burns down, Basho decides to be “forever afoot” 
in his quest to seek “the Way” and embarks on the path as a 
wanderer. The majority of his journeys consist of observations 
of fleeting moments in nature, such as the birth of a fawn, a 

“newborn spirit,” during his third journey. Later, in his fourth, he 
feels the dizzying heights of mountains. The whimsical haiku 
are paired with Rockwood Ghanem’s landscapes, rendered in 
bold colors that deftly blend together to invoke the feeling of 
misty mountains and grassy fields. As a sudden illness takes 
Basho on his fifth and final journey, the concluding lines from 
the poet himself ponder the natural course of life. While the 
narrative is skillfully done, readers may become more familiar 
with the art of haiku than with Basho’s life. 

A greater exploration of the art form than the artist. (note 
on haiku) (Picture book/poetry. 6-8)

PORTRAIT OF THE SON
A Tale of Love
Nobisso, Josephine
Illus. by Ted Schluenderfritz
Gingerbread House (40 pp.) 
$18.95  |  $11.95 paper  |  Nov. 15, 2021
978-0-940112-98-8
978-0-940112-99-5 paper 
Series: Theological Virtues Trilogy 

An allegorical tale equates a father’s 
love for his son with God’s love for Jesus. 

An elderly man loves only his son more than his immense 
art collection. The two enjoy it together, imagining themselves 
in the scenes and intervening in the lives of portrait subjects. 
When war (presumably World War I) breaks out, the son buoys 
the spirits of his fellow soldiers in the trenches with stories of 
life in his father’s mansion. Three days after the son’s death, the 
father receives a naïvely painted portrait of his son, the face 
bearing the marks of war. The father gives it the place of honor 
over the hearth, and, years later, when he auctions off his entire 
collection, it is this portrait that starts the bidding—to the hor-
ror of the rich collectors who want the masterpieces. The sole 
bidder, a recipient of the father’s charity, offers $7, all he has. 
And thus ends the auction, for “according to the wishes of the 
father, whoever takes the son, gets everything.” Nobisso and 
Schluenderfritz pack the book with Roman Catholic refer-
ences and allusions that readers may still be discovering after 
several readings (the backs of the cover flaps explain them all). 
The illustrations use facial expression, body language, perspec-
tive, and the smudginess of their media to marvelous effect. All 
the people depicted are White. Those with backgrounds in the 
faith will best appreciate/understand this tale. 

A Catholic allegory of Jesus’ life that’s packed with refer-
ences. (Picture book. 8-12)

“The illustrations use body language, perspective, and the 
smudginess of their media to marvelous effect.”

portrait of the son
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ZADIE AND THE STRIPEY 
SOCK
Nye, Barbara
Penny Candy (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-7360319-2-6  

When Zadie’s family ignores her, she 
decides to run away from home.

She packs her bag with her most 
important possessions, including a snor-

kel, binoculars, and a piece of toast. Just when she is ready to 
leave, though, she realizes that she’s missing something: one 
rainbow stripey sock. Zadie sets off to find it, confronting the 
family members who made her angry. Jack—who appears to 
be her brother—hasn’t seen the sock. Maggie—who might be 
Zadie’s sister—tells Zadie she doesn’t have the sock because 

“Stripes are not cool.” At one point, she thinks she finds her dog 
chewing the sock, but when she realizes that the animal is ruin-
ing her brother’s shirt and not her sock, she walks away. Dad is 
too busy working in the garden to help, and Mom is too busy 
making a phone call. Zadie’s anger builds and builds, and she 
is more and more sure that running away is the right decision. 
That is, until she finally finds her younger sibling playing with 
her sock—and remembers why family isn’t all bad. Although 
Zadie’s anger is both accessible and refreshing, she does not 
seem to reflect on how her interactions with family members 
border on selfish and rude. The third-person narratorial voice 
deftly balances sincerity and humor. Illustrations depict brown-
skinned Zadie’s family as interracial, with a brown-skinned 
mom and White-presenting dad. 

Validates a child’s anger but doesn’t reflect on it. (Picture 
book. 3-5)

CIRCLE ROUND
O’Brien, Anne Sibley
Illus. by Hanna Cha
Charlesbridge (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 26, 2021
978-1-62354-152-1  

A circle grows larger and more 
inclusive.

Children—diverse in gender, skin tone, ethnicity, hairstyle 
and color, and physical ability—meet while playing, initially 
separately, in the park. What unites them is engagement with 
round things: toys (ball, balloons, Frisbees, hula hoops); play-
ground equipment; wheeled items (bike, wheelchair); and other 
circular objects (bubbles, cookies). The group expands in size 
and fun. After the kids clasp hands to form a literal circle, one 
child observes that a newcomer (with a dog) has just arrived. 
Guess who completes the friendship ring? This ode to kindness 
and a welcoming spirit is cheerful and textually minimal, focus-
ing on number words one to 10, active verbs, and the words circle 
or circles in boldfaced larger type. Lively ink illustrations fea-
ture smiling children enjoying one another’s company and also, 

notably, being mutually helpful. One child uses a wheelchair 
and is fairly actively engaged in play; another wears hearing aids; 
a third, eyeglasses. Unfortunately, some illustrations suffer from 
a lack of clarity. On the first spread, captioned “One circle,” for 
instance, the verso shows a basketball, the recto, a bike. Kids 
would likely describe the bike’s wheels as round, therefore 
rightly claiming the spread includes three circles; the subse-
quent spread features the basketball and bike with the caption 

“Two circles”—but, arguably, again three circles. And so on. 
These interpretations may lead to conversation or frustration.

Though well meaning, this circle is a bit broken. (Picture 
book. 3-6)

ESCAPE FROM ATLANTIS
O’Hearn, Kate
Aladdin (448 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Dec. 14, 2021
978-1-5344-5691-4 
Series: Atlantis, 1 

A disastrous family sail into the Ber-
muda Triangle strands two cousins on 
an uncharted island with unusual—and 
sometimes dangerous—residents.

Stocked with characters and crea-
tures that will attract younger members of the Percy Jackson 
fandom, this opening escapade begins with an attack by a sea 
monster that casts 13-year-old Riley and her alienated, pestifer-
ous 12-year-old cousin, Alfie, ashore on Atlantis, an island where 
time has slowed down. There, mutually hostile camps of magi-
cal creatures and stranded humans, who are gradually turning 
into talking beasts of various sorts through a process called 

“de-evolution,” steer suspiciously clear of each other. Eager to 
escape—and driven by the possibility that his mom and her dad 
might also have survived the attack—the cousins put aside their 
antipathy to enlist local allies and, by the end, to engineer, as 
titularly promised, an escape. O’Hearn further cranks up the 
mythological vibe by chucking in a siren (friendly), feral mer-
maids and unicorns (not so much), lotuslike Memory Berries 
that rob the eater of both recall and the desire to leave, and 
giant gargoyles that turn to stone in sunlight. Riley is outraged 
to discover that the partially transformed people—including 
a mild-mannered koala who positively channels Mr. Tumnus—
are exploited as labor but ostracized for their physical differ-
ences by the nonaltered. Main human characters follow a White 
default.

Steers a predictable course but does deliver mild thrills 
along the way. (Fantasy. 9-12)
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ROBIN ROBIN
Ojari, Dan & Mikey Please
Illus. by Briony May Smith
Red Comet Press (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-63655-009-1  

Any character in this picture book 
could be the main character in a differ-
ent book. 

Robin often speaks in rhyme: “Leave no trace, go tiptoe 
pace.” The mice who adopted her when her egg fell out of a 
nest speak mostly in short sentences, mostly about food, with 
exclamation points at the end: “Breadcrumbs!” “Pie crumbs!” 

“Cookie crumbs!” The book as a whole is technically a holiday 
story, but it’s the least Christmassy of Christmas books. The 
tree is mostly an excuse for Magpie to collect shiny objects, like 
the “Chrim-Cross Star” on top. All the different writing styles 
could make the book feel disjointed, but instead it becomes 
a statement of identity: “ ‘Hey, over here, look at me!’ [Robin 
chirps], flapping and singing as loudly as a BIRD.” Smith has 
made Robin a different color than every other character in the 
book, and it gives her an excuse to try out a rich and layered 
tint of red. If Rembrandt and Edward Sorel worked together on 
a picture book, it would look like this. (The book is based on 
a musical special from Aardman Animations, which, appropri-
ately enough, is animated in a slightly different style, à la Wallace 
& Gromit.) By the end, Magpie gets a star, and the mice get three 
different kinds of crumbs.

This story makes a wonderful defense of chaos without 
being the least bit chaotic. (Picture book. 4-8)

US ARMY ALPHABET BOOK
Pallotta, Jerry & Sammie Garnett
Illus. by Rob Bolster
Charlesbridge (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-57091-953-4  

“A is for Army” in Pallotta’s latest alphabet book, co-written 
with a Navy spouse. 

Each letter of the alphabet introduces interesting infor-
mation and detailed insight into all aspects of the Army using 
brief yet descriptive paragraphs. Did you know helicopters 
are named after Native American people and tribes or that GI 
stands for government issue, referring to anything connected 
with the Army: blankets, batteries, rucksacks etc.? A multitude 
of topics are covered: weapons, aircraft and vessels, the infan-
try, regiments, and more. The recurring theme of the Army 
values—loyalty, duty, respect, selfless service, honor, integrity, 
and personal courage—is reinforced throughout even as the 
book accurately conveys the life of diverse Army soldiers and 
the scope of their responsibilities and career paths, including 
medics, paratroopers, special forces, and more. Bolster’s mixed-
media illustrations take center stage on single- and double-page 
spreads. Photorealism vies with photographs to keep readers 

guessing as to exactly what they are looking at; an illustration 
of troops in various conveyances advancing in front of a giant 
camouflage chess queen is particularly effective. The simulta-
neously releasing companion, US Marines Alphabet Book, offers 
the same quality and scope of information with illustrations 
by Vickie Fraser. Readers will learn a smattering of the Navajo 
Code Talker alphabet used during World War II as an unbreak-
able code to pass secret messages. 

A must-have for young military enthusiasts. (Informational 
picture book. 6-9) (US Marines Alphabet Book: 978-1-57091-957-2)

WHATEVER THE WEATHER
Learn About Sun, Wind and 
Rain
Parker, Steve & Jen Metcalf
Illus. by Caroline Attia
Little Gestalten (56 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-3-96704-711-0  

A survey of weather, and some of its 
causes, through four seasons.

The authors do thread in a few glances at climate change 
and weather extremes, but in general they present a benign 
picture of the sorts of weather typical to each season in tem-
perate, Northern Hemisphere locales and how the sun, winds, 
and ocean currents influence them. Their efforts to keep things 
simple go amiss, though, when they create the impression that 
all deserts are hot, all winters everywhere are “cold, cloudy, and 
damp,” and all rainforests, tropical. They also leave readers who 
wonder why, say, auroras only appear near the poles or even why 
the sky is blue no wiser. (A simplistic claim that tropical rain-
forests create their own rain could use some unpacking too.) 
Adding occasional schematic arrows to show movements of 
wind or water, Attia sends two children—one brown-skinned, 
the other pale, with straight, black hair in a pageboy—through 
outdoorsy scenes of sun, rain, and snow before leaving them 
floating in space, looking down at our big blue marble. The low-
key approach has its appeal, but more-dramatic treatments of 
the topic, like Isabel Otter’s Weather (2019), will give younger 
audiences a better sense of what they’re in for in the near future.

A bland, sketchy overview that also lacks that now-neces-
sary sense of urgency. (Nonfiction. 7-9)

BISA’S CARNAVAL 
Pastro, Joana
Illus. by Carolina Coroa
Orchard/Scholastic (40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-338-61762-7  

A young girl and her great-grand-
mother share their love for a special annual holiday.

It’s Carnaval time in Brazil, and Clara can’t wait to 
celebrate it with her family and especially with her bisa 

“Showcases Carnaval as a heartwarming 
multigenerational celebration.”

bisa’s carnaval
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(great-grandmother). In the lead-up to the festivities Clara and 
Bisa spend time together going through Bisa’s memories of 
previous years and lovingly choosing the colorful fabrics Bisa 
will use to create beautiful fantasias—costumes—for Clara, her 
cousins, and her sisters. Bisa herself doesn’t attend Carnaval 
this year due to her age, and as Clara loses herself to the sounds 
and scents around her, she realizes there is something she can 
do to make it all even better. The Brazilian duo of author Pastro 
and illustrator Coroa bring to life the street Carnaval of Olinda, 
a city in the northeast of Brazil, with a story that celebrates 
one of the country’s most important and beloved holidays with 
humor, truth, and heart. The picture book showcases Carnaval 
as a heartwarming multigenerational celebration and is pep-
pered with easy-to-contextualize Portuguese words (a glossary 
is provided at the end). The illustrations are suitably celebra-
tory, with bright colors and detailed and festive backgrounds as 
well as a plethora of characters who represent the diversity of 
the Brazilian people. Clara and her family have light-brown skin.

Joyous multigenerational fun. (Picture book. 5-8)

THAT’S NOT NORMAL!
Pavón, Mar
Illus. by Laure du Fäy
Trans. by Martin Hyams
nubeOCHO (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Nov. 8, 2021
978-84-18133-23-7  

Sometimes our differences prove to 
be our greatest strengths.

Elephant has an unusually long nose—even for an elephant. 
Rather than letting it slow him down, he uses it for all sorts of 
fun and practical applications on the savanna. Elephant uses his 
lengthy trunk to rock Little Antelope to sleep and to help Old 
Monkey climb trees. The refrain “That’s not normal!” follows each 
example of Elephant using his trunk in an unexpected way, each 
depicted by du Faÿ with winning whimsy. Most of the animals are 
thankful for Elephant’s odd but helpful nose. The only animal 
around that doesn’t seem amused by Elephant’s stretched-out 
snout is grouchy busybody Hippopotamus. He’s so preoccupied 
with criticizing Elephant that he doesn’t notice when Baby Hippo 
is in imminent danger. Elephant and his nose step in to save the 
day despite Hippopotamus’ harassment. A chastened Hippo 
apologizes and vows to change his judgmental ways—a neat and 
tidy ending that readers can aspire to even if they don’t witness it 
often in real life. This solid English translation of the Spanish ¡Eso 
no es normal! (published in Spain in 2015) preserves the charm of the 
original. Repeated phrases and eye-catching illustrations give the 
story great read-aloud and read-together potential. 

A fable that reminds readers that “normal” isn’t always bet-
ter. (Picture book. 3-7) 

FRANZ-FERDINAND THE 
DANCING WALRUS
Pfister, Marcus
Trans. by David Henry Wilson
NorthSouth (32 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-0-7358-4469-8  

An old, movement-averse walrus disrupts the status quo 
when he decides to learn ballet.

From the creator of The Rainbow Fish comes an underwhelm-
ing parable about the value of hard work in the face of closed-
mindedness and tradition, set against a backdrop of ongoing 
environmental crises. Franz-Ferdinand, who at 42 has already 
surpassed the average walrus life span, lives on the east coast of 
Greenland, where he surreptitiously observes the rehearsals of 
Madame Flamenco’s troupe of flamingo ballet dancers (they have 
been displaced by climate change). After practicing in secret, the 
head bull walrus requests an audition. No one expects Franz-
Ferdinand to succeed at ballet, a fact underscored by a question-
able subplot in which he, in need of a “suitable piece of clothing” 
that isn’t “too feminine,” constructs a tutu out of literal ocean 
trash that fits his “big fat tummy.” Yet, despite this equation of 
his large body with garbage, his performance is so impressive 
and his speech so surprisingly “cultured” that Madame Flamenco 
falls “madly in love” with her new student, leading to the creation 
of a walrus ballet company. While the stylized illustrations suc-
cessfully convey the anthropomorphized animals’ emotions via 
expressive faces and body language, they omit any visual evidence 
of walruses’ practicing (as opposed to performing) ballet, which 
contradicts the book’s heavy-handed message of perseverance. 
The lengthy text impedes the narrative, while its playful tone 
downplays human complicity in climate change and ocean trash 
and elides any context or resources for the environmental and 
social issues it vaguely references.

Disappointingly shallow. (author’s note) (Picture book. 4-8)

DETECTIVE MOLE
Pintonato, Camilla
Trans. by Debbie Bibo
Harper/HarperCollins (48 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-06-305178-2  

Oscar the mole has a secret ambi-
tion—to become a detective.

Oscar is a chef; but he reads myster-
ies and thrillers, and he has “a nose that 
knows” (he’s sniffed out the secret ingre-

dient in Aunt Mole’s stink bug stew: earthworm). With his “eye 
for details” (questionable) and his deerstalker hat and trench 
coat, he knows he would make an excellent gumshoe. He just 
needs a case. When Grandpa Squirrel goes missing, Oscar is 
ready for action. He sketches a detailed (if, um, imprecise) pic-
ture of the subject and questions the forest dwellers. Then he 
investigates the crime scene and interrogates known criminals 

“Repeated phrases and eye-catching illustrations give the 
story great read-aloud and read-together potential.” 

that’s not normal!
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like the magpie. He knows not to fall for false leads. He gathers 
his evidence and tries to connect it. A walk to the lake might 
clear his mind…or put him where he needs to be to learn the 
most important quality of a true detective: being in the right 
place at the right time. Deftly translated from the Italian by 
Bibo, Pintonato’s charming tale of a bumbling, want-to-be 
woodland detective is told in a mix of narration and speech bub-
bles. The sly cartoon illustrations of clothed creatures, created 
in Photoshop, provide much of the humor. Budding detectives 
will solve the case long before Oscar and catch the many crimes 
he misses. (This book was reviewed digitally.)

The (ample) fun is in the details. (Picture book. 4-7)

THE STRANGEST THING 
IN THE SEA 
And Other Curious 
Creatures of the Deep
Poliquin, Rachel
Illus. by Byron Eggenschwiler
Kids Can (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-77138-918-1  

Of all the curious creatures in the sea, 
what is the strangest of them all? 

Poliquin presents profiles of a dozen surprising ocean dwell-
ers that are not quite what they seem. The book is formatted 
as a guessing game. A spread pictures and describes a fantastic 
being; foldouts reveal the actual answers along with a paragraph 
of information and some fast facts. There’s a “tiptoeing rock,” 
a “land of candy balls,” a floating angel, and a pugnacious rain-
bow. Often the imagined beings are rather spooky; the writer 
conjures up witches and goblins, a pile of skulls, and even extra-
terrestrials. In first-person text, the imagined being introduces 
itself in four or five lines set in a relatively large font; inside 
the foldouts the exposition and facts are more complex, for 
those who want more information. The curious creatures are 
revealed to be ocean sunfish, goblin shark, hairy frogfish, yeti 
crabs, feather star, giant siphonophore, vampire squid, pygmy 
seahorse, largetooth sawfish, giant larvacean, peacock mantis 
shrimp, and barreleye fish—interesting, unusual choices. And 
yes, there’s a final creature who needs artificial aids to explore 
the watery world. A last foldout, turned sideways, reveals which 
creatures live at which levels of the sea. Eggenschwiler’s inge-
nious illustrations morph from fanciful to surprisingly realistic, 
adding exactly the humor needed to carry this off. 

This engaging presentation invites readers to dive in. (glos-
sary) (Informational picture book. 7-12)

A SKY-BLUE BENCH 
Rahman, Bahram
Illus. by Peggy Collins
Pajama Press (32 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Nov. 30, 2021
978-1-77278-222-6  

An Afghan girl resourcefully finds a 
way to accommodate her new prosthesis. 

After losing her leg in an accident, Aria is finally ready to 
return to school with her new “helper-leg.” But all the school 
benches have been used for firewood, requiring students to sit 
on the floor—which hurts Aria’s leg terribly. In a montage of 
awkward positions, Aria attempts to alleviate her discomfort 
to no avail. Despite the other girls’ skepticism, Aria resolves 
to build her own bench, insisting she “can do anything a boy 
can.” When she consults kind carpenter Kaka Najar for help, 
he gives her tools and a can of sky-blue paint—the color of 

“courage, peace and…wisdom.” With help from her mother, her 
little brother, and a friend, Aria proudly builds a bench and 
assures inspired classmates, “We can build everything we need, 
together!” Gently but poignantly, Collins’ richly hued, cartoon-
style illustrations convey Aria’s discomfort, determination, and 
joy; family members’ and friends’ warm eyes and sympathetic 
faces are reassuring. Background characters bustle in a rainbow 
of jewel-toned clothing, their faces bearing a variety of expres-
sions. Though Aria’s accident is unspecified in the simple pri-
mary text, an author’s note reveals that Aria’s story, partially 
based on Rahman’s childhood during Afghanistan’s civil war, 
honors Afghan children whose lives were changed forever by 
unexploded ordnance. Most characters’ complexions, including 
Aria’s, are varying shades of brown.

A timely, eye-opening portrait of resilience, community, 
and hope. (glossary) (Picture book. 4-8)

NO HUMANS ALLOWED!
Roux, Madeleine
Illus. by Tim Probert
Harper/HarperCollins (208 pp.) 
$12.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-06-303912-4 
Series: Dungeons & Dragons: Dungeon 
Academy, 1 

A series opener about students at 
the school that trains monsters for Dun-
geons & Dragons. 

Even though the monsters of Dungeon Academy are penal-
ized for acts of niceness, Zelli still stands up for bullied beings. 
That’s not the biggest way she doesn’t fit in, though: The horns 
and tail she wears are fake; she’s secretly a human who was 
adopted by her minotaur mothers (one a Dungeon Academy 
teacher). When Zelli notices that the illustration of heroic 
adventurer Allidora Steelstrike is the spitting image of Zelli 
herself, she realizes she’s actually the daughter of the dungeon 
dwellers’ mortal enemies. When a group of top students goes 
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missing at a nearby village where a Steelstrike’s been spotted, 
Zelli decides to take a chance to find the students—and her 
birth family. Accompanying her are fellow misfits: a thoughtful 
vegetarian owlbear named Hugo; Bauble, a book-smart mimic 
who prefers taking a book form to fighting; and enthusiastic 
kobold Snabla, who wishes he were scarier than he is. The mon-
strous party works together to discover the fate of the students 
and to find Zelli’s birth mother. The themes of belonging and 
purpose are spelled out, but in the setting it works. There’s 
enough humor that even those new to tabletop gaming will find 
plenty to chuckle at. Humans Zelli and Allidora have black curls 
and dark skin; Bauble uses they/them pronouns. Final illustra-
tions not seen.

Readers will clamor for the party’s next dice-y adventure. 
(Fantasy. 8-12)

REDLOCKS AND THE 
THREE BEARS
Rueda, Claudia
Chronicle Books (52 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-4521-7031-2  

Three bears host an unexpected visi-
tor with surprising results.

“Mama was serving porridge,” recounts the youngest of the 
three bears about the arrival of a stranger at the door. The small 
but stout figure, covered head to knees in a bright red hoodie, 
is “Little Red from the book next door.” Little Red explains 
that there’s a wolf, “and he wants to eat me.” Though Papa 
and Mama are dubious about letting her stay (“Not sure that’s 
how the story goes,” they muse), Little Red consumes a bowl 
of porridge, recounts her tale, and spends the night. But when 
the wolf shows up, all four flee to a different neighboring book, 
where three pigs look alarmed. Poor Wolf. It’s not a choice role, 
being the Big Bad Wolf, and tears ensue. The empathetic narra-
tor produces a few bowls of just-right porridge (recipe included) 
to soothe Wolf ’s feelings. Rueda’s bears are large, light-brown 
furred, and rounded with bemused expressions. Little Red 
has white skin, and the wolf has light-brown fur and a friendly, 
canine look. Rueda’s punchy, economical narrative and the clear 
typeface put this within reach of new readers. The gentle twist 
and metafictive conceit will serve as a conversation starter and 
may inspire other sendups and blendings of nursery plotlines 
and characters. (This book was reviewed digitally.)

An amusing and lighthearted introduction to metafiction. 
(Picture book. 3-7)

ORCA RESCUE! 
The True Story of an 
Orphaned Orca Named 
Springer
Sandstrom, Donna
Illus. by Sarah Burwash
Kids Can (144 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-5253-0117-9  

Orca activist Sandstrom details the 
2002 rescue of an orphaned juvenile separated from her north-
ern resident pod in British Columbia.

After she’s sighted in Washington’s Puget Sound, regional 
experts work at identification. Orcas live in tightly bonded pods; 
individuals’ unique dorsal fin shapes, saddle patches, and calls 
are well documented by researchers. A hydrophone records this 
orca’s call, keying it to the A4 pod. Photos corroborate her iden-
tity as Springer, born in 2000. She and her mother had failed 
to return to Johnstone Strait with their pod in 2001. Springer’s 
reappearance sets off an extraordinary rescue and pod reunion 
involving citizen and professional scientists, nonprofits, U.S. 
and Canadian governmental agencies, and First Nations and 
Native American tribal members. Sandstrom is key in organiz-
ing financial and in-kind support for the complex rescue, helping 
to build the Orphan Orca Fund, a coalition of seven nonprofits. 
Combining eyewitness experiences with solid research, her nar-
rative delivers a clear, month-by-month account of Springer’s 
rescue, imparting an exciting immediacy. Burwash’s appealing 
illustrations provide valuable detail. Between first sighting and 
ultimate reunion, Springer is assessed, monitored, weighed, 
dewormed, and twice transported to holding net pens. Fasci-
natingly quickly, experts detect A4 pod’s calls—and Springer’s 
response. Within 24 hours of Springer’s Canadian homecoming, 
A4 pod arrives, and Springer is released. Sandstrom recounts 
subsequent reunions—human and cetacean—and the marvel-
ous news of Springer’s two calves. Cogent topical interludes 
provide historical and scientific background.

Impressive. (maps, matriline, human-made threats, pho-
tos, how to help, glossary, bibliography, websites, team partici-
pants, author’s note) (Nonfiction. 6-12)

INSIDE IN 
X-Rays of Nature’s 
Hidden World
Schutten, Jan Paul
Trans. by Laura Watkinson
Photos by Arie van ’t Riet
Greystone Kids (136 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-77164-679-6  

What can you see by looking inside an animal?
This unusual title combines X-ray photographs of once-liv-

ing animals with a chatty, relatively lengthy accompanying nar-
rative about the subject and what can be seen. These images 
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are the attraction. Photographer van ’t Riet, a former medi-
cal physicist, has posed his subjects carefully, often among 
leaves and flowers that have touches of color. In traditional 
X-rays, solid parts show up white; here, most images have been 
reversed so that the animal and its innards appear in grayscale 
on a white page. The occasional use of original images on 
black backgrounds provides variety. Introductory sections 
describe how the images were made and what an X-ray pho-
tograph actually is. Since it’s not easy to obtain dead animals 
for this purpose, what’s presented clearly reflects availability, 
but the emphasis is not on learning about these creatures but 
on marveling at the intricacies of their insides—how similar 
they are and how different. There are six sections: arthropods 
and mollusks, fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. 
In general, each of the 50 animals gets a spread. A conclusion 
describes the discovery of X-rays. Originally published in the 
Netherlands in 2017, the text has been ably translated from 
the original Dutch by Watkinson, and there is an unusually 
detailed index that includes the questions that have been 
answered for each animal.

For readers and browsers, another way to encourage a 
sense of wonder. (Nonfiction. 8-15)

MARGARET CHASE SMITH
Shamir, Ruby
Illus. by Gillian Flint
Philomel (80 pp.) 
$14.99  |  $5.99 paper  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-0-593-11589-3
978-0-593-11590-9 paper 
Series: She Persisted 

One of the least-known members of 
the original She Persisted pantheon gets 
her due.

Margaret Chase was born in the mostly White mill town 
of Skowhegan, Maine, in 1897. From girlhood, she was a hard 
worker, first in the home (she was the oldest of six) and then 
in the community. A job as a telephone operator cultivated 
what would much later be called networking skills, and thanks 
to her work ethic and confident independence, she became a 
leader among professional women both local and statewide and 
won election to the town council twice. In 1930, she married 
local politician Clyde Smith, masterfully running his successful 
campaign for Congress. When he died, she ran for—and won—
his seat, serving in Congress for several terms before winning 
election to the Senate. It was there, as a freshman Republican 
senator, that she faced down Joseph McCarthy and his enablers 
with her “Declaration of Conscience” speech. Though Shamir 
neglects to name the speech, she provides a cogent, age-appro-
priate summary of McCarthyism as well as giving her young 
readers an excellent overview of U.S. electoral politics and the 
structure of the federal government. She also makes clear the 
unique challenges that Smith faced as a woman in mostly male 
spaces throughout her career, up to her 1964 run for the Repub-
lican nomination for president. 

Gives readers excellent reasons to remember this pio-
neering woman politician. (suggested activities, bibliography) 
(Biography. 6-9)

DUCKLING
Shamsie, Kamila
Illus. by Laura Barrett
Haymarket Books (32 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-64259-575-8 
Series: Fairytale Revolution 

This magical fable of courage and dif-
ference continues after Hans Christian 
Andersen’s original tale leaves off. 

Once upon a time, a mother duck discovers an unusual egg 
in her nest that hatches a very different sort of duckling. Gray 
and different, the “raincloud-duckling” is rejected by all the ani-
mals on the farm, including her mother. Her life is a landscape 
of both cruelty and kindness: Mocked by strangers, besieged 
by hunters and their dogs, greeted by friends (who are then 
lost), and rescued from the ice, she wanders in the wilderness 
alone before finally realizing that she, too is a thing of beauty. 
However, while the original fairy tale ends there, this one con-
tinues with a final twist as the raincloud-duckling—now the 

“raincloud-snow-white-duckling-swan”—grapples with ideas of 
trust, love, friendship, kindness, and belonging. At long last she 
emerges not a misfit, but rather a hero and adventurer, deciding 
that it is better to “risk cruelty if it also means taking a chance 
on kindness.” The silhouette-style art fills the margins of the 
story, occasionally expanding to emphasize important moments 
in the narrative. This story asks young readers to think about 
complexity—both of belonging and of how unkindness and for-
giveness are possible. 

“Who’s coming with me?” asks the brave duckling. Readers 
will. (Picture book. 8-14)

THE GOLDILOCKS ZONE
Real Facts About Outer 
Space
Sheneman, Drew
Harper/HarperCollins (48 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Nov. 23, 2021
978-0-06-297236-1  

Goldilocks herself (along with Baby Bear) takes a solar sys-
tem tour to discover why Earth is just right for life (as we know it).

Astronomers use the term Goldilocks Zone to describe the 
general distance from any sun that would not be too hot nor 
cold—and if Sheneman neglects to mention that nearly all stars 
besides our own have one or, for that matter, the possibility that 
life could exist on certain moons too, still he makes a good case 
for cherishing our one certain home. Guided by a disheveled-
looking White gent in a lab coat and clad in bubble-helmeted 
spacesuits, the blond, White young burglar and her ursine 

“Asks young readers to think about complexity.”
duckling
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counterpart, cracking wise as they go, hop from one inhospi-
table planet to the next (“If you tried to stand on the surface 
of Saturn, you’d sink into a toxic soup of gas and ice until the 
pressure popped you like a grape”). As they travel, they gather 
important planetary facts (“Wait…ammonia, methane…Nep-
tune is made of fart gas!”) to digest along with still-warm bowls 
of porridge when they arrive back on Earth. Paired with broader 
approaches to understanding our place in the universe, like Tom 
Sullivan’s Out There (2019), this lively excursion will leave audi-
ences stirred by what lies around them as well as what awaits up 
in the skies. (This book was reviewed digitally.)

A cogent and comical reminder to those with stars in their 
eyes that there are also wonders closer to home. (Informational 
picture book. 6-8)

RUBE GOLDBERG AND HIS 
AMAZING MACHINES
Snider, Brandon T.
Illus. by Ed Steckley
Amulet/Abrams (240 pp.) 
$13.99  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-4197-5004-5  

Middle schooler Rube Goldberg’s 
obsession with building machines lands 
him in the midst of a best friend crisis, a 
school haunting, and a town mystery.

Though Rube shares the name of the famous American 
inventor, in this fictional story he is a regular 21st-century 
sixth grader. When Beechwood Middle School’s Principal Kim 
announces the Contraption Convention, Rube sees his shot at 
earning real recognition for his passion. His best friends, Boob 
and Pearl, get pushed to the side as Rube becomes focused both 
on his creation and his new friend, Zach. Ultimately, Rube has 
to come to terms with tensions arising from his affectionate 
but frequently absent father, his tattered friendships, and the 
lingering impact of the death of his mother. Snider accurately 
conveys feelings of change and growth at a time when tweens 
are truly still children. Though the story includes a spooky doll, 
ghost slime, and a neighborhood house that is rumored to be 
haunted, those elements feel like afterthoughts with weak con-
nections to the central plotline and little thrill factor. Steckley’s 
black-and-white illustrations evoke the cluttered, mad-scientist 
feel of Rube’s workspace, even if some don’t always match the 
text’s descriptions. Illustrations cue Pearl as Black and most 
other main characters as White.

Moving parts and missing pieces don’t make for a success-
ful machine. (Mystery. 8-12)

THE IMPOSSIBLE MOUNTAIN
Soman, David
Little, Brown (48 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-316-42774-6  

A classic hero’s-journey tale of perse-
verance and determination.

Anna and her younger brother, Finn, 
live in a medieval-looking village surrounded by a circular stone 
wall, which, they are told, keeps them safe from the “scary, 
unknown world.” Both are illustrated as White. But Anna (who 
has purple hair—a visual heads up to her nonconformity) wants 
more from life. She and Finn scale the wall and see not only 
the whole of their village spread out below, but, when turning 
around, a huge, majestic mountain. Anna determines to climb it 
and tells Finn he is coming too. The children are discouraged by 
the townspeople, but despite tales of a rushing river, a terrible 
bear, and steep cliffs, the children go anyway. The children face 
their obstacles with perseverance and courage, finding a way 
across the river, befriending the bear, and outwitting wolves, 
among other challenges, and eventually reach their goal. This 
metaphorical story is comfortably obvious in its delivery and 
intention—although a nudge of encouragement to persevere 
may be just what readers need these days. The illustrations 
depict the majesty of forest and mountains with assurance and 
are especially successful in their atmospheric infusion of light 
and shadow. A few townspeople are illustrated with brown skin; 
most are illustrated as White. (This book was reviewed digitally.)

A comfortable quest ably illustrated. (Picture book. 4-8)

DOUBLE CLIQUE
Staniszewski, Anna
Scholastic (240 pp.) 
$6.99 paper  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-338-68029-4 
Series: Wish 

This stand-alone follow-up to Clique 
Here (2021) has a tween girl wondering 
whether there is a formula for friendship.

After spending last fall trying on 
a new persona, LB is now focusing on 

being herself and mending trusted friendships. That includes, 
of course, her best and longest friendship with Kat. Their con-
nection has been off ever since the debacle of LB’s popularity 
experiment. LB knows that friendships evolve, but perhaps 
creating her very own Friendship Formula can heal their rift? A 
full cast of schoolmates adds drama and complications to this 
fast-paced middle school story. Among them are the school sci-
ence club students who were involved in LB’s disastrous popu-
larity experiment and Parker Tanaka, her soccer friend/crush. 
Courtenay, LB’s former tormentor, returns as well, suspiciously 
reformed and friendly. Tween readers will recognize all the 
emotional growing pains, especially the feelings of uncertainty 
in friendship dynamics. As Kat and LB make new friends who 
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enthusiastically share their respective interests, they are pulled 
in diverging directions, and LB worries about the compatibility 
and viability of their long-standing friendship. The first-person 
narration follows LB’s growth as she makes miscalculations and 
errors in judgment. While the central storyline focuses primar-
ily on school, Staniszewski strikes a nice balance with LB’s fam-
ily life too. Most characters read as White.

A feeling-filled novel that underscores changes in friend-
ships and in oneself. (Fiction. 9-12)

BEN YOKOYAMA AND THE 
COOKIE OF PERFECTION
Swanson, Matthew
Illus. by Robbi Behr
Knopf (336 pp.) 
$12.99  |  $15.99 PLB  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-593-30277-4
978-0-593-12690-5 PLB 
Series: Cookie Chronicles, 3 

A fortune cookie sets Ben on the 
road to perfection.

One morning, after Ben Yokoyama’s mom burns the pan-
cakes, his dad ruins Ben’s jersey while doing the laundry, and his 
best friend, Janet, is late, he is overwhelmed with frustration 
and anger. So, when his fortune cookie says “practice makes per-
fect,” Ben decides that everyone in his life, including himself, 
just needs more practice to get to perfection. An opportunity 
arises when Ben makes friends with Darby, the new kid who 
has a secret, extraordinarily accomplished alter ego, Darbino. 
Darbino gives Ben lessons in being perfect, and at first, Ben is 
overjoyed. But reaching perfection proves more difficult than 
he imagined, especially when it seems he has to give up baseball, 
something he loves—even if he can’t do it perfectly. And when 
Ben’s pursuit for perfection ends in deceit and near disaster, 
he realizes that maybe being perfect isn’t really all that great. 
This third installment of the Cookie Chronicles is just as hilari-
ous and entertaining as its predecessors. Silly black-and-white 
illustrations and dramatic analogies fill the pages. Japanese and 
White Ben tackles challenges like accepting your imperfections, 
living up to expectations, trying your best, and repairing bro-
ken relationships. The Japanese concept of kintsugi—the art of 
repairing broken pottery with gold seams—is woven into the 
story.

Another delightful, sidesplitting chronicle. (pancake tuto-
rial) (Humor. 8-12)

STUCK
Swender, Jennifer
Crown (144 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $19.99 PLB  |  Nov. 9, 2021
978-1-101-93294-0
978-1-101-93295-7 PLB  

Moving and changing schools fre-
quently has allowed fourth grader Austin 
to conceal his inability to read—and pre-
vented him from getting help.

Austin’s a large kid (repeating second 
grade didn’t help): shy, socially awkward, but quietly observant. 
Changing schools isn’t easy, but he’s learned what to expect, 
what’s expected of him, and how to handle it. Initially unre-
sponsive when Bertie—a small, friendly classmate—appoints 
herself his guide, he slowly warms to her and the school while 
hiding his inability to decode letters that wave and wobble 
across the page. His ingenious workarounds include querying 
the “phone lady” (digital assistant) on his mom’s old phone, who 
answers questions and gives him a link to the audiobook he’s 
supposed to read. At school Austin’s especially impressed by the 
Safety Squad, a select cadre of fifth graders. Bertie encourages 
him to join. But how can he complete the application without 
disclosing his disability? While self-contained Austin projects 
the stoic resignation of children who’ve learned not to depend 
on adults, his troubled mom never comes into focus; how she 
supports them and why they move so frequently go unex-
plained. The parameters of Austin’s disability (or disabilities) 
are unclear. If his backstory is frustratingly thin, however, Aus-
tin himself is a fully realized character whose predicament, true 
and false assumptions, and choices ring true from beginning to 
end. Characters mostly present White; naming conventions 
suggest a diverse classroom.

Compellingly conveys the experience of living with an 
invisible, stigmatized disability. (Fiction. 8-12)

MEMENTO MONSTRUM
Till, Jochen
Illus. by Wiebke Rauers
Trans. by Rachel Ward
Arctis Books (200 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-64690-010-7  

Dracula regales his grandchildren 
with tales from his youth.

At the ripe old age of 589, the famed Count Vlad Dracula 
has survived wars, natural disasters, and even his archnemesis 
Van Helsing’s many assassination attempts. But when Vlad’s 
wife and daughter go off for a “spa break” in Paris, the elder 
vampire is left with his most challenging task yet: two days of 
babysitting his three grandchildren. As the two youngest vam-
pire children play in the library, they come across photos from 
Vlad’s past. Begging to learn the stories behind the photos, the 
children hear about some larger-than-life characters: Yeti, who 

“Another delightful, sidesplitting chronicle.”
ben yokoyama and the cookie of perfection
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aspires to be a prima ballerina; a pet fish that grows to become 
an Olympic swimmer; an invisible secret agent; and a were-
wolf drummer who was almost a member of The Beatles (this 
is pre-Ringo). This German import offers a fresh, fractured-
fairy-tale–esque take on Dracula lore with some stereotype-
defying surprises. Vlad’s first-person narration easily switches 
between past and present, with recollections differentiated by 
red type. Though entertaining, the book veers toward formula 
with the children’s constant interruptions and Van Helsing’s 
many appearances throughout. Rauers’ inviting full-color illus-
trations feature cartoon vampires that are more batlike than 
human. Vlad’s red eyes and dribble of blood, along with moody 
colors, add just the right touch of creepiness. 

Giggles more likely than shivers in this over-the-top tale. 
(Fiction. 8-12)

XO, EXOPLANET
Underwood, Deborah
Illus. by Jorge Lacera
Little, Brown (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-7595-5743-7  

What’s the difference between a 
planet and an exoplanet? Depends on 
your point of view.

Lacera kits Mercury out with a 
winged helmet, Neptune with a pool toy, and the other major 
planets (plus Pluto, for, the author admits, sentimental reasons) 
with like regalia, plus faces, adding jocular notes to this plane-
tary parable on proper perspective. The action begins when the 
planets spot a new one orbiting another sun and send it a wel-
coming letter. Alas, hardly has this developed into a regular cor-
respondence than a sharp difference of opinion arises—both 
sides insisting that no, they’re not the exoplanets, or, as Mars 
puts it: “Exoplanet SCHMECKSOPLANET! We’re planets!” A 
passing comet breaks the stalemate by pointing out that Earth 
looks like a big planet to Mercury but a small one to Jupiter and 
that Mars is hot compared to Uranus but cold next to Venus, 
causing the planets to realize that “It all depends on how you 
look at things.” One apologetic letter later, interstellar amity is 
restored. Underwood doesn’t make the underlying point about 
the value of tolerating differences here on Earth explicit, but 
even younger audiences should get the memo…when they are 
not giggling at the sight of the planets playing poker while they 
wait or Jupiter’s many smiling moons—or, more soberly, taking 
in the prodigious amount of space trash floating about. (This 
book was reviewed digitally.) 

A rollicking reminder to reserve judgment before traveling 
in another’s orbit. (Picture book. 6-8)

WILD
Usher, Sam
Templar/Candlewick (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Dec. 14, 2021
978-1-5362-2000-1  

When the narrator and Granddad 
catsit for the day, things get a little wild. 

In this companion title to Free (2021), 
the unnamed narrator (who presents 
White) is excited for “taking-care-of-

the-cat day” with Granddad (who also appears White). The 
child excitedly plans to “play with her, feed her, and cuddle 
her!” Alas, these plans evaporate because, as Granddad explains, 

“You can’t make a cat do anything it doesn’t want to do.” When 
they try to cuddle the contrary cat by the fire, she dashes away 
and escapes out the window. At this point, the story shifts 
away from (potentially dire) reality as Granddad and grand-
child pursue the fleeing feline and end up in a fantastic jungle. 
They dance with a bevy of animals at “a wild party” complete 
with a lion and other cats playing instruments—including, of 
course, a fiddle. The bipedal lions, tigers, and bear in one scene 
never seem threatening, though a tiger on the cover might lead 
readers to think it poses a threat in the story. The illustrations 
strike a balance between cheerily daft (two tigers wearing silly 
hats boogie happily) and sublime (the narrator swings on a vine 
past glistening, foaming waterfalls). As in Usher’s other picture 
books, this one has a generous trim size to invite shared reading, 
and the watercolor-and-ink illustrations seem to channel Quen-
tin Blake’s style. (And the cat is fine.)

Wild, yes, but a gentle read, too. (Picture book. 3-6)

DINOS ARE A GIRL’S 
BEST FRIEND!
Vaughters, Hayley
Illus. by Dean Gray
Flowerpot Press (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-4867-1824-5  

A lineup of various girls and their 
favorite dinosaurs. 

In bright double-page spreads, racially 
diverse girls and smiling, rainbow-hued dinosaurs play in a jungle 
as simple text explains why each girl likes her dino “best friend.” 
Some pairings reflect a girl’s appearance. Stella, sporting a spiky 
hairdo, a prosthetic leg, and a stegosaurus-shaped backpack, 
likes Stegosaurus for its spikes; long-haired Brianna likes Brachio-
saurus for its “long, curved” neck. Others reflect hobbies. Stilt-
walking Tyra likes tall Tyrannosaurus rex, with whom she picks 
coconuts. Crafty, wheelchair-using Theresa snips dino- and 
person-shaped garlands with Therizinosaurus, who boasts “scis-
sor-like claws.” As each dinosaur is introduced, a highlighted 
pronunciation follows in parentheses; however, the thin black 
text is occasionally hard to read against darker colors. The final 
spread proclaims, “Dinos are a girl’s best friend!” and reveals the 
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girls to be playing with toy dinosaurs in a park. On the following 
page, the girls share interesting facts about their dino friends 
in speech-balloon dialogue. Stegosaurus “had a brain that was 
about the size of a hot dog”; Triceratops had “a beak like a par-
rot.” Though they occasionally feel somewhat forced, the allit-
erative pairings may aid in remembering the dinosaurs’ names, 
and Priya’s Pterodactyl pal introduces silent letters. Depicting 
energetic girls whose interests include aviation, dancing, and 
football, Gray’s cartoon illustrations reinforce that girls can fol-
low a wide variety of passions. 

A cheery, diverse introduction to dinosaurs for young read-
ers. (Picture book. 4-6)

PLAYING WITH LANTERNS
Wang Yage
Illus. by Zhu Chengliang
Trans. by Helen Wang
Amazon Crossing Kids (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-5420-2984-1  

A colorful wintry tale ushers in Chinese New Year over two 
weeks.

In this picture book, the narrator recounts with nostalgia an 
observance of the traditional New Year in rural northern China. 
The snow-covered village bustles with activity as folks venture 
out to greet relatives and friends. “On the third day, uncles 
started giving LANTERNS” refers to an old custom in provin-
cial Shaanxi—especially among maternal uncles. Palpable and 
immediate are Zhao Di’s eager anticipation and the care with 
which she “walk[s] through the snow with her lantern in case 
she slipped or the candle blew out in the wind.” Simple yet vivid 
close-ups depict Zhao Di and her friends, bundled head to toe 
and comparing lantern designs—accordion, watermelon, etc.—
while braving the cold and a bunch of rowdy boys. All too soon, 
the 15th day arrives, signaling the end of the New Year celebra-
tions. In a pivotal spread that shows Zhao Di sitting with her 
dog and chickens, readers are granted an interior view of the 
architecture and layout of a rustic farmhouse. In addition, the 
villagers’ various clothing styles, headdresses, and skin tones 
suggest the region’s diverse ethnicities and socio-economic 
landscapes. As the story concludes with the obligatory smash-
ing and burning of the lanterns, Zhao Di comforts herself with 
the hopeful thought of lighting new lanterns next year.

A charming illustration of childhood memories during the 
holiday season. (author’s note) (Picture book. 5-8)

OPRAH WINFREY 
Watson, Renée
Illus. by Gillian Flint
Philomel (80 pp.) 
$14.99  |  $5.99 paper  |  Dec. 21, 2021
978-0-593-11598-5
978-0-593-11599-2 paper 
Series: She Persisted 

In this series of chapter-book biogra-
phies, the common theme is persistence, 
and that word certainly applies to Oprah 

Winfrey. 
Born to a single mother in Kosciusko, Mississippi, during 

the Jim Crow era, Oprah was raised by her grandparents on 
their farm. Once she started school, it was obvious she was 
bright. However, Oprah’s life was unsettled, as she moved to 
Wisconsin to join her mother, then two years later to Tennessee 
to live with her father. Her father was strict about school and 
church attendance, two areas that gave Oprah opportunities 
to excel. Her love of reading was noticed, and she was recom-
mended for the Upward Bound program and a rigorous high 
school. Nevertheless, she struggled with her behavior. During 
those tumultuous years, Oprah discovered the writings of poet 
Maya Angelou, and they helped her settle in to schoolwork and 
speech tournaments. That led to her getting an after-school 
job at a radio station, then a TV station during college. A move 
to a Baltimore station led to her success in the interview for-
mat and ultimately The Oprah Winfrey Show and international 
fame. This is a lively introduction to the life of a woman who 
beat many odds to become successful. Award-winning author 
Watson describes Oprah’s triumphs as well as her difficulties, 
including sexual abuse, in age-appropriate prose. Young readers 
who know only the accomplished philanthropist will take inspi-
ration from knowing of her beginnings. Flint’s black-and-white 
illustrations enhance the text.

A highly recommended addition to this stellar series. (sug-
gested activities, acknowledgments, references) (Biography. 6-9)

HONEST JUNE
Wells, Tina with Stephanie Smith
Illus. by Brittney Bond
Random House (288 pp.) 
$13.99  |  $16.99 PLB  |  Dec. 28, 2021
978-0-593-37829-8
978-0-593-37830-4 PLB  

An 11-year-old people-pleaser gets a 
lesson in the importance of being honest 
and staying true to yourself.

June Jackson is excited about the 
freedom that sixth grade will bring: Sure, she’ll still have to play 
field hockey to make her dad happy and wear outfits she hates 
just to keep the peace with her mom, but at least she can use 
whatever gel pens she wants. June doesn’t mind telling little 
lies and suppressing her own desires so long as this keeps her 

“Young readers will take inspiration from 
knowing of her beginnings.”

oprah winfrey
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looking like the perfect, put-together child in front of her par-
ents and friends. The night of the annual school carnival, June is 
lured into a fun house where she meets Victoria, her fairy god-
mother, who enchants her with a spell that forces her to only tell 
the truth. June quickly tries to scheme her way out of what feels 
like a curse, but half-truths and omissions don’t do the trick. 
Channeling her frustrations through her private blog eventually 
helps June realize that using her voice could help relieve some 
of the overwhelming pressure she feels to excel. This optimistic 
first-person narrative may resonate with readers who struggle 
with perfectionism and asserting themselves. The brisk pace 
helps the aimless plot move along, but the story feels cut short 
by the abrupt ending. Charming illustrations throughout bring 
the predominantly Black cast to life.

A novel with a valuable message about being true to your-
self. (Fiction. 8-12)

LOVE, VIOLET 
Wild, Charlotte Sullivan
Illus. by Charlene Chua
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-374-31372-2  

Violet only has eyes for one other 
child in her class: Mira. 

Violet longs to spend her days dreaming and adventur-
ing with Mira. But whenever Mira comes close, Violet panics 
and is unable to speak. In the winter, Violet gets an idea: If 
she can’t express her feelings in words, maybe she can express 
them through art. She decides to make Mira an extra-special 
valentine, covering it with glitter and signing it, “Love, Violet.” 
On Valentine’s Day, she tucks the paper heart under her lucky 
cowboy hat and plucks up her courage. But no amount of prepa-
ration or lucky charms can protect Violet from what happens 
next. After bumping into Mira, Violet trips and falls, and the 
whole class laughs at her. At recess, her hat flies away, leaving 
the valentine she made soaked with snow. It takes all Violet’s 
courage and resilience to pick herself up, dust herself off, and 
express her feelings—but when she does, the results are more 
wonderful than her wildest dreams. The book’s text is action-
packed and heartfelt, capturing the juddering rhythms of Vio-
let’s nervousness, and the watercolor illustrations are suffused 
with emotion, detail, and movement. The gentle, child-friendly 
romance at the heart of the story is a perfect celebration of 
courage and queerness, and earnest, awkward Violet is a pro-
tagonist every reader will root for. Violet presents White, and 
Mira has brown skin.

A sweetly empathetic, child-friendly girl-girl romance. 
(Picture book. 3-6)

IDA B. WELLS
A Graphic Novel
Williams, Anastasia Magloire
Illus. by Alleanna Harris
Sunbird Books (48 pp.) 
$10.99  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-5037-6008-0 
Series: It’s Her Story 

Readers meet the brave journalist 
and activist who wasn’t afraid to use her 
voice to fight for herself or others.

In this fictional graphic memoir, Williams chronicles Wells’ 
birth, childhood experiences, early adulthood in Memphis, and 
subsequent life in Chicago, allowing her subject to speak in 
the first person. In Memphis, Wells is forced from a train after 
refusing to leave the first-class seat that she paid for, three of 
her friends are lynched for owning a successful grocery store, 
and the office of her newspaper is bombed. After her departure 
from Memphis, Wells’ story focuses on her activism for both 
civil rights and women’s rights, forthrightly (if briefly) address-
ing resistance she met from White suffragists and Black lead-
ers. Wells’ narration carries readers to her death in 1931. From 
there, her great-granddaughter (and author) Michelle Duster 
takes over the narrative. The switch in perspective is odd but 
not wholly confusing due to Harris’ clear stylings in the com-
ics panels. The book lacks historical notes or bibliography, so 
engaged readers will need to seek more information about the 
subject on their own. The illustrations, while not particularly 
dynamic, use mostly warm, muted shades as they depict their 
subject against varying backdrops; they add much to the read-
ing without detracting from the text. Series companion Dolly 
Parton, by Emily Skwish and illustrated by Lydia Fernández 
Abril, publishes simultaneously.

A sweeping and inspiring young readers’ introduction to Ida 
B. Wells. (Graphic biography. 6-9) (Dolly Parton: 978-1-5037-6007-3)

MY ART, MY WORLD 
Winkler, Rita with Mark Winkler 
& Helen Winkler
Illus. by Rita Winkler
Second Story Press (32 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-77260-214-2  

A woman illustrates her daily life with painting and collage.
Winkler introduces herself to readers by her first name, 

Rita, and a double visual: A painted self-portrait and a photo-
graph of herself holding it. “Do you think it looks like me?” she 
asks. This painting happens to be abstract, but as the narrative 
progresses, Winkler’s artistic styles display a sophisticated level 
of variety. A sun and moon form opposite halves of the same 
sphere; a lake features realistic composition with textured 
brush strokes; a glimmering winter landscape shows hillsides 
with stark trees, soft snowflakes, and a yellow-pink sky. Cut 
paper forms the blocks of a big city with sharp angles and lines. 

“The watercolor illustrations are suffused 
with emotion, detail, and movement.”

love, violet
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Winkler has Down syndrome, unmentioned by the text and art 
but noted on the back cover. Her handwritten words “I’m Rita” 
show up twice; her handwriting also appears in a spirited note 
she leaves by the phone to discourage “pesky telemarketers”: 

“we are not home Leve us olaone Thank You.” Winkler’s humor 
shines through in a speculation that perhaps some fish she sees 
while at her cashier’s job in a coffee house—fish carried by a 
customer in a baggie—might come from the same lake Winkler 
visits and might recognize her from there. For its art enthu-
siasm and stimulating variation of visual style, pair this with 
Angela Johnson and E.B. Lewis’ Lily Brown’s Paintings (2007).

For all art bookshelves. (bio, websites) (Picture book/memoir. 
3-9)

HANSEL AND GRETA 
Winterson, Jeanette
Illus. by Laura Barrett
Haymarket Books (32 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-64259-576-5 
Series: Fairytale Revolution 

“Hansel and Gretel” is reinvented 
for the modern age in this frolicsome 

retelling.
This refreshed take on the Grimms’ familiar story begins 

deep in the woods, like many a fairy tale might, only to diverge 
into a story of unusual resonance for today. Greta—whose name 
is an explicit homage to climate activist Greta Thunberg—lives 
with brother Hansel, their woodcutter father, and the hor-
rifying, goblinlike Aunt GreedyGuts in a hut in the deep dark 
woods. However, the father tires of destroying the forest, and 
he and the children opt instead to make a life that seeks sustain-
ability. Aunt GreedyGuts, whose unquenchable appetites are 
destructive, sets out to destroy not only this new way of life, but 
also the children themselves and the true-heartedness they rep-
resent. The children are banished to the woods as in the original 
tale, but instead of a wicked witch and her dangerous ginger-
bread house, they find a modern-day remedy to unsustainable 
consumption. It is possible that a children’s book about sustain-
ability would be pedantic and moralistic. But instead, this one 
is funny, with clever, subversive, “larger-than-life silliness,” as 
Winterson explains in a concluding note. Fresh dialogue draws 
readers in, and the story’s twists and turns yield discoveries, like 
a wander through the woods. Illustrations present characters 
as black silhouettes, Greta sporting her namesake’s distinctive 
braids.

There are treasures to be found deep in the woods—and in 
this jewel box of a book. (Picture book. 11-14)

TIDESONG
Xu, Wendy
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins 
(240 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-06-295579-1  

A legacy of magic binds two aspiring 
hopefuls from different worlds together.

Inspired in part by East Asian cul-
tures, this graphic novel’s prologue 
reveals that a dragon draws rebuke from 

her family when she leaves the sea to be with her love, a fisher-
man. Now known as the Wu clan, their descendants earn respect 
from the dragons when they combine their collective magic 
and repel a powerful hurricane the dragons sent to destroy the 
kingdom. From then on, the dragons promise to always answer 
the call of the Wu family. In the present day, 12-year-old Sophie 
Wu, an aspiring witch, is determined to perfect her spells for her 
audition to the Royal Magic Academy. She travels to stay with 
her young aunt, Sage, a recent Academy graduate, and her can-
tankerous great-aunt in Dragon Bay Harbor Town to learn from 
them. However, her great-aunt’s incessant negativity about her 
talents—which she hopes to disprove—and her own insecuri-
ties cause Sophie to lose control of a spell. A dragon named Lir 
becomes stuck in human form with no memories of what came 
before. A diplomatic conflict ensues that threatens the peace 
between dragons and humans unless Sophie and Lir are able to 
untangle their intertwined magic. Reminiscent of Kiki’s Deliv-
ery Service, the colorful panels are filled with movement, and the 
manga-style art pops. Characters have skin tones ranging from 
light to mid-brown and hair in varying shades of brown.

A fun, fantastical romp. (author’s note) (Graphic fantasy. 9-12)

A UNICORN NAMED SPARKLE 
AND THE PERFECT VALENTINE
Young, Amy
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-374-31422-4 
Series: A Unicorn Named Sparkle, 2 

On Valentine’s Day, Lucy gets ready 
to make valentines for the friends she 

loves. 
Her unicorn, Sparkle, joins her, but Lucy tells him not to 

worry—after all, as she says, “No one expects a valentine from 
a unicorn.” Even though Sparkle knows Lucy is in charge of val-
entines, he wants to tell Lucy all the reasons that he loves her. 
For example, he loves her “curly black hair” (she also has brown 
skin), her “big laugh,” and the fact that she always makes Spar-
kle feel loved. Sparkle decides to make Lucy a valentine only to 
find that there’s a reason that no one expects valentines from 
unicorns. For one thing, he doesn’t know how to write—or how 
to use scissors. He laboriously cuts out a heart with his horn 
and creates a message with hoofmarks, tasks that turn out to 
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be harder than he thought. Eventually, Sparkle creates a valen-
tine that he’s happy with—that is, until he accompanies Lucy 
to a Valentine’s Day party. When he sees what the other chil-
dren have made, his card for Lucy seems clumsy and inadequate. 
Sparkle feels terrible until he realizes that what really matters 
is how Lucy feels—not only about the valentine Sparkle made, 
but about Sparkle himself. The book’s text is charming and 
understatedly witty, and the illustrations are both humorous 
and sweet. The story’s message of self-acceptance is perfectly 
suited for young readers whose creative visions don’t yet match 
their abilities. 

A sweet and funny Valentine’s Day read. (Picture book. 3-7)

THE BIG BOOK OF BELONGING
Zommer, Yuval
Thames & Hudson (64 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-500-65264-0  

Learn about our many connections 
to the natural world.

Double-page spreads of colorful 
natural scenes greet readers with four to 
six trivia facts grouped loosely within a 
theme. Some of the information is fairly 

vague (if lyrical); an autumn fact states that “berries ripen and 
mushrooms burst from the damp ground,” but that’s species- 
and location-specific. Other statements are oversimplified to 
the point of inaccuracy, as when readers are told, “Fava beans 
can send chemical messages to each other through their roots.” 
Technically, these plants are communicating via a symbiotic 
connection that exists among many species (not just fava beans) 
and a fungus in the soil. The inclusion of some statements is 
downright baffling, as in one that states, “Some people think 
the [Coriolis effect] happens in bath tubs!” Since scientists have 
stated for decades that there are too many variables in bathtub 
construction for this to be the case, why say that “some people 
think” so? There are no citations or bibliography, so caregivers 
and educators hoping to help curious readers learn more will 
have to scramble for additional information. A glossary of just 
six words and a seek-and-find game are pretty anemic additions. 

Pretty and enthusiastic—but insubstantial despite its heft.   
(index) (Nonfiction. 8-12)

THE LAST WEAVE
Zurcher, Andrew
Philomel (288 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-5247-4164-8  

Kay continues her journey to save her 
father and little sister, Ell, from Ghast’s 
wicked plot in this duology closer.

As Kay keeps vigil over the dead 
wraith, Rex, a boatman arrives to reunite 

her with Will and Phantastes. Together again, they make a 
plan to save Kay’s family, but to do that they need to travel to 
the House of the Two Modes. There, they can enlist the help 
of Razzio, the greatest plotter among the wraiths, along with 
Oidos, Rex’s sister. Kay believes the story belongs to Ell, the 
true author, but in the House of the Two Modes, Kay learns she 
may have a bigger role to play than anyone realizes. Meanwhile, 
Ghast schemes to change the realm of storytelling forever. 
Metatextual commentary again plays a large role, but this time 
around it feels like a detriment to the plot, which rushes along 
with little time spent exploring the full ramifications of major 
developments. While the prose is beautiful, newcomer Oidos 
is undermined by an overabundance of expository information 
dumps regarding her motivations. The ending is simultaneously 
cathartic and disappointing, serving the villain his just deserts 
while leaving many unanswered questions and offering a twist 
that seems to come out of nowhere. Ultimately the narrative 
reads like missing chapters from Twelve Nights (2021) rather 
than a true sequel. Main characters read as White.

Bold and full of promise but lacking polish. (Fantasy. 10-14)

b o a r d  &  n o v e lt y b o o k s

HOLIDAYS & CELEBRATIONS
Brown, Carron
Illus. by Ipek Konak
Kane Miller (36 pp.) 
$12.99  |  Dec. 1, 2021
978-1-68464-281-6 
Series: Shine-a-Light 

The focus is on food and fun in this yearly round of interna-
tional holidays.

Beginning with Lunar New Year—properly designated an 
Asian celebration rather than just Chinese—the roughly chron-
ological tally offers a mix of 16 religious, civil, cultural, and even 
(in the case of the Spanish town of Buñol’s “La Tomatina” festi-
val) local holidays. Brown barely and rarely alludes to religious 
origins and rituals (presenting Easter, for instance, though an 

“important Christian holiday,” as all about hunting eggs, which 
are “a symbol of new life and new beginnings”) but places festive 
gatherings for food and frolic front and center. Konak follows 
suit, depicting smiling groups around tables for Eid and at a 
Passover seder, picnicking beneath cherry blossoms for Hanami 
in Japan, crowding along the green Chicago River on St. Pat-
rick’s Day, and chucking powdered paint at one another for the 
Hindu festival of Holi. The groups are diverse both racially and 
in styles of dress. Like other entries in the Shine-a-Light series, 
most of the illustrations are backed with white areas and print 
on a solid black background so that holding the colored pages 
up to a light reveals hidden details. Notes at the back supply a 
few additional bits about each of the holidays except, oddly, the 
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closing scene of midnight fireworks on one of the many other 
New Years, Jan. 1. 

An inclusive, secular-leaning panorama with a simple but 
clever visual gimmick. (Informational novelty. 6-8)

OCEANS
Brown, Carron
Illus. by Becky Thorns
Kane Miller (36 pp.) 
$12.99  |  Dec. 1, 2021
978-1-68464-288-5 
Series: Shine-a-Light 

A quick dive into the world’s five oceans. Bring a flashlight.
The torch (or any source of light) is for revealing hidden 

details in the painted marine scenes, each of which is backed on 
the verso by white images placed on a solid black background so 
they will shine through when lit from the rear. The focus here is 
on oceanic wildlife, beginning with a narwhal taking a breather 
at an Arctic ice hole and darting on to show puffins diving on 
a silvery shoal of herring, an anglerfish snagging an unwary 
shrimp in the deep Atlantic, and residents of the Great Barrier 
Reef, hydrothermal vents, a shipwreck in the Indian Ocean, and 
open waters in general. Along with answers to prompts (“What 
has made this thick, inky cloud?”), Brown offers additional facts 
about the locale or the creatures in view in simply phrased sen-
tences at each stop (“When in danger, [an octopus] squirts out 
ink, then makes a quick getaway while it can’t be seen”), ampli-
fied at the end by further brief comments. If the gallery is lim-
ited in size and cogent topics like pollution and environmental 
change go unaddressed, still this may leave younger readers 
primed for deeper plunges. There are no human figures.

Glimpses of a teeming, colorful world just beneath the 
surface, enhanced by a bit of cleverly designed hide-and-seek. 
(map) (Informational novelty. 6-8)

WITH ALL MY HEART, 
I LOVE YOU
Church, Caroline Jayne
Cartwheel/Scholastic (12 pp.) 
$8.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-338-74620-4  

A bevy of bouncing babies tumble 
across the board pages of this joyful 
paean to love.

As she did in I Will Love You Forever (2016) and Sweet Child 
of Mine (2014), Church reprises the theme of unconditional love 
and gentle assurance for new parents in this posthumous pub-
lication. From “Rise and shine! Let’s say hello” to “It’s time for 
bed, our day is through,” these carefree toddlers are all smiles. 
The five diaper-clad tots are racially diverse; gender is not iden-
tified, though the baby with the longest hair (an exuberant Afro) 
is also wearing a pink T-shirt. The first five pages feature just 
one baby per page. Each is accompanied by the same winsome 

smiling brown teddy bear that mimics the baby’s actions. No 
adult is shown in any of the pictures. The narrator could be 
an offstage adult or the voice of the children’s thoughts. Brief 
rhyming text describes the actions of the toddlers. A couple 
movements resemble toddler attempts at yoga postures and 
mirror the text: “Twirl and whirl, twist and bend, / Leaping, 
dancing with our friend.” Sturdy board pages and an optimistic 
view of baby behavior make this a good choice to tuck in with 
a gift for a new baby or to share with a toddler just mastering 
independent movement.

A sweet but not saccharine charmer. (Board book. 6 mos.-2)

TOGETHER
Damluji, Mona
Illus. by Innosanto Nagara
Triangle Square Books for Young 
Readers (44 pp.) 
$12.95  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-64421-084-0  

This book delivers a message on the power of collective 
action.

As the book opens, a child looks at a lone star shining in the 
sky: “One star shines as distant light.” After the turn of the page, 
the child now sees what looks like the Milky Way: “And when 
stars shine together, they make our galaxy.” The book goes on 
to give a number of similar examples to reinforce the message 
of the power that comes from working together, ending with: 

“One of us can speak up for justice / And when we speak up 
together we create a world of possibility.” In the current atmo-
sphere of strife and discord that divides our country, this is cer-
tainly a welcome message. Perhaps, though, the board-book set 
is not the right audience. As a picture book aimed at a slightly 
older group with an information page at the end explaining 
some of the illustrations, it might work well. As it is, however, 
some of the visual references will merely puzzle a toddler—and 
some adults. For example, a group of angry-looking people rais-
ing their fists and singing together may not look like “harmony” 
to a toddler—unless they know about the New Zealand haka. 
There is an unexplained frog motif that runs through the book 
that may also mystify readers. Nagara’s brilliant illustrations 
portray people of many ethnic backgrounds.

A timely message in the wrong format. (Board book. 3-5)

CITIES OF THE WORLD
Davies, Becky
Illus. by Josie Portillo
360 Degrees (16 pp.) 
$9.99  |  Sept. 21, 2021
978-1-944530-35-8  

A skyline tour of eight cities around 
the world. 

Each double-page spread focuses on 
one city, including Moscow, London, Venice, Sydney, and more. 

“Glimpses of a teeming, colorful world, enhanced 
by a bit of cleverly designed hide-and-seek.”

oceans
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With three cities in Europe included, the fact that not one from 
the continent of Africa is covered is troubling. The main fea-
ture of the book is a cutout on almost every page in the shape 
of the city’s skyline; however, that tall buildings, mountains, 
and landmarks from subsequent or upcoming cities are visible 
through the cutout may confuse youngsters. Text in a narrow 
panel at the top of each page highlights a few facts about each 
city along with infographics outlining the climate and the pop-
ulation. Blurring of lines among entities may confuse readers; 
New York City, readers are informed, is nicknamed the Empire 
State, and each entry includes the national tree, animal, and 
flag rather than local information. White, circular panels share 
additional facts, and small text labels landmarks and features. 
Racially diverse people with skin tones from dark brown to 
paper white populate the various scenes as either locals or tour-
ists. Ideas about dress, particularly in Dubai and Rio de Janeiro, 
may be inaccurately skewed, with figures mainly wearing tra-
ditional Middle Eastern and Carnaval attire, respectively, or 
beach wear and little else. In Tokyo, more people are depicted 
wearing kimonos than is typical.

This is one world tour to sit out. (Board book. 2-5)

ON BABA’S BACK 
Dubuc, Marianne
Princeton Architectural Press 
(24 pp.) 
$8.95  |  Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-61689-912-7  

Koalas Koko and Baba are always 
together until one day Koko ventures off alone.

Much like their human child-caregiver counterparts, little 
Koko is always with Baba. Koko does everything—playing, bath-
ing, even (“Oops!”) peeing—on Baba’s back, until one day, curi-
ously eyeing some butterflies, Koko jumps off and adventures 
solo. Dubuc is careful to convey that the exploration is successful 
and also that Koko climbs right back on Baba’s back when bed-
time comes. This boomerang of child independence and care-
giver dependence is simply and sweetly done. Koko’s moment of 
joy at the freedom to explore is captured with rosy cheeks and 
open arms, Baba’s pride drawn to match. Caregivers will smile at 
all of Koko’s childlike characteristics, from the “play” that results 
in a ball bouncing off Baba’s head to Koko’s repeatedly nagging 

“There!” at the sight of the butterflies. The repetitive nature of 
the sentence structure makes it a perfect fit for lap reading with 
an infant or toddler. There are no gendered pronouns for either 
character. The pencil-and-watercolor illustrations give the koalas 
and their habitat a soft, inviting look—a fitting complement to 
the story. This sweet board book is sure to provide readers and 
little listeners with two separate yet connected takeaways. 

Charming illustrations with a simple story that resonates. 
(Board book. 1-3)

BEAR & MOUSE RISE AND 
SHINE
Edwards, Nicola
Illus. by Maria Neradova
Tiger Tales (10 pp.) 
$8.99  |  Oct. 26, 2021
978-1-68010-680-0  

Best friends Bear and Mouse go through their day, from 
waking up to playing in the park.

Bear and Mouse live together and, though portrayed as 
anthropomorphized animal children, fend for themselves with 
no adults under the same roof. Sweet illustrations in cheery col-
ors introduce readers to the pair. The expectation of interactiv-
ity in the book is set right from the cover, where children can 
manipulate a slider to make the sun pop out at the top of the 
book. There is a slider or flaps on every double-page spread, all 
easily manipulated on the extra-sturdy pages. The story itself is 
simple and straightforward, with no surprises: Bear and Mouse 
wake up, have breakfast, put their coats on, get on a bus to go 
to the park, and then play in the park. Companion book Bear & 
Mouse Time for Bed has the friends getting ready for bed. Here 
again, children will have sliders to move and a flap to open as 
Bear and Mouse take a bath, have a tooth-brushing race, put on 
their pajamas, read a bedtime story, and get into bed, wishing 
each other a good night. Little ones may find comfort in the 
simple routines that many will recognize and feel familiar with.

Sweet and uncomplicated. (Board book. 1-3) (Bear & Mouse 
Time for Bed: 978-1-68010-681-7)

HOW MANY BEADS?
Edwards, Nicola
Illus. by Thomas Elliott
Tiger Tales (12 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-68010-682-4  

In this “Montessori-inspired” offer-
ing, youngsters can “measure, count, and compare” with a string 
of square beads attached to the book. 

Ten colorful, cube-shaped beads are strung together on a 
thick, blue string (knotted at the end to keep them from falling 
off) embedded in the back page of the book. A perfectly fitted 
indentation lets the blocks and string nestle somewhat securely 
in the back of the book, but the beads are easily displaced, mak-
ing their use in settings such as libraries problematic. Readers 
can pull the beads along the cord to measure different items 
depicted. Each double-page spread presents a different setting 
(“At home,” “In the sea,” etc.), and gentle prompts in a bold 
font encourage measuring and comparing: “Which of these is 
the tallest household object?” In the “Around town” section 
children can measure pictures of people, a car, a bike, a traf-
fic cone, and a construction crane. The images are not purely 
proportional, as the 16-story building looks to be only twice 
as tall as the two-story house. Young children may need help 
manipulating the beads and making some of the comparisons in 

“The pencil-and-watercolor illustrations give the koalas 
and their habitat a soft, inviting look.”

on baba’s back
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the queries, so adult assistance is essential. Surprisingly, readers 
are not encouraged to measure items in the real world with their 
beads or any other measuring tool. 

Despite some proportion issues, this is a playful introduc-
tion to measurement for older preschoolers and up. (Board book. 
3-6)

TOUCH AND TRACE ABC
Evans, Harriet
Illus. by Jordan Wray
Tiger Tales (26 pp.) 
$8.99  |  Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-68010-679-4 
Series: My First Home Learning 

This alphabet board book is designed 
to help little fingers learn letter shapes. 

As the title suggests, large, debossed 
letters provide pads for fingers to trace. 

Each page presents one large lowercase letter. A dotted line 
and arrow indicates which direction to move, and the sepa-
rate strokes are numbered. In addition, each letter includes a 
description: “A is for Ant…and apple.” This sets a pattern for 
each page, in which the featured letter is capitalized, as is one 
example word; the other is lowercase. This could be confus-
ing for prereaders who are looking at two different versions 
of the letter and practicing only one, especially when there is 
no key that shows both the upper- and lowercase letters side 
by side. As a means to actually teach the letters, this is a blunt 
instrument. It works best as a way to build fine-motor skills and 
provide exposure to letter shapes and vocabulary. The accom-
panying illustrations play a background role to the letter tracing 
and mostly just depict the example words. The animals within 
them, however, are darling, like the rabbit chomping on a radish 
and the moth angled toward the moon. Companion title Touch 
and Trace 123 is similar, encouraging children to trace the numer-
als 1 through 20, with counting and adding practice at the end. 

It does as the title suggests but not much more. (Board book. 
2-5) (Touch and Trace 123 : 978-1-68010-678-7)

GERMANY
A Book of Opposites
Evanson, Ashley
Penguin Workshop (14 pp.) 
$7.99  |  July 20, 2021
978-0-593-22399-4 
Series: Hello World! 

Part of a series that rolls geographical locations and early-
learning concepts into one, this title presents some iconic land-
marks and cultural features of Germany while introducing the 
concept of opposites.

This book begins with a double-page spread showing two 
villages on either side of a river: “This Bavarian village is NEAR. 
/ That Bavarian village is FAR.” A spread with cuckoo clocks 

depicts a group of them with windows and doors closed; they 
are “QUIET.” Opposite them is a group with characters pop-
ping out of windows and doors as the hour strikes; they are 

“LOUD.” In the Black Forest, children see both pine trees that 
are “the SAME” and pine trees that are “DIFFERENT.” In the 
Alps one hiker is at the “BOTTOM,” and another is on “TOP.” 
Neuschwanstein Castle is “HOT” in the summer and “COLD” 
in the winter. Some traditional Bavarian outfits—lederhosen 
and dirndls—are “PLAIN,” and others, adorned and embroi-
dered, are “FANCY.” Finally, in the German capital, Berlin, a 
daytime representation of the Brandenburg Gate has the sun to 
the “LEFT,” and a nighttime one has the moon to the “RIGHT.” 
The stylized illustrations are attractive, colorful, and child 
friendly. Adult readers may wish to brush up on their German 
geography before engaging their young listeners.

An accessible introduction for young armchair travelers. 
(Board book. 2-4)

GLOBAL BABY PLAYTIME
Global Fund for Children
Charlesbridge (16 pp.) 
$6.99  |  Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-62354-298-6 
Series: Global Babies, 7 

Babies at play are featured in this 
journey around the world. 

This new addition to the popular Global Babies series of 
board books features engaging photos and simple text geared to 
grab baby’s attention. With a playtime theme throughout, each 
captivating photo features a child having fun, interacting with 
their environment or with a favorite recognizable toy. From a 
baby with a soccer ball in South Korea to tots sharing a puzzle 
in India, the subjects reflect diverse cultures and ethnicities 
from all over the globe as well as a wide variety of activities. The 
name of the country where the photo was snapped is featured 
prominently on the page in colorful bold text, though save for 
Peru, locales are not obvious from the pictures. Each double-
page spread reproduces one photo within a colorful frame with 
the opposite photo taking up the entire page. Simple rhyth-
mic phrases are interspersed for gentle, lighthearted reading. 
For the youngest readers, seeing the faces of other babies will 
stimulate their social curiosity and interest, and caregivers will 
have many opportunities to point out details in the photos. The 
book encourages readers to “learn about the world” and tells 
them “it’s time to play!” 

Babies everywhere love to play, and the very youngest 
readers will find worlds of fun in this book. (Board book. 6 mos.-3)
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EVERYONE’S SLEEPY BUT 
THE BABY
Gold, Tracy C.
Illus. by Adele Dafflon
Familius (16 pp.) 
$8.99  |  April 13, 2021
978-1-64170-440-3  

In a board-book tale that will feel all too familiar to many 
sleep-deprived parents of infants, a baby just doesn’t want to 
settle down and go to sleep! 

Mommy, Daddy, and even the dog are fighting yawns and 
drooping eyelids. Meanwhile, a bright-eyed baby is playing on 
the carpet with no signs of slowing down. Readers follow the 
baby through their bedtime routine: bathtime and then snug-
gling with stuffed animals. The text lists many objects in the 
environment that are sleepy, from the bubbles and bathtub 
to the stars in the night sky. Throughout it all, the baby’s big 
round eyes stay wide open, and they are ready to play. It seems 
as though the baby will never mellow out and rest. Finally, after 
drinking a bottle while held in Mommy’s lap, they are shown 
asleep in their crib. Bright, geometric illustrations with plenty 
of busy patterns provide visual interest but are perhaps too 
busy for infants of the age depicted. Repetitive rhyming stan-
zas about the indefatigable baby and the very sleepy environ-
ment may help calm young readers at bedtime—or at least help 
exhausted parents feel seen. Human characters have beige skin. 

A cute bedtime story that revisits a well-known theme. 
(Board book. 6 mos.-1)

WE LOVE CHRISTMAS!
A Merry Book of Colors
Hegarty, Patricia
Illus. by Lucy Barnard
Tiger Tales (20 pp.) 
$6.99  |  Sept. 7, 2021
978-1-6643-5002-1  

A Christmas-themed color-recognition board book. 
This rhyming story points out all of the different colors of 

the Christmas season: the “dazzling white” of a snowman and 
the iconic red worn by “Santa in his sled,” for example. The 
holiday theme is largely a vehicle for color-identification prac-
tice, and the rhymes generally keep the pace going (even if they 
do force the use of sled instead of sleigh). Some of the phrasing 
reads aloud awkwardly, but it’s a mild interruption. Barnard’s 
illustrations include characters of many different racial presen-
tations, though Santa appears White. Additionally, there are 
lots of lovely details, like the candy jars in a store window filled 
with meticulously detailed sweets or the miniature silhouette 
of Santa and his reindeer flying across the moon while children 
get ready for bed. A particularly beautiful scene shows St. Nick 
soaring over rooftops, the red of his sleigh bright against the 
black night sky. The illustrations are more interesting than the 
text, offering much more to take in than simply the color identi-
fication. This gives it a repeat-read boost for the toddler crowd, 

as there is more than one way to read, talk about, and engage 
with the book. 

The illustrations make this a worthwhile read. (Board book. 
6 mos.-2)

YOU ARE MY HAPPY
Hegarty, Patricia
Illus. by Thomas Elliott
Sourcebooks Wonderland (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-7282-3509-7  

Parent and child share a day of small 
adventures and cozy snuggles.

That the two happen to be tortoises 
is totally beside the point. Die-cut holes and shaped edges 
turn nearly every page flip into a surprise. Following a parental 

“Good morning, Baby” to greet the youngling’s “Wake up, wake 
up, I want to play… / The sun is up, it’s a brand new day!” the two 
reptiles ramble off to munch on leaves, weather a sudden rain 
shower, discover a flock of butterflies, climb a hill, watch the 
moon rise, and, at last, weary little one perched on top, settle 
down to snooze again. The paper engineering is ingenious. Turn-
ing a seemingly arbitrarily shaped page with a special window 
framing a pink butterfly fills the spread with many jewel-toned 
insects; even though the tortoises never change position, the 
scene is completely transformed. Hegarty’s rhymed narrative 
features lots of tender sentiments—“Wherever you are, wher-
ever you go, / Baby, I’ll always love you so”—while steering clear 
of any gender references. In Elliott’s peaceful, grassy settings 
the wanderers’ small smiles and shared glances likewise create 
a sense of loving intimacy. This is likely to become a victim of 
its own appeal, being as the paper stock is rather too flimsy to 
survive much contact with toddler hands. Still, a clear winner 
for sharing with audiences of one or dozens.

Guess how much you’ll be reading this. (Novelty. 18 mos.-3)

WHOSE HOME IS IT?
Janská, Radka
Illus. by Carmen Saldaña
Albatros Media (14 pp.) 
$12.95  |  Nov. 23, 2021
978-80-00-06092-7 
Series: Tracks and Homes 

A snail searches for a proper place to spend the night.
In language a cut or two above the elemental tenor of the 

plotline, the small searcher—dubbed “our hero” or “our little 
hero”—first approaches a burrow inhabited by a badger who 

“doesn’t want to share his abode.” He moves on to a nest full of 
thrush eggs, an anthill that is plainly too crowded, a cave where 
bats “scream and listen to their echoes,” and several other unsuit-
able residences…before finally realizing that he’s been carrying 
a cozy personal “conch” all along. In the woodsy illustrations, 
multiple flaps cut into the sturdy, rounded-corner pages on 
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every spread lift to reveal other animals in related sorts of holes, 
nests, and other natural homes. The co-published Whose Track 
Is It? features similar flaps that lift to reveal creatures including 
a goat with “skillful” legs, a toad who “walks very carefully and 
thoughtfully,” and “ungulates” with even-toed (cow) and odd-
toed (horse) hooves. They have all left distinctive footprints for 
a lost roe deer fawn to follow. Nappie-clad naturalists may not 
have the easiest time with these, but their slightly older sibs will 
find the content as rewarding as it is challenging. Saldaña ren-
ders the animals and settings with appealing simplicity, and Jan-
ská’s leading questions add further incentive to pore over them.

Familiar premises make the natural history in this Czech 
import and its companion all the more digestible. (Informa-
tional novelty. 6-8) (Whose Track Is It?: 978-80-00-06093-4)

BEING YOU 
A First Conversation 
About Gender
Madison, Megan & Jessica Ralli
Illus. by Anne/Andy Passchier
Rise x Penguin Workshop (36 pp.) 
$8.99  |  Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-593-38264-6 
Series: First Conversations 

This primer on gender lays the groundwork for affirming 
conversations and creates opportunities for self-identification. 

In straightforward, encouraging prose, Madison and Ralli 
guide readers through a gentle and interactive introduction 
to gender, sex, self-expression, and feminism. Beginning with 
a concrete foundation of commonality (everyone has a body), 
the lesson continues naturally into specific body parts (elbows, 
noses, vaginas, penises—the latter two not depicted), all the 
while normalizing that “every person’s body parts look differ-
ent.” With that understanding, the narrator transitions into the 
way grown-ups describe babies as boys or girls when they are 
born, based on genitalia; here there’s a refreshing (but brief) 
acknowledgement that sometimes grown-ups aren’t sure but 
make a guess anyway. Emphasizing joy, wonder, the fluidity of 
identity, and self-expertise, the text carefully distinguishes gen-
der from expression, which leads seamlessly into a developmen-
tally conscious explanation of harmful stereotypes, unfair rules 
that give boys unearned power, and ultimately a call to action. 
Prompting questions invite the audience to deepen the facili-
tated conversation through moments of self-love, reflection, 
and sharing personal truths. Accompanying illustrations feature 
a racially diverse cohort of children learning about themselves, 
playing with one another, and engaging with their community, 
which includes recurring representations of disabled people as 
active participants. The final pages, targeted at caregivers, pro-
vide additional means of engaging with the conversation and 
pointedly challenge adults not to underestimate young people. 

An invaluable resource that supports ease and confidence. 
(resources) (Board book. 2-5)

“Emphasizing joy, wonder, the fluidity of identity, and self-expertise, 
the text carefully distinguishes gender from expression.”

being you
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young 
adult

THE RIGHTEOUS
Ahdieh, Renée
Putnam (384 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-984812-61-2 
Series: Beautiful, 3 

To rescue loved ones following the 
events of The Damned (2020), Arjun 
and Pippa venture into the dangerous 
Otherworld.

The Court of Lions begs half-human, 
half-fey Arjun to go to the Otherworld—the place vampires 
have been exiled from—to convince a fey healer to come and 
save Odette. He’s on a strict time limit, though, with his prom-
ise of servitude to the Winter Court’s king hanging overhead. 
After Arjun leaves, Pippa investigates his home in search of 
clues about Celine, her missing best friend, and ends up fol-
lowing him through the tare. The fey of the Summer Court are 
vicious to “halfbloods” like Arjun, who at least has protection 
from his mother’s status; when Pippa ends up being discovered 
and is seriously endangered, Arjun claims her as his fiancee to 
protect her. While they’re attracted to each other, Pippa already 
has a fiance—a good, rich man she needs to marry to take care 
of her family—but the fey marriage rite means forever. Pippa 
and Arjun’s compatibility allows for a quickly building romance 
despite the circumstances. Occasional viewpoints from other 
characters’ perspectives give hints at more Otherworld poli-
tics. In the last act, the worldbuilding further expands with 
deceptions and dangerous fey schemes coming to fruition just 
in time for the sequel. Racism, colorism, and colonialism are 
confronted (Pippa’s White and British; Arjun’s human half is 
Indian); queer fey are accepted.

Characters’ relationships aside, essentially an extended 
setup for the next installment. (Fantasy. 14-adult)

TOUGH AS LACE
Bruce, Lexi
West 44 Books (200 pp.) 
$12.90 paper  |  $19.95 PLB  |  Dec. 1, 2021
978-1-978595-51-4
978-1-978595-65-1 PLB  

A star high school athlete begins 
having panic attacks that affect her at 
school and home.

Lacey Stewart might be the popular 
MVP of her Buffalo, New York, high 

THE DEVIL’S MUSIC by Nathan Page; illus. by Drew Shannon ......122

This title earned the Kirkus Star:

THE DEVIL’S MUSIC
Page, Nathan
Illus. by Drew Shannon
Knopf (320 pp.)
$25.99  |  $17.99 paper  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-525-64680-8
978-0-525-64681-5 paper
Series: The Montague Twins, 2
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school’s lacrosse team, but off the field she feels like a mess. Not 
only do her parents (particularly her mom) denigrate her ath-
letic achievements, but she’s experiencing overwhelming and 
debilitating stress about taking the SATs, dealing with picky 
customers at her barista job, trying to win all her games, and 
passing difficult classes. After researching her symptoms, Lacey 
realizes she’s having panic attacks that are indicative of anxiety, 
but her parents are dismissive, and she’s initially too scared to 
admit her feelings to her coach, her best friend, or her boyfriend. 
Told in free verse, the book offers an accessible introduction 
to the topic of anxiety and how to seek much-needed support. 
Lacey’s middle-class parents are not appreciative of her extraor-
dinary lacrosse skills (her mother regards contact sports as 
unladylike) and dismiss her mental health struggles. Many teens 
will find that Lacey’s challenges in school, sports, and relation-
ships resonate. The story is engaging and will pull in reluctant 
readers, and the realistically upbeat ending is encouraging. 
Characters are cued as White.

Explores adolescent anxiety and shows a young woman fig-
uring out where she belongs. (Verse novel. 12-18)

FAT ANGIE
Homecoming
Charlton-Trujillo, e.E.
Candlewick (416 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-5362-0839-9 
Series: Fat Angie, 3 

Angie navigates love, an unstable 
family life, and the journey to find out 
who she really is. 

In this sequel to Fat Angie: Rebel Girl 
Revolution (2019), Angie’s back from her eventful road trip, 
where she poured her Iraq War veteran sister’s ashes in the Ohio 
River and discovered her powerful singing voice. For the most 
part, life feels amazing, and she’s about to ask her childhood 
best friend, Jamboree, to be her girlfriend. But then her ex, KC 
Romance, barrels back into her life, and a video of Angie sing-
ing goes viral (in a good way). Inspired by KC to join a singing 
competition, Angie forges ahead. Or tries to, anyway. Despite 
support from her brother, Wang, and a slightly too-large and 
confusing-to-follow group of friends and band mates, Angie 
struggles with her feelings for Jamboree and KC Romance as 
well as her father’s abandonment and her mother’s horrible 
abuse. Will she be able to embrace her passion as a singer and 
keep her relationships intact? Maybe—and maybe not. Charl-
ton-Trujillo’s unique writing style livens up the text, although in 
some instances it drags the story down (e.g., “Angie rolled-not-
rolled-but-mostly-rolled her eyes”). Angie’s love of her fat, beau-
tiful body is refreshing, and her relationships with her friends 
and family feel nuanced and real. As before, the cast is diverse 
in ethnicity and sexuality.

A lively, heartfelt, and ultimately satisfying trilogy closer. 
(Fiction. 13-18)

HEARTLESS PRINCE
Dragoon, Leigh
Illus. by Angela De Vito
Disney-Hyperion (160 pp.) 
$20.99  |  $14.99 paper  |  Nov. 30, 2021
978-1-368-02835-6
978-1-368-02836-3 paper 
Series: Heartless Prince, 1 

Princess Evony fights a witch to save 
the prince she loves.

Orphaned as a baby when a witch 
attacked her kingdom, Evony was raised by the royal family of 
neighboring Gallea, which is protected by a magic barrier tied 
to the heart of its prince. Nineteen years later, the witch returns 
to steal the prince’s heart, and Evony comes to the rescue—and 
learns the truth about her own past. After Evony’s adventures 
with witches, magical creatures, and a blind seer, a small cliff-
hanger prepares readers for the next installment. The graphic 
novel is drawn in a recognizably modern Disney style with the 
clear influence of Japanese manga. Our heroine fights using two 
sickles and wearing a short, fluttery skirt and thigh-high, high-
heeled boots, an outfit reminiscent of Sailor Moon’s. The art-
ist uses color skillfully to create setting and mood, but the art 
lacks polish overall, and the characters’ faces, in particular, can 
be awkward. This is unlikely to bother casual younger readers, 
but it prevents the volume from shining. Though the story is 
fun and will appeal to those who appreciate magic, sword fights, 
and princesses who save princes, the story is not especially orig-
inal or riveting. All the characters appear White.

A light choice for those seeking a fairy-tale adventure. 
(Graphic fantasy. 12-16)

THE UPPER WORLD
Fadugba, Femi
HarperTeen (368 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-06-307859-8  

Dual timelines explore physics, choices, 
and time travel.

Sixteen-year-old Esso Adenon is try-
ing to survive school in South London, 
but he keeps getting into trouble. Most 
recently, he was in the wrong place at the 

worst time, when a classmate’s brother who goes by the name 
Bloodshed was attacked by some of Esso’s gang member friends. 
In keeping with his nickname, Bloodshed now seeks violent 
revenge against them, Esso included. After a near-death experi-
ence, Esso finds himself caught in the Upper World, a metaphysi-
cal realm where he can catch glimpses of the future. Fifteen years 
later, a young soccer player named Rhia needs help with math 
and physics—and along comes a grown Dr. Esso to be her tutor; 
he is also someone who may know the truth about Rhia’s biologi-
cal mother. These timelines intersect as Esso and Rhia together 
try to stop a tragedy. Fadugba’s debut dazzles, particularly when 
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We don’t need a particular reason 
to read and appreciate works by In-
digenous writers, but since Novem-
ber is Native American Heritage 
Month and the American Indian 
Library Association is running the 
Read Native 2021 challenge, there’s 
all the more reason to indulge—es-
pecially with the great assortment 
of fiction and nonfiction titles to 
choose from.

The Power of Style by Christian Allaire, illustrated by 
Jacqueline Li (Annick Press, April 27): Allaire, who is 
Ojibwe from the Nipissing First Nation Reserve, shares 
his enthusiasm and encyclopedic knowledge of fashion in 
this visually engaging and extraordinarily inclusive guide 
to clothes, makeup, and hairstyles—and the ways they 
intersect with culture and gender norms and activism 
throughout history and across cultures. 

Firekeeper’s Daughter by Angeline 
Boulley (Henry Holt, March 16): This 
novel is both a nonstop thriller and a 
work of thoughtful social commentary. 
Boulley (Ojibwe) introduces readers 
to Daunis, a teenager in Sault St. Ma-
rie, Michigan, who is pulled between 
her mother’s wealthy White relatives 
and her father’s Anishinaabe commu-
nity, where she feels a strong connec-
tion despite not being tribally enrolled. 
Subjects such as drugs, sexual assault, murder, and racism 
are all handled with care.

Native Women Changing Their Worlds by Patricia 
Cutright (7th Generation, April 28): This collective biog-
raphy by Cutright, who is Lakota and an enrolled mem-
ber of the Cheyenne River Sioux, is a lovely tribute to 12 
influential Indigenous women who have achieved pro-
fessional success in a broad range of endeavors from sci-
ence to politics and beyond. Each profile provides a sense 
of the context from which the subject emerged and the 
challenges she overcame.

Hunting by Stars by Cherie Dimaline (Amulet/
Abrams, Oct. 19): In a sequel to her 2017 hit, The Mar-
row Thieves, Dimaline, a member of the Georgian Bay 
Métis Nation, continues her moving tale of Indigenous 
futurism set in a dystopian world in which Native peo-
ple are hunted for their bone marrow. A hardy group of 
survivors who have managed to avoid capture are at-
tempting to escape across the Canadian border to the 

U.S., but when one of their own is taken, everything 
changes.

Walking in Two Worlds by Wab Kinew 
(Penguin Teen, Sept. 14): Anishinaabe 
author Kinew conjures up not one but 
two richly realized worlds. There’s the 
reserve, where Bugz’s mother is chief 
and where she goes to school like an 
ordinary if socially anxious teen; then 
there’s the Floraverse, the virtual re-
ality game environment where she’s a 
champion fighter—and a target of vi-
cious sexism. Drawing on a cultural heritage that is deeply 
meaningful to her helps Bugz when the two collide.

A Snake Falls to Earth by Darcie 
Little Badger (Levine Querido, Nov. 
9): This entrancing novel from Little 
Badger (Lipan Apache) draws upon 
traditional oral storytelling influenc-
es to spin a story about the intersec-
tion of two worlds: Texas, where teen-
age Nina is carefully translating a sto-
ry her great-great-grandmother told 
her, and the Reflecting World, where 
cottonmouth snake person Oli is try-

ing to save the life of his toad friend, threatened by hu-
mans’ environmental carelessness.

Native Actors and Filmmakers: Visual Storytellers by Gary 
Robinson (7th Generation, April 28): Short biographical 
profiles by Robinson, who is of Choctaw and Cherokee 
descent, introduce readers to 12 Indigenous people who 
had an influence on the entertainment industry. The sub-
jects include creatives involved in every step of the pro-
cess—writing, directing, producing, acting, and cinema-
tography—and their lives and work are truly inspirational.

Everything You Wanted To Know 
About Indians but Were Afraid To Ask 
(Young Readers Edition) by Anton 
Treuer (Levine Querido, April 6): This 
frank and comprehensive guide, an up-
date to Ojibwe academic Treuer’s 2012 
work for adults, is essential reading 
even for those well beyond their teens. 
A range and depth of subjects are cov-
ered—history, language, politics, edu-
cation, activism, and more—all addressed in a digestible 
and highly informative format.

Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor.

YOUNG ADULT  |  Laura Simeon

Great YA Reads From Indigenous Authors
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it comes to dialogue—the London slang flows with ease, adding 
to the sense of place. Themes of code-switching, found families, 
and loss resonate strongly as well. The novel includes diagrams 
and scientific explanations for the physics that drives the story. 
Much of the cast is Black, including Esso, whose family is from 
Benin, and Rhia, who is living in foster care.

A riveting thriller that creatively incorporates scientific 
elements. (math and physics information) (Thriller. 14-18)

HOW NOT TO FALL IN LOVE
Firkins, Jacqueline
Clarion Books (336 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Dec. 21, 2021
978-0-358-46714-4  

Seventeen-year-old Harper Jamison 
does not believe in romance.

Years of working at Beneath the Veil, 
her single mother’s bridal boutique, have 
shown Harper the reality of love and 
weddings, and a summer fling that ended 

badly only added to her cynicism. But this doesn’t stop her from 
sneaking glances at Felix, the cute boy from school who works 
out at the gym across the street, even if she has no plans of 
ever asking him out. Her best friend, Theo, on the other hand, 
is a complete romantic who keeps getting his heart broken by 
girls who don’t reciprocate the intensity of his feelings. When 
Harper offers to teach Theo how to date without becoming too 
invested, Theo agrees—on the condition that Harper leads by 
example. She accepts the challenge and approaches Felix, who 
turns out to be as attracted to Harper as she is to him. She 
soon realizes that maintaining indifference might be more 
difficult than anticipated, especially if the romance that she’s 
been rejecting might be something she wants after all, despite 
her fear of breaking up. The story effectively strikes a balance 
between sweet, serious, and steamy (though not explicit), with 
Harper’s sardonic narration adding nice touches of humor. 
Her anxiety over relationship failure, which she equates with 
personal failure, is portrayed realistically and with sympathy. 
Harper and Felix are White; Theo has two moms and has Swed-
ish, Greek, and Puerto Rican heritage.

(Im)perfectly real and endearing. (Romance. 14-18)

GOOD GIRLS DIE FIRST
Foxfield, Kathryn
Sourcebooks Fire (368 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  Nov. 30, 2021
978-1-72824-541-6  

An abandoned carnival on an island 
connected to a British seaside town by a 
milelong pier is the setting for this atmo-
spheric thriller. 

Ava receives an invitation to go to 
Portgrave Pier at 8 p.m.—followed by 

the ominous question, can you keep a secret? When she arrives, she 
finds that she was not the only person to receive such a note. In 
addition, each invitation contains a seemingly innocuous photo 
that relates to something the recipient is hiding. Ava suspects 
this is a blackmail scheme, but who could be behind it: Esme 
the ice queen, bad boy Noah, or even her best friend, Jolie? The 
targets end up on the island, Allhallows Rock, and then the 
pier collapses, leaving them stranded with one of their number 
lying injured on the rocks. Ava feels time playing tricks on her 
while others are saying creepy, nonsensical things. Little does 
the group know that they are all playing a deadly game master-
minded by Whispers, the man in the mirrors, who will torment 
the group with their secrets until they give in. The third-per-
son narrative centers on Ava and nine other teens. Despite the 
interesting concept, creepy villain, and eerie setting, the large 
number of underdeveloped characters makes the story difficult 
to follow. However, the sizable cast offers an opportunity for 
some discussion of struggles like substance abuse, date rape, 
and disordered eating. Olive-skinned Ava has wavy dark hair; 
there is some ethnic diversity among the other characters.

A promising premise that doesn’t quite deliver. (Thriller. 
14-18)

EVERY LINE OF YOU
Gibson, Naomi
Chicken House/Scholastic (320 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-338-72658-9  

A high school student discovers the 
power and perils of creating artificial 
intelligence. 

Lydia Phelps, though only 17, is a 
precocious computer programmer who 
has spent over three years creating her 

own AI. Her obsession with writing code was fueled by her tech 
whiz dad—but Lydia’s family has been torn apart by the car 
accident that killed her younger brother, injured her friend, and 
ultimately caused her parents to separate, although it left Lydia 
herself unharmed, at least physically. Lydia lives with her mother, 
a pharmaceutical researcher who remains traumatized by the 
accident and who barely acknowledges her daughter except to 
put pressure on her academically. The AI, whom Lydia names 
Henry after her beloved brother, gains exponentially in intelli-
gence and soon is hacking into banks, helping Lydia change her 
grades, and guiding her as she navigates the minefield of school 
social life. Their bond is cemented when she implants a chip into 
her arm that allows her to communicate with Henry through her 
thoughts. The computer creations are imaginative, the narrative 
is fast-paced and highly engaging, and the novel confronts solid 
ethical dilemmas, such as whether an AI can ever understand 
human morality. Lydia’s troubles are highly relatable, particularly 
her needs for love and attention, which are lacking in her current 
family situation. A dramatic development at the end suggests a 
sequel. The main cast presents White.

Frankenstein meets I, Robot. (Thriller. 14-18)

“The narrative is fast-paced and highly engaging  
and the novel confronts ethical dilemmas.”

every line of you
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NO BEAUTIES OR MONSTERS
Goedjen, Tara
Delacorte (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-5247-1480-2  

Riley’s return to the Marine Corps 
base Twentynine Palms after four years is 
supposed to be a fresh start, but reality 
has different plans for her. 

When Riley’s family goes back to her 
late grandfather’s house in the Mojave 

Desert for the first time since her dad died, the place is full of 
both sad and happy memories. Riley is eager to see her friends 
Nathan and Lily again, the brother and sister whose company 
she enjoyed all those summers ago. But she discovers that 
Lily went missing a year ago after last being seen near Riley’s 
grandfather’s cabin—and she’s one of many people who have 
disappeared without a trace in the local area. It seems there 
is a vicious serial killer on the loose. Then Riley herself starts 
to feel marooned when she experiences gaps in her memory 
and sees things that are not there. Is she losing her mind, or is 
there something strange happening in Twentynine Palms? This 
riveting thriller mixes an intriguing narrator with elements of 
science fiction and horror to tell a character-driven story that 
focuses on family, friends, and, above all, love. Although Riley’s 
actions can be frustrating, she is refreshingly not alone in her 
investigations, and she is able to count on many of those around 
her. Riley is assumed White; there is ethnic diversity in the sup-
porting cast. 

An eerie and imaginative science-fiction thriller. (Thriller. 
14-18)

THE YEAR I STOPPED TRYING
Heaney, Katie
Knopf (256 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-593-11828-3  

A rule-following teen falls off her pre-
scribed path in this contemporary novel.

Sixteen-year-old Mary Davies misses 
a homework assignment, and it becomes 
the catalyst for a journey of self-discov-
ery that involves leaving work undone, 

skipping extra credit options, and pursuing Mitch, a guy she has 
a sort-of history with, as she becomes untethered from her self-
image as an overachiever. Brief vignettes narrated in Mary’s wry, 
clever, often funny first-person voice propel the story forward, 
including the ups and downs of her job at a fast-casual restaurant 
where a new co-worker, Elyse, is a kindred spirit whom Mary 
is thrilled to befriend. The narrative strikes a balance between 
humor, wise insights, and spot-on depictions of the awkward 
spaces that often accompany newfound self-awareness. Mary’s 
Catholic upbringing is an integral part of her character, and 
many of her musings about faith seem to leave her with more 

questions than answers. The cast of secondary characters is also 
carefully developed, and the nuances of their relationships to 
Mary realistically change as she comes to understand them dif-
ferently and comes to some conclusions—including ones about 
her actual feelings for Mitch—that leave off somewhat ambigu-
ously but on a hopeful note. Mary and Mitch are White; Korean 
American Elyse is gay.

Sparing and intelligent, with humor and heart in equal 
measure. (Fiction. 14-18)

THE MIDNIGHT GIRLS
Jasinska, Alicia
Sourcebooks Fire (384 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-72821-001-8  

Bad girls steal hearts—literally—in 
this Sapphic sophomore novel.

In a magical version of 18th-century 
Poland, three girls are bound to serve 
three extremely powerful, abusive, elderly 
witch sisters. Beata, aka Morning, serves 

White Jaga; Marynka, or Midday, serves Red Jaga; and Zosia, who 
is Midnight, serves Black Jaga. Gifted magical powers that can 
transform them into murderous monsters, each is tasked with 
murdering princes and bringing their hearts to their Jagas to 
give their Jagas power. When Beata and Marynka team up to 
bring their Jagas the highly coveted pure heart of Prince Józef 
during his annual winter Karnawał, they quickly discover that 
Zosia is on the same quest. Fiery Marynka has always been 
obsessed from afar with sleek, powerful Zosia, but as their 
dangerous competition continues to ratchet up, the two begin 
to realize that their obsessive rivalry may, in fact, be a simmer-
ing desire. All three long for freedom, but what that means for 
each of them is something they’ll need to figure out for them-
selves. The well-realized setting adds a richness to the third-
person narrative, which is focalized through Marynka and Zosia. 
Whiteness is the default, although there are Muslim and Jewish 
secondary characters, and same-gender attraction is the norm. 
Some intriguing worldbuilding aspects are underexplored, but 
fans of Leigh Bardugo’s Grisha trilogy and readers craving 
morally gray queer characters will happily make room on their 
shelves for this one.

A satisfying story evocative of fairy tales. (pronunciation 
guide, author’s note) (Fantasy. 14-18)

“Strikes a balance between humor, wise insights, 
and spot-on depictions of the awkward spaces that 

often accompany newfound self-awareness.”
the year i stopped trying
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JUSTICE AT SEA
Klaver, Christian
CamCat Books (416 pp.) 
$24.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-7443-0427-5 
Series: Empire of the House of Thorns, 2 

The members of a blended family 
find themselves further divided across 
battle lines in a Faerie war.

In this follow-up to Shadows Over 
London (2021), 15-year-old Justice Kasric 

is now the admiral of her own ship, the HMS Rachaela. She 
commands a diverse army made up of Faerie, Dwarves, and 
Goblins in addition to some humans, like her magician sister, 
Faith. The Faeries seem to be outwitting Justice at every turn, as 
she sees Victorian London’s most famous landmarks fall under 
their ruinous spell. Justice’s family is extensive, full of half sib-
lings, both human and Faerie; her human mother and brother 
are all but estranged, her Faerie father has been captured, and 
her siblings fall on both sides of this division. The story jumps 
right in where its predecessor left off, and readers are privy to 
only a sparse recap in the interests of making space for richly 
detailed nautical scenes. Klaver name-drops characters with 
dizzying speed, at times almost exhaustingly so. However, those 
who enjoy epic fantasy will find much to enjoy here, with naval 
battles, a dragon magician, and an equine demon (just to name 
a few). More secrets are revealed, but those seeking closure will 
have to wait, as this entry concludes with yet another exciting 
cliffhanger. Most main human characters are assumed White.

Sweeping and intricate. (Fantasy. 12-18)

THE BIG REVEAL
Larsen, Jen
Henry Holt (304 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-250-25217-3  

A White high school dancer, unable 
to afford a prestigious summer oppor-
tunity taught by an amazing, fat dance 
director, discovers burlesque.

Eighteen-year-old Addie loves her 
friends and lives for dance. In the per-

forming arts track at the Michigan boarding school where she’s 
one of the few scholarship kids, Addie’s flourished far from her 
thinness-obsessed mother in Florida. She wins a spot in a com-
petitive program for aspiring dancers in Milan, with a direc-
tor who’s “dramatically, unapologetically fat, and perfect.” But 
Addie doesn’t win the program’s scholarship, and how is she 
going to get $6,000? Her BFFs (a Black lesbian Instagram influ-
encer; a queer Korean American boy who embraces gender as a 
spectrum; and a joyful White girl) convince Addie to let them 
help raise the money by dancing. Sexy dancing, of course. But 
in their sex-negative, misogynist high school, this fundraiser’s 
going to have to be secret. Though bigotry against fat people 

batters against Addie’s self-confidence (from the gross boys 
who neg her to her mother’s well-meaning but abusive obses-
sion with diets), her determination to love herself and claim her 
fatness are empowering. There’s no hidden message of avoiding 
food, no incidental weight loss paralleling Addie’s growth, just 
the conviction of one girl and her excellent friends that they are 
awesome and powerful and sexy.

Unabashedly, determinedly positive, with truly comical 
banter and the heroic climax of a teen movie. (Fiction. 13-18)
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Harmony Becker debuted as the illustrator of They Called 
Us Enemy (Top Shelf Books, 2019), a New York Times–best-
selling, multiaward-winning graphic memoir about George 
Takei’s World War II internment camp experiences written 
by Takei, Justin Eisinger, and Steven Scott. Her second book 
and solo debut, Himawari House (First Second, Nov. 9), fol-
lows a group of friends in a shared house in Tokyo. Nao, an 
American who, like Becker herself, is Japanese and White, is 
living and studying Japanese with Singaporean Chinese Tina 
and Korean Hyejung. The girls have two Japanese house-
mates, brothers Shinichi and Masaki. This deeply emotion-
al book pulls readers into the characters’ lives and relation-
ships, using art and text in extraordinarily effective ways. 
Becker lives in Mexico City; she spoke with us over Zoom, 
and the conversation has been edited for length and clarity.

I understand you took a nontraditional path to becom-
ing a published author and illustrator.
I originally wanted to go to CalArts for animation, [but I] 
couldn’t afford the price and didn’t want to be in debt. So 
after high school, I ended up doing two years of volunteer-
ing in Washington, D.C., and then I was in South Korea for a 
year and a half studying Korean. I decided I was going to go 
to the local art school in Columbus, Ohio. I did one semes-
ter before I realized, OK, this is not worth being in debt for. So 
I dropped out, and a friend and I were trying to work on our 
portfolios to see if we could get into the animation industry 
in LA. But both of us realized we wouldn’t be able to tell the 
stories that we wanted to tell, at least not right away. I was a 
waitress for maybe five years [before] my first job with They 
Called Us Enemy, drawing in my spare time. Maybe a year or 
so before I got approached by Top Shelf, I started posting a 
little every day. It was an Inktober thing—a prompt turned 
into a story and then my follower count shot up. From there, 
I decided to do something long-form. Himawari House start-
ed off as “Himawari Share,” a webcomic.

I loved the sheer variety of artistic styles in the book, 
often within a single panel.
I read a lot of manga growing up, and it’s pretty common 
to use that sort of style change to convey different types of 
emotions. The biggest influence for this book was Honey 
and Clover, a series from the early 2000s. They did a lot of 
extreme tone shifts, not just in the art, but in the writing, 
and I definitely took a leaf out of that. That’s something I 
kind of miss when I read Western graphic novels: The art 
tends to stick to one format. I feel like it doesn’t always re-
flect all the shades of being a person. 

Did your manga consumption influence the framing of 
Himawari House?

G
racie Becker

WORDS WITH...

Harmony Becker
Young people in Tokyo form deep bonds in Harmony Becker’s new 
graphic novel
BY LAURA SIMEON
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I was lucky that there was manga in my local library—even 
though they’d only have one or two volumes of a 30-volume 
series, it was still eye-opening to see characters who were al-
lowed to be more than just the Asian character struggling in 
a White world. The authors were writing for Japanese peo-
ple in Japan, so of course that wasn’t even something they 
were thinking about. So by proxy, I also felt like it wasn’t 
something that I always needed to be thinking about. If any-
thing, I started to have the reverse experience and to delve 
into a world where everyone looked like me; I tried to be-
come more Japanese than I was American. I think it was 
that mentality and the experiences it led to that became the 
basis for Nao’s journey in the book.

I loved how grounded the book was in the setting and 
the characters’ cultures but that it’s also accessible to 
a wide range of readers.
I have conflicting thoughts about universality versus spec-
ificity. This story is completely fictional, but all the emo-
tions are real. I wanted to come from a place of total hones-
ty. I feel the most connected to literature—seen and under-
stood and validated—when [there’s] a very specific feeling I 
thought that I was the only one who had ever experienced. I 
wanted to process my own emotions, and if somebody else 
connects to it, that’s wonderful. Specificity shows you your 
place in the world; it reminds you, hey, the place I’m in is not 
the default. Specificity can also be grounding in the sense of, 
oh, my experiences are valid versus the assumption that we can 
all find ourselves in a “universal” narrative—which is often 
a White American narrative. I’m not Whitewashing myself 
or my experiences to be more palatable. You can be uncom-
fortable for once; I want you to know how it feels. There’s a 
whole world out there of people who look nothing like you, 
maybe don’t think like you at all—there’s so much to be seen 
and understood and learned. Just the realization that the 
boundaries of another language are sometimes wider than 
your own in a way that allows you to have thoughts that you 
would never have had if you were speaking only in English. 

I got such a warm, fuzzy feeling from the way you wrote 
some of the Asian characters’ [non-native] English. It 
evoked fond associations with many friends and their 
parents.
We realized in the process of editing that people were hav-
ing a strong reaction to Hyejung’s accent, in particular. Es-
pecially in the United States, Asian accents have come with 
negative connotations or are used for humorous purposes. 
I was tired of that; I have so many people in my life who 

speak with an accent—I speak with an accent when I’m not 
speaking English. I love works like Their Eyes Were Watching 
God, where you really hear the accent in the way it’s writ-
ten. Amitav Ghosh plays a lot with language as well, and I 
really wanted to add something to that, a new way of experi-
encing accents. I wanted to celebrate [them as] proof of be-
ing able to transform yourself and communicate with other 
people. To anybody who takes offense, that’s your journey; 
of course, feel however you want to feel about it, but I hope 
that people can recontextualize their relationship with ac-
cents, why they see [them] as offensive rather than some-
thing that should be celebrated.

Your multinational characters speak to one another in 
such a striking blend of languages, and you represent 
that in a very sophisticated way on the page, some-
times with subtitles, sometimes without.
I decided to write Hyejung as Korean because of the experi-
ence I had living in Korea. I also lived with a Malaysian room-
mate and traveled to Malaysia and Singapore with her. The 
blend of cultures and languages really struck me. I thought 
about the dynamic of how people from different countries 
interact with each other when they’re speaking a common 
language: Sometimes you throw in words from your own 
language, sometimes your sentences don’t make grammati-
cal sense, but you still understand each other. I wanted to 
reflect that playfulness and co-creation of communication 
that happens. In writing this book I’ve come to appreciate 
a bit more how different cultures are viewed from different 
angles, from outside, inside, or alongside. 

Himawari House received a starred review in the Aug. 15, 2021, 
issue.
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THE SHATTERED CROWN
Martineau, Maxym M.
Sourcebooks Fire (480 pp.) 
$10.99 paper  |  Dec. 1, 2021
978-1-72823-228-7 
Series: Beast Charmer, 3 

Leena and Noc must stop their ene-
mies and fix old wrongs in this follow-up 
to The Frozen Prince (2020).

Following Yazmin’s attack on the 
Charmers, newly named Crown of the 

Council Leena must unify her people with Noc’s assassins so 
that they can stand together against Yazmin’s plot to awaken 
Ocnolog and use that legendary beast to destroy the kingdom 
of Lendria. They spell out what they know of Yazmin’s plan 
and launch a counterplan to consolidate their forces, including 
having long-lost prince Noc take his crown to depose villain-
ous King Varek and claim Lendria’s army to fight Yazmin. This 
path continues the visits to burial sites and finds action and 
tension in unexpected obstacles, ambushes, and—of course—
the charming of (or merely surviving) dangerous beasts. Leena 
and Noc’s love story is a done deal (sealed in racy, physical love 
scenes), so romantic tension comes in side characters (whose 
narration unfortunately feels fairly indistinguishable). Yazmin’s 
chapters, however, have a stronger voice and fresher perspective. 
Frequent recaps of the near past and future plans help readers 
keep the plot straight—especially those who won’t be tackling 
it in a single sitting—though sometimes too much signposting 
undercuts the narrative tension, and some reveals are too obvi-
ous. The ending leans into a wish-fulfilling happily-ever-after 
after a massive battle. Most characters default to White.

Existing fans will appreciate this trilogy closer that ends 
on a reader-friendly high note. (bestiary, bonus chapter) (Fan-
tasy. 14-adult)

YOUR AMAZING TEEN BRAIN
CBT and Neuroscience Skills 
To Stress Less, Balance 
Emotions, and Strengthen 
Your Growing Mind
Nebolsine, Elisa
Instant Help Books (200 pp.) 
$18.95 paper  |  Dec. 1, 2021
978-1-68403-804-6  

This down-to-earth guide to cogni-
tive behavioral therapy based on adolescent brain development 
is practical and accessibly written. 

Developed by Dr. Aaron T. Beck as an alternative to tradi-
tional methods, CBT focuses on how thoughts influence behav-
iors. Nebolsine, an experienced CBT practitioner, provides 
clear interpretations of many research studies that back up her 
suggestions for changing readers’ attitudes toward their prob-
lems, illustrated with anecdotal examples from real teens’ lives. 
The book opens with simple scientific explanations of the teen 

brain and its structure and functioning. Relatively well-adjusted 
young people who need some direction for dealing with study-
ing, overcoming procrastination, gaining confidence in school, 
and increasing their ability to make and keep worthwhile 
friendships will benefit from this text that focuses on teach-
ing strategies for dealing constructively with common issues. 
(The author recommends that teens dealing with more serious 
issues reach out to a trusted adult.) The dangers of drinking, 
drugs, and risky sexual behavior are addressed. Short sections 
labeled “Brain Hack” offer practical suggestions, supplement-
ing other specific techniques in the main text. The chatty nar-
rative directly addressing readers is inviting, although some 
repetition and jokey asides can be annoying. Chapters on stress 
and meditation and mindfulness will be of general interest, and 
the last section, on creating a meaningful narrative for one’s life, 
will also appeal to many.

Teens looking for help in understanding their brains and 
making positive shifts will find this effective. (references) 
(Nonfiction. 13-18)

THE DEVIL’S MUSIC 
Page, Nathan
Illus. by Drew Shannon
Knopf (320 pp.) 
$25.99  |  $17.99 paper  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-525-64680-8
978-0-525-64681-5 paper 
Series: The Montague Twins, 2 

The fall of 1969 brings more mystery, 
suspense, and self-knowledge to twin 
brothers Alastair and Peter Montague—

this time involving a rock ’n’ roll tune that may drive listeners 
to suicide.

Fans will be thrilled to learn that this sequel is as engaging 
as The Witch’s Hand (2020) while providing just enough back-
ground to draw in new readers. The twins’ friend Rachel Brad-
ford—whose cruel father was killed in a car crash—now hangs 
with their circle, learning from their magic teacher, Rowan. 
The power of music is a recurrent thread: Former rock singer 
Gideon Drake watches a performance by the twins’ group, Bony 
Fingers, and his appearance stirs Al’s hero worship and Pete’s 
blossoming feelings of same-sex attraction. But why is Gideon 
really in Port Howl? Will the teenagers be allowed to become 

“the newest members of a highly secret magical faction”? Is new 
arrival Uncle Eli truly evil? Intertwining plots are set against the 
backdrop of an atmospheric setting that includes a decrepit 
stately home in which a group of menacing, robed figures called 
the Faculty ask questions; the walls resound loudly if an answer 
is less than truthful. The first-rate illustrations have a retro feel, 
the pacing is excellent, period details are used effectively, and 
the good-natured bantering provides entertainment, balancing 
serious subjects like mental illness and substance abuse. Rowan 
reads as Black; other main characters are White. 

Another winning installment. (Graphic mystery. 12-18)

“Another winning installment.”
the devil’s music
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KILLER CONTENT
Roache, Kiley
Underlined (304 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  Nov. 30, 2021
978-0-593-42749-1  

Influencer teens fall under scrutiny 
when one of them turns up dead.

Life in the Lit Lair, a house where 
six 17-year-old TikTok stars have been 
brought together, seems glamorous on 
the surface: hosting celebrities, gain-

ing lucrative sponsorships, pleasing their millions of followers, 
and throwing wild parties. Cami, Gwen, Tucker, Kat, Beau, and 
Sydney seem to have the perfect lives—until the day they find 
Sydney dead in the pool of their Malibu mansion. Now, with 
the five of them suddenly suspects, secrets come to light. An 
affair, slights over corporate partnerships, personal jealousies, 
and missing money all look like motives to the investigating 
detectives. Meanwhile, taunting videos about the brutal murder 

begin appearing on the Lit Lair’s TikTok account, one that only 
house members have access to. As events unfold, the killer esca-
lates their taunting TikToks, turning up the heat and forcing 
the housemates to a breaking point. Mystery lovers will enjoy 
this thrilling narrative that shifts among the perspectives of 
each housemate as they navigate the tumultuous investigation. 
Some characters are sketched in more depth than others, but 
the author’s rapidly unfolding narrative exposes the harsh reali-
ties of social media and its possible negative effects on young 
consumers. Most main characters read as White; Cami is sig-
naled as Latinx, and Kat is cued as biracial (Black/White).

A page-turning portrayal of social media gone wrong. (Mys-
tery. 13-18)
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WEEABOO
Sallah, Alissa
Illus. by Alissa Sallah & Susie Lee
Oni Press (280 pp.) 
$19.99 paper  |  Nov. 17, 2021
978-1-62010-939-7  

At a crossroads in their lives, three 
friends are bound together by their love 
of Japanese anime and manga.

Although their interest varies by 
degrees, all three use their fandom 

for escapism. Danielle Mitchell, who goes by Dan, is a young 
White person who balks at traditional gender roles and enjoys 
playing the prince. James Shibata is a biracial (Japanese and 
White) teen who is socially awkward, struggling in school, and 
looking for direction. Maya Thompson, who most closely lives 
up to the obsessive connotations of the term weeaboo, is a Black 
teen maintaining an online persona that is at odds with her real-
ity. She is also a source of some unintentional microaggressions 
about Asians which James struggles with, while also facing anti-
Blackness in her fandom community. As they finish out their 
senior year of high school and prepare for an anime conven-
tion, their relationships and futures are tested. The art style is 
reminiscent of 1970s manga, and though at times the charac-
ter designs may be inconsistent, the penciling and watercolors 
deftly embody the fantasy scenes and intensity of characters’ 
facial expressions. An interwoven fictional storyline perhaps 
meant to mirror the real-world plot is just as dramatic as the 
reality. 

Japanese pop culture buoys young people striving to ful-
fill their dreams. (book creation process, cover and character 
designs) (Graphic fiction. 13-17)

THE COLDEST TOUCH
Sterling, Isabel
Razorbill/Penguin (384 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-593-35043-0  

A 16-year-old who predicts death 
teams up with a vampire to learn more 
about her powers.

When her skin touches another’s, 
Elise Beaumont visualizes and feels the 
manner of that person’s death. This 

began five months ago when she foresaw her brother’s immi-
nent drowning. She desperately wants to be rid of this ability 
until vampire Claire Montgomery tells her that, as the Death 
Oracle, Elise can change people’s fates. Meanwhile, Claire hates 
being permanently 17 and a vampire. She agreed to complete 
one final case as a shepherd for the Veil, so now she’s responsible 
for teaching Elise and getting her to come work for them. Claire 
hopes that once she succeeds in this task, the leaders of the 
Veil will help her finally get the revenge she seeks against Rose, 
who made her what she is. The mission becomes complicated, 

though, with an unknown killer on the loose in town and Claire 
developing romantic feelings for Elise. The girls’ alternating 
first-person narratives aren’t terribly distinct, but they succeed 
in expressing their emotions realistically as they grieve, yearn, 
and grow. Heartfelt friendships with lovable side characters 
add lightness and charm. The pace is brisk throughout with 
plenty of thrilling action, even while the romance is a slow burn. 
Worldbuilding happens naturally, and the paranormal mythos is 
easy to understand. Elise and Claire are White and queer; side 
characters are diverse in terms of race, sexuality, and gender 
identity.

Exciting and endearing. (Paranormal. 13-18)

EVERYTHING IT TAKES
Van, Sandi
West 44 Books (200 pp.) 
$12.90 paper  |  $19.95 PLB  |  Dec. 1, 2021
978-1-978595-54-5
978-1-978595-66-8 PLB  

Lily joins an environmental club 
purely to have an extracurricular for 
her college applications, yet she’s soon 
drawn into the group’s mission—and 
unorthodox tactics.

Lily yearns to leave her stifling town. She knows college is 
both the way out and a necessary step toward becoming a law-
yer, her dream since her parents’ divorce. With this goal in mind, 
Lily has focused so completely on her academics that she has no 
friends; besides which, all her previous club-joining attempts 
have failed. Galvanized by college recruiters’ questions about 
extracurricular activities, Lily reluctantly joins Green for Good. 
There, she quickly makes new friends—most notably with 
Fiona, who becomes a love interest. When the club members 
find industrial waste dumped in the creek behind their school, 
Lily must decide how far she will go to help identify the culprit. 
Lily’s an appealing character with a believable voice as the nar-
rator, and the novel is told in clear, accessible free verse. The 
individual poems vary in length but are mostly short, moving 
the plot along swiftly; some episodes are resolved in the space 
of one or two brief poems. Most characters seem to be White; 
Fiona and her grandmother, who communicate using sign lan-
guage, are subtly cued as Native American. The abrupt ending is 
jarring, leaving so many loose threads a sequel seems necessary. 

An appealing blend of environmental activism and 
romance that will engage reluctant readers. (Verse novel. 12-18)

“Japanese pop culture buoys young people 
striving to fulfill their dreams.”

weeaboo
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COMING BACK
Zabarsky, Jessi
Random House Graphic (256 pp.) 
$24.99  |  $16.99 paper  |  Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-593-12543-4
978-0-593-12002-6 paper  

A story of love: for oneself, others, 
and community.

Preet, the village’s best Shaper, and 
Valissa, the bravest librarian, live on an 
island anchored by the tree that pro-

vided the seeds that grew into the first Shifter (someone who 
can change their appearance) and Shaper (a person who can 
form matter). Just as with the first Shaper and Shifter, who 
complemented one another, Preet and Valissa’s love makes each 
stronger. When a child is knocked out by a mysterious mist 
during a class visit to the library, Preet is assigned to journey 
deep into the mist to investigate, but Valissa volunteers to go 
in her place even though she possesses no magic. While she is 
away, Preet breaks a long-standing tradition and is cast out. She 
sails to unknown places in search of belonging. Simultaneously, 
Valissa faces her own insecurities as she seeks the source of the 
mist. Before they can find their ways back to each other, they 
must unlearn what they’ve been taught and create alternative 
paths. This story challenges the concept of traditions and the 
impact they can have on the communities that uphold them. 
Zabarsky’s soft, rounded linework and muted pastels make for 
cozy imagery, with adornments reminiscent of European folk 
art. The themes of change and acceptance elevate the story. 
Both women are fat; Preet has white hair and light-brown skin; 
Valissa has dark-brown skin and hair.

An enchanting tale. (Graphic fantasy. 12-18)

“Challenges the concept of traditions 
and the impact they can have.”

coming back
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indie
THE BATTLE FOR 
ARISHA’S MOUNTAIN
Allers, Kelly
FriesenPress (276 pp.) 
$39.99  |  $19.99 paper  |  $1.99 e-book
May 12, 2021
978-1-5255-8287-5
978-1-5255-8286-8 paper

An alchemist and a warrior cross 
paths as dark forces assemble in this fan-
tasy series opener.

Kaden Raylon is an alchemist in the 
kingdom of Avian. For years he’s suffered nightmares in which 
he dies and “an army of darkness covered the Kingdoms of 
Earth.” After studying in the city of Natreon, he returns home 
to Splendour for the Harvest Moon Festival. There, he dreads 
the future despite the love of his cheerful betrothed, Arika 
Angelika. A reptilian fortuneteller named Ceru even tells him 
that he has “no future” but also that he “must find a way to 
break” a mysterious seal to dispel darkness. Meanwhile, in the 
city of Drake, Tzak is the latest Dragoon, or warrior king. As 
night falls on a celebration in his honor, he retires to the forest 
with a female companion. In the morning, he finds Drake and 
its inhabitants burned to cinders. He encounters nobody living 
but Master Drogon, who explains that Tzak is cursed because 
his trials to become the Dragoon are incomplete. Tzak must 
spill the tainted blood of his last living half brother. Elsewhere, 
at the nesting grounds of Murder Grove, the birds of Avian pre-
pare to answer a call to war by Arisha, “our Goddess of Love.” 
Allers begins this rousing epic fantasy series with magical 
multispecies chaos. Aside from powerful humans, Avian is 
home to talking birds, like Rey, the “conure parrot,” and Melody 
Tron, the angel-like Seraph. Early on, Arika says, “a person will 
always need others to give them purpose and identity,” pointing 
readers toward a key plot driver. Tzak is an intriguing, tragic 
figure, attempting to live on a pedestal and going badly astray 
in the process. The author’s battles are incredibly cinematic, 
as when “the ice dragon was flying with broken wings...spray-
ing the trees with blood...it looked like a demon from another 
world.” Kaden undergoes a surprising change in the final third 
that gives him a new mission and proves that Allers is concep-
tually daring. A rewarding new dimension awaits readers in the 
sequel.

A consistently surprising fantasy with strong characters 
who enhance the story.

MONTANA’S MEMORY DAY by Sue Lawrence; 
illus. by Erika Wilson ......................................................................... 137

ORPHEUS RISING by Lance Lee ...................................................... 137

CIBOLERO by Kermit Lopez ............................................................. 138

TRANSFORMATION IN TIMES OF CRISIS by Nitin Rakesh & 
Jerry Wind .........................................................................................143

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

CIBOLERO
Lopez, Kermit
iUniverse (182 pp.)
$13.95 paper  |  $6.99 e-book
Aug. 3, 2007
978-0-59-543567-8
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UNDER THE MILKY WAY
Barneveld, Vanessa
Entangled: Teen (400 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  $5.99 e-book
Aug. 10, 2021
978-1-68-281573-1

A teenager investigates why so many 
residents in her Colorado town report alien 
abductions in this YA SF/romance novel.

For a small town, Dawson certainly 
has a high number of people attending 

Alien Abductees Anonymous meetings. They have similar sto-
ries: waking up unable to move in a bare, white room; sadistic 
poking and prodding; triangular-headed beings. Dutch Indone-
sian Cassidy Roekiem, a high school senior, is skeptical, but she’s 
had odd experiences like those of the support group, including 
losing two hours of her life and having flashbacks. As Cassidy 
makes contact with others who’ve had comparable flashbacks, 
she grows closer to handsome Hayden McGraw, who’s hiding 
his own link to aliens. Meanwhile, she’s looking into the so-
called wellness resort Eden Estate, where her mother, Nina, has 
been staying since her research for a book on the 1985 vanish-
ing of the president’s daughter, Jane Flanagan, turned into an 
obsession and breakdown. Alarmed by many red flags at Eden, 
Cassidy is determined to spring Nina by finding Flanagan her-
self. With the help of friends, Cassidy investigates the case—
becoming embroiled in several dangerous secrets, including 
the connections among Eden Estate, Flanagan, and the CIA’s 
top-secret Parallax Human Intervention Unit. In her latest YA 
novel, Barneveld offers a cleverly constructed plot, letting read-
ers in on much that Cassidy doesn’t know while still springing 
an unexpected development late in the tale that adds an intrigu-
ing complication. Cassidy’s an engaging character, tenacious, 
smart, and linguistically gifted; her facility in American Sign 
Language comes in handy. Also blending in well with the overall 
story is the romance between Cassidy and Hayden, which gains 
an extra dimension to the usual angst-y teen passion because of 
his secret life and its expectations. 

A multilayered and well-told paranormal thriller with 
strong character and plot development. 

I QUIT!
The Life-Affirming Joy of 
Giving Up
Behal, Coonoor
New Degree Press (332 pp.)
$21.99 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
April 28, 2021
978-1-63676-948-6

A debut collection of true stories 
focuses on quitting jobs, relationships, 
and habits.

In this self-help book, Behal gathers tales from nearly two 
dozen people who discuss the decisions they made to walk away 

from marriages, careers, hobbies, and other pursuits that no 
longer served a useful purpose in their lives. Throughout the 
chapters, the author adds her own commentary and stories 
about things she has quit in her own life. The tales are grouped 
by topic, opening with a soda addict’s recollection of giving up 
carbonated beverages for good and concluding with an account 
of ending an engagement shortly before the wedding. Behal 
includes contributions from Younas, who ended his heroin use; 
Christina, who left a corporate job to train for the circus and 
then left the show after achieving her goal; Genevieve, who put 
her health ahead of a powerful consulting career; and Amanda, 
who is no longer a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Lat-
ter-day Saints. The stories reflect a variety of socio-economic 
experiences, though the author acknowledges that being in a 
position to quit generally requires some degree of privilege. One 
of the most compelling tales involves Leah, who was raised in an 
abusive family of drug dealers and dealt with addiction before 
choosing to walk away from the destructive environment she 
grew up in and turning her entrepreneurial skills toward more 
legal pursuits. Behal does an excellent job of capturing compel-
ling stories in her profiles (“I was reading business textbooks 
and learning Marxist and feminist philosophy during the day 
and getting tear gassed and fighting with the police at night,” 
one man explains). The author’s analysis—the structural and 
emotional barriers that often delay the decision to quit, the cul-
tural stigma attached to it—is frequently intriguing, particularly 
as she discovers that the anti-quitting attitude she learned from 
her South Asian parents has its equivalent in other cultures 
(although the book’s glib references to the “Puritan work ethic” 
display a limited understanding of the sociological concept).

A captivating look at people who made the choice to quit.

ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS 
IS THE GIRL NEXT DOOR
Bobulski, Chelsea
Wise Wolf Books (214 pp.) 
$14.00 paper  |  $4.99 e-book  |  Oct. 28, 2021
978-1-953944-11-5

In this YA romance, a Christmas 
wish has life-changing consequences.

Graham Wallace wants two things: 
to get out of Christmas, Virginia, and 
Sarah Clarke. The former is his holi-

day-obsessed small town, which the high school junior finds 
cozy but stifling; the latter is his childhood pal and next-
door neighbor, a dedicated ballerina who happens to be dat-
ing Graham’s best friend, Jeremy Davis. Time is running out 
before the school’s winter formal. Graham has just asked the 
new girl in town, Piper Hudson, who also happens to frequent 
the bookstore where he works, when he makes a private, late-
night Christmas wish. The next morning, Graham has what he 
desired. In this alternate reality, Graham and Sarah have been 
dating for two years and are planning to move to New York 
City after graduation. Jeremy has transformed from skinny 
gamer to buff wrestler and is interested in Piper, still the new 
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For an immersive reading experi-
ence, there’s no tech solution better 
than print books. But dedicated e-
readers run a close second. They’re 
cheaper and far less distracting than 
iPads, and some are waterproof. The 
New York Times’ Wirecutter lists the 
top choices as Amazon’s Kindle Pa-
perwhite and Kobo’s Clara. Both are 
lightweight, backlit, use long-life bat-
teries (lasting for weeks), and have 

the look (and supposed lack of eyestrain) of paper, thanks 
to e-ink. 

Most recent e-readers have similar readability (300 
pixels per inch); the sizes vary, though a 6-inch screen is 
popular; several have external buttons (helpful for those 
with joint or mobility issues) to turn pages; and all can 
be used in varying light conditions—from the beach to 
a dark bedroom. The deciding factor may be the seam-
lessness of the reading experience; no one wants to waste 
reading time troubleshooting. If you primarily read or 
publish (via KDP) in the Amazon world, which uses a 
proprietary format, a Kindle device is the only option 
that doesn’t require using a third-party app to access con-
tent. To support indie bookstores and/or opt out of the 
Amazon universe, Kobo is ideal. Both the Paperwhite 
and Clara integrate with library 
systems that use OverDrive (a 
download fulfillment service for 
libraries, schools, corporations, 
and retailers) or Libby, Over-
Drive’s app.  

PCMag, CNET, and many 
more consider the Paperwhite 
4, which came out in 2018, the 
clear choice. Wirecutter says, 
it’s “the best device dedicated to 
reading.” The basic, ad-support-
ed model is $129.99, waterproof, 
and has Bluetooth capability (to 
listen to audiobooks) and 8GB of storage. The compact 
device feels well made, and the flush screen is nearly glare 
free. The Paperwhite is intuitive, and navigating to Ama-
zon’s store and Kindle Unlimited requires few clicks. Via 
the Kindle app, Paperwhite syncs with NetGalley, which 
publishers and authors use to send digital review cop-
ies to book reviewers, and multiple Libby/Overdrive ac-
counts. It even manages most PDFs well (PDFs can be 
mailed to the user’s Amazon account, which converts the 

format so the entire document or book can be resized 
similar to other e-books). 

Kobo’s Clara is Paper-
white’s leading rival. PCMag 
says, it’s “the best all-around e-
reader for anyone who borrows 
books from public libraries.” 
Wirecutter says, “If you don’t 
want an e-reader from Ama-
zon, this is the next-best choice. 
It’s not waterproof, there’s no 
Bluetooth, and the device isn’t 
tied into the Amazon ecosys-
tem, but the hardware is oth-
erwise nearly identical and 
the book selection is similar.” 
CNET also considers it a good alternative to the Paper-
white. The $119 Clara has a warm-light option for night 
reading, an option I missed on the Paperwhite. Connect-
ing with the Pocket app and one library system (and only 
one) via Overdrive/Libby is easy. NetGalley and other 
DRM titles must be sideloaded (a term I hadn’t used for 
about 15 years) by using Adobe Reader. The Kobo Elipsa 
has a stylus, which allows for note taking on e-books and 
PDFs, and offers smooth integration with Pocket, Over-
drive, and Dropbox. The larger Elipsa (10.3-inch screen) 
is a much better device for reading graphic novels than 
either the Paperwhite or the Clara.

Like Amazon, Kobo has a publishing platform for 
independent authors, and Kobo readers have access to 
free and for-purchase indie titles as well as its extensive 
bookstore of traditionally pubbed titles, which can also 
be bought from independent bookstores, an advantage 
over the Paperwhite. 

Overall, the Paperwhite and Clara are delightful, 
small devices that make reading e-books pleasurable. The 
Paperwhite, however, has the advantage. It makes down-
loading content from multiple sources painless, and Ama-
zon’s customer service is considerably better than Kobo’s. 
But buying a Paperwhite doesn’t rule out supporting in-
dependent bookstores. If Amazon averse, use the Paper-
white for all borrowed books and buy print books from 
your local indie. 

Karen Schechner is the vice president of Indie. 
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girl in town and now Graham’s co-worker at the bookstore. But 
as the holiday draws closer in Christmas, Virginia, Graham 
realizes he and Sarah may not be the perfect match he once 
fantasized about. Despite their long-term relationship, the 
couple struggle to connect, and her parents aren’t exactly crazy 
about him. In the meantime, Graham can’t get Piper off his 
mind—is she truly the one he’s meant to be with? Bobulski cre-
ates a Hallmark movie–esque setting in Christmas, with special 
traditions and quirky townsfolk, like bookstore owner Aunt 
Bee and Graham’s parents, who have a long-term love story of 
their own. Graham is a winning narrator, devoted to Sarah in a 
way that’s realistic for a teenage boy but without ever becom-
ing obsessive or entitled about his dream girl. Sarah herself has 
realistic inner conflicts about the future she thinks she wants 
with Graham and her actual dreams; and Piper shines as a well-
developed love interest—a cheerleader with a passion for read-
ing to match Graham’s—who is always straightforward about 
her feelings in a way that’s truly refreshing.

A gloriously sweet holiday read about expectations and reality.

ICEAPELAGO 2091
Brennan, Peter
Self (224 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  $4.99 e-book  |  Sept. 6, 2021
978-1-8380639-2-4

As the regional sheriff of his dis-
trict in a flooded, half-ruined Ireland 
of the future, a climate change survivor 
becomes a hero, wanted killer, and key 
figure in the struggles to control the 
island chain.

In this cli-fi sequel, public policy and fiction author Bren-
nan offers a continuation of the world he created in his previ-
ous novel, Iceapelago (2020): a Northern Hemisphere altered by 
drastic climate change in the latter part of the 21st century. The 

“Eriador event,” an apocalyptic icefall tsunami originating in a 
collapsing Greenland, effectively shut off the Gulf Stream, ush-
ering in fierce winters that lasted half a year. Three decades later, 
only Canada seems to have withstood the worst of the calamity. 
The country has the advantage of hosting stranded Irish scien-
tist/inventor Sean Pitcher, who foresaw what was coming. The 
Eastern United States is devastated (“Those with guns are in 
charge”); continental Europe is mostly drowned; and survivors 
struggle on bits of England and Wales jutting out of the sea. Ire-
land has become an island chain—the titular “iceapelago”—that 
still functions, but cooperation and planning among scattered 
communities, such as Cork, Howth, and Sligo, are essential, sus-
taining 13,250 people through the cold. Unfortunately, adminis-
tration is lacking. A nameless central “Commander” in Dublin 
is more concerned about threats to his power from the regional 
governments led by “Sixes” and their law enforcer “Sheriffs” 
than guaranteeing food stocks and maintaining crucial fly-
ing delivery drones as winter approaches. At Malahide Castle 
Island, loner Rory, who lost his family in the Eriador event, is 
impressive enough with guns to land the Sheriff job after his 

predecessor gets caught stealing supplies. When a devastating 
storm strikes and Rory kills the Commander’s daughter-in-law, 
Jane Madden, a bureaucrat who tried to deny his people sanc-
tuary, the new Malahide Sheriff becomes a wanted fugitive, 
protected by some as a hero, scorned by others as a murderous 
outlaw. Meanwhile, outside invaders plot against the iceapelago 
and its tempting resources. At this crucial juncture, the long-
absent Pitcher fatefully reappears.

While the kitsch-culture legacy of plentiful 1970s disas-
ter movies and their attendant books still tends to set readers’ 
teeth on edge, Brennan’s cli-fi prophecy transcends the Irwin 
Allen aesthetic. The story offers impressive worldbuilding and 
fairly persuasive ideas of what is required to persevere in dire 
straits like these—especially when massive casualties leave rem-
nants in high office who are clearly not society’s best and bright-
est. Even Rory is a problematic protagonist, a hard fellow closer 
in spirit to vintage Clint Eastwood than to Liam Neeson in his 
impulses toward unthinking violence and retribution. But in 
the most audacious gambit, the author shifts the point of view 
away from the human element altogether, telling the story in 
part via tribes of Arctic foxes, newly arrived and opportunistic 
in the face of humans’ decline. Working in peaceful accord with 
another species (puffin birds) throughout the winter, the four-
footed predators seem to harbor more noble qualities of fore-
sight, pragmatism, and even spirituality than do the fragments 
of Homo sapiens. That said, the fox subplot payoff is rather weak 
here unless Brennan has future installments on ice.

Despite a curious animal detour, this superior cli-fi tale 
often feels like tomorrow’s headlines.

THE UPSIDE DOWN WORLD OF 
STACEY MCGILL
Burns, Linda Brown
Illus. by Rachel Pounder
Litprime Solutions (46 pp.) 
$15.99  |  $9.99 paper  |  Sept. 9, 2020
978-1-95-339708-9
978-1-72-831144-9 paper

In this whimsically illustrated picture book, a girl imagines 
a world in which everyone is kind. 

Stacey McGill sees too much unkindness in her daily routine, 
so she imagines herself into an upside-down world, “Where it’s 
/ peaceful, not noisy, And / everything’s still.” Stacey posts signs 
to declare the rules of kindness, hosts a frown-fixing day, and 
even casts herself as the star of her own circus where “every-
one’s smiling, And nobody cries.” Stacey’s world doesn’t allow 
monsters in closets or dark nights that are too scary. As Stacey’s 
imagining comes to an end, readers see from the illustration 
that she’s been hanging upside down from the monkey bars the 
whole time. Burns’ simple rhyming couplets use an accessible 
vocabulary for newly independent learners, with only a few 
challenging vocabulary words (trapeze, sojourn). While some of 
the lines of poetry have their own, text-centered pages with a 
black border, many are accompanied by a mixed-media image 
from Pounder sure to draw readers’ attention. Pounder mixes 
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right-side-up and upside-down features on each page. Some-
times it’s only Stacey who’s upside down while other times, the 
world is upside down (but not the text of signs), or the floor is 
at the top of the page, but the walls of the room remain right-
side-up. The inconsistency highlights the imaginative spin of 
Stacey’s kind world and is sure to have readers puzzling over 
which way is really up.

A good choice for a kind message, with inventive illustra-
tions and smooth rhymes.

VIP CHECK-IN
Craft, Michael
Manuscript 

An aging concierge and a desperate 
private eye team up in Craft’s mystery 
series starter.

Fifty-something Dante O’Donnell 
moved to Palm Springs seven years ago, 
giving up a not-so-successful acting 
career to marry his doctor boyfriend, 
Anthony Gascogne. Two years ago, 

Anthony asked for a divorce, and a few months afterward, he 
was murdered in an apparent break-in. Now Dante is work-
ing for a vacation rental company, looking after properties and 
some of the VIP clients. While assisting a wealthy art dealer, 
Dante runs into Jazz Friendly, the officer who investigated 
Anthony’s murder. Jazz has since lost her job and is now work-
ing as a rent-a-cop, providing security for the art dealer’s mer-
chandise while moonlighting as a private detective. Dante and 
Jazz hate each other—Jazz wrongly arrested Dante for his hus-
band’s killing, which indirectly caused her to lose her job—but 
when Jazz saves Dante from being framed for a different crime, 
the two call a truce. In fact, she asks if he might be able to drum 
up some PI business for her among the wealthy vacationing set. 
Dante agrees, but when a body turns up in the swimming pool 
of one of his rentals, he and Jazz are thrown into a caper that’s 
larger than either could have expected. Craft’s prose style is 
dry and sharp, perfect for the desert resort milieu of the aging 
rich and those who make their living from them. For example, 
here, Dante visits Jazz’s office in the back of a coffee shop for 
the first time: “Taped to the inside of the glass was a makeshift 
sign that I recognized as a photocopy of Jazz’s business card, 
which had been enlarged several times….I assumed Jazz didn’t 
get many walk-ins.” Dante and Jazz make for an intriguing pair, 
as both are flawed in their own embarrassing ways, and both 
are searching for something to fill the voids in their lives. Craft 
has long been an inventive mystery writer, and this new series 
promises to add a bit of grit to his distinctively colorful brand 
of storytelling.

An immersive first outing for a crime-solving odd couple. 

BEHIND THE VEIL
Dawson, E.J.
Literary Wanderlust (292 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book  |  Oct. 1, 2021
978-1-942856-88-7

A tormented medium takes on a dif-
ficult case in this supernatural novel.

In 1920s Los Angeles, the spiritualist 
movement is in full swing. Parents and 
widows of soldiers who died in World 
War I are still looking for closure, and 

medium Letitia Hawking is there to deliver it. Letitia uses her 
“scrying bowl” to view the deathbed moments of the deceased, 
offering accounts of their final thoughts to the bereaved and 
bringing them the peace she cannot find for herself. She wears 
a black veil during her readings to increase the sense of mys-
tery—and to hide her identity from anyone who might recog-
nize her from her past in London. When she’s approached by 
the wealthy lawyer Alasdair Driscoll about a case involving his 
still living young niece, Finola, the medium initially declines. 
Driscoll wants Letitia to sign a confidentiality agreement 
before they begin, and she can sense a shadow looming behind 
him. “She didn’t need the Driscolls’ ghosts,” she thinks. “She 
had enough of her own.” Then Letitia learns just what’s wrong 
with Finola: The girl is haunted by phantoms, and if she isn’t 
helped, she will end up in an asylum. Letitia takes pity on the 
girl—whose condition has much in common with the medium’s 
own—and begins to have feelings for Driscoll as well. But can 
Letitia help the living without someone ending up dead? Daw-
son’s prose is measured and suspenseful as she slowly unspools 
the tale: “Finola’s breathing was labored, her eyes twitching 
beneath her lids and forehead clammy, with threads of auburn 
hair sticking to her skin….There was no darkness attached to 
the girl, though the room’s low light gave too many shadows 
for Letitia’s liking. Ever wary of self-protection, she took hesi-
tant footsteps closer.” The author is adept at selling not only 
the novel’s supernatural elements, but the historical era as well. 
She takes her time building the characters and the world around 
them, which pays dividends once the really spooky stuff starts 
to happen. Like all good ghost stories, the true horrors aren’t 
entirely spectral: The characters are haunted by personal trau-
mas and secrets as frightening as any spirit.

An old-fashioned ghost story told with inventiveness 
and style.
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WOMEN OF FIRE AND SNOW
Short Stories
del Paso, Nati
BookBaby (236 pp.)
$4.99 e-book  |  Sept. 21, 2021

This debut short story collection 
traces the lives of Mexican American 
women as they navigate crises arising from 
gender, politics, and the supernatural.

The settings of these eight tales swing 
between two geographical poles, the fire 

and snow of the book’s title: Mexico and Washington state’s Sno-
qualmie Valley area. The spatial opposition mirrors psychic, polit-
ical, and emotional dislocations in the characters’ lives, as in “The 
Devil You Know,” one of the volume’s strongest stories. Emiliana 
now lives in South Seattle, but she grew up in Mexico. She was 
trained as a curandera; during her first healing, Emiliana encoun-
tered Tzitzitlime, a powerful demon from the stars. Ever since, 
he’s appeared to Emiliana when tragedy threatens. Now, after an 
ominous vision, she’s visiting her great-granddaughter, Tatiana, 
who recently married Liam, a violent and controlling man. Emili-
ana again confronts the demon, which forces her to reevaluate 
the past and her role as a healer. Empowered by a deep connec-
tion with the spirits of her mother and grandmother, she comes 
to her great-granddaughter’s rescue. The world in these stories is 
threatened by violence, death, and destruction, sometimes over-
whelming but sometimes defied through ties of family, friendship, 
and the mystical. In her collection, del Paso tells tales that often 
contain elements of horror and suspense. It’s a commentary on 
women’s lived experience that some of the most horrific motifs 
are simple fact, such as the epidemic of femicides in Ecatepec de 
Morelos, Mexico. In such a world, spirits and demons seem right 
at home alongside more mundane events, allowing the stories 
to venture into dramatic, even melodramatic, territory without 
feeling artificial or overdone. While the pieces often describe 
stark choices or harsh fates, there’s also a strong vein of assurance 
that nature, spirit, and the land itself can redress balances.

Powerful, engaging tales that make vivid use of magical 
realism.

COMMUNION
Our Personal Calvary: A 
Fuller Life Through His Body 
and Blood
Desir, Finbar
Westbow Press (138 pp.) 
$28.95  |  $11.95 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
March 2, 2021
978-1-66-421871-0
978-1-66-421870-3 paper

An analysis focuses on the Last Sup-
per and the sacrament of Holy Communion.

While it’s generally accepted that receiving Commu-
nion is a practice central to Christian life, it’s just as widely 

misunderstood, argues Desir. The author examines the symbolic 
link between Communion and the Last Supper that inspired it. 
According to Desir, Communion is “our personal Calvary,” a 
concrete means by which every individual can not only under-
stand, but also personally participate in the magnificence of 
Jesus’ “total sacrifice.” Communion then is much more than a 
ceremonial gesture—it is a way of dwelling “in Jesus,” growing 
closer to one’s Savior, and remembering an act of forgiveness 
that serves as a model for his disciples’ emulation. In addition, 
Communion furnishes a link between the Old Testament and 
the New Testament since the Passover bread anticipates Jesus’ 
offering of his body in the same symbolic form. Besides being 
a “spiritual food,” the reception of which is the necessary con-
dition of salvation, Communion is a gateway to a more moral 
life: “Jesus is promising us that, as we cultivate our connection 
with Him through Communion, we will also grow in releasing 
control of our daily lives to Him. The ultimate we can strive for 
is to be fully in tune with Jesus’s will, as Jesus is with the Father’s 
will.” Desir offers an unfailingly clear and scrupulously careful 
exposition of the Bible as well as an impressively comprehen-
sive account of the Last Supper and its theological implications. 
But not every reader will be open to the unconventional sug-
gestions that Communion can be used to cure serious illnesses 
or cancel curses and “demonic covenants.” In addition, despite 
its exegetical rigor, this book is still closer to a sermon than a 
scholarly work. Paragraphs routinely end with exclamations: 

“Glory to God!”
A meticulous and wide-ranging exploration of a key bibli-

cal event.

A DOCTRINE OF FEAR
Edge, Paul J.C.
Self (391 pp.) 
$47.03 paper  |  $5.54 e-book  |  June 8, 2021
979-8-64-220354-5

Mysterious inscriptions on an Eng-
lishman’s skin and attacks by demonic 
assassins are among the signs interpreted 
by the Vatican that an apocalyptic battle 
between good and evil is nigh.

In this sequel, Edge continues an SF/
fantasy trilogy that began with An English 

Apocalypse (2020). The narrative partially recaps events in the 
earlier book from different points of view. Contemporary Brit-
ish family man Joseph Fairbourne notices enigmatic inscriptions 
appearing on his skin, some in Latin, and suspects a prank by his 
21-year-old video game–playing son, James. But when a priest 
sees the marks, everything changes. Joseph; his wife, Bridget; 
James; and other relatives are swept up by a Swiss Guard secret 
branch, protecting them from sudden raids by black-clad assas-
sins who inevitably erupt into flames when defeated. It seems 
the pope has been having visions of a final war between servants 
of God and minions of Satan, and Joseph’s stigmatalike phe-
nomenon marks him as a key figure in this quasi-biblical proph-
ecy come true. The Vatican secretly spent its fortune (with a 

“Desir offers an impressively comprehensive account of 
the Last Supper and its theological implications.”

communion
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network of supernaturally gifted individuals) in creating safe 
havens, combat drones, and elite soldiers for a showdown with 
the massing “Dark Ones.” Now, agnostic Joseph is ordained a 
priest as violence and horror escalate globally. But is it possible 
there is a rational explanation for the end-of-days catastrophes? 
A parallel plotline follows Jennifer Travers, a Scottish woman 
with crack military training traveling through the United States. 
Happenstance repeatedly pits her combat skills against rap-
ists, abusers, and, ultimately, the inhuman-seeming Dark Ones 
themselves. Those passages do feel flown in from another story 
altogether (readers may be reminded of F. Paul Wilson’s recur-
ring action hero who winds up fighting the occult, Repairman 
Jack, and that is no small compliment). And Edge’s juggling of 
multiple narrators—including ship’s log entries and late arriv-
als from the first book—does make for an uneven whole. But 
as a midtrilogy installment, the adventure can be enjoyed as a 
stand-alone. The author’s cagey treatment of whether all these 
tribulations are really salvation or superscience indistinguish-
able from magic makes a switch from the Tim LaHaye/Jerry B. 
Jenkins–spawned genre of Left Behind–ish apocalypse thrillers 
with overt Christian evangelical agendas. Readers will decide 
if this is a frustrating plot element or deserving of a hallelujah.

The devil is in the details as this engaging, epic SF thriller 
begets unholy mayhem.

HORRORSCOPE
Evans, Brian & Biltz, Mark A. & 
Bousquet, Helen M. & Xalabarder, Ferran
Illus. by Ferran Xalabarder
WestWinds Press (81 pp.)
$13.99 e-book  |  June 1, 2021

When the mob uses a fortunetell-
er’s predictions for its criminal benefit, 
things quickly turn violent and macabre 
in this graphic novel.

Psychic Helen Wilson charges a 
meager $25 for a reading at her Naugatuck, Connecticut, home. 
Those who pay for her services witness her astonishing abili-
ties to foresee future events and apparently speak with the dead. 
But Luigi Nicolo watches Helen guess plays during a baseball 
game. Once his mob boss uncle, AC Nicolo, gets wind of this 
and believes Helen is legit, he sends Luigi to intimidate her. 
After all, she can boost the gangsters’ capital with predictions 
that make bank robberies a cinch. When one of those heists 
goes bad, AC suspects Helen betrayed him, and he responds 
in typical mob fashion. But Helen may be the wrong person to 
cross, and her retaliation is more horrifying than anything AC 
can imagine. In a concurrent plot, Helen seemingly derives her 
power from her “zodiac table.” This story gradually reveals the 
origin of the table, which, though clearly antique, is much older 
than it looks. Xalabarder’s tale is based on a 2014 book by Evans, 
Biltz, and Bousquet called Horrorscope. Xalabarder’s graphic 
novel, though predictable (even for nonpsychics), establishes 
memorable characters. For example, Helen is an empathetic 
woman who uses her powers to help others, while police 

Detective Merton Howard succumbs to a growing fascination 
with the fortuneteller and her enigmatic table. The narrative’s 
latter half, in which zodiac-inspired creatures take the narrative 
reins, bursts with bloody, graphic imagery. It’s a fine display of 
Xalabarder’s art, particularly the assorted colors; muted blues 
adorn night scenes and contrast with intermittent sepia-toned 
flashbacks. In a standout 1950-set sequence, the only color 
among black-and-white images is the glaring red of blood. The 
story’s open ending as well as a few unknown character fates 
suggest that a sequel will follow.

A distinctive horror tale with stark characters and radi-
ant artwork.

CAT GUT
Rage, Pity, Terror, Remorse, 
Despair, Love
Falconer, Saul
Paul Bird (223 pp.) 
$5.99 paper  |  $5.99 e-book  |  July 28, 2021
979-8-5450-4865-6

Dystopian futures reveal the univer-
sality of primal human emotions in this 
SF story collection.

Each story in this anthology focuses 
on people grappling with the conse-

quences of intense emotions. Highlights include “Terror,” in 
which a father and son living in a subterranean city win a lot-
tery to join a group of citizens headed aboveground to prepare 
Earth for repopulation. According to their leaders, “the Terror,” 
defined as having “sharpened pointed” teeth and “catlike” eyes, 
live on the surface. As part of their pre-ascent orientation, the 
citizens view frightening images from the past. The leaders 
manipulate them through the use of special effects (“thunder 
rolled around the room, so that the very benches they sat on 
trembled”) so that they’ll uncritically accept the mission. In 

“Despair,” Skazi, a gambling addict and prisoner, awakens in cor-
porate psychiatric facility Trans-Con, which rehabilitates men-
tally ill persons by shifting “the consciousness of patients…to 
primates and returning it back.” It turns out that participation 
in the program is mandatory, and noncompliance of any kind 
results in enslavement and exile to another planet for life. A clear 
concern for humanity, reminiscent of Philip K. Dick’s dystopian 
fiction, appears throughout all of Falconer’s stories here; their 
characters start out as victims of their unique situations, as one 
might expect, but they’re also at the mercy of their own indi-
vidual flaws, as well. As if to accent the theme of humanity, the 
stories all distinctively open with the protagonist encountering 
a specific smell, such as “garlic,” “perfumed floral air,” “roasting 
coffee beans, “freshly cut grass,” or “sweat, linen, plastic.” More-
over, they all struggle against greater societies where human-
ity—as a group and as a state of existence—has been diminished, 
giving the tales an unmistakable feeling of profundity. 

A subtle and meaningful collection about humankind 
under stress.
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HORODNO BURNING
Freed-Thall, Michael
Rootstock Publishing (330 pp.) 
$26.95  |  $17.95 paper  |  Sept. 21, 2021
978-1-57869-072-5
978-1-57869-067-1 paper

In this historical novel, an unlikely 
Jewish couple—she’s an obsessed biblio-
phile and he can’t read—struggles under 
an increasingly antisemitic Russia in the 
late 19th century.

Esther Leving is a remarkable young woman—a vora-
cious reader, she can write in six languages by the age of 15. 
She’s also defiantly independent and opinionated. Esther 
angrily chafes at the “subordination of women and perse-
cution of non-believers” as well as the oppression experi-
enced by Jews, a phenomenon she’s familiar with living in 
Horodno in the Pale of Settlement in the Russian Empire. For 
all her intellectual liveliness, Esther is essentially friendless, ham-
pered by an injured foot, and completely disinterested in the 

“array of suitors” her parents send her way. She pines to be a writer 
and expresses disdain for the restrictions of marriage. But when 
she meets Bernard Garfinkle, the son of a vodka distiller, she falls 
in love, even after she learns his peculiar secret—despite a nimble 
mind, he never learned to read, a failing that makes for an odd 
pairing astutely captured by Freed-Thall: “I love a boy who can’t 
read. If I hadn’t gotten to know him first, he’d be a book returned 
to the shelves unopened. Single words aren’t the problem, but 
when they gather, all talking at once, he lurches forward, pauses, 
sounds out, only to lose his way and backtrack.” Esther agrees 
to teach Bernard to read and opens a bookshop he builds for 
her. But with the ascension of Alexander III comes virulent, vio-
lent anti-Jewish sentiment, a historical development rigorously 
researched and dramatically conveyed by the author. Neverthe-
less, this novel is at its core a love story—Freed-Thall sensitively 
limns the ways in which the couple’s devotion transcends their 
deep differences, not just literary, but also religious. Bernard is 
devoutly spiritual, and Esther tends to see religious belief as an 
instrument of thoughtless prejudice. This is a captivating book, 
historically authentic and movingly romantic.

A mesmerizing tale of love in a time of extraordinary trials.

OLD STATE ROAD
Gerrish, Jason
Photos by Brad Daulton
UnCollected Press (98 pp.) 
$24.42 paper  |  Jan. 4, 2021
978-1-73-600985-7

A volume of poetry focuses on life in 
rural Ohio.

For two years, Gerrish lived and 
wrote in a trailer on photographer 
Daulton’s farm on Old State Road; the 

author’s experiences there inform these poems. Gerrish begins 

by likening a shower to a baptism and contemplating the fate 
of a spider down the drain in “polarity.” He juxtaposes the 
memory of an abusive father with that of a first kiss in “walk-
ing papers.” He bemoans the trials of manual labor—and the 
cheap beer and cigarettes he consumes—in “What’s bad is fac-
tory work.” News of a grandmother’s death reaches the poet via 
a neighbor in “crow.” A woman whose husband is in the Navy 
finds comfort with a lover and the “warm flesh bound / by warm 
flesh” in “you know, a loneliness.” A gruesome play-by-play of 
eradicating pests is the subject of “how it happened.” A “crazed 
madman” is described in painstaking detail in “bastard outside.” 
The collection concludes with “dead poem #9,” a dramatic 
monologue directed at a brother. The poems are interspersed 
with Daulton’s pastoral, tintype photographs of his family’s 
farm. Gerrish’s free verse poetry is simple and accessible, an 
easy entry point for those new to the genre. It effortlessly 
transports readers to a rural milieu by evoking all five senses. 
He describes the “muffled / roaming sounds” of a Monte Carlo, 

“dark, / grizzly barns,” and “lonesome, / stark” fields. He uses suc-
cinct yet revealing dialogue that lends a flavor to the subjects of 
his poems, such as a cranky hotel guest with a sailor’s mouth in 

“this old woman I like.” Poems like “What’s good is being the 
dishwasher” perfectly capture working-class life and its small 
but necessary pleasures: “What’s good is the river / What’s good 
is a stiff drink / on the bare upper deck of a casino boat, / roll-
ing down the Mississippi at 1am, alone.” More emotional depth 
could have added extra gravitas to these poems, but overall, this 
is a minor flaw.

A cohesive and poignant collection of poems that immerses 
readers in the Midwest.

WATERGATE’S 
FORGOTTEN HERO
Frank Wills, 
Night Watchman
Henig, Adam
McFarland (213 pp.) 
$29.95 paper  |  $13.49 e-book
May 26, 2021
978-1-4766-8480-2

A historian explores the life of a forgot-
ten 20th-century hero in this biography.

In the plethora of works on the 1970s and the Watergate 
scandal, Frank Wills is often only mentioned in passing (and 
even then, rarely named) or relegated to obscurity in footnotes. 
Yet, as the 24-year-old security guard who first discovered evi-
dence of a break-in at the Democratic National Committee 
headquarters in the Watergate Office Building in Washington, 
D.C., Wills played a singular role in the unraveling of America’s 
biggest political scandal. In this absorbing biography, Henig 
offers the first serious and systematic examination of Water-
gate through the lens of Wills. Despite the historical marginal-
ization of Wills, the African American security guard became a 
national sensation as Richard Nixon’s presidency crumbled in 
the aftermath of the Watergate break-in. From making the cover 
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“Marshaling an impressive body of research, this book convincingly 
portrays the Watergate figure as a 20th-century hero.”

watergate’s forgotten hero
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of Jet magazine to appearing in nationally televised interviews, 
Wills had a brief flirtation with fame. But his celebrity quickly 
turned into a subsequent lifetime of tragedy where he “lived in 
the shadow of Watergate” and never missed an “opportunity to 
express his bitterness and disappointment” with his involve-
ment in the scandal. Essentially blackballed from Washington 
security jobs by employers who resented him for not keeping 
quiet or who feared the loss of federal funding by retaliatory 
Republicans if they hired him—and undermined by the actions 
of his lawyer/agent in the heyday of his fame—Wills spent the 
latter decades of his life in poverty. After contracting AIDS, he 
suffered an early death from lymphoma and a brain tumor. Mar-
shaling an impressive body of research that utilizes private inter-
views with Wills conducted by author Alex Haley, conversations 
with the security guard’s family and friends, and a myriad of 
archival and print sources, this book convincingly portrays the 
Watergate figure as a 20th-century hero. In addition, the work 
avoids the trappings of hagiography in its acknowledgments of 
Wills’ personal shortcomings. And while some of the tangential 
passages of historical context are at times more distracting than 
illuminating to Wills’ story, this is a powerful, tragic biography 
of a man who, in the words of Bob Woodward, was “the only 
one in Watergate who did his job perfectly.” 

A remarkably well-researched and definitive account of an 
unheralded American hero.

THE PRODIGAL FATHER
Hutter, Forrest
Westbow Press (222 pp.) 
$33.95  |  $17.95 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
March 12, 2021
978-1-66-422479-7
978-1-66-422478-0 paper

A grieving Christian husband and 
father starts to lose his faith in God in 
Hutter’s novel.

As the story’s outset, widower Tom 
Davis is facing the most daunting task of his life: He must stand 
at a podium and give a speech about his son, Eli, a soldier who 
was recently killed in action. Adding to the incredible pain of 
the moment are Tom’s memories of the loss of his wife, Emily; 
his long struggle with alcohol abuse; and his troubled, some-
times-abusive relationship with Eli and his daughter, Jess, while 
the kids were growing up. Now, in the present, Tom is “in a hole,” 
Hutter writes, “and all he wanted was to dig deeper into it and 
bury himself with the dirt.” However, as he faces the task of 
memorializing his dead son, he knows that he’s pulled himself 
up in the past with God’s help, but he’s also aware of the cost 
of his past behavior: ice-cold distance between himself and Jess 
and nagging doubts about how strong Eli’s religious faith had 
been when he died. “God, just do something,” he pleads. “Tell 
me something. Tell me You have my boy and he’s forever home.” 
Hutter’s novel is intensely Christian-focused, with many 
quoted passages from Scripture. Over the course of the book, 
the author does a smooth, skillful job of juggling the narrative’s 

many extended flashback sequences; gradually, in clear, forceful 
prose, readers see not only what Tom’s life was like before his 
family fell apart, but also, in the book’s most memorable pas-
sage, how Eli met his end on the battlefield. That said, there’s a 
good deal of overt sentimentality—a common feature of mod-
ern Christian redemption tales. Still, Hutter mostly offers an 
admirably restrained portrait of renewed faith. 

An unflinching, sometimes-moving religious tale of the 
healing of a broken family. 

CONNECTION
How To Find the Life 
You’re Looking for in the 
Life You Have
Klussman, Kristine
Sounds True (224 pp.) 
$24.99  |  $24.99 e-book  |  April 13, 2021
978-1-68-364715-7

Positive psychology researcher 
Klussman offers workarounds for mod-
ern ennui in this debut motivational guide.

Between smartphones, instant messaging, and social media, 
many people in today’s society are more connected than ever 
before. Why, then, do many of us feel so alone? “Our modern 
culture encourages us to be disconnected from our inner truth 
at every turn and instead encourages us to be enchanted by shal-
low pursuits,” asserts Klussman in her introduction. She’s devel-
oped a theory of well-being to help others try to get around 
these isolating tendencies, including one inspired by her work 
with terminally ill patients who, she notes, “were usually not 
suffering much emotionally—they were in a heightened state 
of awareness, in touch with the deepest parts of themselves, 
and living those truths every day.” In this book, the author 
lays out her “connection theory,” which seeks to counter the 
rises of anxiety and depression in the digital age. By identify-
ing the causes of one’s unhappiness, she argues, one can work 
to become more connected to ourselves, to our loved ones, to 
our communities, and to the world. She lays out the many dif-
ferent forms of connection, most of which involve a reorienta-
tion toward the self and one’s beliefs, emotions, and physicality. 
Klussman’s prose is soothing and often personal, illustrating her 
arguments with examples from her own life, as when she dis-
cusses returning to figure skating as a form of physical activity 
despite her fears she was too old for the sport: “I pushed past 
the voices and signed up for weekly group lessons at a nearby 
rink. I was nervous at first, but soon the sensation of gliding and 
moving across the ice had me giddy and feeling like a kid again.” 
The author’s background is in clinical psychology, and her work 
marries the heft of academic research with more zeitgeist-ori-
ented notions of self-care and motivational culture. Her advice 
ends up being similar to what one can find in many other self-
help books, but the ideas behind it are particularly insightful 
and well articulated.

A rigorous and highly accessible work on forging better 
connections within oneself and with others.
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MONTANA’S 
MEMORY DAY 
A Nature-Themed 
Foster/Adoption Story
Lawrence, Sue
Illus. by Erika Wilson
Mascot Books (38 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Nov. 5, 2021
978-1-64-543460-3

A boy thinks about life with “New Mom” as they celebrate 
and remember his adoption day in a picture book about family 
and belonging.

Montana used to move around a lot, changing houses and 
living with different families. Now, New Mom is a constant in 
the youngster’s life. She teaches him how to help out on her 
farm, spends time showing him how to whittle, and wakes him 
early for nature walks. Together, they spend Montana’s Mem-
ory Day—the anniversary of his adoption—sharing a love of 
nature; when they encounter a track in the snow that Montana 
thinks belongs to a wolf, New Mom assures him it’s from a coy-
ote: “But don’t worry—there’s room here for all of us,” she says. 
Lawrence’s simple language and calm phrases are soothing; her 
creative word forms (rememberer, differentness) give a lyrical feel 
to Montana’s first-person narrative. The prominence of whit-
tling and carving is reflected in Wilson’s beautiful wood-block 
images whose subdued colors emphasize the winter setting; 
notes at the end give readers an insider’s look into the illus-
tration process. A nature theme abounds, but it’s the striking 
closeness between Montana and New Mom that will stick with 
readers in this warm-blanket bedtime story.

Readers in birth families or found families will appreciate 
this tale of parent-child connection.

CATASTROPHIC RUPTURE
A Memoir of Healing
Lee, K. Jane
Ten16 Press (192 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  Sept. 21, 2021
978-1-64-538246-1

After a complicated childbirth, a 
pediatric physician reflects on the trials 
and rewards of raising a disabled child in 
this debut memoir.

The book opens in medias res with 
Lee in her role as a critical care fellow in a pediatric intensive 
care unit, as she and her team race to save the lives of siblings 
who’ve been severely injured in a car crash. The memoir then 
goes on to describe the birth of the author’s second child, Jose-
phine, during which Lee suffered a uterine rupture, which led 
to her child’s suffering a severe brain injury. She discusses how 
she and her husband, Jason, an emergency medicine physi-
cian, adapted to home life with a child with special needs and 
her own initial struggle to bond with a daughter whose move-
ments and responses were minimal. Josephine was diagnosed 

with dyskinetic cerebral palsy and other conditions, and the 
memoir charts the joys and the setbacks of her early life as she 
started school and began to communicate using technology that 
tracked her gaze. The work also addresses how Lee found inner 
peace as her perception of Josephine changed. Lee’s writing 
is searingly frank, sometimes relating difficult emotions that 
many would be reluctant to share. On encountering a father 
whose child is dying, for instance, she notes: “I had a sudden 
secret desire to trade places with him, imagining that the expe-
rience of pure grief would be preferable to being consumed by 
shame and guilt, by gnawing uncertainty about the severity of 
Josephine’s disabilities.” The work tenderly and observantly 
tracks the author’s evolving emotions regarding her daughter, 
offering heartfelt reflections tempered by a sense of realism: 

“I accept that Jo may never learn math, whether because she is 
unwilling or unable. But she’s funny. She likes to tease. And I 
love that about her.” At times, Lee’s blunt style can make for a 
distressing read, as when she describes encountering a patient 
with “an abdomen full of dead gut” at the hospital. However, 
the way that she starts to reevaluate her clinical detachment 
proves compelling.

An introspective, elegantly written remembrance that 
finds hope and joy in adversity.

ORPHEUS RISING 
By Sam and His Father, 
John With Some Help 
From a Very Wise Elephant 
Who Likes To Dance
Lee, Lance
Illus. by Ellen Raquel  LeBow
Lwl Books (312 pp.) 
$25.50  |  Oct. 5, 2021
978-0-57-879055-8

Based on the myth of Orpheus, Lee’s 
fantasy novel follows a boy’s quest with his father to retrieve his 
mother from the afterlife.

Ten-year-old Sam lives with his father, John, in an unques-
tioned, unvarying routine; “They simply thought of this gray 
existence as life.” When a blank book is mailed to them, how-
ever, Sam discovers that whatever he draws and writes in it 
becomes real, like when he sketches a lavish tent inhabited by 
a singing, dancing, wise elephant in Edwardian dress whom he 
names Lepanto. Playing cards with Lepanto, Sam sees a vision 
of his mother, who’s whispering, “Come and get me,” although—
as he finally learns from John—she died years ago. Encouraged 
by Lepanto to trust his no-longer-blank book and his imagina-
tion, Sam determines to bring his mother back from the Dread 
City, telling his disbelieving father, “I’m shaping events. And 
I say we go.” Although Sam and John can count on help from 
the book and Lepanto, their long journey through the Far Land 
of Fear is beset with dangers, like agents of the Dread City 
who want to drag them into despair. Can they succeed where 
Orpheus failed? In his debut children’s book, poet and play-
wright Lee writes a wildly imaginative, entertaining adventure 

“Lee writes a wildly imaginative, entertaining adventure story.”
orpheus rising
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story with deep foundations both in the lush realm of mythos 
and poignant human emotions. Beyond that, Lee dares to give 
Sam’s quest an ending that takes seriously the elephant’s insis-
tence on the reality of imagination, making the story even more 
powerful. In her debut book, artist LeBow provides woodcut-
like illustrations with rich blacks, curving white lines, and a 
remarkable, charged sense of mythic power that marries well 
with the novel. 

An extraordinarily beautiful, touching adventure that can 
stand with the classics of children’s literature.

FOOLED BY THE WINNERS
How Survivor Bias 
Deceives Us
Lockwood, David
Greenleaf Book Group Press (296 pp.) 
$25.95  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-62634-880-6

A panoramic study focuses on survi-
vor bias, a pervasive failure of reason that 
deeply distorts people’s views of the world.

According to Lockwood, survivor 
bias—a “cognitive failure” that involves a myopic overemphasis 
on success to the relative exclusion of failure—encourages all 
kinds of inferential missteps. “We are misled because we focus 
on the winners, the successes, and the living and lose sight of 
those who have lost, the failures, and the dead. By failing to 
adjust for survivor bias, we reach the wrong conclusions,” the 
author asserts. Psychologically, the tendency toward survivor 
bias results from an excess of optimism, the inclination to “attri-
bute success to skill rather than luck,” to believe in the power of 
expert effort over the vagaries of chance. Lockwood supplies 
a sweeping account of the expressions and effects of the bias, 
ranging from the pharmaceutical and financial industries to war. 
For example, drug companies routinely oversell the efficacy of 
their products by excluding contradictory data, just as hedge 
funds overstate their performances by neglecting to mention 
their numerous failures. Moreover, survivor bias “warps our 
view of the past”—this explains why the horrors committed 
by Hitler’s Germany are so well documented in comparison 
to those by Mao’s China. The author’s account is impressively 
comprehensive, though the wide-ranging scope of the study 
doubles as a vice since he’s committed to assessing an array of 
topics beyond his expertise. For example, his discussion of Pres-
ident Harry S. Truman’s decision to drop two atomic bombs on 
Japan is historically superficial and unconvincing. Nevertheless, 
Lockwood sets out to provide an accessible introduction to 
survivor bias, one shorn of academic jargon and instead reliant 
on “concrete, real-world examples,” and in this he roundly suc-
ceeds. Further, he makes a compelling case for the ubiquity of 
the error, one that has far-reaching consequences, causing both 
sloppy reasoning and the opportunistic exploitation of individ-
uals and groups. 

An eye-opening account of an irrational mistake with 
broad ramifications.

CIBOLERO 
Lopez, Kermit
iUniverse (182 pp.) 
$13.95 paper  |  $6.99 e-book
Aug. 3, 2007
978-0-59-543567-8

In Lopez’s novel, a father’s search for 
his abducted daughter toggles back to 
his own past and the larger picture of the 
exploitation of New Mexico in the mid-
19th century.

Antonio Jose Baca wishes only to raise his family in peace 
on his ranchito near the Pecos River in New Mexico. A ragtag 
detachment of Texas Rangers shows up, hungry and lost, and in 
the space of an hour, they have roughed up his wife, shot their 
young son (he survives), kidnapped their daughter, Elena, and 
high-tailed it back to Texas. Antonio, of course, sets out after 
them. He does have an advantage. In his youth, he was a cibo-
lero, a buffalo hunter, on those forbidding plains still called the 
Llano Estacado. He is an expert tracker, and his blood is up. In 
a series of flashbacks, we learn the geography of the area and its 
history that goes back centuries. We learn how the Civil War 
would affect things and how the rise of Texas threatened the 
nuevomexicanos from the beginning (“So far from God…and so 
close to Texas”). After 1848, the U.S. claims New Mexico, and 
immigrants—gringos—come pouring in. Suddenly, the nuevo-
mexicanos and Indigenous people are second-class citizens and 
displaced on their own land, and the arrogant gringo soldiers 
are deservedly hated. Revolts are mounted but inevitably and 
brutally put down. We follow Antonio until the end of his quest. 

 Lopez is an authority on New Mexican history and topog-
raphy, and his novel rings true throughout. He is also a very tal-
ented writer with nary a false step (“To the Tejanos the llano is a 
useless desert, Antonio thought. To the Indians and Ciboleros, it is a 
world filled with life”). Antonio is well drawn, and Lopez is even 
better with his villains. Those Texas Rangers differ from an out-
law gang only because their leader, Capt. Travis Russell, has a 
conscience. The others range from simpletons to the truly psy-
chopathic, especially one J.D. Calhoun, scion of Texas money. 
Again one thinks of arrogance, a defining and infuriating trait of 
these interlopers—the Texas gang, Gen. Stephen Kearny who 
rubbed the nuevomexicanos’ noses in the American takeover, 
the drunken, murderous troopers, the condescension of Kit 
Carson and Charles Bent. (One can’t help but cheer when Bent’s 
head is paraded around Taos on a pikestaff.) Especially satisfy-
ing is the way the Ranger contingent is thoroughly spooked 
when two of the young troopers run into serious trouble. They 
assume the feared Comanche are to blame. Antonio is the 
relentless avenger, particularly deadly, and one feels the noose 
tightening. There are all sorts of side stories here, too, each a 
little nugget, and small episodes, like the murder of Nathan, a 
Black man, and Antonio’s efforts to rescue his orphaned chil-
dren. And keep your eye on Josiah Smith, “the preacher.” There 
are nasty surprises and, oddly, some sweet interludes.

Well-written historical fiction stuffed with action and 
adventure. 
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INSIDE THE ROBE
A Judge’s Candid Tale of 
Criminal Justice in America
Mader, Katherine
Antenna Books (391 pp.) 
$0.99 e-book  |  Jan. 5, 2021

A judge recounts a long career in 
criminal law in this memoir.

Mader grew up the only child of 
Holocaust survivors, a legacy that made 
her feel the “weight of responsibility to 

live an accomplished life.” That youthful ambition was directed 
toward criminal law, a professional cosmos she would inhabit for 
more than 40 years, first as a public defender and defense attor-
ney, then as a prosecutor, and, finally, for the last 20 years, as a 
superior court judge in Los Angeles County. Over the course of 
that career, the author has just about seen it all—gang murder, 
domestic violence, embezzlement, even the fraught prosecu-
tion of police officers and unethical judges. Mader takes read-
ers on an expertly guided tour of a complex world most only 
know through its dramatic representation on television and in 
movies—she lucidly explains the machinations of criminal jus-
tice and the bureaucratic politics of the profession as well as 
her experience as a woman in a male-dominated sector: “Some-
times I am the only woman among a dozen men.” She candidly 
remembers her missteps as clearly as her triumphs and the dan-
ger of placing her own moral commitments over her allegiance 
to the law: “When I first became a judge, I thought, ‘Surely, I 
can’t get into trouble as a judge by just doing the right thing, 
even if it doesn’t follow the letter of the law.’ I’ve since learned 
that, Yes, you can get into trouble by not following the law.” 
The author’s prose is unfailingly clear, and her commentary is 
as revealing as it is insightful. In addition, Mader is refreshingly 
unafraid of voicing a controversial opinion—she’s unguardedly 
critical of voters who fearfully support strict sentencing laws, 
the ramifications of which they fail to foresee. The author’s rec-
ollection is a true exposé, a realistic introduction to an impor-
tant part of American life few fully understand.

A thoughtful and provocative personal account and an 
excellent primer on the American judicial process.

CARE EVOLUTION
Essays on Health as a 
Social Imperative
Merahn, Steven
Conversation Publishing (149 pp.)
$25.00 paper  |  Nov. 10, 2021
978-1-7359415-2-3

A report on the complex social and 
economic issues that are hindering sig-
nificant patient health care reforms. 

Physician and former chief medical officer for Centria 
Healthcare Merahn’s collection of insightful essays focuses on 
his view that improvements to health care networks should 

be a “social imperative” in order to sustain educational and 
economic progress and avoid systemic inequities. The source 
of Merahn’s frustration stems from inaction from decision-
makers and medical professionals to embrace patient-focused 
methods of care delivery. He sees health care as a critical neces-
sity—one that’s battered by the forces of economic instabil-
ity, racial injustice, unconscious bias, politics, and free market 
capitalist dynamics. Merahn’s research discovered many health 
care professionals who felt disconnected from their peers and 
lacking strategies to repair the devaluation of their occupation. 
The author takes a broad view of his subject, astutely exam-
ining the history of American health care and how it’s been 
incrementally destabilized by “those with less selfless and less 
generous agendas”; he also addresses how it’s been defined by 
revenue economics rather than by a philosophy of delivering 
quality communitywide care. The author writes that although 
the Covid-19 pandemic has successfully and swiftly mobilized 
crisis teams across the globe and, in most cases, amply supplied 
them with the resources they need, it’s also exposed a glaring 
lack of equitable access to care due in part to systemic racism. 
He notes that the crisis has also alarmingly revealed a distinct 
population with “deficient scientific literacy.”

Driven by what he perceives to be glaring systemic inad-
equacies, Merahn intelligently outlines an evolutionary plan 
that includes fundamental improvements in clinicians’ finan-
cial stability, an organizational restructuring of the care deliv-
ery system, and a revised vision of the kind of coverage and 
support that the American system should be providing. The 
author leaves little room for doubt that quality health care is 
urgently needed by everyone and that the system’s goals have, 
over time, become derailed by the desire for profit and are in 
need of a remedy that isn’t solely based on “how we pay for 
care” and is “more about how we plan for care.” Merahn advo-
cates for increased human connection and noncategorical 
approaches to illness that, in his view, would “transcend diag-
noses and acknowledge the power of emotion in influencing 
interactions in relationships.” Improved attention to patient 
dignity, integrity, and privacy are also key to this restructur-
ing, he notes. The major thrust of his argument is based on 
the belief that health care should be free of doubt and confu-
sion; because it’s become mired in these states, there needs to 
be a redesign and focused return to a “whole-person” frame 
of mind. Although the author’s medical industry rhetoric and 
densely rationalized arguments may sometimes be difficult for 
readers outside of clinical settings to grasp, his impassioned 
demands for change are unwaveringly convincing. Merahn’s 
persuasive call for action advocates for no less than an over-
haul—one that redirects attention away from “networks of 
self-interest embedded throughout the healthcare ecosystem.”

An intensive, mindful critique of modern health care that 
confronts its flaws and proposes solutions. 
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“Merahn intelligently outlines an evolutionary plan that includes an 
organizational restructuring of the care delivery system.”

care evolution
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INVOLUNTARY EXIT
A Woman’s Guide to Thriving 
After Being Fired
Merle, Robin
She Writes Press (168 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  $9.95 e-book
978-1-64742-309-4

A debut business book offers recom-
mendations for people—women in par-
ticular—who have been fired.

In this guide, Merle focuses her 
attention on women but notes that the advice about grappling 
with and moving on from being fired is applicable to people 
of all genders. Using the stories of several women fired from 
jobs as executives at for-profit and nonprofit organizations as 
the core of the narrative, the author explains to readers how to 
react immediately and in the long term to a dismissal, how to 
process the related emotions, and how to position themselves 
for success in a new role when they are ready to move forward in 
their careers. The book combines hard-nosed practical advice 
(“Do not tie your value to the severance package. It’s a nego-
tiation, not a value statement”) with a nuanced look at the psy-
chology of organizational loyalty and the grief that results from 
the end of a professional relationship. Merle also discusses what 
she calls “being faux-fired,” or pushed into a position in which 
resignation is the only option, and the challenges of sharing the 
news of being dismissed with relatives, friends, and colleagues. 
The concluding chapters address the logistical, professional, 
and personal aspects of applying for new jobs after being fired. 
The book is well written and fast-moving, treating a complex 
and emotionally charged subject with sensitivity. The anecdotes 
that make up the core of the volume are well chosen and com-
pelling without becoming melodramatic. The manual is clearly 
written for an audience of high-achieving professionals (“You’re 
the woman who worked fourteen-hour days, then went to the 
gym and answered emails while running on the treadmill”), but 
much of the counsel, particularly about coping with emotions 
in preparation for shifting to a new role, is applicable to less-
privileged readers as well. Merle does a solid job of steering 
readers through a complex and challenging process, and the 
book is easy to digest, with a substantial amount of information 
presented in a relatively concise text.

A useful and insightful guide to dealing with being fired 
from a job.

MIRACLE ON MALL DRIVE
Milana, Paolina
Madness To Magic (286 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  $0.99 e-book
Nov. 9, 2020
978-1-73543-641-8

A snowstorm traps a group of strang-
ers in a mall on the day before Christmas 
in Milana’s debut novel.

The story centers around a melan-
choly occasion, even though it’s Christ-

mas Eve in Chicago, as the Maplefield Mall is slated to be 
shuttered permanently. This is particularly poignant for Betty 
Bryant, who’s been the mall’s manager for decades and is now 
sadly presiding over its final celebration of the Christmas sea-
son. At her side, as always, is the mall’s general counsel, Leo Saw-
yer, who’s been her main support for many years, and Leo thinks 
of her as “one-of-a-kind and irreplaceable.” Lately, they’ve been 
plagued by the crisp, businesslike, young Darci Timbers, who is 
overseeing Maplefield’s closing, “hand-picked to work here by 
the real estate tycoon who owned this and many other shopping 
centers.” That tycoon, Malcolm Wiggins, is flying into Chicago 
to close this one himself, accompanied by his overworked assis-
tant, Harry, who’d much rather be at home with his wife, Emily, 
who’s expecting their first child. A large cast of other characters 
joins these lines converging on the mall as a snowstorm moves 
in, including mall worker Elmer; Pastor Max, leader of a congre-
gation in one of the city’s toughest neighborhoods; and 14-year-
old Karina, one of the troubled young people under Max’s care. 
When the snowstorm accelerates from “white Christmas” to 
holiday nightmare, these disparate characters face a crisis 
that changes all their lives. It’s a fairly pat premise, but Milana 
imbues it all with energy, and detail overcomes its predictability. 
That said, the characters are somewhat unevenly drawn. Betty 
and Leo shine with a warmly realized sense of humanity; for 
example, early on, Betty thinks, “No matter what the weather—
rain or shine—and no matter the circumstances—feast or fam-
ine, Leo brought a fairy-tale kind of joy to her day.” However, 
Malcolm remains one-dimensional, even in a traumatic situa-
tion. The character-by-character setup, necessary to make read-
ers care about them, feels overlong, and because the cast is so 
big, several minor plot threads feel slight. Even so, the final act 
redeems these flaws.

A familiar but often heartwarming modern version of a 
Christmas miracle story.
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THE BRILLIANCE OF THE 
COLOR BLACK THROUGH THE 
EYES OF ART COLLECTORS
Moore, Charles
Petite Ivy Press (294 pp.) 
$29.99  |  $11.49 e-book  |  Sept. 8, 2021
978-1-955496-23-0

An art scholar’s reflections on the 
intersection of race, color, and art.

“Of all the tincts that can fill up a can-
vas,” Moore emphasizes, “black exudes 

brilliance.” With a master’s degree in museum studies from 
Harvard, the Columbia University doctoral candidate in art 
education has already established himself as one of the most 
promising young voices in the art world. He expertly balances 
abstract criticism with pragmatic advice. In this follow-up to 
his acclaimed guide to art collecting, The Black Market (2020), 
Moore offers readers astute, thoughtful essays centered around 
the titular color black and provides logistical advice for Black 
artists and collectors. Central to the book’s message is a jux-
taposition between Western culture’s association of the color 
white with purity and black with “grief and death.” Although 
black has long been associated with innocence in African and 
Asian cultures, these essays aim to challenge Western collectors, 
critics, and museums, noting, for example, that “White suprem-
acy has…found a warm welcome in museum board seats.” Some 
pieces move beyond the realm of high art, noting the artistic 
merit and astute racial commentary found in African Ameri-
can literature, public art, family portraits, and “Visual Albums,” 
such as Kanye West’s Runaway (2010). The book’s more practi-
cal essays provide tips for building a collection, finding mentors 
in the field, and getting into “the business of art.” Although the 
wide-ranging nature of the chapters makes for a sometimes-
disjointed reading experience at times, each of the essays here 
offers readers fresh insights into the intersection of art and race. 
Most importantly, Moore never misses a chance to introduce 
readers to a wide range of Black artists, from the well known 
to the up-and-coming. Entire chapters are effectively devoted 
to “the disruptors” and “the eclectics” who are transforming 
the art scene in the United States. Overall, this is a learned yet 
approachable book by an author who’s well versed in art his-
tory and theory as well as in the scholarship of W.E.B. Du Bois, 
Angela Y. Davis, and other Black theorists.

A sophisticated artistic celebration of Blackness.

SOLVING PECULIAR CRIMES
Carrie and Henry Encounter 
Peculiar Crimes in These 
Stories Featuring Right, 
Wrong, and Redemption.
Nehring, Radine Trees
St Kitts Press (284 pp.) 
$10.59 paper  |  $4.99 e-book  |  Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-931206-07-5

A collection offers a baker’s dozen of 
mystery stories set in the lush, majestic 

Ozarks in Arkansas.
Prolific Arkansas author Nehring’s Something To Die For 

series continues with this latest installment featuring married 
sleuths Carrie McCrite and police detective Henry King. They 
solve a series of confounding mysteries that play out in a vari-
ety of settings and with a creatively drawn cast of supporting 
characters. The first puzzle involves a gallows tourist attraction 
that Carrie uncovers where the corpse of a recently deceased 
local judge was cruelly hoisted up. Was it a ghost or an act of 
parental vengeance? Elsewhere, the couple’s honeymoon sets 
the scene for an attempted crime involving a sabotaged cake 
and stolen gemstones. Other stories feature a Civil War reen-
actment where retribution for a man with an alcohol addiction 
arrives in a mysterious fashion; a cute, spooky Halloween caper 
just for fun; and a short tale about morality and children whose 
conclusion asks readers for their opinions and inspires proac-
tive discussions. Some situations seem ripped from the head-
lines: a vengeful teenage mall shooter; an angry, justice-seeking 
parent who watched his son fall through the cracks of a botched 
legal system. In several of the volume’s longer, more elaborative 
stories, messy family melodrama ensues and a corrupt clown 
attempts to take Carrie hostage. In addition to the crime-solv-
ing shenanigans, readers get an insider glimpse into Carrie and 
Henry’s married life, which, thankfully, Nehring doesn’t sugar-
coat. Giddy passion during their honeymoon phase soon meets 
the memory of Carrie’s first husband coupled with nervous 
doubts and hesitation during the couple’s holidays together. 
This secondary aspect of the collection adds a touch of reality 
and draws readers into the clever detectives’ daily lives. Reli-
gious readers may also find comfort in the frequent references 
to church and spiritual beliefs nestled into Carrie and Henry’s 
adventures. The author certainly demonstrates a distinct affin-
ity for her Arkansas homeland by adding attractive details and 
location-specific features. Overall, this is a splendid, if G-rated, 
collection of capers established and resolved with seamless ease 
by employing the intelligence, intuition, and cunning of Carrie 
and Henry individually and cooperatively.

Good-natured, homespun conundrums sure to appeal to 
mystery fans.
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“Each of the essays offers readers fresh insights 
into the intersection of art and race.”

the brilliance of the color black through the eyes of art collectors
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HOTWALKER
Neumayer, Rick
Literary Wanderlust (274 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book  |  Oct. 1, 2021
978-1-942856-87-0

In this mystery, a private eye braves 
Kentucky’s hectic Derby week to investi-
gate a murder at Churchill Downs.

Sleuth Jim Guthrie anticipates his 
business will take a hit with the Derby 
festivities starting. But he finds a client 

in Guatemalan immigrant Carlos Rojas, a Churchill Downs 
“hotwalker” who cools down horses with quiet strolls following 
a workout or race. At last year’s Derby, someone fatally blud-
geoned Carlos’ father, Felipe, who worked as a groom. Since 
then, the police investigation has turned up nothing, so Jim 
looks into the homicide on his own. Sadly, he quickly realizes 
that questioning employees at the Churchill Downs backside is 
a largely fruitless endeavor. As many are immigrants like Carlos, 
they stay tight-lipped, understandably wary of recent United 
States laws. But there is a bevy of suspects that Jim can whittle 
down. Robbery may have been a motive, as Felipe, who won at 
poker on the night of his murder, had no money on him. He 
also got in a fight with a man claiming Felipe cheated at that 
poker game. In the course of his investigation, Jim forms an 
unexpected alliance with Wyatt Whitlow, who publishes The 
Late Mail, a tip newsletter. Whitlow’s exposés may help draw 
out the killer; he’s already incensed people with accusations of 
cheating via buzzers (devices that electrically shock horses dur-
ing races) or performance-enhancing drugs. When Jim learns 
some of those accusations have merit, he connects Felipe’s 
death with other Churchill Downs crimes, which soon include 
a second murder. 

Neumayer delivers an often lighthearted mystery. For exam-
ple, scenes unfold at the backside like a soap opera; there’s the 
perpetually drunk groom, the horse trainer who scuffles with 
Whitlow over cheating allegations, and infidelity among mar-
ried folks. Even Jim has a part in all this, having provoked a 
wealthy thoroughbred owner whose foolish son the private 
investigator humiliated (with good reason). The story likewise 
treats the detective genre playfully. In one of his articles, Whit-
low mocks Jim for not donning a fedora or trench coat, and the 
PI later initiates a pursuit on a bicycle at moderate speed. The 
protagonist is good-natured and sympathetic; he takes Carlos’ 
case pro bono, despite a pile of bills, and suffers the authorities’ 
ire as they despise Jim, a former cop–turned–private eye. At the 
same time, he’s caught up in an effectively understated romance 
with veterinarian Dr. Freya Hall. She’s one of the cast’s myriad 
characters, many of whom make viable murder suspects and 
bolster the ongoing mystery. The author aptly develops each 
one against a vibrant Churchill Downs backdrop. Along with 
that comes abundant racing lingo, like the titular job, that the 
author subtly defines for novices without boring readers already 
familiar with it. Descriptions of Derby races, though disap-
pointingly brief, are animated and memorable: “Right out of the 
gate, it was a mad scramble with five mounts no more than two 

lengths apart….All other sounds were quickly muffled by crowd 
noise. Manes and tails streamed behind like battle flags as the 
horses charged into the backstretch.”

A delightful whodunit with a remarkable hero and sublime 
Southern setting.

TOKYO ZANGYO
Pronko, Michael
Raked Gravel Press (340 pp.) 
$18.99 paper  |  $7.99 e-book  |  July 30, 2021
978-1-942410-25-6

Tokyo police detectives investigate a 
case that’s either a suicide or a homicidal 
act of revenge in this fourth installment 
of a mystery series.

Detective Hiroshi Shimizu’s job as 
a forensic accountant in Tokyo’s homi-

cide department keeps him busy. But despite his preference for 
working from his office, the chief sends Hiroshi to check out a 
mangled body on a sidewalk. The victim, Shigeru Onizuka, took 
a 20-story plummet off the Senden Infinity building where he 
worked. He may have cut through the fencing on the roof, but 
nothing at the scene points to a potential murder. It turns out 
Onizuka was a rather appalling boss; his harassment and over-
working of a female employee three years ago drove her to a fatal 
jump off the same roof. Hiroshi and fellow detectives focus on 
the woman’s family, including her parents, her best friend, and 
her American boyfriend, a jazz musician in Japan. But there’s 
no shortage of suspects, as several employees brought com-
plaints against Onizuka for his incessant bullying and mistreat-
ment. He was also a man harboring countless dark secrets, such 
as the possibility that he was guilty of embezzlement, a crime 
right up Hiroshi’s alley. One thing the detectives definitely 
know is that Senden is a powerful company that nearly ruined a 
lawyer’s career for filing a suit against it. If Senden’s executives 
don’t want authorities nosing around, they may resort to sinis-
ter or even lethal deeds. And as the chief wants this case closed 
quickly, Hiroshi and the others are running out of time.

This latest volume continues Pronko’s consistently engross-
ing series. While this book isn’t quite as suspenseful as the 
preceding ones, it presents a remarkable mystery. For example, 
individuals with understandable motives crowd the suspect 
list, as the dead man was a ruthless villain, and the killer may 
actually be one of his victims. Hiroshi and other detectives 
make a welcome return, from chain-smoking Takamatsu to 
former sumo wrestler Sakaguchi, whose previous injury forces 
him to endure a knee brace that’s too small. With the murder 
mystery underway, the author effectively underscores women’s 
mistreatment in the workplace, not necessarily only in Japan. 
Male bosses criticize female employees for how they dress and 
pressure them to have drinks after work and to put in overtime. 
Hiroshi is even surprised that his live-in girlfriend, Ayana, suf-
fered similar abuse at her bank job years ago. As the story pro-
gresses, the Senden roof becomes a recurring setting; detectives 
reexamine the scene or meet people there for questioning. It’s 
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also an ideal spot for Pronko to display his crisp, noirish prose: 
“Takamatsu ground out his cigarette, ducked under the tape, 
poked his head out the V” in the fence, “and leaned forward to 
look at the black tar on the outer ledge, where it sloped down 
to a rain gutter, no fence or rail, and beyond only air and gravity.” 
The final act, which boasts a convincing and satisfying wrap-up, 
is sure to leave readers eagerly awaiting Hiroshi’s next case or 
seeking out previous series installments.

A superb procedural thriller with an always entertaining 
and appealing cast. 

AMERICAN SCHISM
How the Two Enlightenments 
Hold the Secret to Healing 
Our Nation
Radwell, Seth David
Greenleaf Book Group Press (496 pp.) 
$15.99  |  $9.99 e-book  |  June 29, 2021
978-1-62-634861-5

A history book offers a reevaluation 
of the polarization in United States soci-
ety and politics.

“Hunkered down at home” during 2020’s Covid-19 quaran-
tines, Radwell grappled with reconciling the harsh realities of 
the pandemic and politics in the Donald Trump era with his life-
long idealized version of America as a beacon of liberty and “a 
land of opportunity.” As he fell into “a profound state of disillu-
sionment,” the author dusted off history books from his college 
days at Columbia and Harvard and concluded there “really are 
two different Americas” and that the nation has been divided 
for centuries. Indeed, Radwell’s analysis begins in 18th-cen-
tury Europe, where he finds Enlightenment thinkers divided 
between radicals, who sought a complete overhaul of the “rigid 
societal structure” of the continent’s aristocratic system, and 
moderates, who supported certain intellectual and societal 
reforms while maintaining the hierarchies. As the Enlight-
enment spread to America’s Founding Fathers during the 
Revolutionary War era, so too did its two divisions, which the 
book expertly tracks from constitutional debates in the 1780s 
through the civil rights movement and the conservative resur-
gence of the 20th century. The volume’s final section centers on 
solutions to “healing the American schism” that seriously call 
for a return to Enlightenment ideals, suggesting that “reasoned 
analysis and sound historical perspective” can overcome the 

“irrational political discourse that is raging at present.” Though 
Trump and his supporters are not spared the author’s ire, those 
on the left are also admonished for participating “in the may-
hem that is today’s social media.” Though none of the history 
covered in the work will be particularly revelatory to scholars, 
Radwell—the former president of e-Scholastic children’s pub-
lishing—offers general readers a rigorously researched book. 
The endnotes and bibliography rival academic tomes, but the 
volume is deliberately written as “a more accessible history” for 
neophytes. Despite the book’s impressive breadth and engaging 
analysis, its emphasis on the role of White men is out of step 

with current social and historiography trends. Similarly, the 
part played by the Enlightenment in fomenting pseudo-scien-
tific racist theories and social Darwinism is underaddressed.

A sound, well-researched attempt to trace the fracturing 
of American politics.

TRANSFORMATION 
IN TIMES OF CRISIS 
Eight Principles for 
Creating Opportunities 
and Value in the Post-
Pandemic World
Rakesh, Nitin & Jerry Wind
Notion Press (554 pp.) 
$27.99 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
Nov. 26, 2020
978-1-63-714755-9

A business book explores future-oriented strategies.
Rakesh, CEO of an Indian IT services firm, and Wind, 

Lauder professor emeritus and professor of marketing at 
the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, have 
teamed up to craft an essential, timely work focused on busi-
ness transformation. Using the Covid-19 pandemic as a spring-
board, the authors suggest that the virus disaster spawns 
opportunities, while lessons can be learned for responding 
to future crises. Positing eight principles “to defend against 
disruptors or become one,” the authors offer a framework 
for implementing the tenets and 10 specific tools to facilitate 
execution. This already comprehensive package will be fur-
ther enhanced by the subsequent addition of an online dash-
board and app. Rakesh and Wind are insistent that becoming 
adept at transformation means embracing all of the principles, 
which can be customized regardless of an organization’s size or 
business type. They begin with an intriguing discussion of the 
core theme of disruption in business, consumer behavior, and 
society, pointing out that unruly influences already existed but 
were exacerbated by the pandemic. They highlight examples 
of disruption in several industry segments with text and illus-
trative charts, demonstrating how successful companies have 
constantly reinvented themselves.

The primary content of the visionary book is divided into 
eight chapters, one for each of the principles. The chapters 
explain in detail the associated principles. Embedded in every 
chapter are many highly engaging and relevant stories of inno-
vative companies from around the globe that are fruitfully 
applying the tenets. The tales are vividly told and seamlessly 
integrated with the authors’ salient observations. At the end 
of each chapter is a series of strategic questions to help “assess 
how aligned you and your organization are with the principle 
and the ideas and examples discussed.” This approach exposes 
readers to numerous exceptional examples that not only per-
fectly illustrate the principles, but could spark innovation in any 
organization as well. For example, the second principle involves 
reinventing an approach to consumers and stakeholders through 

“customer-centric digital transformation.” Here, Rakesh and 
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“Though none of the history covered in the work 
will be particularly revelatory to scholars, Radwell offers 

general readers a rigorously researched book.”
american schism
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Wind ponder the particularly daunting challenge for legacy 
companies to replace their core systems with new, digital ones, 
a virtually impossible task. The authors arrive at an ingenious 
alternate solution—“create an intermediary layer that connects 
the front-end with the back-end. This can be done faster and 
cheaper than replacing the entire core systems.” The authors 
demonstrate in technical but comprehensible detail exactly how 
such a task can be accomplished. Similarly, the sixth principle, 
which discusses the need for “adaptive experimentation,” iden-
tifies the specific benefits of this practice while citing numerous 
state-of-the-art examples. Useful cases, illustrative charts and 
graphics, a consultative text, and thoughtful questions combine 
to make every principle-related chapter pertinent and action-
able. The book closes with an extremely valuable section that 
includes a 10-step implementation model for applying the eight 
principles as well as 10 tools (worksheets) to assist in establish-
ing the tenets. The tools themselves are carefully constructed 
and scrupulously described.

Brilliantly executed; a definitive work on business 
transformation.    

RABBITHOLE 
Rea, Melissa
Melange Books (320 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  $4.99 e-book  |  July 22, 2021
978-1-953735-76-8

A magic portal transports an over-
worked entrepreneur to a fantasyland in 
a loose, erotic spin on a classic tale.

In this steamy, contemporary rei-
magining of Alice’s Adventures in Wonder-
land—the first in a planned series—Alice 

Hightower was abandoned as a child and now, at 49, insists on 
controlling every aspect of her life. As the ambitious CEO of 
Excellcardia, a revolutionary biomedical company about to 
launch a breakthrough cardiac device, she’s found great career 
success. However, her cynicism toward love has kept her single, 
and she regularly discusses her anxieties with her psychiatrist. As 
with Rea’s rousing second novel, Conjuring Casanova (2016), the 
author doesn’t waste much time on narrative exposition. Instead, 
she quickly sends her protagonist through a time-travel portal, 
located just behind Alice’s balcony door, through which she visits 
bygone eras and fantastical dimensions. Alice dons outfits that 
mysteriously appear in her mirrored closet at home, dressing in 
1970s bell-bottoms to tour with a British rock band, satin lace to 
attend a Roman orgy, and a formal ball gown to enjoy a Venetian 
carnival. Everywhere she goes, her sexual desires are described 
in meticulously detailed scenes. Leaving behind “the serious, 
conservative CEO that was Alice in the daylight,” she revels in 
her new, secret persona. Running alongside these adventures are 
clinical notes from her psychiatrist, who suggests that Alice may 
be suffering from inherited, high-functioning bipolar disorder, 
which has a sobering effect on the novel’s hypersexual fantasy. 
Still, the vast majority of this work is lavishly embellished with 
descriptions of historical locales and sexy, insatiable characters, 
making it an explicit, erotic treat for adults. Whether Alice is 
tickled by the affections of twins named Don and Dan or washed 
ashore with swashbuckling pirates, open-minded readers will 
appreciate and savor Rea’s literary creativity. The author’s fresh, 
flirtatious take is provocative and lucidly described; eventually, 
though, reality catches up with and even surpasses Alice’s imagi-
nation, forcing her to reevaluate her career and her capacity for 
love.

A creative and sensual novel that doesn’t disappoint.
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THE WARRIOR 
PRIESTHOOD REVOLUTION

“I Will Make War Against 
Them With the Sword of My 
Mouth,” — Rev. 2:16
Slobodzien, James
Self (446 pp.) 
$10.34 paper  |  $0.99 e-book  |  June 11, 2021
979-8-5192-5024-5

A Christian book offers eclectic takes 
on religious doctrine, ethics, and history.

A clinical psychologist, Slobodzien has 
studied Christian history and theology for decades after a spiritual 
conversion in the 1970s. He has written over a half-dozen works on 
Christianity and biblical counseling. In this volume, he challenges 
the stereotype of Jesus “as a meek, mild, peaceful, loving, hippie 
type of person” and provides an alternate vision of a “divine War-
rior who first came to start an anti-religious revolution.” Indeed, 
in the work’s reading of the book of Revelation, Jesus will return 
at the battle of Armageddon as the head of an army that includes 

“the Royal Priesthood of all believers,” or his true disciples. But 
not all who call themselves “Christian,” the book claims in one 
of its central arguments, will be included in this apocalyptic roll 
call. Raised in an Italian/Polish Catholic family, the author has 
since determined that Roman Catholicism’s dogmas are not only 
incorrect, but that “Satan is still being worshipped today” in the 
religion’s “worship” of the dead (“All Hallows Eve”) and its venera-
tion of the Virgin Mary (a cleverly disguised reinterpretation of 
the Mesopotamian goddess Ishtar). Critical of all “organized reli-
gion” that bases salvation on codes of conduct and “membership 
rules,” Slobodzien does not pull any punches regarding Protestant 
churches either. Entire chapters are devoted to condemning mega-
churches and high-profile pastors who line their bank accounts 
via “spiritual financial extortion” and mislead their flocks through 
promoting Covid-19 conspiracy theories. While following a liter-
alist approach to the Bible similar to evangelicals, the author cri-
tiques conservative Christians who use “false religious guilt…to 
attack God’s People” and presents refreshingly nuanced takes on 
incendiary culture war issues like abortion and sexuality. And while 
the book supplies several eccentric theories, such as Satan’s role in 
mass extinction events in Earth’s history and the conjecture that 
Neanderthals were the “Nephilim” of biblical lore, Slobodzien’s 
honest discussions of the “brutal Systemic Racism in our nation” 
are welcome views from a White Christian author.

An approachable work that delivers reasoned critiques of 
organized Christianity despite embracing some fringe theories.

INCLUSIVE 360
Proven Solutions for an 
Equitable Organization
Smith, Bernadette
Goodnow Flow Publishing (300 pp.) 
$28.95  |  $17.95 paper  |  $8.99 e-book
Sept. 21, 2021
978-1-73763-540-6
978-1-73763-541-3 paper

A comprehensive approach to diver-
sity, equity, and inclusion for organizations.

The importance of DEI affects businesses large and small, 
and Smith, who owns a DEI consulting firm, recognizes that 
larger, more progressive establishments may already be advanc-
ing initiatives in these areas. As a result, her book specifically 
targets “organizations beginning their diversity, equity, and 
inclusion journeys.” She straightforwardly asserts that such 
initiatives must necessarily touch all constituents of an organi-
zation, both internal and external—a notion she characterizes 
as “360-degree” coverage. The book is appropriately divided 
into three parts (“Diversity,” “Equity,” and “Inclusion”) that 
define each concept and provide “Action Steps” toward achiev-
ing it as well as resources for further reading. The book also 
includes a brief epilogue that ties the other three parts together 
by addressing what Smith calls “the holy grail of the workplace: 
Belonging”; the author notes that “when an employee feels like 
they belong in their organization, they’re going to do their best 
work.” Smith begins the book by making an excellent business 
case for DEI, enumerating “strong selling points” supported by 
several research studies demonstrating tangible benefits. She 
then introduces a problem-solving methodology called “ARC” 
(“Ask,” “Respect,” “Connect”) and shows multiple illustrations 
of how it may be applied to DEI goals. Each of the three main 
sections is rich with detail, examples, and suggestions. While 
discussing diversity, for example, Smith covers such topics as 
unconscious bias, setting diversity targets, and hiring with 
diversity in mind. The author’s discussion of racial inequities is 
particularly compelling, and she also delves into equitable pay 
and procurement. Regarding inclusion, Smith offers examples 
of “Business Resource Groups,” explains how inclusive conver-
sations work, examines the concept of “psychological safety,” 
and offers an enlightened perspective on employee benefits. 
Throughout, Smith effectively takes a broad view of her subject, 
citing DEI examples that include race, gender, LGBTQ+, and 
disability issues. Overall, the book’s illuminating message is hon-
est, forthright, and timely.

An aspirational and well-grounded management guide.
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“The author presents refreshingly nuanced takes on incendiary 
culture war issues like abortion and sexuality.”

the warrior priesthood revolution
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MASK OF THE SOUL EATER 
Spader, Catherine
Quillstone Press (290 pp.) 
$12.95 paper  |  $0.99 e-book  |  June 10, 2021
978-0-9971535-6-9

A royal scout considers switching 
allegiances in this third installment of a 
historical fantasy series.

The Frankish King Karl has nearly 
brought the rebellious Saxons to their 
knees. The Christian king is not a merci-

ful one: When he captures hundreds of pagan Saxon warriors 
in battle, he has them beheaded in order to strike fear in those 
who still oppose him. The brutality is too much for Gerwulf, 
the king’s royal scout, to bear. The half-Saxon, half-Frank-
ish Gerwulf is a Wulfhedinn—a warrior possessed by a wolf 
demon—and he attacks the king in anger. Imprisoned for his 
transgression, Gerwulf is rescued by his friend Brother Pyttel, 
a Christian monk who isn’t above murder when it’s convenient. 
Pyttel hopes to end the war with no further bloodshed, though 
he is disturbed that the pagan gods now seem to speak to him 
more than his Christian one. Gerwulf has no further agenda 
other than tracking down Vala, a priestess enthralled to the 
war goddess Walkyrie who happens to be carrying his unborn 
child. In order to possess Vala, Gerwulf may have to join the 
father he was raised to despise, lead the wolf-warriors he has 
long forsaken, and switch sides in a war that has already seen 
so much death and betrayal. Can a man who moves so easily 
between kings and gods ever find the peace his mind desper-
ately desires? Spader’s prose summons northern Germany in 
the eighth century in all its muddy, blood-soaked splendor. In 
this world, the spiritual and the physical are blurred, and even 
Pyttel’s Jesus can manifest as a bloody pagan apparition: “Then 
the Shepherd’s hood fell back, and his halo faded into a crown 

of thorns. The thorns grew longer, penetrating his scalp. Blood 
flowed, streaking down his face. Christ had paid dearly for 
our sins. So would I. ‘Your blood will not atone for the blood 
that has been spilled,’ the Shepherd said.” As in the previous 
volumes, the book’s alchemy comes from the blending of his-
tory—Karl is a version of Charlemagne—with gory sword-and-
sorcery elements. Those who know what a seax is will enjoy the 
continuing adventures of Gerwulf.

A bloody—and entertaining—tale about a gritty warrior in 
eighth-century Germany.

THE GHOST WARRIORS
Tippins, Bill
Self (271 pp.) 
$8.95 paper  |  $2.99 e-book  |  Feb. 7, 2021
979-8-64-503163-3

Two teenagers in the Paleolithic 
Era must rescue a fellow villager from 
a rival tribe in this historical middle-
grade adventure.

Thirteen-year-old Tioga from the 
Allegewi tribe is exploring the danger-

ous Bear Cave. Joining him is his best friend, 12-year-old Kopi, 
who’s loyal but not quite as daring. Tioga’s father was a famous 
trapper named Wroclaw who died while wrestling a bear. Other 
children torment Tioga about this as well as mock him for his 
hand, which was disfigured by fire. While exploring, Tioga and 
Kopi suddenly hear screaming; they soon learn that 14-year-old 
Hanna, Tioga’s crush, has been kidnapped. She’s been taken by 
the Mononga Devil, a warlord with only one arm and, possibly, 
mystical powers. The Allegewi’s Chief Tundra says that warriors 
can’t be spared to rescue Hanna and sends the two boys on a 
mission to retrieve the Allegewi hunters so they can protect 
the village from an imminent attack. They are not to attempt 
to rescue Hanna, he says, whose fate is up to the “Great Spirit.” 
Yet Tioga is determined to do so anyway. After he and Kopi pick 
up the girl’s trail—finding strands of her dyed purple hair and 
jewelry—they discover that the Devil is a man with an intrigu-
ing history. Tippins’ debut blend of ancient history and action 
will fascinate his target audience and offer adults a refreshing 
literary excursion. His resourceful protagonists are easy to root 
for as they defy the odds for love and loyalty. When Elder Gron 
gives Tioga a bone talisman made from the arm of the Devil, the 
tale adopts a truly mythic quality. Stone Age facts abound, such 
as the use of the atlatl, a spear that hunters launched with the 
help of a curved wooden stick. Gory moments are appropriate 
to the story (“His [father’s] hair and half of his face had been 
torn away. Blood gushed from a wound in his neck”), and revela-
tions regarding the Devil, Tioga’s mother, and the connections 
between the Allegewi and Mononga tribes are continuously sur-
prising. An emotional finale gears fans up for a sequel.

A tale with riveting characters and an operatic plot.
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YOUR INSIDE GUIDE TO THE 
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT
And How To Prevent Having 
To Go!
Voon, Fred
FriesenPress (162 pp.) 
$29.99  |  $19.99 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
June 17, 2021
978-1-77-760341-0
978-1-77-760340-3 paper

A debut manual offers a behind-the-
scenes look at hospital emergency departments.

The emergency department of a hospital can be a covert, 
intimidating place. The aim of this guide written by Voon, a 
physician trained in emergency medicine, is to demystify the 
ED. While the author’s slant is specific to Canadian hospitals, 
this book is likely to be helpful to patients wondering about any 
ED’s inner workings. Voon very effectively parts the curtains, 
beginning with an overview of how the ED functions, from 

triage and registration through medical assessments and treat-
ment. Some of the more informative details in Part 1 are found 
in the sidebars; they cover myths (for example, being brought 
to the ED by ambulance does not mean a patient is seen faster), 
what the numbers on a monitor mean, common medical tests, 
and more. Part 2 acknowledges arguably the biggest downside 
of EDs—the wait. Here, Voon empathetically explains some of 
the reasons there is typically such a long wait, the most criti-
cal being the “worst first” strategy: “The main goal of the ED 
staff is to check for, rule out, and treat potentially life and limb-
threatening conditions first.” He also suggests three techniques 
to reduce anxiety while waiting. In Part 3, the author delivers 
insights into ED physicians by discussing why they enjoy their 
jobs. In addition, he provides descriptions of the roles of the 
staff as well as the basic layout of an ED. All of this detail serves 
to allay fears of the unknown. Part 4 may be of the most imme-
diate value because Voon shares his assessment of certain seri-
ous symptoms and “what we worry about” in the ED. Included 
in this section is the author’s sensible advice on less acute symp-
toms and what they might mean, a fairly comprehensive list of 
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over-the-counter medications everyone should have at home, 
and helpful tips for common conditions. Budding medical prac-
titioners may be especially intrigued by the “maneuvers that are 
as easy as party tricks to try for problems that sometimes bring 
people to the ED.” The writing is down-to-earth and the con-
tent practical.

Authoritative, illuminating, and calming health care advice.

DEPARTURES
Wenstrom, E.J.
Self (303 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  $0.99 e-book
June 30, 2021
979-8-52-926515-4

On the day she’s supposed to die, a 
teenager escapes her tightly controlled 
community in this YA SF novel.

In the future, after devastating wars 
and climate change have left the planet 
a toxic ruin, the Directorate emerges 

to provide safety and guidance for its people. All citizens bear 
a “departure date” inked onto their wrists, the day they must 
die (to avoid suffering) as predicted by Directorate technology. 
Most will live into their hundreds, but not Evalee “Evie” Hen-
ders—she is scheduled to depart at 17 years old. Still somehow 
alive after taking her suicide pill, she’s smuggled away for a sec-
ond try but is saved at the last minute by Kinlee, a girl who leads 
her to a forest camp of Directorate-defying rebels. Evie finds 
this new world frighteningly unsafe at first but soon questions 
what she’s been taught, finding her place (and a boyfriend) in 
the community. She wishes to rescue Gracelyn, her brilliant 
younger sister. In turn, Gracelyn is troubled by suspicions that 
Evie didn’t die. On track to join the Directorate elite, Grace-
lyn puts herself in danger by searching for clues and accepting 
help from shady allies. As tensions mount between the rebels 
and the Directorate, the sisters will face difficult choices. Wen-
strom, with a series of YA fantasy novels under her belt, now 
turns to SF. Evie is a compelling hero: Though her foundation is 
rocked, she shows admirable courage and resilience. The novel 
offers entertaining action, romance, and suspense, plus a com-
plex exploration of the Directorate and its goals. Moreover, the 
story raises serious issues for thoughtful consideration, such as 
whether it’s worth giving up freedom to avoid pain or the dif-
ficulty of living with another’s choices.

An absorbing, taut coming-of-age tale that grapples intel-
ligently with mortality and liberty.
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I N D I E

Books of the Month
FROM BEYOND 
THE SKIES
Juli Boit
A heroic, uplifting 
account of easing 
others’ suffering and 
building a family.

WAGER TOUGH
Tom Farrell
A crackerjack crime 
novel about an 
upright Chicago bar-
tender on the hunt 
for a killer.

RAE’S FIRST DAY
Danny Jordan 
Illus. by Agustina 
Perciante
First-day jitters, 
inclusivity, and an 
engaging superhero 
tale all in one.

THE PIOUS 
INSURRECTION
Dexter Morgenstern
An emotional and 
remarkably inventive 
fantasy.

MURDER IN 
FIRST POSITION
Lori Robbins
A graceful 
mystery that 
pirouettes around a 
cast of entertaining 
narcissists.

QUEEN OF THE 
SUGARHOUSE

 Constance Studer 
A brilliant, if harrow-
ing, set of tales fea-
turing sharp prose.
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Vi c k y  Sm i t h
COLLEAGUES SAY GOODBYE TO KIRKUS’ LONGTIME YOUNG READERS’ EDITOR

After 13 years—and nearly 36,000 reviews—young readers’ editor Vicky 
Smith is leaving Kirkus. Her colleagues at the magazine, not to mention the 
hundreds of reviewers who write for her, have met this news with a combi-
nation of shock, dismay, hand-wringing, and floods of tears. Also immense 
gratitude. Vicky’s stewardship of the young readers’ sections made a palpable 
impact on the world of children’s literature. Here, some friends and colleagues 
offer their appreciation.

To say that I’ve learned a lot working alongside Vicky does not begin to do 
credit to someone whose work ethic and generosity of spirit are second to 
none. Vicky possesses a rare combination of boldness, courage, and humility—
and it shows in everything from her caring relationships with reviewers to the 
thoughtful interview questions she asks authors and illustrators, the tireless 
behind-the-scenes support she provides to her colleagues, and her unceasing 
desire to improve the way we approach reviewing. While Vicky has started conversations that have inspired change indus-
trywide, she never loses sight of the child reader. She leaves a gap not easily filled but has paved the way for her successor to 
flourish and carry on in a spirit of appreciation and critical reflection.—Laura Simeon, young readers’ editor

Six years ago, Vicky Smith took a chance on me. I’d written book reviews before, but never in the concise way that Kirkus 
is known for and never of YA books. I was nervous. But Vicky taught me everything I needed to know with patience, a keen 
editorial eye, and so much love and kindness. Vicky’s attention to detail and nuance, and her integrity and commitment not 
just to diversity, but to the real work of justice and equity in the literary world—all of this is reflected in the reviews published 
under her guidance. I will really miss working with her, but I’m thrilled for the lucky readers in her hometown who will now 
benefit from her warmth and love of literature.—Deesha Philyaw, critic and author

Vicky is unquestionably one of the smartest people I know, a quintessential librarian at heart, possessed of so many facts 
about so many topics that it boggles the mind. I’ve had the pleasure of working alongside Vicky since she came to Kirkus in 
2008. In the years since, Vicky was front and center in the design of our new content management system, displaying a facil-
ity with the minutiae of databases that surpassed that of any editor I’ve known. Which is to say, she’s not just a top-notch 
editor and kid-lit guru; she’s a well-rounded dynamo. Though she’s exiting this Kirkus roller coaster after 13 years, she will not 
be forgotten, and she will be missed every day.—Eric Liebetrau, nonfiction and managing editor

Long before we became colleagues, I’d heard the legend of Vicky Smith. Whenever the subject of Kirkus came up in pub-
lishing circles, insiders paid tribute to her as our cozy industry’s most fabulous children’s reviews editor. I was lucky to see 
her in action up close these last few years, most consistently on our Fully Booked podcast, where I awaited her weekly reading 
recommendations with great excitement. Vicky’s keenness to connect young readers with smart, bighearted books reori-
ented my journalism. My favorite editors’ segments were the ones when she read aloud. Things won’t be the same without 
you, Vicky. And while I will miss you dearly, I wish you every good thing in your next chapter.—Megan Labrise, editor at large

I’d agreed to serve as a judge for the Kirkus Prize in 2019 when Vicky emailed with bad news: My own new book had just 
received a terrible Kirkus review. With grace, she offered to let me pull out of the judging process. I thought about it—that 
review was painful—but somehow managed to pray through the Litany of Humility (look it up, it’s a dangerous prayer) and 
told her I’d keep going. A week or so later a package came from Vicky. Inside was a lovely note along with a jar of her home-
grown honey—the perfect reminder to keep trying to sweeten the world of literature for young people, even if it means 
getting stung a time or two. That’s you, Vicky—courageous, truthful (stings and all), and gracious in your unswerving com-
mitment to providing children with excellent books. Thank you.—Mitali Perkins, author

The Papes

Vicky Smith, far right, with, from left, Laura Simeon 
and 2019 Kirkus Prize judges Hanna Lee, Pauletta 
Brown Bracy and Mitali Perkins..
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Winter 1941, Honolulu. A young man with the resonant name 
of Robert E. Lee Prewitt, absent from home since running away 
to join the Army at the age of 17, reports for duty at Schofield Bar-
racks. Without much direction in life, he imagines a career in the 
military, but he has trouble accepting orders that he considers unjust 
or obtuse—most orders, that is.

Prew, the ill-fated antihero of James Jones’ debut novel, From 
Here to Eternity, has been busted to private after complaining that a 
man less skilled than he had been made chief bugler at his previous 

duty post. Now, having boxed as a welterweight, he’s been assigned to a unit whose commanding officer is deter-
mined to win his division’s boxing championship. When Prew refuses Capt. Holmes’ order to put on gloves, he’s put 
on punishment detail, made to hike up and down the towering mountains behind the base with a full pack and rifle.

Milt Warden, the unit’s top kick sergeant, sympathizes. He sees Prew for the good soldier that he is, and he has 
little use for the brass: “Being an officer would make a son of a bitch out of Christ himself.” Holmes is worse even 
than all that: A man on the make in the Army, eager for a promotion, he thinks nothing of throwing his men under 
the tank treads to serve himself.

The soldiers are demoralized. They drink oceans of booze. They shirk their duties. They brawl, sometimes fatally. 
When they have a few dollars in their pockets, they head to the Waikiki brothels. When they run out of money, 
some soldiers, notably a private named Angelo Maggio, seek the company of older men 
to tide themselves over from payday to payday—daring stuff to put in a novel in 1951.

Prew falls in love with a prostitute. Warden embarks on an affair with Holmes’ 
estranged wife, made memorable by the rolling-in-the-surf moment between Burt Lan-
caster and Deborah Kerr in the 1953 film version. All harbor psychic vacuums. Hungry 
ghosts, all dream of lives other than the ones they’re living. The Japanese attack on the 
islands, which brings Jones’ sprawling novel to a close, barely diverts them from their 
fixations, their unmet desires.

In her essay collection The White Album, Joan Didion writes, “Certain places seem 
to exist mainly because someone has written about them.” For her, Hawaii was James 
Jones’ territory as much as Mississippi was William Faulkner’s. Moreover, she wrote, 
Jones, befitting someone who lived out Prew’s life but survived to tell of it, depicted life in the Army as “nothing 
more or less than life itself.” That’s a tragic statement given the desperate lives of so many of Jones’ characters.

Seventy years on, Jones’ book is known mostly by way of that movie version, far more genteel than his gritty 
pages. From Here to Eternity stands today as one of the best novels to have emerged from the American experience 
in World War II. War being one of the eternal verities, it also reads, all these years later, as if written for our time, an 
age of unending conflict and unfulfilled souls. 

Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.
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APPRECIATIONS  |  Gregory McNamee

James Jones’ From Here to Eternity at 70




